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The reActor core is a three-region cycled core. The fuel rods are cold

vorkWd Urcaloy tubes containing slightly enriched uranium dioxide fuel.

The fuel aisaebly is a canless type with the basic assembly consisting of

the F"C guide thimbles velded to the grids and the top and bottom nozzles.

The fuel rods are held by the sprIng clip grips in this assembly which

provide a very stiff support for the fuel rods.

Mu1l length and part length rod cluster control assembliea and burnable

poison rods are inserted into the goide thimbles of the fuel assemblies.

The absorber sections of the control rof. are fabricated of silver-indiuw-

cadniua alloy sealed in s.ainless steel tubes. The absorber material in

the fixed burnable poison rods is in the form of borosllicate glass sealed

in stainless steel tubes.

The control rod drive sechanims for the full length RCC assemblies are of

the magnetic latch type. The latches are controlled by three magnetic coils.

They are so desIgned that upon a loss of power to the coils, the rod cluster

control assembly is released and falls by gravity to shut down tshe reactor.

The nechan5.sms for the part length control rods, which are normally in the

core, are of a roller nut type mechantam which move at slow ape, aud

stop motion on complete loss of power. Therefore complete loss of power

to these taechanisms will not result in any significant reactivity change.

3.1 DESIGN BASES

3.1.1 PERFOR.MCE OBJECTIVES

The initial reactor thermal power objective is 2758 MWt. The license appli-

cation is for this power rating. Calculations indicate that hot channel

factors will be consIderabjy less than those used for design purposes in

this application.

3.1,1-1
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The turbint-generator and plant heat removal systems have been dsigned

for a thermal rating of 3083 Hwrt. The portions of the safety analysts

dependent on heat removal capacity oZ plant and safeguards systems have

assured the maxima calculated pomer rating of 3216 1wt as have the evalu-

ations of activity release and .adiation exposure.

The reactor core fuel loading and programing is designed to yield the first
cycle average burnup of 14,20 IHD/•I•U and equilibrium discharge burnup of 15

33,000 MWD/HU. The fuel rod cladding is designed to maintain it& integrity

for the anticipated core life. The effects of gas release, fuel dimensional

changes, and corrosion-induced or irradiation-induced changes in the sechan-

leal properties of cladding are considered in the design of the fuel

assemblies.

Rod Control Clusters are employed to provide sufficient reactivity control

t& t-m'"inate any credible power transient prior to reaching the design minimza

depk ture from nucleate boiling (DP.B) ratio of 1.30. This is accomplished

by ensuring sufficient control cluster worth to shut the reactor doMw by

at least 1% in the hut condition with the most reactive control cluster stuck

in the fully withdrawn position.

Rodundant equipment is provided to add soluble poison to the reactor coolant

in the form of boric acid to maintain shutdown margin when the reactor to

cooled to ambient temperatures.

In addition, the control rod worth in conjunction with the boric acid injection

from the boric acid injection tank is sufficient to ptevent return to critical

as a result of the maximum credible steam break (one safety valve stuck fully

open) even assuming that the most reactive control rod Is in the fully

withdrawn pcsition.

Experimental measurements from critical experiments or operating reactors, or

both, are used to validate the methods employed in the design. During design,

nuclear parameters have been calculated for every phase of operation of the

U ;0 I 3.1.1-2



ffrst core cycle and, where applicable, are coupared with design limits to

show that an adequate margin cf safety exists.

In the thermal hydraulic design of the core, the uaxizuu fuel and clad

temperatures d.-ring normal reactor operation and at 112X overpover have been

conservatively evaluated and found to be consistent with safe operating

limitations.

3.1.2 PRINCIPAL DESIGN CRITERIA

Reactor Core Design

Criterion. The reactor core with its related controls and protection systems
shall be designed to function throughout its design lifetime without
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits which have been stipulated
and justified. The core and related auxiliary system designs
shall provide this integrity under all empected conditions of
normal operation with appropriate margins tor uncertainties and
for specified transient situations wihich can be anticipated. (CDC 6)

The reactor core, with its related control and protection system, is designed

to function throughout its design lifetinse without exceeding acceptable fuel

damage limits. The core design, together with reliable process and decay heat

removal systems, provides for this capability under all expected conditions

of normal operation with appropriate nargins for uncertainties and anticipated

transient situations, including the effects of the loss of reactor coolant flow

(Section 14.1.6), trip of the turbine generator (Section 14.1.9), loss of normal

feedwater and loss of all off-site power (Section 14.1.8).

The Reactor Control and Protection System is designed to actuate a reactor trip

for any anticipated combination of plant conditions, when necessary, to ensure

a muinium Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) ratio equal to or greater than

1.30.

The integrity of fuel claddine is ensured by preventing excessive fuel swell-

_Inj. excessive clad heating, excessive cladding stress and strain. This

3.1.2-1



U scMliav*d by dotsining the fuel tods so that the folloving aonxervative
"liits are not oxcesded durinS ntursls operation or any anticipated trAntient
coud tiont

a) Hlinium b i rttlo equal to or greater than I -20
b) IuN1 tenter teerature beloe malting point of .- ,

c) Internal #as pressure leos then thv nominal external pressure (2250 psit)

even at the and of life

4) Clad stresses less th&A the Zircaloy y1eolJ sttength

e) Clad strairn lost than 12,

The ability of fuel dpijind4 and oper4ted to thene criteria to vithatanr
postulated normal and 6bnorml service conditions Is shovm by analyaos

described In Chapter 14 to satisfy the da*ands of plant operation veil within

applicables regulatory limits.

Thu reactor coolant pumpe provided for the plant are supplied with sufficient

rotational iuiertia to P4Intatn an adequate flow coastdown and prevent core
dA*3&o in the event of a similtaneous lous of power to all puumps.

In the unlikely evant of a turbine trip from full power without an Imediate

reactor trip* the subsequent roactor coolant tumperature Incroaso and volusa

insurle to the proeuurizer results in a high pressurizer pressure trip ad

thereby prevents feual daemge for this tranoient. A loav of external olectrical

loWd of 502 of full power or lox. to nornally controlled by rod cluster Inser-

tion totboher Ilth a controlled ateam dump to the condenser to prevent

4 large tesporiture and pressure Increase in the 0 ctor Coolant 3yatem

m4M thus prevent i reActor trip. In this ca.s, ovorpover-over teparature

pcot•ction would g•ard againat any combinatiott of pressure, temperat.re

and power vihtich could result In a DIHB ratio lees than 1.3 durinp the transient,

In onsther the turbine trip nor the loss-of-flaw events do the changes In

coolant conditiorns provokc a nucleas poase excursion becauso of the large

systom thermal lnortis And relatively suall void Urnctio•i, Protection clr~uite4

3*1,20-3



04t.at"4 diroctly by the coolant conditiotu i4.mtified with car- •Limts

are therefore offective in preventing core damage.

WgwRIOica of Povr Oscqlstions

Criterions Th, design of the reactor core with itsx related c"trozl and
protection systess shall. ensure that povir ocillatrionst, the
magnitud* of which could catie damage in excass of aaccptabl.e
fuel damage limite, are not tosel8bli or can be readily supr-zzed.
(GDC 7)

The potential for possible spatial oscillations of pover distribution for

this cotr has been reviewed. It is concluded that low frequency xenon

oscillations may occur in the axial dimension, and part length control

rods are provided to supress these oscillations. The core is expected

to be stable to xenon (scll)ations in the X-Y disevaion. Out-of-core

Instrumentation is provided to obtain necessary information concerning

pow*r distribution. This Instrumentation Is adequate to enable the oparator

to nonitor and control xenon induced oscillations. (In-core instrumentation

it used to periodically calibrate and verify the information provided by

the out-of-core instrumentation. The analysis, detection and control

of these oscillations is d4icumaed in reference 2) of Section 3.2.2.

XedundanSc of Ractivity Control

Criterion: Two independent reactivity control syste~m, preferably of differtat
principleu, shall be provided. (CDC 27)

Two independent reactivity control systems art provided, one involving

rod cluster control (RCC) assemblies and the other involving chemical

shimming.

Ructivity Hot ShutdvnCaýabl

Criterion: The reactivity control systems provided shall be capable of
making and holding the core subcritical from any hot standby
or hot operating condition, (GOO 28)

Supplasent 6
3.1,2-3 27



Tha reactivity Cotrol systaw provided ce apable 6x- miskIn and holding
-t~he core uiicri1tical from any hot standby or hot operating conatiton, In-
cI€a4ij t•ose resulting ftca pover changes. The saxaLu exces reactivity

e--metied for the core ocur, for the cold, clean condition at the begin•ing

of U& of the intial core.

-TAe W Cluster Control (RCC) aeseablies are divided into three categories

copraisnlg conrol benks, uhutdovu baes and a part length rod bank. The

control banks used in coabitation with cisuical shiA control provide control

of the reactivity changes of the core throughout the life ., the core during

povar operation. "hese banks of RCC assemblies are used to compenata-

for short term reactivity changes at power that might be produced due ct

variation* in r"actor pwaar level or In coolant temporature. The chemical

shin control is used to compens8te f-r the wre slowl occurring changes

In •aactivity throughout core life auc;% as those due to fuel depletion

and fIssion product buildup.

Lact.ivy• Shutdown Sabiity

Criterion: One of the raactivity control s~stcm pzovid~d shall be capable
of =Akins the c-or- subcritical undoz any anticipated operating
condition Incir• zxtC.ti6lpated operaltoonal transients) auf-
ficiently fa~t to prevent excesdiSj acceptrle fuel dlauge
limits. Shutdown a=3in shouid assure sucrit•l4aity with
the most react~ve control rod fully vithdrain. (C1)C 29)

The reactor core, toget-her with t;.e reactr control and protection eyetes

is designed that the mi-xnium *llowable MMR is at l@pat 1.30 and th-are

is no fuel malting during noruaa operatioa including aoticipated tt-:iaents.

The shutdown groups a provided to surpplement tho cont-rol groups of RCC

ausoablia to make the reactor 4t least one per cent subcditital at the

t'it zero pomer ead4ition (kef£ - 0.99) following trip from any -redible

oporating cor~d£ion azsuwang Z* moat reactive RCC asnembly in in the fully

withdrawn postbitin.

fp 'l 2 6 3 .1 .2-4
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K atficivit shutdown1 capability is also provided to raintain the core suib--
crit-acal asuamng the most reactive rod to be in the £Eqly vithdrawn

position for the most severe anticipated cooldown transient associated with

a sintgle active failuie, e.g., accidental opening 9f a steam bypa•a, or

relief valve, or safety valve stuck open. This is achieved by the combin-

ation of controi rods and autozatic boric acid addition via the etergency

core cooling system. The minim= shutdown margin is calculated to be 1.95X

assuming the maximum worth control rod In tht fully withdrawn position

al-ci,' 10T uncertainty In the control rod cal lations.

L.i- L Ynually controlled boric acid addition is used to naintain the shutdown

ia• for the long term conditiot of xenoti decay and plant cooldoun.

Redundant equipment is provided to uarunv .- e capability of adding boric

- -•acid So the reactor coolant system.

Reactivity Holddown Capability

Cri•Serion: The reactivity control systems provided shall be capable of making
the core eubcritical under credible accident conditions with
appropriate margins for contingencies and limiting any subsequent
return to power such that there wini be no undue risk to tht: health
and saf•ey of th* public (CDC 30)

Normal reactivity shutdown capability is provided within 2 seconds following

4 trip signal by control rodc with boric acid injection used to compensate

for the long term xenon decay trotnaient and for plant cooldown. As discussed

in response to the previous criteria the shutdown capability prevents return

to critical as a res.ult of the cooldo.n associated wIth a safety valve stuck

fully open.

Any timt that tI.e reac.or is at pover, tha quantity of boric acid retained

in the boric acid tanks and .aady for injection alvays exceeds that quantity

requIred for the noraal cold shutdown. This quantity alvays excee's the

quantity of boric acid required to bring the reactor to hot shutdown and

to compensate for subsequent xenon decay. Boric acid is pumped from the

3.1.2-5
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boric £i4d tanks by one of tu-o boric acid transfer pumps to the suctirn

of onM o three charging pumps which inject boric acid into the reactor

coolant. An charging pump and either boric acid transfer pump can be

operated Jowo diesel generator power on loss of station power. BoriL acid

can be iUJected by one pump at a rate vhich takes the plmnt to 1% shutdown

: the hot Zandition with no rods inserted in less than sixteen minutes

In sixteen additional minutes, enough boric acid can be injected to compensate

for-xeno dacay although xenon decay below the equilibrium operating level

dme not begin until approximately 15 hours after shutdown. If two boric

acid pumps are wvailables, these time periods are halved. Additional boric

acid .'jection is employed if it is desired to bring the reactor to cold

sbutdovn conditions.

On the basis of the above, the injection of boric acid is shown to afford

backu.d reactivity shutdown capability, independent of control rod clusters

which normally serve this function in the short term situation. Shutdown for

lomg term and reduced teoperature conditions can be accomplished with boric

acid injection using re4undant components, thus achievJng the measure of

reliability implied by the criterion.

Alternately8 boric acid solution at l.ower concentration can be supplied from

the refueling water tank. This aviution can be transferred directly by the

charging pumps or alternately by the safety injection pumps. The reduced

boric acid concentration lengthens the time required to achieve equivalent

shutdown,

E

Reactivity Control Systems Malfunction

Cdtteriont The reactor protection systems shall be capable of protecting
against any single malfunction of the reactivity control sys-tem,
such as unplanned continuaus withdrawal (not ejection or dropout)
of a control red, by limiting reactivity transients to avoid
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limits. (GPC 31)

a
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0
U* reactor pro"i'etion syites are capable of protectizg against any sin le

credible mlfunetion of the reactivity control system, by limiting reactivity

tran-lents to avoid exceeding acceptable fuel damage Iftits.

Reactor shutdown vith rods is cotpletely Independent of the normal rod control

functions since the trip breakers completely interrupt the power to the iod

vethanitts regardless of existing control signals.

Details of the effects of continuous withdrawal of a control rod aad contin-

uous deboration are described in Section 14.1 and Section 9.2, respectively.

M~sxim•m Aeactivity Vorth of Contr~l Ro&%

Criterion: Limits, which include reasonable margin, shall be placed on the
max$ons reactivity .worth of cont-ol rod= %r eementsa and on
rates at which teactivity. can be Increased to easur.e thbt the
votantial effects of a sudden or large change of react1vity
cannot (a) rupture the reactor con-lant pressure boundary it
(b) disrupt the core, its support structures, or other vessel
internals sufficiently to lose capability of cooling the core.
(CDC 32)

LiUits, which include corAidcrable =argin, are placed oa the vaxim= reactiv-

ity worth of control rods or clements and on rates at which reactivIty can

be increased to ensure that the potential effects of a sudden or large

change of reactivity cannot (a) rupture the reactor coolant pressure boundary

or (b) disrupt the core, its support structures, or other vessel internals

so an to lose capability to cool the core.

The reactor control system employs control rod clusterd. A portion of these

ar& designated shutdown rods and are fully withdrawn during power operation.

The remaining rods comprise the control groups which are used to control

load and reActor coolont temperature. The rod cluster drive mechanisms

are vired into preselected groups, and are therefore prevented from belng

withdrawn in other than their respective groups. The rod drive mechanism

is of the magnetic latch type and tha coil actuation is sequunced to provide
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vg-gablo speed rod trwael. This maxisum reactivity asartto* rate ton
aaalyxsd in the de~ledm plant &nalya~a *ssuaiwiz two of the highest: worth

groups to be at-cadentally withdrawnm at xaximtu speed yielding reactivity
ortietom rates of tha order of- x 10~ Ak/sec vifch Is we'll within-..t

capobil-Ity *f the a-worpowor-.ovurtaxperature protection circuiits to prvmnt
tare damage.

No a-Ingle. credible menchanical or elactrIcal con~trol *Yet**m ,flunctics can
cause a rod cluster to be withdrawn at a spead greater than 8i0 steps per

miniutu (,v 30 inches per stnute).e

3.1.3 SAYTY UKITS

0

The ro-actor is capable of meting the prformnce objecttivea throughout core

lise under both steady state and transient conditiorns vithout violating the

Uniegr$-ty of the fusi elements. Thus the releace of unacceptable amounts of

slmse• products to the coolant is praveated.

The limiting conditions for opration established in the Technical Specift-

cation speciry the functional capacity of performa•ce levels permitted to

aesure saf•f operation f tho ficiiifty.

Desiln paraxeters which aze pertiment to safety limits are specifiet below

to-v tho nuclear, control, thermal and hydraullc, and aschanical sapects of

the daeultn.

Nuclear Limits

At full po"r tlicense application paver) 4he nuclear heat flyx hot channel

factor - - 312 as specified in T•ble 3.2.1-1, Uine 17, in not exceeded.

he nuclear sal peakingfact-or!, and the nuclemr enthalpy rise hot

channel factor F r AR e lUnited in rheir combinud relationship so as tior to

exceed4 rb or DUt*R t1iuita

zi:ý i-,-
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Poteatlal axial xMeon oscillations are controlled with part length rods

to preclude adverse core conditions. The protection system ensures that

the wuclear core limits are not exceeded. 0
Ractivity Control Limits

The control system and the operational procedures provide adequate control

of the core reactivity and power distribution. The fofloving control limits

are wee.t

a. A minimua hot xhutdown margin of 1.95 AKeff is available assuming

a 10% uncertainty in the control red calculation.

b. This shutdown margin is maintained with the most reactive kCCA In

the fully withdrawn position.

c. The shutdown margin is maintained at ambient temperature by the use

of soluble poison.

0
Thermal and Hydraulic Limits

The reactor core is designed to meet the following limiting thermal and

hydraulic criteria:

at The minimix allowable DNBR during normal operation, including anticipated

transients, is 1.30.

t. No fuel melting during any anticipated operating condition.

To saintain fuel rod integrity and prevent fission product release, it is

necessary to prevent clad overheating under all operating conditions. This

is accomplished by prejenting a departure from nucleate boiling (M5) which

causes a large decrease in the heat transfer coefficient between the fuel

rod& and the reactor coolant resulting in high clad temperatures.

6
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The ratio of the heat flux causing DMB at a particular core location, as

predicted by the W-3 correlation, to the existing heat flux at the same

core location it the DIB ratio. A DNB ratio of 1.30 corresponds to a 95%

probability at a 952 confidence level that DNB does not occur and is chosen

to maint.ain an appropriate margin to DNB for all operating conditions.

Mlechanical Limits

Reactor Internals

The reactor Internal components are designed to withstand the stresses result-

Ing from startup, steady state operation with any number of pumps running,

and shut-down conditions. No damage to the reactor internals occurs as a

result of loss of pumping power.

Lateral deflection and torsional rotation of the lower end oi the core barrel

is limited to prevent excessive movements resulting from seismic disturb-

an'es and thus prevent interference with rod control cluster assemblies.

Core drop in the event of failure of the normal supports is limited so that

the rod cluster control assemblies do not disengage from the fuel assembly

guide thimbles.

The internals are further designed to maintain their functional integrity

in the event of a major loss-of-coolant accident. The dynamic loading

resulting from the pressure oscillations because of a loss-of-coolant

accident does not cause sufficient deformation to prevent rod cluster control

assembly insertion.

Fuel Assemblins

The fuel assemblies are designed to perform satisfactorily throughout their

lifetime. The loads, stresses, and strains resulting from the combined

effects of flow induced vibrations, earthquakes, reactor pressure, fission

gas pressure, fuel growth, thermal strain, and differential expansion during0
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" both steady state and transient reactor operating conditions have been

emaidered In the design of the fuel rods and fuel asusembly. The assembly

is also structurally designed to withstand handling and shippo-g load* prior

to Irradiation, and to maintain sufficient integrity at the completion of

design burnup to permit safe removal from the core subsequent handling during

cool-dmwm, shipment and fuel reprocessing.

The fuel rods are supported at ninc 'ocations along their lxngth within

the fuel assemblies by brazed grid assemblies which are designed to maintain

control of the lateral spacing between the rods throughout the design life

of the assemblies. The magnitude of the support loads provided by the grids

are established to uinimze possible fretting without overstressing the

cladding at the points of c ,tact 'between the grids and fuel rods and without

imposirg restraints of sufficient magnitude to result in buckling of distortion

of the rods.

The fuel rod cladding is designed to withstand operating pressure loads

without rupture and to maintain encapsulation of the fuel throughout the

design life.

Rod Cluster Control Assemblies

The criteria used for the design of the cladding on the individual absorber

rods in the rod cluster control assemblies (RCCA) are similar to those used

for he fuel rod clad'.ng. The cladding is designed to be free standing

under all operatP.; conditions and .•ill maintain encapsulation of the absorber

mat-rial thrc.ghout the absorber rod design life. Allowance for wear during

operatk4 is included for the RCCA cladding thickness.

Adequate clearance is provided between the absorber rods and the guide

thimbles which position the rods within the fuel assemblies so that coolant

flov along the length of the absorber rods is svfficient to remove the heat

generated without overheatng of the absorber cladding. The Zlearance is

al*o sufficient to compensate for any misalignment between the absorber rods

3.1.3-4



and guide thimbles and to prevent mechanical interference between the rods

0 and ulide thimbles under any operating conditions.

- Control Rod Drive Assembly

Each control rod drive assembly is designed ei a hermetically sealed unit

to prevent leakage of reactor coolant. All pressure-containing components

are designed to meet the requirements of the ASME Code, Section II, Nuclear

Vessels for Class A vessels.

The control rod drive assemblies for the full length rods provide rod cluster

control assembly insertion and withdrawal rates consistent wi th the required

reactivity changes for reactor operational load changes. This rate is based

on the worth. of the various rod groups, which are establishcd to limit

power-peaking flux patteras to design values. The maximum reactivity addition

rate is specified to limit the magnitude of a possible nuclear excursion

resulting from a control system or operator malfunction. Also, the control

rod drive assemblies for the full length rods provide a fast insertion rate

during a "trip" of the RCC assemblies which results in a rapid shutdown

of the reactor for conditions that cannot be handled by the reactor control

system,.

The part length control rod drive mechanisms are used to position the part

*= length rod control cluster assemblies within the reactor core. When required,

the mechanisms drive the control clusters at a constant speed in either

direction. Removal or lose of power causes the rods to stop all moLion

immediately.
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3.2,1 NUCLEAR DESIGN AND EVALUATION

This section presents the nuclear characteristics of the core and an

evaluation of the characteristics and design parameters which are signifieant

to design objectives. The capability of the reactor to achieve these

objectives while performing safely under normal operational modes, including

both transient and steady state, is demonstrated.

Nuclear Characteristics of the Design

A summary of the reactor nuclear design characteristics is presented

in Table 3.2.1-1.

Reactivity Control Aspects

Reactivity control is provided by neutron absorbing control rods and

by a soluble chemical neutron absorber (boric acid) in the reactor coolant.

The concentration of boric acid is varied as necessary during the life

of the core to compensate for: (1) chrages in reactivity which occur

with change in temperature of the reactor coolant from cold shutdown

to the hot operating, zero power conditions; (2) changes in reactivity

associated with changes in the fission product poisons xenon and samarium;

(3) reactivity losses associated with the depletion of fissile inventory

and buildup of long-lived fission product poisons (other than xenon and

samarium); and (4) changes in reactivity due to burnable poison burnup.

The control rods provide reactivity control for: (1) fast shutdown;

(2) reactivity changes associated with changes in the average coolant

temperature above hot zero power (core average coolant temperature is

increased with power level); (3) reactivity associated with any void

formation; (4) reactivity changes associated with the power coefficient

of reactivity.

3.2.1-1



Chemical Shim Control

Control to render the reactor subcritical at temperatures below the

overating range is provided by a chemical neutron absorber (boron). The

boron concentration during refueling has been established as shown in Table

3.2.1-i, line 29. This concentration together with the control rods provides

approximately 10 per cent shutdown margin for these operations. The concen-

tration is alao sufficient to maintain the core shutdown without any RCC

rods during refueling. For cold shutdown, at the beginning of core life,

a concentration (shown in Table 3.2.1-1, line 37) is sufficient for one

per cent shutdown with all but the highest worth rod inserted. The boron

concentration (Tabla 3.2.1-1, line 29) for refueling is equivalent to less

that, two per cent by weight boric acid (H3 BO3 ) and is well within solubility

limits at ambient temperature. This concentration is also maintained in

the spent fuel pit since it is directly connected with the refueling canal

during refueling eperations.

The initial full powier boron concentration without equilibrium xenon and

samarium Je 1160 ppm. As these fission product poisons are built up, the

boron concentration is reduced to 780 ppm.

This initial boron concentration is that which permits the withdrawal of

the control banks to their operational limits with the part length rods

out. The xenon-free hot, zero power shutdown (k - 0.99) with all but the

highest worth rod inserted, can be maintained with the boron concentration

15 of 677 ppm. This concentration is less than the f'lll power operating value

with equilibrium xenon.

Control Rod ReQuirements

Neutron-abeorbing control rods provide reactivity control to compensate

fox more rapid variations in reactivity. The rods are divided into two

categories according to their function. Some rods compensate far changes

in reactivity due to variations in operating conditions of the reactor

Supplement 15
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W such an power or temperature. Theae rods comprise the control groutp of
rods. The remaining roda, which provide shutdown reactivity, are termed

shutdown rods. The total shutdown worth of all the rods is also specified
to provide adoquate shutdown with the most reactive rod stuck out of the

core.

Control rod reactivity requiromoats at beginning and end of life are sum-
marized in Table 3.2.1-2. The installed worth of the control rods is shown

in Table 3.2.1-3

The difference is available for excess shutdown upon reactor trip. The

control rod requirements are discussed below.

Total Power Reactivity Defect

Control rods must be available to compensate for the reactivity change incur-
red with a change in power level due to the Dopplur effect. The magnitude

of this change has been established by correlating the experimental results

of numerous operating cores as mentioned above.

The average temperature of the reactor coolant is increaded with power level

in the reactor. Since this change is actually a part of the power dependent

reactivity change, along with the Doppler effect and void formation, the

associateO reactivity change must be controlled by rods. The largest amount

of reactivity that must be controlled is at the end of lifc when the moderator

temperature coefficient has its most negative 'value. The moderator temper-
ature coefficient range is given in Table 3.2.1-1, line 42, while the

cumulative reactivity change Ic shown in the first line of Table 3.2.1-2.

By the end of the fuel cycle, the nonuniform axial depletion causes a severe
power peak. at low power. The reactivity associated with this peak is part

of the power defect.

0
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rational Maneuvering Band 6
The control group iLs operated at full power within a prescribed band of

travel in the core to compensate for periodic changes in boron concentra-

tioat temperature, or xenon. The band has been defined as the operational

saneuvoring band. When the rods reach either limit of the band, a change

in boron concentration must be made to compensate for any additional change

I1n reltctivity, thus keeping the control group within the maneuvering band.

Control Rod Bite

If sufficient boron is present in a chemLcally-shiumned core, the inherent

oparational control afforded by the negative moderator temperature coefficient

is lessened to such a degree that the major control of transients resulting

fxon load variations must be compensated for by control rods. The ability

of the plant to accept major load variations is distinct from safety

considerations, siuce the reactor would be tripped and the plant shutdown

safely if the rods could not follow the imposed load variations. In

order to meet required reactivity ramp rates resulting from load changes,

the control rods must be inserted a given distance into the core. The

reactivity worth of this insertion has been defined as control rod bite.

The reactivity insertion rate must be sufficient to compensate for reactivity

variation due to changea in power and temperature .aused either by a ramp

load change of five per cent per minute, or by a step load change of ten

per cent. An insertion rate of 3 x 105 Ap per second is determined by

the transient analysis of the core and plant to be adequate for the most

adverse combinations of power And moderator coefficients. To obtain this

minimum ramp rate one control bank of rods must remain inserted at least

10 per cent into the core at the beginning of life. The reactivity associated

with this bite is 0.1 per cent.

0

6
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fart Length Rods

'lia •Lght KCC nsseblies with part longth rodm cast be inserted Into the core

to control the aix lal power distribution. Theme amosembliem do not droll when

the reactor is tripped. The part length rods do not contribute to shutdown

by themelves; they can, however, increase shutdown by flattening the power

distribution at low power levels. No credit has been taken for this additional

shutdown.

Xenon Stability Control

Part length control rods are provided to suppress xenon induced power oscillations

in the axial direction, should they occur. Out-of-core instrumentation is

provided to obtain necessary information concerning power distribution. This

instrumentation is adequate to enable the operator to monitor and control

xenon Induced power oscillations. Extensive analyses, with confirmation of

methods by spatial transient experiments at Haddam Neck, has shown that any

induced radial or dianietral xenon transients would die away naturally. A

full discussion of xenon stability control can be found in Reference 2.

Excess Reactivity insertion Upon Reactor Trip

Th. control requirements are nominally based on providing one per cent shutdown

at hot, zero power conditions with the highest worth rod stuck in its fully

withdrawn position or to prevent return to criticality following a credible

steam-line break, whichever is the more limiting. The condition where excess

rea-,itivity insertion is most critical is at the end of a cycle when the steam

break accident is considered. The excess control available at the end of

cycle, hot zaro power condition with the highiest worth rod stuck out is 2.08%

Ap after alluwing a i0% margin for uncertainty in control rod worth as shown

in Table 3.2.1-3.

Calculated Rod Worths

The complement of 53 full length control rods arranged in the pattern shown

in Figure 3.2.1-1 meets the sthutdown requirements. Table 3.2.1-3 lists the

calculated worths of this rod configuration for beginning and end of the
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1$v.t cyole, to order to be sure of waintalning a conservative margin between

, ..... calcu1oted and required vo4 vorths, an additional amount has been added to
account for. uncertainties in the contfol rod worth calculations. U

T" e calculated reactivity worthe listed are decreased in the design by 10

per cent to account f(or any errors or uncartainties in the calculation. This

,worth Is established for the condition that the highest worth rod Is stuck

in the fully withdrawn position In the core.

A comparison between calculated and measured rod worths In operating ratctor

showe the calculation to be wall within the allowed uncertainty of lOX.

Reaactor Cora Power Distribution

In order to meet the performance objectives without violating safety limits,,

the peak to average power density must be within the limits set by the nuclear

hot channel factors. For the peak pcver point in the core, the nuclear heat

flux hot channel factor, F is 3.1,. For the hottest channel the -.aclear

enthalpy rise hot channel factor, F Al in 1.75,

Extensive power distribution analyses are performed for the core and support

the assertion that the design objectives are achLeved. Figures 3.2.1-2 through

3.2.1-5 shew variation of hot channel factors for various rod positions. Theme
calculations do not include the power flattehing effect of equilibrium xenon

and Doppler broadening. Analysis of the core power diatributior, with burnup

in also performed. In-core instrumontation will be enployed to check the

power distributions throughout core lfatiwo.

Right part length rods, which are similar to the standard control rods but

which have absorber material in only the bottom three feet, are located in

the core as ahon in Pigure 3.2.1-1. Ilie funetion of these rods Is to shape

the axial power distribution and to control axial xanoti occillations.

The control system for axial power distribution control io based on manual

operotion of the part length rods. Administrative procedures, alarm functions,

1.2.1-
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and automatic rod stops, guide and monitor the operator in performing those

task#. The out of core nuclear instrumentation system supplies the necessary

information for the operator to control the core power distribution within

the liuits established for the protection system design. This Information

consists of a two pen recorder for each long ion chamber which displays the

upper and lower ion c6amber currents and an indicator which gives the

difference in these two currents for each long ion chamber. These ion

chamber currents to the recorders anJ indicators are calibrated against in-

core power distribution obtained from the movable detector system so that

the eight individual signals are directly related to the power generated in

the adjacent section of the core. This essentially divides the core into

eight sections, four in the upper half and four in the lower half, and the

operator manually positions the part length rods to maintain a prescribed

relationship between the power generated in the upper and lower sections of

the core.

The relationship between core power distribution _-1 nut of core nuclear

instrumentation readings will be established during the sta.tup testing

program. In core flux measurements will be made over the range of relative

positions between part length rods and the full length rod control banks

for reactor power in the range of 25% to 100%. The ie measurements, together

with long ion chamber currents, will be processed to yield the relationships

between core average axial power generation, the axial peaking factor and

axial offset as indicated by the out of core nuclear instrumentation. These

relationships can be checked during operation to assess the effect of core

burnup on the sensitivity between in-core power distribution and out of core

readings.

A more detailed discussion of the background, analytical and experimental,

data which forms the basis for this approach, is given in reference 2.

Estimating Axial Power Peaks

To make use of part length rods for shaping axial power distributions, it

is necessary to estimate the existing axial peak in the operating reactor.

9
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figure 3.2.1-6 shows that a conservative estimate of the axial peak can

be made by comparing the readings of the long ion chambers which prefer-

entially see the top and bottom halves of the core.

Vigure 3.2.1-6 is a cross-plot -of symmetric offset [(top reading - bottom

reading) sum of the two' and the computed axial peaking factor. It shows

that a high peak always gives a large value of symmetric offset. An envelo-

ping line drawn above the plotted points then gives a conservative estimate

of the axial peaking factor for any symmetric offset reading.

The data points on Figure 3.2.1-6 were gleaned from an extensive analysis

of axial peaking due to duel depletion, xenon spatial transients, and non-

base load operation. An extreme range of boron concentrations, and a complete

range of part length rod positions are covered. All axial analyses reflect

the non-uniform water density and fuel temperature distributions in the

core.

Reactivity Coefficients 0

The response of the reactor core to plant conditions or operator adjustments

during normal operation, as well as t'b.e response duzing abnormal or accidental

transients, is evaluated by means of a detailed plant simulation. In these

calculations, reactivity coefficients are required to couple the respoase

of the core neutron multiplication to the variables wnich are set by condi-

tions external to the core. Since the reactivity coefficients change during

the life of the core, a range of coefficients is established to determine

the response of the plant throughout life and to establish the design of

the Reactor Control and Protection System.

Moderator Temperature Coefficient

The moderator temperature coefficient in a core controlled by chemical shim

is 125s negative than the coefficient in an equivalent rodded core. One

reason is that control rods contribute a negative increment to the coefficient

3.2.1-8



and In a chemical shim core, the rods are only partially inserted. Ulso,

the ctemical poison density is decreased with the water density upon an

increase in temperature. This fir.•ves rise to a positive component of the

moderator temperature coefficivnt due to boron being removed from tne core.

This is directly proportional to the amount of reactivity controlled by

the dissolved poison.

In order to reduce the dissolved poison requirement for control of excess

reactivity, burnsale poison rods have been incorporated in the core desigu.

The result is that changes in the coolant density will have less -ffect

on the density of poison and the moderator temperature coefficient will

be reduced.

The burnable poison is in the form of borated pyrex glass rods clad in

stainless steel. There are 1160 of these rods in thL form of clusters

distributed throughout the core in vacant rod cluster control guide tubes

as illustrated in Pigures 3.2.1-7 and 3.2.1-8. Information regarding

research, development and nuclear evaluation of the burnable poison rods

can be found in reference 1. These roJs will initially control 7.2Z Ap

of the installed excess reactivity and their addition will result in z

relduction of the intlu.Jl hot zero power boron concentration in the coolant

to 1306 ppm. The moderator temperature coefficient is negative at the

operating coolant temperature with buinable poison rods installed.

The effect of burnup on the moderator temperature coefficient is calculated

and the coefficient becomes more negative with in%..easing burnup. This

Is due to the buildup of fission nroddct with burnup and dilution of the

boric acid concentration 4ith burnup. The reactivity loss due to equilibrium

xenon is controlled by boron, and as xenon builds up, boron is taken out.

The calculated net effect and the predicted unrodded moderator temperature

coeaffiient equilibrium xenon at full power BOL is -).55 x 10 P. With

core burnup, the coefficient will become more negative as a boron is removed

because of a shift in the neutron energy spectrum due to the buildup of plutonium
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aud fission products. At end of life with no boron or rods in the core,

the moderator coefficient is -3.0 x 1074 /0F.

The control rods provide a negative contribution to the moderator coef-

ficient an can be soon from Figure 3.2.1-9.

Moderator Pressure Coefficient

The moderator pressure coefficient has an opposite sign to the mode.ator

temperature coefficient. Its effect on core reactivity and stabilty is

small because of the small mat itude of the pressure caeft clent, a change

of 50 psi in pressure having no more effect on reactivitv iuan half-degree

change in moderator temperature. The calculated bcginnýa& and end of life

pressure coefficients are specified in Table 3.2.1-1, LUn• 43.

R5derator Density Coefficient

A uniform moderator density coefficient is defined as a change in the neutron

multiplication per unit change in moderator density. The range of the

moderator density coefficient from BO. to EOL is specified in Table 3.2.1-1,

Line 44.

Doppler and Power Coefficients

The Doppler coefficient is defined as the change in neutron multiplication*

per degree change in fuel temperature. The coefficient is obtained by

calculating neutron multiplication is a function of effective fuel tempetature

by the code LEOPARD, (3) The results are shown in Figure 3.2.1-10.

Neutron multiplication is defined as the ratio of the average number of
neutrons prcduced by fission in each generation to the total number of
corresponding neutrons absorbed.
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In order to know the ch.rnge in reactivity with power, it i" necessary to

know the change in the effective fuel temperature with power as well as

the Doppler coefficient. It is very difficult to predict the affective

temperature of the fuel using a conventional heat transfer model because

of uncerteanties in predicting the behavior of the fuel pellets. Therefore,

an empirical approach is taken to calculate the power coefficient, based

on operating experience of existing Westinghouse Atomic Power Division

cozeu. Ftgure 3.2.1-11 shown the power coefficient as a function of power

obtained by this method. The results presented do not include any moderator

coefficient even though the moderator temperature chances with povar level.

As the fuel pellet temperature increases vith power, the resonance absorption

in U-238 increases due to Doppler Broadening of the resonances. A large

temperature drop occurs across the fuel pellet-clad gap. Under ctrtsin

conditions, this Sup =ma be closed, thus rezulting In lover pellet tow-

perature. The net effect is a lower effective fuel temperature, a higher

(more negative Doppler coefficient, and a lower (lese negative) power coef-

ficient than that which exists vith a pellet-clad gap. The paver coefficient,

which is determined using a closed gap model, is shown In Figure 3.2.1-12.

Calculations indi:ate the stability of the reactor -to Xenon oscillations

is relatively insonsitive to the thermal model used to obtain the power

coefficient. The da=ping factor associated with the fuel Doppler effect

is

CLf - - 2

where

T - fuel temperature

P - power
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Ibi quanwtty is larger for the gap model than for the no gap case

but since the Doppler coefficUnt var-les as the Lna %eff

is mamller. The tat effect is that ig is relatively insensilive to

the the.rml nodl in the range of paedr 0.5 to 1.5 of core average vhich

is the range of Interest for stability.

Nuclear Evaluation

The basis for confSdance In the procedures and dfsign methods comes from

the comparison of these methods with many experimntal results. These

experiments include criticals performed at the Westinghouse Reactor Evalu-

ation Center (WREC) and other facili tes, and also measured data from

operating pover reactors. &A suiary of the results and disrasion of the

agreeoent between calculated and measured values is given in the following

paragraphs.

ReactLvity Analysis

Data from 55 oxide and 56 ;tal lattice critical and exponential experiments

hav ben evaiuate4a . The 'result of these studles are suarlized I

T*lWn 3.2.1-4. The values of neutron wlipl" aLloe k are computed uvinz

e"perizentally measured material bualciops, wAM shoull t Unit-y. Table

3.2.1-4 demonstrates that much of the acatter c be at' -ib•aL- •o variations

in results from one experimental laboratory to another, whereze tMa evaluation

demonstrates that errors do not devalp with variations of cer'oin significant

parameters. As the calculatirml accuracy is Independent of variations in

hydrogen to uranium ratio, uranium eonrichment, pellet diameter and buckling,

extrapolation from experiments to operating cores or extrapolation from

one operating core to another should not lead to any significant error.

It can be -en from Table 3.2.1.4 that if only WAPD experimental results

are considered, the computatieval oathod predicts k to a standard deviation

of 0.36 per cant which is a b*tter estimate of the accuracy of the method

because of the more detailed information available. Much of the additional I
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S scatter In the standard deviation for the other cases can t-- attributed

to Insufficient information on the dimensions =nd results of many of the

cases published.

Depletion Analysis

Data from the Yankee spent c"re ar - have been compared with calculated

data using the design techniques. -a results are summarized in Figures

3.2.1-13 through 3.2.1-15. Uranium depletion and net plutonium production

have a i.rect bearing on the core liffttime. The figuris show the comparison

between calculations (solid lines) and mea-ared -..oncentrations of the various

isotopes. Although some small deviations can be observed between analysis

and experiment, they are not considered serrious.

Power Peaking Analysis

A series of critical experiments were carried out at the Westinghouse Reactor

Evaluation Center (WREC) to determine the power peaking in fuel rods adjacent

to water holes and to determine the effeta• of voids on powvr distribution.

The power peaking experiment was performed in a 30 x 30 irray of 2.72 per

cent enriched fuel with a water-to-uraniun ratio of 3.5 with and without

boron in the moderator. The pattern of 16 water holes was symmetrical

about the cen:er of the core. The core arrangement and pattern of fuel

rods scanned are shown in Figure 3.2.1-16 for the unborated core and Figure

3.1.1-17 for the same uore with 479 ppm boron in the water.

The analysis consists of PDQ calculations using two-group constants obtained

from LEOPARD. Mixed Number Density thermal constants are used, and "soft

spectrum" microscopic constants are used in the reflec".t and water holes.

In the PDQ analysis, two mesh spacings per fuel rod are used. Also, in

the unborated core a calculation is performed for one mesh space per fuel

rod. The experim--':al data are normalized to the PDQ results using the

average of the four central rods. The experimen.al and calculated results

3.2.1-13
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for the borastm sad unborated coros with two mesh spacers per fuel rod

era Ahao In Figure. 3.2#1-18 and 3.2.1-19, reapectivelj, and in FIgute

3.2.1-20 for the unborated core calculated with one meh spacer per fuel

roA, Ruch block in tha figures represents a fuel rod. The experiental

valuts correspond to the average valt.us of counts taken at five positions

on th* fuel rod.

The agreeamt between analysis and experiment is within 2 to 3 per cent

and is of the same order as the scatter in the experimental date. There

is no consistent difference in over-estimating or underestIz-atinS peaking

using the one mesh per fuel rod or two mesh pe_ fuel rod representation.,

The void experiments were performed for two different core configurations.

The first series of expertients was carried out in a 47 x 47 square core

of 2.7X enriched fuel with a WU of 2.9, with no boron. The second series

wan performd using a 53 x 53 square core of 3.71 enriched fuel with a

W/U of 2.9, and with 1046 ppm boron in the water. In both cores voids

were simulated by empty 0.1875 inch O.D., 0.022 inch wall aluminum tubes

inserted between fuel rods. The nodarator in the voided region consisted

of 11.52X aluminum, 16.29X void and 72.192 water. Data were taken for

the following cases:

i1 No void tubes

2. Four void tubes (2x2) located around the central fuel rod

3. Sixteen void tubes (4x4) at core center

4, One hundred ninety-six void tubes (14xl4) at core center

The analysis aga8i consisted of PDQ using two-group constants from LEOPARD,

with ?ID thermal constants and "soft spectrum" water hole and reflector

constants. The calculated power distribution is compared with the experimental

power s¢.em in Figure 3.2.1-21 and 3.2.1-22 for the unbarated and borated

cores for the four cases examined. The agreement between experixent and

calculation In good except at the transitton region between .- •dd and

non-voided regions. Hiere the calLulated peako are higher than those obtained

by experimental measurements.
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The reactivity effects of the void tubes were calcularad assuming a constant

axial reflector savings. Calculation and expriment for each case exained

're compared in Table 3.2.1-5. Calculations overestimate khe reactivity

etfect of the voids by approximately 10r, which is good agreemet in view

of the small PAgnitude of the affects being studied.

Gross Paver Distribution Analysis

The ability to evaluate power distributions in multiregion critical cores

with no burnup has been evaluated in detail.(5) Agreement for all situations,

including tlhose with large enrichment variation and small regions, in found

to be good as is illustrated in Figure 3.2.1-23. The ability to evaluate

power distributions in depleted cores at power as been demonstrated by

core evaluation programs using in-core instrumentation data from Yankee

and daxton. other pertinent data will be obtained in the future from other
Westinghouse reactors including large PWR cores controlled by chemical

shin and will be factored into the final design.

As an example of such a comparison, a power distribution is shown in Figure

3.2.1-24 for the end of -ife in Yankee Core I, which was not controlled

by chemical shim. /. comparison of the burnup distribution is also presented

1j, Figure 3.2.1-25.

In both cases two calculated values are given which show the effect of

a rod program interchange during life. (6)

RCC Assacbly Worth Analysis

In the control rod calculations performed by PDq, the RCC rods are represented

by internal boundary conditions (a's) in the fast and thermal groups. These

boundary conditions applied to the unit cell in which the absorber rod,

its clad and the aesociated watrr are homogenized. The values of these

a's are determined to make the calculated xod worth of a single fuel assembly

_equal to that calculated by a more refined model. The better model represents
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uach absorber rod explicitly and Is used to analysf an extensive set of

eritical measurements. Approximtely 30 different critical measurements

were WaWe for uniform and cluster arrays of Absorber rods with dIfferent

enrichments, rod diameters, water-to-uranlus ratios and boron toncentratiouz.

In the =a17Lys of these essUurennts, the Tods vert represented by a

theoretically determined thermal boundary conditiea and by a diffusion

region In the single fast group. The fast absorption cross section was

empirically determined from the Desaured rod worth to give agr"ment between

analytical and experimental results. The development of this eaculatlon

scheme for RCC rod worth and a description of the measurements Is given

in Reference 72. Figures 3.2.1-26 and 3.2.1-27 are reproduced from this

reference to show the fast absorption cross section as a fucctin of the

radius of the absorber which fits the experimental measurements for cluster

and uniform cases, respectively. The solid lines were obtained by a least

.square fitting of the experimental data.

Moderator Coefficient Analysis

Inasmuch as the safe operation of any plant In closely associated with

the ability to predict the behavior of that plant, correlation of analysis

with experiment is presented to show that the Poderator temperature coeffi-

cient is quite predictable. Measurements were made during the startup and

operation of the SELNI core to get data for a core controlled by chemical

shim. During the startup, the core was heated from room to operating temper-

ature at a constant boron concentration of 1600 pp.. Figure 3.2.1-28 sh•s

the results of the moderator coefficient measurements taken during this

core heatup, and also the comparable calculated values. The c culations

were performed u".th the one-dimensional AIM-5 code with IEj2 • iviput

constants as described for neutron mutiplication calculatlons. The

aareement between calculation and experiment is good over the tnmtire teoper-

aturo range. In order to mztsure the moderator coeffi-.ient at OAfferent

boron concentrations, control rods were traded for boren during the hot, no

poir startup tests. This procedure permitted modera or coeffic•int measure-

ments to be made -var a range of boron .oncentratlmnw from 1300 to 1800 ppm.
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Th method of .aneyiai for the case of trading rods for boron is, of neces-

sity, different frkia the uethod discussed above. The AIM-5 code was 8asin

used, but an axial colculation was performed with an homogenized bank of

absorber used to repi-sent the moving control rods, The results of analysis

and measurement are shb,-m in Figure 3.2.1-29. The calculations vere per-

formed in the same manntr as the measurement; i.e., the control group was

Inserted a boron was removad.

When the control group was fully Inserted, further boron removal Vw cowo,-

ensated for by insertion of all rods banked. PDQ analyses were al.-o per-

fo-amed ior all the rods in ani all rods out end points and the results

are given in Figure 3.2.1-29. It can be seen that the one-dimensional

calculations in which rods are represented by a homogenized absorber pre-

dicts the measured data very well..

The effect of burnup on the moderazor coefficient has been measured in the

core evaluation program prrformed on Yankee Core I. (8) Yankee Core I was

controlled by cruciform blade rods, and so it was necessary to separate

S•the effect of control rods from the effect of burnup on the moderator

coefficient, Figure 3.2.1-30 illustrates these components and the agree-

ment between analysis and measurement. The effect of rods was evaluated

by treating the rods as an equivalent abvorption area (approxziation 1 in

Figure 3.2.1-30 with a correlation for the effacts of resonance absorption

(approximation 2 in Figure 3.2.1-30). The results of the analysis lie

within the ex-erizental uncertainty and the burnup effect on the moderator

coefficient results in a more negative coefficient with increasing burnup.

Doppler and Pover Coefficient Analysis

As the fuel pellet temperature increases with pawer, the resonance absorp-

tion in V-238 increases due to Doppler broadening of the resonances. In

order to predict the reduction in reactivity cauazd by this effect, it is

necessary to know the teuperature of the fuel as a function of power lvSl,

the position of burnup of fuel in the core, as well an the radial distrIbu-

tion of temperature within tt individual fuel rods. However, uncertainti-As
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arise durin opereteon at Vvwtr which made it difficuta to predict accurateljr
the too.w- tux of the fuel peol•t. ?or exmple, p•llute do nt resin
intact (i.e., uncracked) sad in a .oncentric relationship with the clad,

" has bUs observed from l~he Yankee spent fuel amalyss.(9) In addition,

the composition of p•tes in the gap changes with burnup because of diffu-

sion cf fission product esses to the gap, This generally results in an

uncertainty in the towrature drop across the gap as a function of power

level =md burnup.

A semi-espirIcal model has been developed for calculating the effective

fuel tsuperatute (Toff) based on fitting the measured poyer coefficients

of the Yankarj, Sexton, 31-3 and SELM reactor cores. The measured pwer

coefficient l/k 6k/SP can be written

I Sk 1 6k -Terf (1)
Kk 6T ff 6 6

The first term in the product an the right side of the Equation (1) in

the Doppler coefficient which can be computed without knowing the beat I
transfer behavior of the fuel pellet or the relationship of Teof and power.

The second term on the right side of Equation (1) can then be related

to the measured values of power coefficients. In this uanner an espirical

exprusion for the effective fuel temperature is obtained which makes

it possible to relate Telf to power, and thus calculate the pover coefficient.

The method of analysis described in the preceding paragraph assumes accuracy

of prediction of the Doppler coefficient as a function of the effective

fuel temperature. Vis assumption indicates that the behavior of the

U-233 resonance integral with a change in the fuel tem.irature is well

known. Data is presented here to support this assumption. A correlatlon

has been developed for the U-238 resonance Integral which is known as

the metal-oxide correlation.0) This correlation has Lken found to agree

with Hellatrand's uranium metal(C0) and uranium d~oxida(I1) correlations

for isolated rods. The correlation is also consistent with HelUtrandvs

tempereture correlations, (12) Thus, a single correlation replaces the 4
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-four He•lstrard correlations. The metal--oide correlation is

R.I. 28 a 2.16X + 1.AS + (0.0279X - 0.0537) %E1/2

vhere T ff is in degrees Kelvin al,

0 4 1/2X " !o ? +- D

Eno - scattering cross section of the fuel (10.7 btn~s for uranium

and 3.8 barns for oxygen)

N 2 8 -8 U-238 nuiber density in the fuel region

10 mean chord length in the fuel

D - shielding factor (calculated by Sauer's Method)(13)

P 0 1 -PC (PC is tabulated in Reference 14)

This form of the resonance Lntegral is not strictly rigorous, but its validity

is demonstrated in Figure 3.2.1-31 where it is compared with Hellstrand's

results for different temperatures. (
4

An extensive evaluation of power coefficien measurements hba been made for

the Yankee, Saxton, Br-1 and SELNI cores. The results of these measurements

are given in Figure 3.2.1-32 which shows the change in the effective fuel

temperature per la/ft as a function of core average kw/ft. From these data

an empirical equation for hTas been developed which will predict Teff
as a function of power livei. (15) This equation for Te s given below.

Teoff(Pro) - 0.5S ATfuel + a(q") Gq" + 1.571 P/Po ATo (clad + film)+ Tcoolant

o ca
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Wh"

Z7
4

fractia of full power

difference berteen maximtm and surface fuel
P.llt. temperature (function of power)

m"pirical paremeter dependent upon average
heat flux

ratio of the cold diametral gap to the Inner
diamter 4f the clad

average surface heat flux to the pallet1" a

ATO (clad + film) - tc-erature drop across clad and ff1.
(,-nction of pover)

-m average temperature of the coolant
(function of power)

The segrically determined a is given in Figure 3.2.1-33 as a function of

pellet surface heat flux. The difference in the effective trmperature ob-

tained from the experimental data of Figure 3.2.1-32 and from the correla-

tion employing Figure 3.2.1-33 Ls shown In Figure 3.2.1-34 as a function

of surface heat flux. It can be seen that even though there is some scatter

in the experimental data (Figuie 3.2.1-32), all the experimental points

fall into a small band vhen the Taff correlation Is used. The most

scattered experimental dati points deviate from the predicted value (solid

line) by no more than + 80F. It is concluded that the Teff correlation

can predict Teff at any power level to within +- 80"F which constitutes less

than + 5% of the effective fuel temperature at full pover.

i

I
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TABLE 3.2.1-I

NUCLUI DESIGN DATA

STRtTU3AL CHMMACERISTICS

1. Fuel Weight (V 02 ), lbs 216,600

2. Zircaloy Weight, lbs. 44,600
3. Core Diameter, inches 132.75

4. Core Height, inches 144

Reflector Thickness and Cowposition

5 Top - Water Plus Steel ru 10 in.

6a Bottom - Water Plus Steel 1 10 in.

7. Side - Water Plus Steel " 15 in.

8, H20/U, (cold) Core 4.01 110
9. Number of Fuel Assemblies 193

10. U02 Rods per Assembly 204

PERFOR)MANCE CHARACTERISTICS

11. Heat Output, Wt (initial rating) 2758

12. Heat Output, M~t (mna~imuu calculated

turbine rating) 3216

13, Fuel Burnup, •WD/MrU 14,200 a10
First Cycle

Enrichuents, v/0

14. Region 1 2.2

15. Region 2 2.7

16. Region 3 3.2

17 Equilibrium Enricbnent 3.2

18. Nuclear Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, k 3.12
q

19. Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel

Factor, Pý. 1.75

0-1

Supplement 10

6/70



TXALI 3.2.1-1 (Cont'dj

CMoIROL CaUXR SITIcS

Effective Multiplicatics (Aeitin;if

of Life) With Mods in; No Boron,

20, Cold, No Pover, Clean

31. Hot, No 2ovor, Clean

22. Hot, Full Power, Clean

23. Hot, Fr11 lowers Xa and Sm Equilibrium

24. Material

25. ,ull Length

26. Partial Length

27. Uumber of Absorber Rods per RCC Assembly

28. Total Rod Worth, BOL, Z

Boron Concentration for First Core Cycle

Loading With Burnable Poison Rods

29. Fuel Loading Shutdown; Rods in (k - .86)

(k = .90)

30, Shutdown (k a .99) with Rods Inserted,

Clean, Cold

31. Shutdown (k a .99) witb Rods Inserted,

Clean, Hot

32. Shutdown (k - .99) with No Rods Inserted,

Clean, Hot

33. Shutdown (k. - .99) with No Rods Inserted,

Clean, Cold

To Maintain k - 1 at Hot Full Power, Wo Rods

Inserted:

34. Clean

35. Xenon

36. Xenon and Samariu

37. Shutdown, All But Oae Rod Inserted, Clean Cold

(k - .99)

38. Shutdowm, All But One Rod Inserted, Clean Hot

(k - .99)

1.113

1.057
14D31

1.001

5% Cd; 15% In; 802 Ag

53

8

20

(See Table 3.2.1-2)

2000 ppm

1564 ppm

849 ppa

572 ppm

1405 ppm

1370 p•,p

1160 ppm

860 ppm

780 ppa

I0

10

1 10

915 ppm

677 ppm
Io10

0-2
Slipplement 10
6/70



"TA-A-34.1-'0. (c=-t d)

1160 Borated Pyrex Gla•s

7.22

5.4•,

5J~A"1j P0OISO RODS

40.

41,

MNuber azd Mate rL4

Worth Hot= Ap

Wo•th Co1d AP

XXWIU~G CW&CermsTics

42- Moderator Teperature Cuefficient at Full Power

43. aderator P•reisur Ctfficient (psi-)

44. *•ode or Dawity Coefficient, Ak/ga/cm3

45. Dopgar coeffidst (o )

46. Delayed Neutron Fraction, Z

47. Prompt Neutror Lifetime, sec.

-. 25x10" 4 to -3. * Ox/r

+.2x1076 to +3.00x1-O

-. 1 to .30

-1. 1 x 10-5 to I.8x10- 5

.50 to .72

1.5 to 10-5 to 2.O0x0-5

0-3
Supplement 10
6/70



I2' : --C - -

-- TAAL 3

l a= 4 e mnta xum

I. .Control

-P? r Defect

-Operational Mantuvering Band

Control Rod Bite

X-Y Xenon Rods

Total Control

,2.1-2

~S FOR CONTROL RODS

For Cent Ap

Beginning

of Life

1.90

0.40

0.10

0.20

2.60

End

of Life

3,05

0.40

0.10

0.20

3.75

0

0-4
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TABLE 3.2.1-3

CALCULATU ROD T1ORHS, AP

Core
Condition

SOL, 0 M

Rod
ConfipUratlon

53 rods in

52 rods in; Uighes t
Worth Rod Stuck Out

Worth

8.46%

7.43%

lO%*

6.69Z

Design
Reactivity
Require-

Ments

2.60%

Shutdown
margin

4.09Z

ROL, HFP 53 rods in 7.987.
(2nd *Cycle)

52 rods in; Highest 6.48% 5.83% 3.75% 2.08%**
Worth Rod Stuck Out

BOL - Beznnimng of Life

OT3L - End of Life

HYP - Hot Full Pover

* Calculated rod worth is reduced by 1OZ to allow for uncertainties.

** The design basis minimum ehutdown margin is 1.95%.

0-5 Supplement 10
6/70
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I. TABLE 3.2.1-4

IESULTS O CALCULATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF

LABORATORY FOVXDING EXPZRI TAL DATA(4)

Type of

LabortoryExE~riment

No. of

LXperime a C

Calculated

Westinghouse Atomic Power

Division (WAPD)

Bettie Atomic Powar

Laboratory

Critical

Critical

16

14

0.9968 + 0.0936

0.9940 + 0.0022

Brookhaven National

Laboratory

Hanford Atomic Products

Operation

Exponential

Exponential

0.9964 + 0.0051

20 0.9953 + O.(l05

0.9885 + 0.0094Babcock and Wilcox Critical 26

ill

0-6
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TAIL19 3.2.1-5

CALCIILAME AND leh5URED REACTIVITY EFFECTS OF VOID TUBES

Reactivitz Chanse lfik/k
No. of
Tubesine& of Core

Unborated Core

M4easured Calculated

0

4

16

196

0

4

16

196

-0,03

-0.11

-1.33

-0.034

-0.125

-1.416

Borated Core

-0.017

-0.076

-0.850

-0.020

-0.085

-0.94:"

0-7
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S4 4

Si 0a6

C2 4
C3 0 8
C4 0 9

(Part t I
Length) 6
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•3 1.22 1.27

L 1 .124 1.20 1.•19

.2 1.14 1. 06 1.02 •.81 .98I

1)4 1.02 .94 .90 .80 .47

I

CL

Assembly Average Power and Burnup, Cycle 1
(0 MWD/HT Burnup)

FIGURE 3.2.1-2
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3.2.2 THERMAL AND hYDRAULIC DESIGN AND EVALUATION

Thermal and ..ldraulic Characteristics of the Design

Thermal Data

Ceatral Temperature of the Hot Pellat

The tec_-rature d .- ribtuition in the pellet is mainly a function of the

uranium diLxide thermal conductivity and the local power density. The

absolute val, rf the temperature distribution is affected by the cladding

temperature and he thermal condu .e of the gap between the pellet and

the cladding.

The occurrence o, nucleate boiling malutains maximum cladding surface temperatur

below about 657*F at nominal system pressure. The contact conductance

between the fuel pellet and cladding is a function of the contact pressure

and the composition of the gas in the gap(1)(2) and may be cal -ated by

the following equation:

h - 0.6 P+- k
f(14.4 x 10-6)

where

h is conductance in Atu!!: ft 2

P in contaet pressure in psi

k is the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture idi the rod

f is the cor-ection factor for the accommodation coefficient

This calculatlonal procedure yields a conductance of approximately 1000

Btu/hr ft 2 *F when the pellet contacts the clad with ze;.o contact presaurr

and gas composition is 75% fission gas and 25% air.

5.2.2-1

I __ ___ ____
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The theml conductivity of ulanium diodda vas evaluated from published 4
results of raceat work at OPAL(3) Chalk Riverc(4) and 1JAPD. (5)(6) The

design cuv* for thermal conductivity I.s given in Figure 3.2.2-1. The

section of the curve at temperatures betweon 0"F and 3000¥ is based on

the data of Godf:ey, et a. (3)

The section of the curve between 3000*F and 5000F was based on two factors:

1) In-pile observations of fuel melting dictate a positive temperature

coeff'cient for conductivity above approximately 3000"F. The temperature

dependence In this range should conform to an exponential curve since

this reflects the most credible physical interpretation of the high

temperature conductivity increase.

ii) The area under the recommended curve is such that the Integral Ak

dt is equal to approximately 97 w/cm as given by Robertson, et al(4)

and Duncan.(5) This value is based upon the interpretation of fuel
melt radius as determined at Hanford(7) and Chalk River. (4)

Thermal conductivity can be represented best by the following equations:

Temperature Range - 0 _ T c 16500C

k Is 40.4 + 1.32 z 10.-4 e188 x 10-3 T464 + T

Temperature Range - 16500C < T c 2800°C

k - 0.019 + 1.31 x 10-4 e•1 8 8 x 10--'T

vith k In v/cm*C for 95 per cent dense Uu2 and T in *C

2t
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lasa, upon the above considerations, the maximum central temperature of

the hot pallet At 3teady state is shown in Table 3.2.2-1. This temperature
is wall below the melting temperatures of the irradiated UO2 which is assumed

to be about 4800'F. (8) The maxims central temperature of the hot pellet

during an overpower of 112Z is also shown in Table 3.2.2-1.

Westinghouse Experience With HASh Power Fuel Rods

Westinghouse experience with fuel rods operating at high power ratings

has been sumarized in Appendix A. Indian Point No. 2 Preliminary Safety

Analysis Report (Docket 50-247) and in Appendix-Section IX of the Preliminary

Safeguards Report for the Saxton Reactor Operating at 35 Wt (Docket 50-

146). These reports present considerable statistical evidence of successful
operation of high perform-ance Zircaloy clad fuel rods in CVTR (1368 rods)

and Shippingport Core I Blanket (94,920 rods). Since the date of these

reports. a significant amount of addiLional information has been developed

relating to thRe integrity of free standing Zircaloy clad oxide fuel rods

at high po;wer rattngs. in addition, a comprehensive experimental program

has been initiated to extend the operating experience to higher pcwer and

to higher exposures for many of these fuel rods. This information in sum-

marized in Figure 3.2.2-2.

The figure shows that thirty Saxton Plutonium Project fuel rods have operated

at a design peak power level of up to 18,5 kw/ft to a peak exposure of

27,800 MWD/fHT [Megawatt days per metric ton of metal (U - Pu)]. No failure
have occurred with tnis fuel. The continuing irradiation of nine Saxton

Plutonium Project assemblies (9 x 9 rod array) will achieve peak exposure

of 37,000 )WD/MHIf at design linear power ratings up to 18.5 kw/ft. In

the Saxton overpower test, two selected fuel rods from the Sexton Plutonium
Porject assemblies were removed after exposure of 18,000 MND/MIM and In-

serted in a subassembly for short tioe irradiation at a design rating of

25 kw/ft. The subassembly operated entirely satisfactory at those conditions

for test period of 10 days. The Saxton Plutonium Project win be extended

by irradiating approximately 250 rods t.o peak burnups of about 45,000 MWD/MT"

at design linear power lfvel& ranging from 9.5 to 23.6 k1wft.
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7MTh f re also shows that twnty-two Carolina - Virginia Tube Reactor

(CVMR) rods have operated at design power levels up to 25 kvlft. These

are cu 1, 1tly Uing exazined and the results will be available 2-y the end

of 1968.

Another planned experiueuntx program includes irradiation of four s7ecial

assables (1i x 14 rod array) In the Zorita reactor at design linear power

levels up to 20 kw/ft to an exposure of 25,000 HID/)TU by February, 1970.

This irradiation will be continued to about 50,000 MWD.F•U by iay, 1971.

Moro detailed Information about W experiunce writh high power fuel rod bars

has been provided in VCAP-7125(20 )

Heat Flux Ratio and Data Correlation

Departure from Nucleate Boiling, (DRB), is predicted upon a combination

of hydrodynamic and heat transfer phenomena and is affected by the local

and upstream conditions including the flux distribution.

In reactor design, the heat flux associated with DMM and the location of

DNB are both Important. The magnitude of the local fuel rod temperature

after MB* depends upon the axial locaticn where DMB occurs. The W-3 WS

correlation (9), which has been utilized in tis design, incorporates both

local and syste parameters In predicting the local DNB heat flux. This

correlation includes the non-uniform flux effect, and the upstream effect

which includes inlet enthalpy or length. The local DKB heat flux ratio

(defined as the ratio of the DI3 heat flux to the iocal heat flux) is indicative

of the contingency available in the local heat flux without reaching DIB.

Objective of the W-3 MB Correlation

The W-3 W3I{ correlation(9) has been developed to predict the DNB flux and

the location of DNB equally well for uniform and an axially non-uniform

heat flux distribution. This couxelation replaces the preceding WAPD q"

and AH DUB correlations published in the Nucleonics (10) May 1963, in order

to elivdnate the discontinutity of the latter at the saturation temperature

and to provabLe a single unambiuous crtterion of the design margin.
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The sources of the data used In developing this correlation are:

-APD-188 (195e) CU-¶R-No. I (t'W-208) (1964)

ASME Paper 62-WA-297 (1962) CISE-R-90 (1964)
CISE-R-63 ;1962) DP-895 (1964)

ANI,-6675 (1962) AEEW-R-356 (1964)

GEAP-3766 (1962) BAW-3238-7 (1965)

AEEW-R-213 and 309 (1963) AE-RTL-778 (1965)

CISF,-R-74 (1963) AEEW-355 (1965)

CU-,.R-XIIX (1963) E1JR-2490.e (1965)

The comparison of the measured to predicted DNB flux of this correlation

is given in Figure 3.2.2-3. The local flux DUB ratio versus the probability

of not reaching DNB is plotted In Figure 3.2.2-4. This plot indicates that

with a DNBa of 1.3 the probability af not reaching DNB is 95% at a 952 confidenct

level.

0 Recent rod bundle data without mixing vanes agree very well with the predicted

D."B flux as shown !n Figure 3.2.2-5, and rod bundle data with mixing vanes

(Figure 3.2.2-6) show on the average an 8Z higher value of DNB heat flux

than predicted by the W-3 DNB correlation.

It should be emphasized that the inlet subcooling effect of the W-3 correlation

was obtained from both uniform and non-uniform data. The existence of an

inlet subcooling effect has been demonstrated to be real and hence the actual

subcooling should be used in the calculations. The W-3 correlation was

developed from teats with flow in tubes and rectangular channels. Good

agreement is obtained when the correlation is applied to test data for rod

bund eas.
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LJocal Xo-Uniforr 2DIM lVuxc

The W-3 correlation gives the equivalent uniform DtN3 heat flux, q"

for a given "t of system and local conditions. The heat distribution upstream

of the M point affects the value of the DNB flux. This influence is accounted

for by the f-factor. The non-una orm DNB hei.t flux, -" .i, :N"s given

* by

q"DnsH P

Definition of DNB Ratio (DNBR)

The DM3 heat flux ratio Li defined an

qIto N qII" E

DNBR - to. .==A (2)
qO (F) (q"loc)

where q"loc Is the actual local heat flux.

The F-factor may be considered as a hot spot factor, appJAceble to DUB,

due to the axial heat flux distribution. An alternAte, although improper,

DI3 ratio could be defined as q"DMB.EU instead of q oDNBEU
Sloc -" 1l0,lC,.'-•-

Since the F-factor at the minimum D4BR location in generally greater than

unity, this alternate DN3R wou•ld be greater than the proper DMBR a* defined

by equation (2). Because this alternate DHBR doea not consider the effacts

of the non-uniform flux distribution, it does not give the correct physical

ananinE to W3 and is therefore not used in the evaluation of DN3 r'ntios.

.4
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0- . -for U V

-rocedure for using 11-3 Ccelarion
1

in predicting the local DNB flux In a -on-uniform heat fl z channel, the

following two steps -re required:_.

L) 'Abe uniform MNB heat flux~, q"~ ~,i oprdwt h -3 correlationsNBUis compured with the •3erealn

using the specified local reretor conditions.

ii) This equiv-41tnt uniform heat flux is con-urVd _into correspon&ing

non-uniform DNB heat flux- for the non-uniform flux distributi•n

±n trh reactor. This i =cLo-pliched by dividing tle u=Iform IINS

flux by the F-factor. S Since F is generally greater than unit•y q"DNB,1

will be s=aller than q"DNBEU

q"•

To calculate the DXBR of c. reactor channel, the val-use of

along the channel are evaluated and the miniztun value is

selected as the uiininum DiNBR incurred in that channel.

The W-3 correlation depends on both local and inlet enthalpies of the actual

system fluid, and the upstream conditionsa are accoumodated by the F-factor.

Hence, the correlation provides a realAstic evaluation of the safet) margin

on heat lux.

Film Boiling Heat Transfer Cooffieicnt

Hoat transfor after departure from nucleate bciUng is conservatively assumed

to be imited Ly film boiling irmadztely2 and r-h* period of transltiL-.

boiling is neglected.

JO
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Th* correlation used to evalte these film boiling heat transfer coefficients

was daveloped by Tongs Sandberg and Bishop (11) and is shown in Figure 3.2.2-7.

0.80 1.23 0.68 0.068

f ~fb

I

(
w m

Vhcra Pb - p a + PL (1 - a)

0

and

C a haat capacity at constant pressure (Btu/lb-OF)

D

h
0

k

a

0

U

U

U

U

a

a

equivalent diameter of flow rthannal (ft)

heat transfer caefficient (Btu/hx-ft 2 -_p)

mass flow rata (lb/hr-ft2 )
therml conduc :ivity (Btu/hr-ft-*F)

void iraction

density (lbe/ft 3)

,iiscosity (lbs/ft-hr) 4
Subscripts:

- Evaluatton of the

t- Evaluation of the
f - Evaiuatimn of the

V - Evaluxtion of t"

b - Evaluation of the

property at the saturated vapor condition

property at the saturated liqui. condition

pnparty at the average film temperature

-3roperty at the wall temperature

property at the averaj bulk-fluid condition
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The heat transfer correlation was developed for flow rates equal or greater

than 0.8 x 106 lb/hr sq ft over a pressure range of 580 to 3190 psia, for

qualities as high as 100 percent and heat flux from 0.1 to 0.65 x 106

Btu/hr sq ft.

Hot Channel Factors

The total hot channel factors for heat flux and enthalpy rise are defined as

the maximum-to-core average ratios of these quantities. The heat flux factors

consider the local maximum at a point (the "hot spot"), and the enthalpy rise

factors involve the maximum integrated value along a channel (the "hot channel').

Definition of Engineering Hot Channel Factor:

Each of the total hot channel factors is the product of a nuclear hot chamtel

factor describing the neutron flux distribution and an engineering hot

channel factor to allow for variations from design conditions. The engineetnag

hot channel factors account for the effects of flow condition-! and fabrication

iilerances and are made up of subfactors accounting for the influence of the

varLations of fuel pellet diameter, density and enrichment; fuel rod diameter;

pitch and bowing; inlet flow distribution; flow redistribution; and flow

mixing.

The enthalpy rise engineering hot channel factors are evalur.Led using the

THINC codes 1 2 ). These factors which are obtained by tlt TiINC analysis

will vary with the operating conditions. For this plant the engiueer;.*g

hot channel factors are 1.03 for PE and an average value of 1.01 for F .
q

The subfactors used in obtaining these values are described in the

following paragraphs.

0
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minat -73u 1ý Doo~ring Subfactorp

Thisa subifa'tort doteriiined by statistic-ally cmb'!ning the tolerances for
tho fuel. dimmeters den~ity, enrichment aud the fto-a rod dim~tev. pitch

aii bowin~g is 1,03. Heasurkd wufsaturi-ug data frocu the first three Yank**

caress the SZUNI eare and Indian Point Core B show this factor in coniservastivID

in zoupariscoi to the value eatainind for the jpvo'abi. ity limit of three
standard deviations. Thuas4 it In expected that a st~atiatical sansplitg

*of the fgiul uassvUolie of this plant wIli alko, show Cils subf actor is conservative.

Anthalpy Rise tngineering Subfactort,11

?all1*t DiAm~tn~r, ftmeity Zurich.-at and !ug- Rod blas..tez, Pitch and Bowinag:

Davd onx the appl~cabiO tolerances and coarisatnt .t1.ch the probability
l ia4.t of th1rer atsnwsrd deviations for tha w-asured 111iukee, SEMX4, SENA,
OCCES C6=acticut 'Vauk~z an.4 Indian P~oint data, a vaLue of 1.03 was selected
for this 4
Xt~lat V!lcx 24azictributioa:

qtd-Aiea perfo-e= ou 1/7 scale hydrriulc reactor models Indicate that a
oPunrva4.JvA d~nslp brais Lo to consider a 5Z reductIza in the f low to
th%* 1wt fua1 spsambl.y under isothermal conditions. Thib I.nlet flow reduction
ILn 04# 'HINC anal-isi* resatsit in an incre-sse of 1% in Nhe hot dbannal

en~thalpy r-sie.

PicLaw ledietributiont

lAhw Clow redistribution .4accoiaut.- for the reduction in flow in the hot chann-l

r~tdV4tqn from the high ilou resigtance, in the cbenne3. d=~ to the local.

or Uulk botliaS. A, =-4nal value for thia hot thanral pubfactor whaji evaluaed

by the TUINC code# to 1.031, bu? in gractitce 4iring the them~l and hydrault1a

- nalytlis, the actual V-4lu* for aaa:- -~ e 1siaidiiuly
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I.

b
Flru HWUS.n,:

M4ixing vane have been. incorporated Into the spacer grid design. These

vanes induace flow mixing batween the various flov channels in a fuel assemb•y

and also betwean adjacent asseublies. This mixing reduces the enthalpy

rise in the hot channel resulting from local power peaking or unfavorable

machtnical tolIatnces.

In the TINIC anslysis, the benefit of

in the hot assembly is considered and

0.90 is used to evaluate the enthalpy

ratio.

coolant mixing in all the subchanuels

a mixing factor of approximately

rise to the point of minimum BUB

The *bove subfactors are combined to obtain the total engineering hot channel

factor for enthalpy rise of 1.01. Table 3.2.2-2 is a tabulation of the

design engineering hot channel factors.
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-ftessure Drog -and Hvdraulie Forces

The total pressure loss across the reactor vessel, including the inleL and

ou•lel nozzles, and the pressure drop across the core are listed in Table

3.2.2-1. These value; include a IOZ uncertainty 2actor.

The hydraulic forces Are not suff.cient to lift a rod control cluster during

normal operation awn if the rod cluster is detached from its couplinz.

Thermal and Hydraulic Design parameters

The thermal and hydraulic design parameters are Iiven in Table 3.2.2-1.

Thermal and Hydraulic Evaluation

W-3 -Equivalent Uotform Flux DUB Correlation

The equivalent uniform D.B flux q'DjBI EU is calculated from the W-3 eq

uniform flux Mn correlation as follows:

qV DNB, EU [(2.022 - 0.000A302p) + (0.1722 - 0.O000984p)e(18 "17 -

106

x (1037 + G (0.1484 - 1.596 X + 0.1729 X/X/)] x [1.157 -
106

x (0.2664 + 0.8357e-3"5lDe] x (0.8258 + 0.0007,, (. ,

uivalent

0.004129p)x]

69x]

(3)

4
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V 2
The heat flux is in Btu/hr ft and the units of the parameters are as listed

beXov. The ranges of parameters of the data used in developing this correlation

are:

Systca pressure, p - 1000 to 2300 psia

Mass velocity, C a 1.0 x 106 to 5.0 x 106 lb/hr ft2

Equivalent diameter, De - 0.2 to 0.7 inches

quality, X1 o, - 0.15 to + 0.15

Inlet enthalpy, Hin & 400 Btu/Ib

Length, L - 10 to 144 inches

Heated perimeter 0.88 to 1.00
Wetted perimeter

Geometries - circular tube, rectangular channel and rod bundles

Flux - Uniform and equivalent uniform flux converted from non-uniform

data by using F-factor of Reference (9).

Local Non-Uniform DNB Fluix

The local non-uniform q" 0N B is calculated as follows:

q11 DB,N = q"I - B,EU/F

where

F - C

0q" (Z) a DKB dz (5)
'local at" I N•Bx (1-e-IO )

(1 - :CDNB) 7.9
inch-

1

C - 0.44

(G/16 ) 1.72

IDNB w distance from the inception of

point of DNB.

2 - distance from the inception of

in the 6-Irection of flow.

local boiling to the

local boiling, measured

H
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In daterta ing the 7-factor, the value of q"local at YDV in equation (5)

was measured u z - It=, the location where the DHB flux is calculated,

For a uniform flux* F become unity so that q")Z•a reduce to qDN3U

as expected. The comparisons of predictions by using W-3 correlations

and the noumiforrm DBH data obtained by BGW(l:3 ), Wi;nfrith(1 4 ) and Fiat

are givean in Figure 3.2.2-8 and Figure 3.2.2-9. The criterion for determining

the predicted location of DNB is to evaluate the ratio of the predicted

MBI flux to the local heat flux along the length of the channel. The l.'cation

of the minimum DNB ratio is considered to be location of DNB.

Application of the W-3 Correlation in Deioin

During steady state operation at the nominal design conditions, the DNB

ratios are determined. Under other operating conditions, particularly

overpowev transients, more limiting conditions develop than those existing

during steady state operation. The DNB correlations are sensitive to several

parameters. In addition, thermal flux generated under transient conditions

is also sensitive to many parameters. Therefore, for eact .--.. studied,

a conservative tombination of the sIgnL:!cant parameters . --..ad as an

initial condition. These parameters include:

a) Reactor coolant system pressure

b) Reactor coolant system temperature

c) Reactor power (determined from secondary plant calorimetric.)

d) Core power dietribution (hot channel factors).

For transient accident conditions wher6 the powe level, system pressure

and core temperature may increase, the DNBR is limited to a minimum value

of 1.30. The Reactor Control and Protection S.-etem is designed to prevent

any credible combination of conditiona from occurring which rould result

in a lover DNB ratio.

1I
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DNB Evaluation

A pre-iminary evaluation is made to predict the statistical number of fuel

rods in the core that might rea,.h DNH, both under normal operating conditions

and under assumed overpower ccnditious. For this calculation, a convolution

procedure is utilized In which the pxoduct of the number of fuel rods experi-

encing a given DNB ratio and the probability of reaching that DNB ratio Is

suatwed over the entire core.

Two cases were investigated using this method; one in which the nominal co.ditiont

of Table 3.2.2-1 were used and a second in which the coolant parameters were

adjusted to give a minimum DUB ratio of 1.30 at 112% power. The results obtained

for these cases are shown En Table 3.2.2-3.

Table 3.2.2-4 summarizes the results of a sensitivity study to show the effect

of major parameters on the statistical number of fuel rods which may experience

DUNB. using the design axial power distribution and the design and beat estimate

radial power distributions as shown in Figure 3.2.2-10.

Effects of DNB on Neighboring Rods

Westinghouse has never observed DNB to occur in a group of neighboring

rods in a rod bundle as a result of DNB in one rod in the bundle.

DNIB With Physical Burnout

Westinghouse(21) has conducted DN~B tests in a 25-rod bundle where physical

burnout occurred with one rod. After this occurrence, the 25 rod test

section was used for several days to obtain more DNB data from the other

rods in the bundle. The burnout and deformation of the rod did not affect

the ?erforman:e of neighboring rods in the test section during the burnout

or the validity of the subsequent DNB data points as predicted by the W-3

correlation. No occurrences of flow instability or other abnormal optration

were observed.
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DNO With Return to Nucleate Boiling

Additional DNB tests have been conducted by WestinghouseI 2 2 ) In 19 and 21

rod buidles. Xn these tests, ONB without physical burnout was experienced

viore then once on single rods In the bundles for short poriods of time.

Each tizet a reduction In power of approxImately 10% was sufficient to

re-establish nucleate boiling on the surface of the rod. During these and

subsequent tests, no adverse affects were observed on this rod or any

other rod In the bundle as a eonsequence of operating in DHB.

Mydrodynamic and Flow Pover Cou-0led Instability

The Interaction of hydrodynamic and spatial effects have been considered
and it is concluded that a large margin c.Assts Let:een the design conditions
and those for which an instability is possible.

It nas been known for sume time that heated chantkels in parallel can lead
to flow Instability. If substnntial boiling takes place, periodic flow instabilities
have been observed and, as long ago as 1938, Ledinegg(15) proposed a stability
criterion on the ba-4s of which the concept of inlet orifiLina has been developed(16-18)
to stabilize flow. More recent work has demonstrated that periodic

instabilities are prasible Which violate Lhe Ladinegg criterion.

In normal flow channels with little or no boiling, the type of instability
proposed by Ledinagg Is not possible since It results primarily from the
large changes in water density along the channel due to boiling. Moreover,(16,17) (18)
the periodic instabilities examined by Quandt and Mayer arc

not exhibited in non-boiling channels of the type found in PWR cores.

~4
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K. - TABLE 3.2.2-1

THIM(AL AND) HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS.

Total Heat Output, WIt
Total Jeat Output, Btu/hr
Heat Generated in Fuel, Z
Maximum Thermal Overpower, Z
Nominal Sytem Pressure, psi&

Hot Channel Factors
Heat Flux

Nuclear, FN
Engineer..ng, q
Total
Enthalpy lse
Nuclear, AH

Coolant Flow
Total Flow Rate, lbs/hr
Average Velocity Along Fuel Fods, ft/sec
Average 1ass Velocity, lb/hr-ft 2

2758
9413 X 106
97.4
112
2250

3.12
1.03
3.21

1.75

110

136.3 x 106
15.4
2.53 x 106

0
,Coolant Temperature, 0F

Nominal Inlet
Average Rise in Vessel
Average rise in Core
Average in Core
Average In Vessel
NomInal Outlet of Hot Channel

Heat Transfer
Active Heat Transfer Surface Area, ft2
Average Heat Flux, Btu/hr-ft 2

Maximum Heat Flux, Btu/hr-ft 2

Maximum Thermal Output, kw/ft
Maximum CL-d Surface Temperature at Nominal

Pressure, OF
Haximum Average Clad Temperature at Rated Power, OF
Fuel Central Temperatures for nominal fuel

rod dimension., OF
Maximum at 1002 Power
Maximum at 112% Power

DNB Ratio
Minimum DIKB Ratio at nominal operating conditions

Pressure Drop, psi
Across Core
Across Vessels including nozzles

543.0
53.0
55.5
571
569.5
633.5

52,200
175,600
567,300
18.4

657
716

4090
4380

2.00

31.5
50.0

Supplement 10
6170

0
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4
TABLE 3.2.2-2

ENGINEERING HOT CHANNEL FACTORS

I ? ellat Diameter, Density
q Enrichnent, and Eccentricity 1

d J (1.03
304 Diaae\•er, (Pitch and Boving)

Pellet Diaineter, Density,
Enrichment

Rod Diameter, Pitch and lowing

Inlet Flow Maldistributicn

Flow Redistribution

FLow Mixing

Resulting F E

To point of Minimum DNB ratio

3 1.08

1.01

1.03

0.90 *

1.01

4

4



TABLE 3.2.2-3

STATISTICAL NUMBER OF RODS THAT COULD.-. ERIENCS DNB
USING THE W-3 DNB CORRELATION

of Peak Power
DNB Ratio

In Area

Statistical Number*
of Rods in Area That
Could Experience DNB2 Core Area

Rated Power (Design Pover Distribution - Peak Radial Factor - 1.75)

100-95 1.6 2.14 .040

95-90 3.4 2.29 .035

90-85 4.0 2.46 .016

s5-80 5.3 2.64 .008

,80-75 7.7 2.85 .005

.104 rods total

112Z Overpower Condition (Design Power Distribution, Tinie - 559.1, P - 2200 ps:

100-95 1.6 1.43 9.765

95-90 3.4 1.60 5.355

90-85 4.0 1.77 1.512

85-80 5., 1.95 0.500

80-75 7,7 2.16 0.173

75-70 7.2 2.39 0.044

70-65 7.2 2.61 0.013

65-60 7.3 2.86 0.004

17.366 rnds total

* The statistical number of rods which could experience DNB takes into
account the distribution of the experimental data from which the
W-3 correlation was developed and the distribution of the power
in the core.
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4TABLE 3.2.2-4

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Ef fect of Varying the Power Distribution

Power
Distribution

Design

Best Estimate

Effect of Varvi,

Power
% of Rated

112

112

ni Power Levels

Tin

543

543

Pressure

2250

2250

Statistical Number*
of Vuel Rods Which
Hay Experience DNB

0.827

0.065

I I I B

Power
Distribution

Best Estimate

Best Estimate

Effect of Varyli

Power
Z of Rated Tin I

100 543

112 543

ia Plow Rate at 112% Power

1ressure

2250

2250

Statistical Number*
of Fuel Rods Which
May Experience DNB

0.008

0.065

4
Power

Di stributiosa

Best Estimate

Best Estimate

Best Estimate

Flow
Z of Rated

100

95

90

Tin

543

543

543

Pressurp

2250

2250

2250

Statistical Number*
of Fuel Rods Which
May Experience DIM

0.065

0.113

0.199

* The statistical number of rods which could experience DNB takes into
account the distribution of the experimental data from which the
W-3 DNB correlation wau developed and the distribution of the
power in the core.

4
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3.2.3 MECHANICAL DESIGN AND EVALUATION

The reactor core and reactor vessel internals are shown in cross-section in

Figure 3.2.3-1 arl in elevation in Figure 3.2.3-2. The core, consisting of

tho fuel assemblies• control rods, source rods, burneble poison rods, and

plugging devices, provides aod controls the heat source for the reactor operati,

The internals, consisting of the upper and lower core support structure, are

designed to support, align, and guide the core components, direct the coolant

flow to and from the core components, ond to support and guide the in-core in-

trumentation. A listing of the core mechanical design parameters is given in

Table 3.2.3-1.

The fuel assemblies are arranged in a roughly circular cross-sectional pattern.

The assemblies are all identical in configuration, but contain fuel of

different enrichments depending on the 1.ocatlon of the assembly within

the core.

The fuel is In the form of slightly enriched uranium dioxide ceramic pellets.

The pellets are stacked to an active height of 144 inches within Zircaloy-4

tubular cladding which is plugged and seal welded at the ends to encapsulate

the fuel. The enrichments of the fuel for the various regions in the core

are given in Table 3.2.3-1. Heat generated by the fuel is removed by de-

mineralized light water which aloys upward through the fuel assemblies and

acts as both moderator and coolant.

3L2.3-1
__________________________________________ ________



The core Is divided into regiona of three diffem, - enricbmentr. The load-

ing arrxngeaent foi the Initial cycle is indicated on Figure 3,2.3-2. Re-

fueling takes place generally in accordaice with am i•ward iari-ing schedule.

The control rods. desiguated as Rod Cluster Control Assca.!,lie" (RCCA),

conasiit of groups of individual absorber rods which ar held together by

a spider at the top end and actuated as a group. In the insetted position,

the absorber rods fit within hollow guide thimbles in the fuel assemblies.

The guide thimbles are an integral part of the fuel assemblies and occupy

locations within the regular fuel rod pattern wbere fuel rods have beLG

dellmted. In the withdrawn position, the absorber rods are guided and supported

laterally by guide tu!ses which form an integral prt of the upper core

support strtcture. Figure 3.2.3--4 shows a typical rod cluster control

assembly.

As shown in Figure 3.2.3-2, the fuel assemblies are positioned end aupported

vertically In the core between the upper and lower core plates. The co•e

plates are provided with pins which Index into cl=zlv fitting mating holes

in the fuel assembly top and bottom nozzles. The pins dtaintedn the fue-l
assembly alignment which permits free aoveuant of the control .xd-s from
the fuel assembly intb the guide tubes in the upper support structure without
binding or restriction between the rods and their guide surfaces.

Operational or seismic loads imposed on the f'uel assemblies are transmitted

through the core plates to the upper and lower dupp-r structures and ulti-

mately to the internals Lupport ledge at ::he pressure vessel flange in

the case of vertical loads or to the lower radial support and Interuals

support ledge in the -- se of horizontal loads. The internPls also provide

a form fitting baffle surrounding the fuel assemblies which confines the
upward flow of coolant In the core area to the fuel bearing region.

3
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:he reactor coolen-t. and support in-core insLtrumentation.

mal are shlen in Pilgure 3.2.3-2.

The internals are designed to withstand the forces due to weight, preload

of -fuel assemblies, coutrol rod dynamic loading, vibration., and earthquake

acceleration. These SInternals ar- analyzed in a manner similar to Connecticut

Yankee, San Onofre, Zorita, SaNton and Yankee. Under the loading conditions,

includiug conservative effects of design earthquake loading, the structure

satiasfto stress values prescribed in Section III, ASME Nuclea." Vessex Code.

The reactor internals are equipped with bottom-mounted in-zore instrumentation

supports. These supports --re des!.5,Ied to sustain the applicable loads uutlined

abovo.

The components of the reactor internals aredivided lnt& three parts conassting

of the lower core support ?tructure (including the entire core barrel and

thermal shield), the upper core support structure and the in-core instrumentatio

support structure.

Lower Core Support Structure

The =,tjor containment and support member of the reactor internals is the

lower core support structure, shown in Figure 3.2.3-5. This support structure

assembly consists of the core barrel, the core baffle, the lower core plate

and support columns, the thermal shield, the intermediate diffuser plate

and the bottom support plate which is welded to the core barrel. All the

major material for this structure is Type 304 Stainless Steel. The core

surport structure is support 4 d at its upper flange from a ledge in the reactor

vessel head flange and its lower end is restrained In its tranasverse movement

0
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by a radial support 97sten attached to the vessel wall. Within the core

barrel are axial baffle and former plates whict. are attached to the core

barrel val1 and form the enclosure periphery of the assembled core. The

lower core plate is positioned at the bottom level of the core below the

baffle platec and provides support and orientation for the fuel assemblies.

The lover core Vlata is a 2" inch thick berf through which the neeshaa.y

flow distributor boles for each fuel assembly are machined. Fuel assembly

lo~ating pins (two for each assembly) are also inserted into this plate.

Columns are placed between this plate and the :ower core support of the core

bawrel Lu order to provide stiffness and to transmit the core load to the

low*r core support. XntermoiUte between the support plate and lower core

support plate IL positioned a perforated plate to diffuse uniformly the coolant

flosrnS into the core.

The one piece thermal shield is fixed to the core barrel at the top with

rigid bclted connections. The bottom of the thermal shield is connected

to the core barrel by means of axal flexures. This bottom support

allows for differential axial growth of the shield with respect to the

core barrel but restrikts radial or horizontal movement of the bottom

of the shield. Rectangular tub.ng in which vessel material samples can

be inserted and irradiated during reactor operation, are welded to the

thermal shield and e.:tend to the top of the thermal shield. These samples

are held in the rectangular tubing by a preloaded spring device at the

top and bottom.

The lower core support structure and principally the core barrel serve to

provide passageways and control for the coolant flow. Inlet coolant flow

from the vessel inlet nozzles procateds down the annulus between the core

barrel and the vessel walls flows on both side- of the thermal shield, and

then into a plenum at the bottom of the vessel. It then turns and flows

up through the lower support, passes through tl.e intermediate diffuser

plata and then through the lower core plate. The flow holes in the diffuser

p2.te and the lower c*re are arranged to give a very uniform entrance

flow distribution to the core. After passing through the core the coolant

enter* the area of the upper suppo.t structure and then flows generally radially

to the core barrel out'et nozzles and directly through the vessel outlet

nozzles, 3.2.3-4

I
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A "MIa..mount of water also flows beteen the ba£fe plates and core barrel

to provide additional cooling of the barrel. Slmilarly, a small amount of

the entering flow is directed Into the venuel head plenum to provide c-ooling

of the head. Both these flowv eventually are directed into the upper support

structure plenum and exit through the vessel outlet nozzles.

Vertically downward loads from weight, fuel assembly preload, control

rod dynamic loading and earthquake acceleration are carried by the lower

core plate pa'tially into the lover core plate support flange on the core

barrel shell and part'ially through the lower support columns to the lower

core support and thence through the core barrel shell to the core barrel flange

supported by the vessel head flange. Transveyrse loods from earthquake

acceleration, coolant cross flow, and vibration are carried by the core barrel

shell to be distriburted to the lower radial support to the vessel wall, and

to the core barrel flange. Transverse acceleration of the fuel assemblies is

transmitted to the core barrel shell by direct connection of the lower core

plate to the barrel wall and by a radial support type connection of the

upper core plate to allb sided pins pressed into the core barrel.

Thin main ra•dial support system of the core barrel is accomplished by "tkey"

and "keyway" joints to the reactor vessel wall. At equally spaced points

around the c~rcumference, an Inconel block is welded to the vessel I.D.

Another Inconel block is bolted to each of these-blocks, and has a "keyway"

geometry. Opposite each of these is a "key" which J-- attached to the

internals, At assembly, as the internals are lowered into the vezael,

the keys engage the keyways in the axial direction. With this design,

the internals are provided with a support at the furthest extremi-y, anu

may be viewed as a beam fixed at the top and simply supported at the bottom.

3.2.3-5
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In tLhe event oxilexm-• ad vertical dilc ement of tbe internalt, enerb y absorb

d471ces -It the displactment by i.ontac.ting the vessel b'nt tct head. The

S oad_ is transferrel through the energy dev .eoA of the internals.

The ene•ry absorbers, cylindrical in shape, are contoured on their bottom

surface to the reactor veosel bottom head geometry. Their number and design

are determined so as to limit the forces imposcd to less than yield. Assum-

- ing a dcwnward vertical displaeement, re. potential energy of the system

is Abuotbed aostly by the strain energy ogf the energy absorbing devices.

The free fall in the hot condition is ca the order of 1/2 inch, and there

is ep additiona-5 strain displacement in the energy absorbing devices of

approximately 3/4 inch. Alignment features in the interr•xas prevent cocking

of the intevnala structure during this postulated drop. The control rods

*re denignad to provide assurance of control rod insertion capabilities under

this assumed drop of internals condition. The drop distance of about 1-1/4

inch is not enough to cause the tips of the shutdown group of RCC Pssemblies

to coM2 out of the guide tubes in the fuel assemblies.

ins
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Upper Core Support Assembly

Th* upper core support asemedbly, shown in Figure 3.2.3-6, consists of

tib top support plate, deep beam sections, and upper core plate between

which are contained 48 support columns and 61 guide tube assemblies. The

support columns establish the spacing between the top support plate, deep

beam sections, and the upper core plate and are fastened at top and bottom

to these plates and beams. The support columns transmit the mechanical

loadings between the two plates and serve the supplementary function of

supporting thermocouple guide tubes. The guide tube assemblies, shown

on Figure 3.2.3-Y, sheath and guide the control rod drive shafts and control

rods and provide no other mechanical .unctions. They are fastened to

the top support plate and are guided by pins in the upper core place for

proper orientation and support. Additional guidance for the control rod

drive shafts is provided by the control rod shroud tube which is attached

to the upper support plate and guide tube.

The upper cure support assembly, which is removed as a unit during refueling

operation, is positioned in its proper orientation with respect to the

lower support structure by flat-sided pins pressed into the core barrel

which in turn engage in slots in the upper core plate. At an elevation

in the core barrel where the upper core plate is positioned, the flat-

sided pins are located at angular positions of 0, 90, 180', and 270.

Four slots are milled into the core plate at the same positions. As the

upper support structure Is lowered into the main Internals, the slots

ii the plate engage the flat-sided pins In the axial direction. Lateral

displacement of the plate and of the upper support assembly is restricted

by this design. Fuel assembly locating pins protrude from the bottom of

the upper core plate and engage the fuel assemblies as the upper assembly

is lowered into place. Proper. alignment of the lower core support structure,

týi- upper core support assembly, the fuel assemblies and control rods

is thereby assured by this systam of locating pins and guidance arrangement.

The upper core support assembly Is restrained from any axial movements

by a large circunfarential spring which rests between the upper barrel flange

and the upper core support assembly and is compressed by the reactor vessel

head flange.

3.2.3-7



Vertical loads from weight, earthquake acceleraion, hydraulic loads and

fuel assembly preload are transmitted through the upper core plate via the

support columns to the deep beams and top support plate and then to the

reactor vessel head. Transverse loads from coolant cross flow, earthqqake
acealeration, and possible vibrations are distributed by the support columns

to the top support plate and upper core plate. The top support plate is

particularly st2.ff to minimize deflection.

Inr-Core Instrumentation Support Structures

The in-core instrumentation support structures consist of an upper system

to convey and support thermocouples penetrating the vessel through the head
and a lower system to convey and support flux thimbles penetrating the vessel

through the bottom.

The upper system utilizes the reactor vessel head penetrations. Instrumentation 4
port columns are slip-connected to In-line columns that are in turn fastened

to the upper support plate. These port columns protrude through the head

penetrations. The thermocouples are carried through these port columns and

the upper support plate at positions above their readout locations. The

thermocouple conduits are supported from the columns of the upptr :ore support

system. The thermocouple conduits are sealed stainless steel tubes.

In addition to the upper in-core instrumentation, there are reacto- vessel

bottom port columns which carry the retractable, cold worked stainless

steel flux thimbles that are pushed upward into the reactor core. Conduits

extend from the bottom of the reactor vassel down through the concrete

shield area and up to a thimble seal line. The minimum bond radii are

about 144 Inches and the trailing ends of the thimbles (at the seal line)

4
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are extracted approxihately 15 feet during refueling of the reactor in
order to avoid interference within the core. The thimbles are closed at

the leading ends and serve as the pressure barrier between the reactor

pre•Sur-zed water and the containment atmosphere.

Mechanical saal2s between the retractable thimbles and the conduits are

provided at the seal line. During normal operation, the retractable thimbles

are stationary and move only during refueling or for maintenance, at which

time a space of approximately 15 feet above the seal line is cleared for

the retraction operation. Section 7.4 contains more information on the

layout of the in-core instrumentation system.

The in-core instrumentation supporu structure is designed for adequate

support of instrumentation during reactor operation and is rugged enough

to resist damage or distortion under the conditions imposed by handling

during the refueling sequence.

Evaluation of Core Barrel and Thermal Shield

The internals design is based on analysis, test and operaticnal information.
Troubles in previous Westinghou-.. PWR's have been evaluated and information

derived has been considered in this design. For example, new Weatinghouse

uses a one-piece thermal shield which is attached rigidly to the core

barrel at one end and flexured at the ot_-ir. The early designs that mal-

functioned were multi-piece thermal shields that rested on vessel lugs

and were not rigidly attached at the top.

Early core barrel designs that have malfunctioned in service, now abandoned,

employed threaded connections such as tie rods, joining the bottom support

to the bottome of the core barrel, and a bolted connection that tied the

core barrel to the upper barrel. The malfunctioning of core barrel designs

in earlier service was believed to have been caused by the thezwql shield

which was oscillating, thus creating forces on the core barrel. Other forces

3.2.3-9
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Were lAducd by unbalanced flow in the lower plenum of the reactor. In 4
todyali ICC design thnre are no fuel followers to necessitate a large

bottom pluuwm in the reactor. The elimination of these fuel followers

enabled Westinghouse to b.Ald a shorter core barrel.

The Connecticut Yankee reitor and the Zorita reactor ccre barrels are of

the s#e construction as the Indian Point reactor core barrel. Deflection

measuring devices employed in the Connecticut Yankee reactor during the

hot-functional test, and deflection and strain gages employed in the Zorita

reactor during the hot-fuhctional test have provided important information

that has been used in the design of the present day internals, including

that for Indian Point. When the Connecticut Yankee thermal shield was

modified to the same design as for Southern California Edison, it, too,

operated satisfactorily as was evidenced by the examination after the hot-

functional tect. After these hot-functional tests on all of these reactors,

a careful inspection of the internals was provided. All the mAin structural

welds were examineJ, nozzle interfaces were examined for any differential

movement, upper core plate inside supports were examined, the thermal shield 4
attachements to the core barrel including all lockwelds on. the devices used

to lock the bolt were checked, no malfunctions were found.

Substantial scale wodel testing was performed at APD. This included tests

which involved a complete full scale fuel assembly which was operated at

reactor flow, tonperature and pressure conditions. Tests were run on a

1/7th scale model of the Indian Point reactor. Measurements taken from

these tests indicate very little shield movement, on the order of a few mils

when scaled up to Indian Point. Strain gage measurements taken on the core
'i.*

barrel also indicate very low stresses. Testing to determine thermal shield

excitation due to inlet flow disturbances have been included. Information

gathered from these tests was used in the design of the thermal shield and

core barrel. It can ba c.-ncluded from the testing program and the analyses

with the experience gained that the design as eaployed on the Indian Point

PlantI s adequate.

!4
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In order to confirm the internals design, deflection gages will be mounted

on the thermal shield top and bottom for the hot-functional test. Six

such gages will be mounted in the top of the thermal shield equidistant

between the fixed supports and eight located at the. bottom, equidistant'

between the six flexures, and two next to flexure supports. The Internals-

inspection, just before the hot-functional test, will include looking at

mating bearing surfaces, main velds and welds that are used on bolt locking

devices. At the conclusion of the hot-functional test, measurement readings

will be taken from the deflectometers on the shield and the internals will

be re-examined at all key areas for any evidence of malfunction.

Core Components

Desiln Description

Fuel Assembly

The overall configuration of the fuel assemblies is shown in Figures

3.2.3-8 and 3.2.3-9. The assemblies are square in cross-section,

nominally 8.426 inches on a side, and have aL% overall height of 160.1

inches.

0
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The fuel rods in a fuel assembly are arranged in a square array with 15 rod

locations per aide and a nominal centerline-to-centerTine pitch of 0.563 inch 4
between rods. Of the total possible 225 rod locations per assembly, 20 are

occupied by guide thimbles Eor the RCC rods and one for In-core instrumentation.

The remaiting 204 locatiens contain fuel rods. In addition to fuel rods,

a fuel assembly i£. composed of a top nozzle, a bottom nozzle, 9 grid assemblies,

20 absorber rod guide thimbles, and one instrumentation thimble.

The guide thimbles in conjunction with the grid assemblies and the top and

bottom nozzles comprise the basic structural fuel assembly skeleton. The top

and bottom ends of the guide thimbles are welded to the top and bottom nozzles

respectively. The grid assemblies, In turn, are welded to the guide thimbles

at each location along the height of the fuel assembly at which lateral

support for the fuel rods is required. Within this skeletal framework the
fuel rods are contained and supported and the rod-to-rod centerline spacing

is maintained along the aseembly.

Bottom ,Nozzle

The bottom nozzle is a square box-like structure which controls the coolant

flow distribution to the fuel assembly and functions as the bottom structural

elewent of the fuel assembly. The nozzle, which is square in cross-section,

is fabricated from 304 stainless steel parts consisting of four side plates,

12 cross bars, and four pads or feet. The side plates are welded together

at the corners to form a plenum for inlet coolant to the fuel assembly.

The cross bars are welded at each end to the top edges of the side plates

and function as thi& bottom end support for the fuel rods. The bottoms support

surface for the fuel assembly is formed by the four pads which are welded

to the side plates in the corners.

Coolant flow to the fuel assembly is directed from the plenum in the bottom

nozzle upywrd to the interior of the fuel assembly ann to the channr" between

assemblies through the slots between the cross bars and cutouts in the side

plates. The cross bars are positioned laterally bineath the fue? rods and are

sized so that the fuel rods, which g.re bottomed on the bars, cannot pass through

the spacing clearance between them.

3.2.3-10



The RCC guide thimbles, which carry axial loads imposed on the assembly,

K . are fastened to the bottom nozzle cross bprr. These loads as well as

the waight of the assembly are distributed through the nozzle to the lower

core support plate. Indexing and positioning of the fuel assembly in

the core is controlled through two holes in diagonally opposite pads which

mate with locating pins in the lower core p-ate. Lateral loads imposed

on the fuel assembly are also transferred to the core support structures

through the locating pins.

Top Nozzle

The top nozzle is a box-like structure, which functions as the fuel assembly
upper structural element and forms a plenum space where the heated fuel

aasem.Lty discharge coolant is mixed and directed toward the flow holes

in the upper core plate. The nozzle is comprised if an adaptor plate

enclosure, top plate, two claups, four leaf springs, and assorted hardware.
All parts with the exception of the springs and their hold down bolts

are constructed of Type 304 stainless steel. The springs are made from

age hardenable Incone. 718 and the bolts from Inconel 600.

The adaptor plate is square in cross-section, and is perforated by machined

slots to provide for coolant flow through the plate. At assembly, the

top ends of the control guide thimbles are fitted through individual bored
holes in the plate and welded to the plate around the circumference of

each hole. Thus, the adaptor plate acts as the fuel assembly top end

plate,. and provides a means of distributing evenly among the guide thimbles
any axial loads imposed on the fuel assemblies.

The nozzle enclosure is actually a square thin walled tubular shell which
forma the plenum section of the top nozzle. The bottom end of the enclosure
is pinned and welded to the periphery of the adaptor plate, and the top

end is welded to the periphery of the top plate.
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The top plate .a sq are in cross-section with a square central hole. The

hole allows clearance for the RCC absorber rods to pass through the nozzle

into the guide thimbles in the fuel assembly and for coolant exit from

.the fuel assembly to the upper Internals area. Two pads containing axial

throue'.'holes which are located on diametrically opposite corners of the

top plate provide a =tans of positioning and aligning the top of the fuel

assebly. An with the bottom nozzle, alignment pins in the upper core

plate mate vith the holes in the tc'p nozzle plate.

Hold down forces of sufficient magnitude to -pose the hydraulic lifting

forces on the fuel assembly are obtained by means of the leaf springs

which are mounted on the top plate. The springs are fastened in pairs

to the top plate at the two corners where alignment holes are not used

and radiate out from the corners parallel to the aides of the plate. Fastening

of each pair of springs is accomplished with a clamp which fits over the

ends of the springs and two bolts (one per spring) which pass through

the clamp and spring, and thread into the top plate. At assembly, the 4
spring mounting bolts are torqued sufficiently to preload against the

maximum spring load and then lockwelded to the clamp which is counter-

bored to receive the bolt head.

The spring load Is obtained through deflection .•f the spring by the upper

core plate. The spring form is such that it projects above the fuel assembly

and is depressed by the core plate when the internals are loaded into

the reactor, The free end of the spring is bent downward and captured

in a key slot in the top plate to guard against loose parts in the reactor

in the event (however remote) of spring fracture. In addition, the fit

between the spring and key slot and between the spring and its mating

slot in the clamp are sized to prevent rotation of either end of the spring

into the control rod path in the event of spring fracture.

.
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In addition to its plenum and-structural functions, the nozzle provides a
protective housing for components which mate with the fuel assembly. In
handling a fuel assembly with a control rod inserted, the control rod spider

is contained within the nozzle, During operation in the reactor, the nozzle

protects the absorber rods from coolant cross flows in the unsupported span

between the fuel assembly adaptor plate and the end of the guide tube in

the upper internals package. Plugging devices which fill the ends of the
fuel assembly thimble tubes at unrodded core locations, and the spiders which

support the source rods and burnable poison rods are all contdined within
the fuel Zop nozzle.

Guide Thimbles

The control rod guide thimbles in the fuel assembly provide guided channels
for the absorber rods during insertion and withdrawal of the control rods.

They are fabricated from a single piece of Type 304 stainless steel tubing,
which is drawn to two different diameters. The larger inside diameter at

the top (.515 inch) provides a relatively large annular area for rapid insertion
during a reactor trip and to accommodate a small amount of upward cooliag
flow during normal operations. The Lottom portion of the guide thimble is
of reduced diameter (,454 in) to produce a dashpot action when the PSsorber

rods near the end of travel in the guide thimbles during a reactor trip.

The transition zone at the dashpot section is conical in shape so that there
are no rapid changes in diameter in the tube.

Flow holes are provided just above the transition of ths two diameters to

permit the entrance of cooling water during normal operation, and to accommodate

the outfl.w of water from the dashpot during reactor trip.

The dashpot is closed at the bottom by means of a welded end plug. The end
plug has a bayonet extension which is welded to the bottom nozzle during

fuel assembly fabrication.

The top ends of the guide thimbles are fitted through individual bored
holes in tho plate and welded to the plate around the circumference of
each hole.
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Gri4s

The spring clip grid assaublies consist of Individual slotted straps which

are sawaeled and interlocked in an "egg-crate" type arrangement and then

furnace brazed to permanently join the straps at their points of intersection.

Details such as spring fingers, support dimples, mixing vanes, and tabs

are punched and formed in the individual straps prior to assembly.

Two types of grid assemblies are used in the fuel assembly. One type having

aizing vanes which project from the edges of the straps. into the coolant

stream is used in the high heat region of the fuel assemblies for mi-ing

of the ccolant. A grid of this type is shown in Figure 3.2.3-10. Grids

of the second type, located at the bottom and top ends of the assembly,

are of the nonmixing type. They are similar to the mixing type with the

exception that mixing vanes are not used on the internal straps.

The spacing between grids in shown on Figure 3.2.3-9. The variation in

span lengths i. the result of optimization of the thermal-hydraulic and

structural parameters. The grids are spot welded to .each guide thimble 4
using weld tabs which are integral'y formed on the grid strap details.

The outside straps on all grids contain mixing vanes which, in addition

to their mixing funct 4 "n, aid in guiding the grids and fuel assemblies

past projecting surfa.s J during handling or loading and unloading the core.

Additional small tabs on the outside straps and the irregular contour of

the straps are also for this purpose.

Inconel 718 is chosen for the grid material because of its corrosion resistance

and high strength properties. After the combined brazing and solution

annealing temperature cycle, the grid material is age hardened to obtain

the material strength necessary to develop the required grid spring forces.

Fuel Rods

The fuel eods cortaist of uranium dioxide ceramic pellets in slightly cold

worked Zircaloy-4 tubing which is plugged and seal welded at the ends to

encapsulate the fuel. Sufficient void volume and clearances are provided 4
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The fuel pellets are in the form of a right circular cylinder and consist
of slightly enriched uranium-dioxide powder which is compacted by cold

pressing and sintering to the required density. The ends of each pellet

are dished slightly to allow the greater axial expansion at the center

of the pellets to be taken up within the pell.ets themselves and not in

the overall fuel length.

For the first core, the ellets in the outer region have a density of approx-

imately 9.97 gm cc (91Z of theoretical density) while those in the two

inner regions (checkerboard pattern, see Fig. 3.2.3-3) have densities of

10.08 and 10.30 gm/cc correaponding to 92% and 94% of theoretical density

respectively. Lower pellet densities are used to compensate for the effects

of the higher burnup which the fuel experiences in those regions.

A different fuel enrichment as listed in Table 3.2.3-1 is used for each

of the three regions in the first core loading.
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I Identification of thd fuel enrichment in each of the fuel rods is maintained

by an identification mark on the fuel rod top end plug. This aids in ensur-

Ing that rods of the proper enrichment will be loaded into each fuel assembly.

The identification numbers on the fuel assembly top nozzles will then maintain

the enrichment identity and ensure that the assemblies wich the correct

enrichmenc are loaded into the proper core region.

Each assembly will be assigned a core loading position. A record will then

be made of the core loading position, serial number and enrichment. During

rthe core loading, two independent checks will be made to ensure that the

actual loading position agrees with the position assigned.

During initial core loading and subsequent refueling operations, detailed

handlLag and checkoff procedures, will be utilized throug~ruut the sequence.

The initial core will be loaded in accordance with the core loading diagram

similnr to Figure 3.2.3-3 which shows the location for each of the three

enrichment types of fuel assemblies used in the loading together with the

serial number of the assemblies in the region.

Rod Cluster Control Assemblies

The control rods or rol cluster cont-ol (RCC) assemblies each consist of

a group, of IndivIdual absorber rods fastened at the top end to a common

%ub or spider assembly. Thuse aosemblies, one of which is shown in Figure

3.2.3-4 arc provided to con.rol the reactivity of the core under operating

ecndlttonu. These asscm~lies are of two types, those with rods containing

full tength absorbtr waterial and those with rods containing a 36-inch

Irirth. ahsorber section wIth the remainder of the absorber height filled

wiLh ineat &1 2 0 •aterial. T'hc numbey. c! each type of RCUA is specified

in Table 3.2.3-1.
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'le absorber material used in the control rods is silvero-indlupp-cad&it

i]loy which Is essentially "black" to thermal neutrons and has sufficient

additional resonance absorption to signiftcantly increase its worth. The

alloy is in the form of extruded sigle length rods which are sealed In

stainless steel tubes to prevent the rods frcm coming in direct contact

with the coolant.

i

0

The overall control rod length is such that when the assembly has been

withdrawn through its full travel, the tip of the absorber rods remain

engaCed in the guide thimbles so thxt alignment between rods and thimbles

is always maintained. Since the rods are long and slender, they are relatively

free to conform to any small misalignments with the guide thimble. Prototype

tests have shown that the RCC assemblies are very easily inserted and

net subject to binding even under conditions of severe misalignment.

The spider assembly is in the form of a center hub with radial vanes sup-

porting cylindrical fingers from which the absorber rods are suspended.

Handling detents, and detents for connection to the drive shaft, are machined

into the upper end of the hub. A spring pack is assembled into a skirt

integral to the bottom of the hub to stop the RCC assembly and absorb

the i-Apact energy at the end of a trip insertion. The radial vanes are

jl.ied to the hub, end the fingers are joined to the vanes by furnace

brazing, A centerpost which holds the spring pack and its retainer is

threaded into the hub within the skirt and welded to prevent loonening

in service. All components of the spider assembly are made from Type

304 stainless steel except for the springs which are Inconel X-750 alloy

and the retainer which Is of 17-4 Ph material.

The absorber rods are secured to the spider so as to assure troublefree

service. The rods are first threaded into the spider fingers and then

pinned to maintain joint tightness, afar which the pins are welded in

place- The end plug below the pin po.ition is designed with a reduced

section to permit flexing of the roes to correct for small operating or

assembly misalignments.
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In construction, the silver-indium-cadlmiu rods are inserted into cold-

, worked stainless steel tub:ng which is then sealed at the bottom and the

top by welded and plugs. Sufficient diametral and end clearance are provided

to accommodate relative thermal expansions and to limit the internal pressure
' to acceptable levels,

The bottom plugs are made bullet-nosed to reduce the hydraulic drag during

a reactor trip and to guide smoothly into the dashpot section of the fuel

assembly 3uide tbimbles. The upper plug is threaded for assembly to the

spider and %as a reduced end sectlon to make the joint more flexible.

Stainless steel clad silver-indium-cadmium alloy absorber rods are resistant

to radiation and thermal damage thereby ensuring their effectiveness under

all operating conditions. Rods of similar design have been successfully

useU in the Saxton, SELNI and Indian Point 1 reactors.

Neutron Source Assemblies I
Six neutron source assemblies will be utilized in the core. Thesta will

c& 'it of two assemblies with four secondary source rods each, and four

assemblies with one secondary source rod and one primary source rod each.

The rods in each assembly will be fastened to a spider at the top end.

The spider for the four secondary source rod assembly is similar to the

RCCA spiderc, while the latter assembly spider is similar to that of' the

burnable poison and plugging device assemblies.

In the core, the neutron source assembliLs will be inserted into the RCC

guide thimbles in fuel assemblies at unrodded locations. The location

and orientation of euach of the assemblies in the core is shown in Figure
3.2.3-11.

•Te primary and secondary source rods both utilize the same type of cladding

material as che absorber rods (cold-worked cype 304 stainless steel tubing,

0,432 In. O.D. with 0.019 in. thick walls). The secondary source rods
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egntan Sb-Bepellets stacked to a height og 118.65 inches. The primary

source rods contain capsules of Po-Be source material 6 inches long and
Sb-•" pellet material to fill the remainder of the rod height. Design

criteria similar to that for the fuel rods is used for the design of the

source rods; i.e., the cladding is free standing, internal pressures are

al-wys less than reactor operating pressure, and internal gaps and cl-trances

are prov.. -•d to allow for differential expansions between the source

material and cladding.

Plugging Devices

In order to limit bypass flcw through the RCC guid_ thimbles in fuel assemblies

which do not contain either control rods source assemblies, or burnable

poloon rods, the fuel assemblies ekt those locations are fitted with plugging
devices. The plugging devices consist of a flat spider plate with short
rods suspended from the bottom surface and a spring pack assembly and
mixing device attached to the top surface. At installation in the core,
the plugging devices fit with tho fuel assembly top nozzles and rest or.@the adaptor plate. The short rods p..oject into the upper ends of the
thimble tubes to reduce the bypass flow area. The spring pack is -:ompressed
by the upper core plate when the upper internals package is lowered into
place. Similar short rods are also used on the source assemblies to z.l_
the ends of at'.. vacant fuel assembly guido thimbles.

All components in the plugging device, except for the springs, are constructed
from type 3G4 stainless steol. The springs (one per plugging device)
are wound from an age hardenable nickel base alloy to obtain higher strength.

Burnable Poison Rods

The birnable poison rods are statically suspended and positioned in vacant

RCC thimble tubes within the fuel assemblies at nonrodded core locations.
The poison rods in each fuel assembly are grouped and attached together
at thr top end of the rods by a flat spider plate which fits with the fuel
assembly top nozzle and rests on the top adaptor plate.
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Thi bpider plate (and the poison rods) are held down and restrained against

* VertIcAl motion througta a spring pack which is attached to the plate and

is compressed by the tapper core plate when the reactor upper internals package

is lowered into the reactor. This ensures that the poison rods cannot be

-- hited out of the core by flow forces.

The poison rods consist of borated lyrex glass tubes contained within type

304 stainless steel tubu]ir cladding which is plugged and seal welded at

the ends to encapsulate the glass. The glass is also supported along the

length of its inside diameter by a thin wall type 304 stainless steel tubular

inner liner. A bur=able poison rod is shown in longitudinal and transverse

cross-sections in Figure 3.2.3-11.

The density of natural boron in glasb is equal to 0.0866 gm/cc. This corres-

ponds to 0.0429 gm of natural boron per centimeter of glass rod length. The

total core inventory of natural boron contained in the rods is equal to 18.2 kg.

The rods are designed in accordance with the standard fuel rod design criteria;

i.e., the cladding is free standing at reactor operating pressures and temper-

atures and sufficient cold void volume is provided within the rods to limit

internal pressures to less than the reactor operating pressure assuming total j
release of all helium generated in the glass as a result of the B10 (n,a)

reaction. The large void volume required for the helium is obtained through

the use of glass in tubular form which provides a central void along the

length of the rods. The resulcing clad stresses at temperature and pressure
are given in WCAP 7113.(3)

Based on available data on properties of Pyrex glass and on nuclear and thermal

calculations for the rods, gross swelling or cracking of the glass tubing

is not expected during operation. Some minor creep of the glass at the hot

- spot on the Inner surface of the tube is expected to occur but continues

7 only until thi glass comes into contact with the inner liner. The inner

liner is provided to maintain ':he central void along the length of the glass

and to prevent the glass from slumping or creeping into the void as a res tlt

of softening at the hot spot. The wall thickness of the inner liner is s. zed

to provide adequate support in the ev.jnt of slumping but to collapse locally

before rupture of the exterior cladding if large volume changes due to swelling

or cracking shoulk possibly occur.
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The top"qnd of the inner liner is open to receive the helium which diffuses

out of. the glass.

To _ensure the Lntecgrity of the burnable poi rods, the. tubular cladding
and end plugs are procurred to the same specifications and standard of quality
a--as-iS used for stainless steel fuel rod cladding and end plugs- in other

Westinghouse plants. In addition, the end plug seal welds are checked for
integrity by visual inepection and x-ray. The finished rods are helium leak

cherked.

Evaluation of Core Components

Fuel Evaluation

The fission gas release and the associated buildivp of I.nternal gas pressure
in the fuel rods is calculated by the FIGHT code tised on experimentally
determined rates. Th-e increase of internal pressure in the f,,•.l rod due
to this phenomena is included in the determfnation of the z. . -m cladding
stresses at the. end of core life when the fissio4 product gap inventor..
iS a maximum.

The maximuwt4_- 1_'zable strain in the cladding. considering the combined effects
of internal fission gas pressure, external coolant pressure, fuel ..elet
swelling and clad creep is limited to less thaL 1 per cent throughout -ore
Wes. The associated stresses are below the yield strength of the materi.'

under all normal operating conditions.

To assure that manufactured fuel rods meet a high standard of awcellence

from the standpoint of functional requirements, many inbpections and tests

are ierformed both on the raw material and th: finished product. These tests

and inspections include chtmical %nalysis, tensile testing of fuel tubes,
dimensional inspection, X-ray of both end plug welds, ultrasonic testing

and helium leak tests.
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In the event of cladding defects, the high resistance of uranx.uu die- ".4 e

juel pellets to attack by hot water protects against fuel deterioration ot

decrease in -uel integrity. Thirmal stress in the pellets, while causing

#ome ftacture of the bulk material 7-aring temperature cycling, does not result

in pulverization or gross void formation in the fuel matrix. As shown by

operating experience and extensive experimental work in the industry, the

thermal design parameLers conservatively account for any changes in the ther- l1

performance of the fuel element due to pellet fracture.

The consequences of a breach of cladding are greatly reduced by the ability

of uraniun dioxide to ret&in fission products including those which are

gaseous or highly volatile. This retentiveness decreases with increasing

temperature or fuel burnup, but remains a significant factoc even at full

power- operating temperature in the maximum burnup element.

I

A survey of fuel elements behavior in high burnup uranium dioxi1de indicates

that frr an initial uranium dioxide void volume, which is a function of

the fuel density, it is .ossible to conservatively define the fuel swelling

as a fun-tion of burnup. Since Region 3 will be retained through three

cycles of reactor operation, and Region 2 through 2 cycles, the pellet density

has been reduce' from 94% to 92% in 'Region 2 and 91% in ".egion 3 to accommodate

the effects of increased b%.rnts-.

The- perforation of fuel rod r.ladding so as to release fission products or

fu.l material is direct!) related to cladding stress and strain under normal

operating and overpower ind ons. Design limits and damage limits (cladding

perforation) in terms ii stress and strain are as follows:

4

Damage Limit

Stress

Strain

Ultimate strength

57,000 psi minimum

1.7%

bDsLgn Limit

Yield strengt' -

45,000 psi minimim

1.0%

I
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The damae limits &Iven aLove are minimum vaiue ,-. Actual damage -_ its

depend upon neutron ^xporure and normil veriatLion of mater.ai properties

and would generally be gteater than these r-iuiunu damage limits. 7or .,3st

of the fuel rod life the actual ctresses and strains are considerably below

the design limits. Thus. significant marg• exla•. betweent actual n-erating

conditions and the damage limits.

The other parameters having an inf -.-.eac,- on cluddi!,,6 stress and etrain and
the relationship of these parameter& to tnt. drwage li-. .. are as folluw1 :

1. Internal - -. pressure:

Au interred' gas pressure of approximat.ly .- ,800 psi is required to
produce cladding st'resses equal to the damage 1i6,. under x irmal o-ratin&

conditions. The maximum desgn int.. hal .-o. • tre, tnde •nomaisal con-. tions

is 2250 psiEa vhlch is equal to the -.ooi . ;ressux. Tho maximum int,:-aal

gas pressure at beginning c 'Ife is -.70 L-ta. The &ad a. life intern,..41

gas pressure is denendert j4pn t. e fu-l roW% po;tr 1.astory and will no'.

exceed the design limit of 225n psia.

2. Cladding temperature:

The strength of the fuel cladding ib temp•rature 4ependent. The minimuv

ultimate strength reduces to the iesigu leld strength ait an average

clAdding temperature of approximately 850cF., The ma, imum Average

cladding temperarure during normal operating conditions is given in

Table, 3.2.2-1.

3. Burnup:

Fuel burnup results i-i fuel swelling wh?,ch produ..es cladding strain.

The strain damage limit is not expected %-o be zesched until the peak

burnup reaches approximately 65,000 HWD/flrU. The naximum expected

burnup in the fuel is approximately 50,JOO MWDrffU. A burnup of 65,000

MWD/M'i would cause the f isson gas pressure to Increase but will sL!ll -
be well below that required for the cladding stress to reach the damage

li•it. The deslgn equilibrium firtit core a3ersAe birnul is about3ý1,00o .•WD/HrU.

3. 2.3-.3 Supplement 10
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4. fuel temperature and kv/ft:

At zero burnup, cladding damage is calculated to occur at 31 ky/ft

based upon cladding strain reaching the damage limit. At this power

rating 17Z of the pellet central region is expected to be in the

molten condition.

Uvaluation of Burneble Poison Rods

The burnable poison rods are positively positions.d in the core Inside RCC

casembly guide thimbles and heid down in place by attachment to a spider

assembly compressed beneath the upper core plate and hent. cannot be the

suurce of any reactivity transient. Due to the low beat gener-atlon rate,

and the conservative design if the poison -rods, -there is no possibility

for release of the poison as a result of helium pressure or clad heating

duting accident transients including loss of coolant.

Tvc burnable poienn rods of reduced length but similar in design to those

to be used in the Indian Point Plant Unit II Reactor have been eposed to

in-pile test conditions in the Saxton Tear Reactor since October 1967.

A visual exam•. .tion of the rod was made in early June 1968, and a visual

and profilometer examination was made in July 30, 1968 after an exposure

of 1900 effective full power hours (u252 RlO depletion). The rods were

found to be in excellent condition and profilometty results shoved no

dimenaiw* vriation from the original new condition.

A experiumotal verification of the reactivity worth calculatioas for pyrex

glass tubing is presented in Appendix 3A.

Effects of Vibration and Thermal Cycling on Ikuel Assembies

Analyses of the effect of cyclic deflection of the tuel rods, grid spring

fingers, RCC control rods, and burnable poison rods due to hydraulically

I
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dZiced vibrations and thermal cycling show that the design of the compon-

ents is good for an infinite number of cycles.

In the case of the fuel rod grid spring support, the anplitude of a hydrau-

lically induced motion of the fuel rod is ext~remely small (,.001), and

the stress associated with the motion i1 significantly small (<100 psi).

! Ykewise, the reactions at the grid spring due to the motion is much less

than the preload spring force and contict is maintained between the fuel

clad and the grid spring and dimples. Fatigue of the clad and fretting

between the clad and the grid support is not anticipated.

The effect of thermea1 cycling on the grid-clad support is merely a slight

relative movuaent between the grid contact surfaces and the clad, which is

gradual in nature durins heat-up and cool-down. Since the number of c.-cles

of the occurrence is small over the life of a fuel assembly (,%.3 years),

negligible wear of the mating parts is expected.

In-core operation of assemblies irz the Yankee Rowe and Saxton reactors using

similar clad stzpport have verified the calculated conclusions. Additional

test results under simulated reactor environment in the Westinghouse Reacter

Lvaluation Channel also support these conclusions.

Tht dynanic deflection of the full and part-length control rods and the

burnable poison rods Is limiteo by their fit with the inside diameter of

either the upper portion of the guide thimble or the dashpot (.0765 in.

diametral clearance at guide thimble; .0145 in. diametral clearance at the

dashpot). With this limitation, the occurrence of truly cyclic .,orion is

questionable. lowavsr, an assumed cyclic deflection through the available

clearance gap results in an insignificantly low stress in either the clad

robing or in the flexture joint at the spider or retainer plate. The

iZtave consideration assut's the rods are supported as cantilevers from

the spider, or the retain&r plate in the case of the burnable poison rods.
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A calculation, assuming the roas are supported by the surface of the

dashpots and at the upoer end by the spider or retainer, results in a

similar conclusion.

Control Rod Drive Hechanisn

a) Full Length Rods

Desian Description

The control rod drive mechanisms are used for withdrawal and insertion

of the rod cluster control assemblies into che reactor core and to provide

sufficient holding power for stationary support.

Fast total insertion (reactor trip) is obtained by simply .emoving the

electrical power allowing the rods to fall by gravity. Typical total insei-
tion time is about 2 to 3 seconds.

The complete drive mechanism, shown in Figure 3.2.3-12, consists of the

internal (latch) assembly, the pressure vessel, the operating coil stack,

the drive shaft assembly, and the rod position indicator coil stack.
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Each assembly in an independent smit which can be dismantled or assembled

separately. Each mechanism pressure housing is threaded onto an adaptor

on top of the ractor pressure veasel and seal welded. The operating drive

assembly is conuu-.ted to tae control rod (directly below) by means of a

grooved drive shaft. The upper iection of the drive shaft is suspended

from the working components of Che drive mechenism. The drive shaft and

control rod remain connected during reactor operation, Including tripping

of the rods.

Main ccrlant fills the pressure containing -art. of the drive mechanism.

All working components and the shaft arp jz=ersed in the main coolant end

depend upon it fur lubrication of allding parts.

Three magoetic coils, which form a re ovable electrical unit .ind surround
V

-the rod drive pressure housing induce magnetic flux through the hou;ing

wall to operate th-. working components. They move two sets of latches which

lift, lower and hold the grooved drive shaft.

The three magnrts are turned on and off in a fixed sequence by solid-state

swirches for the full length rod assemblies.

The sequencing of the magnets priduces ste.p motion over qe 144 inches of

normal control rod travel.

Tt-, mechanizu develop& a lifting force approximately two ti-.es the static

lifting load. Therefore, extra lift capacity is available for overcoming

mechanical friction between the moving and the stationary parLs. Gravity

proviles the drive force for rod insertion and the weight of the whole rod

•saembly is available to overcome any resistance.

The mechanisms are designed to opercte in water at 650*F and 2485 psig.

The temperature at thc. mechanism head adaptor will be much less than 650'F

because it is located in a region where there is limited flow of water from

the reactor core, %tile the pressure is the same as in the reactor pressure

I eaael.
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A multi-conductor cable connects the mechanism operating coils to the 125

volt &-a power supply. The power supply is described in Section 7.3.2.

Latch Assembly

The latch assembly contains the working componeuts which withdraw and insert

the drive sh.Aft and attached control rod. It is located within the pressure

housing and consists of the pole pieces for three electromagnets. They

actuate two sets of latches which engage the grooved *on of the drive

shaft.

The upper set of latch"s move up or down to raise or lower the drive rod

by 5/8 inch. The lower set oL latches have a 1/16 i.ch axial movement to

shift the weight of the control rod from the upper to the lower latches.

Pressure Vessel

The pressur4 vessel consists o, the pressure housing and rod travel housing.

The pressure housina is the lower portion of the vessel and contains the

latch assembly. The rod travl housing is the upper portion of the vessel.

It provides space for the drive shaft during its upward movement as the

control rod in vithdrawn from the core.

Operating CoIl Stack

The operating coil stack is an independent unit which is installed on the

drive mechenism by sliding it over the outside of the pressure. ho lsing.

It rests on a presoure housing flange without any mechanical attachment

and can be removed and installed while the reactor is pressurized.

The three operator coils are made of round copper wire which is insulated

vith a double layer of filament type glaiss yarn.
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The design operating temperature of the coils is 200°C. Average coil tespwratvsr

can be .2eterained by resistance seasurewent. Force4 air cooling along the

outside of the coil satck maintains a coil casing temperature of ApproxtInately

12VC or lower.

Drive Shaft Assembly

The wain function of the drive snaft Is to connect the control rod to -the

*echanism latches. Grooves for engagement and lifting by the latches are

located throughout the 144 in. of coatrol rod travel. The grooves are spaced

5/8 inch apart to coincide with the mechanism step length and have 4S* angle

sides.

The driva shaft is attached to the control rod by the coupling. The coupling_

has two flexible arms whict, engage the grooves in the spider assembly-

A 1/4 inch diameter disconnect rod runz dovn the inside of the drive shaft.

It uZilizes a liJ'cing button at Its lower end to lock the coupling and control

rod. At its lover end, there is a disconnect assembly. For remote disconnectic.x

of the drive shaft assembly from the control rod, a button at the top of

the drive rod actuates the connect/disconnec- aet;bly.

During plant operation, the drive shaft assembly remains connected to the

control rod at all tines. It cam be attached a-.d removed from the coxitrol

red only nhG! the reactor vessel head ia removed.

Position Indicator Coil' Stack

The position indica mr coil stack slides over the rod travel housing section

of the pressure veasel. It detects drive rod position by mezn of cylindrIg4ty

wound differentiaL transfor•er which span the normal length of th5 rod travel
(164 izmhex).
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- rv Mcchanism Materials

AXi parre exposed to reac
L _ - . . . .

as-sembly and drive rod, a

r of die water.

Thr-e types of metals are
S- and cobalt based alloys.

to the mmin coolant, 400

--- are used for the pins, la
I -

inconel X is used for the

steel is used Eor all pre

wear surfacas on the slid

* - (such as threads) during

tar coolant, such as the pressure vessel, latch

re made of metals which resist the corrosive action

used exclusive!y: stainless steels, inconel X,

Wherever magnetic flux Ls carried by parts exposed

series stainless steel Is used. Cobalt based alloys

tch tips, and bearing surfaces.

springs of both latch assemblies and 304 stainless

ssure containment. Hard chrome plating provides

ing parts and prevents galling between mating parts

assembly.

Outsi'e of the pressure vessel, Vhere the cietals are exposed only to the

reactor plant contair-mr environment and cannot contaminate the main coolant,

carbon and stainless steels are used- Carbon steel, because of its high

permeability, is used ior flux return paths around the operating coils. It

it zinc-plated 0.001 Inch thick to prevent corrosiou.

Principles of Operation

the drive mechanIsz* shown schemarically in Figure 3.2.3-13 with-draw and

Inet.t their respective control rods as electrical pulses are receivedy

the operator coils.

ON and OPIT sequence, repeated by switches in the power pmogramar causes

either withdrawal or insertion of the control rod. Position or the control

rod is indicated by the transformer action of the position indi-ator coil

13 stack surrounding the rod travel housing. The transformer output channes

as the top of the ferrtnagnetic drive shnft assembly tves up the rod

travel housinS.

4
Supplement 13-
8/70
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ýGnia!.ly, dAuriog plant operativu, tho drive neclhan.ims hold the control

rods withdratp from the core in a static position, and only one coil, either

th movable gripper coil, or the stationary gripper coil Is energized on

eac? mechansis.

Contt ,1 Rod Withdrawa:l The cout-L -l rod is withdrawn by repeating the following

sequence:

(1) Movable Gripper Coil - ON

The movable gripper armature raises and swings the movable gripper latches

into tha drive shaft groove.

(2) Stationiry Gripper Coil - OFF

Gravity causes the stationary gripper latches and armature to move downward

until the load -f the drive shaft is transferrred to the movable gripper

latcheqs. Simultaneously, the stationary gripper Vttches swing out of the

shaft groove.

(3) Lift Coil! - ON

The 5/8 Inch gap between the lift armature and the lift magnet pole closes

and the drive rod raises one step length.

(4) Stationary Gripper Coil - ON

The stationary gripper armature raises and closes the gap below the stationery

gripper magnetic pole, swing the stationary gripper latches into a drive

shaft groove. The latrl-n .onract tht Ohaf 1. •'- "If- 1/16 h The load

Is so transferred r ' ioarz :-PPe :-.: "es

(5) Movable G1-,? 'C1.l

The movable gripper am- imature undar the
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- iorce - thr- ;pI._Ze=nd, gravity. Three links,, pinned to the movable

. r_- per a•uat-re, swing the t-re* movable .ipper latches out of the groove.

-t coil - OFF

K T _ gap betweet the lift armature. and the lift zmgaet pole opens. The Pacvable

g-- pper latches drop 518 inch to a position adjacent to the -- _%t groove.

IControl Rod Insertion:

The sequence for control rod insertion is similar to that for control rod

-withdrawal:

(IN Lift Coil - ON

The movable gripper latches are raised to a position aijacent to a shaft

groove.

(2) Movable Gripper Coil - ON

The movable gripper armature raises and swings the movable gripper latches

into a groove.

(3) Stationary Gripper Coil - OFF

The stationary gripper armature moves downward and swings the stationary

gripper latches out of the groove.

(4) Lift Coil - OFF

r-avity separates the lift armature from the lift m-agnet pole and the

control rod drops down 5/8 inch.

(5) Statiz.4ry 0--ipper Coil - ON'

.- (6) Movable Gripper Coil - OFF
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The sequences described above are termed as one step or one cycle and the

control rod movez 5/8 •nch for each cycle. Each sequence can be repeated

r. at a rate of up to 80 steps per nmnute and the control rods can therefore
be wiLthdraim or inserted at a rate of up to 50 inches per minute.

K"-- Control Rod Tripping:

If power to the movable gripper coil is cut off, as for tripping, the combined

weight: of the drive shaft and the rod cluster control assembly is sufficiLent

to move the latches out of the shaft grnove. Thod control rod fall by ,gravity

into the core. The tripping occurs as the magnetic field, holding the movable

gripper armature against the lift magnet, collapses and the movable gripper
ar-uture is fo:ced down by the weight acting upon the latches.

b) Part Length Rods

The part length control rod drive mechaaim=- are used to position the part

length rod c'ntrol cluster assemblies within the reactor core. The =echanisms

drive the control clustera at a constant opeed of fifteen incLes per minute

in either direction. Removal or loss of power causes the rods to stop all

motion imediately.

The coolete control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) consists of the internal

rotor assembly, the pressure vessel, the drive shaft asseably, the external

operating stator and the position detecting systems.

The inzezial rotor assembly is the operating center of the mechanism. The
drive rod assembly Is per-manently attached to tk.- rotor assembly and is

disconnected with special tools only -In the casm of exceptional maintenance.

Duri•g re.ueling, the drive rod is disconnected from the control rod and

driven Into the travel housing for storage. The rotor assembly is free to

9tate in and held in place within the pressure vessel by ball bearing

asBemblies. Five free rotating "ball-nuts" are held captive in the lower

cylindrical portion of the rotor and are canted to match the lead --agle of

the drivw rod threads. As the internal rotor aszambly rotates the ball
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nuts turn within the threads of the drive rod, translating vertical motion 4
to it, uch as a turning nut would cause a bolt to rise or :a&1 in a slot

H: whieh prevents the bolt from rotating. In the case of the drive mechenism,

the rotational torque is taken through the RCCA in the core. It is not

desirable to attempt to take this rotational torqae within the mechanism

itself, because of the possibility of imposing unknown, and potentially

large, internal torques in the lead screw and RCCA due to 'uind-up" during

Its travel. The vormal torque on the RCCA is of the order of 1.5 ft. Zhs.

The maximum over torque would'occur with the mechar"sm cold when a rod becomes

stuck. This would be the motor stalling torque cold, and has a maximum value

of approximately 12 ft. lbs. This torque is taken by the RCCA Into its fuel

assembly and cannot be transmitted to adjmcent fuel assemblies. The torquo

is positively transmitted via fingers aad slots in the coupling ileeve and

the RCCA .ipider. The stator provides rotational energy to the rotor after

first releasing the mechanism brake. The brake is a positive mechanical

type which does not rely on friction, and consists of a spring loaded split

cylinder, concentric with thp drive rod and pinned to the rotor. It is

released by energizing a motor coil which pulls the upper halves of the

cylinder together, thereby releasing the lower clam shell-like brake.

There are four springs in the brake, and the design is such that the

breakage off a spring will not impair brake performance

If one or both brake arm pivot pins should fail, the brake will engage,

uhether or not the motor is energized.

As detailed previously the ball nuts are at all times in engagement with

the screwthread on the drive shaft; they cannot be moved radially outwards,

therefore, they can never release the rod and allow it to drop. The only

means whereby t'.t drive rod can move is by rctation of the cage golding

the ball-nuts. £MIe magnetic circuitry of the motor is such that energizing

the windings simultaneously disengages the mechanical brake and permits

free :otatio7 7f the armature, i.e.,L there is no sel irate electriiaa1 circuit

for the brake. In operation, at least two of the six windings are energized

by the sequencing to obtain the required motion. In the holding mode, two

or three of the windings are energized thereby holding the final position 4
of the armature and preventing rod motion even though the brake is disen~ged.
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Loss of power to the mechanisi. will angage the brake and prevent rod motion.

The application of power to any or all of the windings will disengage the

brake. Howevor, the holding foree created by a single winding is sufficient

to overcome the rundown torque produced by the mechanism load. Therefore,

the rod cannot move except under the control of the power supply.

The rotational energy is supplied in sequential pulses to tht armature

whirch rotate directionally 15* per pulse as controlled by the power supply.

The mechanism is capable of develnping a mirtimum lifting force of approx-

imately 700 pounds. Insertion force is limited to the weight of thQ drive

train and control rod cluster. This is achieved by not providing a thrust

bearing to ta.e upward thrust, and &llowing the rotor to rise on the lead-

screw until it ereages a vertical face stop, thereby stalllzSg the motor

without generating downthrust.

The part length rod mechanism are designed to operate in water at 650PF

and 2485 psig. Flow from the reactor core is restricted by the natural

configuration and also by thermal bushings in order to limit the operating

temperature. This temperature restriction will increase the life of the

stator and weav parts of the rotor.

The pressure housing consists of the rotor assembly housing and rod travel

housing. It is de3igned and fabricated in accordance with Section III of

the ASNE B&PV Code.

The top of the rod travel housing is closed by a screwed plug which 1s

sealed vith a conoseal joint. The design of this area is such that any

leakage of reacto fluid will produce only a vertical jet of water and

thence a downward thrust.

Should a longitudinal split appear in the rod travel hous'. ,. the resultant

jet will be retarded in exactly the same manner as that of the magnetic Jack

type mechanisms for full length control rods. The position indicating :oils

and their ht='ings are identical for both mechanism designs.
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The drive shaft "seubly is of extremely conservative desi.gn. The material

used Is cold drawn 17-4 PH in th& H 1100 condition. The maximum load on the

aksebly is only 270 lbs.

The function of the drive shaft is to connect the mechan:sm to the control

rod with a coupling which has two flexible arms tc engage the grooves in the

spider body rt the top of the control rod.

The coupling Is essentially the same as that used on the normal magnetic Jack

control rod drfrc mechanisms: the principal difference is the provision of

slots and fingers to transmit torque from the drive rod to the RCCA ,pider.

The basic design is therefore well proven. During plant operation, the RCCA

and drive shaft remain connected at all tives, and the design incorporates

several safety features to ensure this. First, a spring loaded spherical

button in the coupling forces the flexible arms into the grooves in the RCCA

spider. This bu-ton is unlocked by a disconnect rod which runs down inside

the drive shaft. Second, if this button should fail, a stop nut on the end

of the disconnect red prevents the arms from flexing sufficiently to allow

them to slip from the coupling vrooves unless the disconnect rod is lifted. I
Third, a spring retaining ring preveuts movement of the disco-mect rod unless

a special coupling/uncoupling tool is used. Because of the "non-scrammable"

feature of the part-length control rod drive mechanisms, the drive shaft

cannot be disconnected from the roller nut sleeve, and therefore is discon-

nected from the RCCA before removing the reactor head.

Positive indication of correct remote coupling and uncoupling is derived from

the position of the top of the drive rod when the rod is driven into contact

with the RCCA. if the rod is uncoupled, this "full-down" position is about

1-1/2 in higher than that when coupled.

Should maintenance be reqtired it is possible to remove the cooling air

shroud, the position indicating coils, and the motor stator. It Is further

possible to remove all the working parts from the pressure housing without

removing the pressuie housing from the head adapter. All this may be

accomplished with the reactor head in position on the reactor. 4
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All parts exposed to the reactor coolant, such as the pressure housing,

drive rod and rotor assembly, are made of materials which resist the cor-

rosive action of the water.

Fuel Assembly and RCCA Mechanical Evaluation

To confirm the mechanical adequacy of the fuel assembly and full length RCCA

assembly, functional test p-ograms have been conducted on a full scale

Indian Point No. 2 prototype 12 ft. canleas fuel assembly and control rod.

The prototype assembly was tested under simulated c•nditions of reactor

temperature, pressure, and flow for approximately 1000 hours. The prototype

mechanism accumulated 2,260,892 st. ns and 600 scrams. At the end of the

test the CRDM was still operating satis•zctorily. A correlation was developed

to predict the amplitude of flow excited vib:ation of individual fuel rods

and fuel assemblies, Inspect.on of the fuel assembly ani drive line components

did not reveal eignificant fretting. The wear of the absorber rods, fuel

casembly guide thimbles, and upper guide tubes wap minimal. The control

rod free fall time against 1252 of nomtnal f:lnw wa, less than 1.5 seconds

to the dashpot (10 ft. of travel). Additional tests had previously been

made on a full scale San Onofre mock up version of the fuel askeubly and

control rods. (2)

Indian Point No. 2,1/7 Scale Mockup Tests

A 1/7 scale model of the Indian Point No. 2 internals was designed and built

for hydraulic and mechanical testing. The tests prov±dcd informiion on stresse
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_-anddisplcements at. selected locations on the structure due to stati leoads, 4
--flow induced loads, and electromagnetic shaker loads. Flow distribution

-- and pressure drop information were obtained. Results of the static tests

indicated that mean strains itt the upper core support plate and upper support

colums are below design limits. Strains and displacements measured in the
modcl during flow teats verified•; Oit no damaging vibration levels were present.

Additional in-formation gained from .he tests were the natural frequency

[ and damping of the thermal shield and other components in air and water. Model

respomse can be related to the full scale plant for most of the expected

I. exciting phenomena, but across the board scaling is not possible. Specifically

F excit-ing phenomna which are strongly dependent on Reynolds number cannot be

scaled. In areas where Reynolds number may be important, either (1) the

measured vibration amplitudes were many times lower than a level that would be

d aag-ng, or (2) full scale vibration data has been obtained.

Loading and Handling Tests

Tests simulating the loading of the prototype fuel assembly into a core location

have also been successfully conducted to determine that proper provisions

had been made for guidance of the fuel assembly during refueling operation.

Axial and Lateral Bending Tests

Ln .ddition axial and lateral bending tents have been perfo£..ed in order

to s9mulatc mechanical loading of the assembl-- during -efueling operation.

Although the maximum column load expected to be experienced in service is

approximately 1000 lb. the fuel assembly was successfully loaded to 2200 lb.

axially with no O-tge resulting. This information is also used in thp des.Sn

of fuel handling equipment to establish the limits for inadvertent axial

%ads during refueling.
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Part- Length Rod Raearch and Devx-opent.

Although the part length CM? hs a number of new features it is based on,

and largely similar to, a proven design. used on US. Navy reactors. The

U.S. Navy mehelaniiss are dazi*=d and Manufactured by the same company, and

_he sme Psei~iLe, as are produ-ing r.e -ent part length mechanisms. Thus

the sAme sckrll ani experience are used for both applicarions. Althoush

details are not ayAllable for security reasons, It is known that a compre-

hensive eerip- of tests have been performed on the- U.S, Navy mechanism,
the experience fi: cmibid vbill he incotporated in the Part length =chanism

design. Even so, further full scsle teats will be carried out on the pro-

totype Qf this zn__ s o further assure its rell*-iity ridd asfety.
Specifically, a fIIll life test will be conducted, uding the complete drive
triin and RCC&, at reactor ;reseure ---2d tei-peratur_ conditions,
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TABLE 3.2.3-1

CORE M _CHAFIGAL DESIGN PAAIEBS(

ActimiL Porti~on of the Core

Equivalent Diamieter, in.
Aeti-va Fuel Heighto in.
Length-to-Diarmetar Ratio
Total Crcze-Se~cion Area, f.t~

132.7
144.0
1.01
96.06

Fuel Assemblie:

Humber-
Rod Array
Rods per Assezibly
Rod Pitch, in.
Overall Dviensions
Fuel Weight, (as U0 2), pound-
Total Weight, poands
Number Of GridS per Assembly
Number of Guide Thimbles
Ular~ater *9 Guide Thimbles (upper _pat), in.
Dameter of Guido Thimbles (lower part), in.

193
15x15
204(2)
0.563
8.426 x 8.426
216,600
276,000
9
20
0.545 O.D.xO.515
0.484 O.D/Zx.4554

0 Fuel Rods

Nuwber
Outaide Diametear, in.
Diamatral Cusp, in.
Clad ThlCkness, I%.
CMad material
Overall Length
Logth of End Cap, overall, in.
Length of End Cap, inoerted in rod, in.

39,372
0.422
0.0065
0.0243
Zircaloy
149.-
0.688
0.250

F-uJel Pellets

Haterial
Density (9 of Theoretical)

Reglou 1
Region 2
Region 3

Feed Enrichu~nto w/o
Region i
Region 2
aegion 3

Diirer, in.
Length, in.

U02 sintered

94 (10.3 gicc)
92 (10.08 g/zz)
91 (9.97 gicc)

2.2
2.7
3.2
0.3669
0.600



F7~
TABLE 3.2.3-1 (Cont'd)

1Uod Cluster Control Ausemblies

4

Neutron Absorber
Cladding Haterial
Clad Thickness, in.
Number of Clusters

Full Length
- Part Length

Number of Control Rods per Cluster
Length of Rod Control, in.

Length of Absorber Section, in.

5Z Cd, 15% In, 80% As
Type 304 SS - Cold W.zked
0.019

53
8
20
156.436
149.136
142.00
36.00

(overall)
(insert-on length)
(full length)
(part length)

Core Structu:e

Core Barre-,! 4 .
X*D.
0OD.

Thermal Shield, i_.
I.D.
O.D.

-urnable Poison Roda

nuiber

Outside Diameter, in.
Inner Tube, O.D. in.
Clad Material
Inner Tube Material
Boron Loading (natural)

148.0
152.5

158.5
164.0

1156
Boroailicate Glass
0.4395
0.2365
S.S.
S.S.
0.0429gm/cm of glass rod

(1) All dimensions are for cold conditions.

(2) .'.enty-one rods are omitted: Twenty provide passage for contrVl T ds
and one to contain in-core instrumentation.
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3.3 T IM AM AINSPI 1S

3.361 RUMVITY MWALML

To elis.nate poaeible orrora in the calculat~ona of the initial tdactivity
of the core snd the reactivilty depletion rate, the predicted relation between
fuel burn-up and the boron concentration, necessary to maintain adequate

control characteristics, anmt be adjusted (normalised) to accurately reflect

actual core conditions, When full power is reached initially, and with

the control rod groups in the desired positions, the boron concentration

is measured and the predicted curve is adjusted to this point. As 1 ,ver

operation proceeds, the measured boron concentration Is compared with the

predicted concentraoiom and the slope of the curve relating burn-up and

reactivity is cva•rsd with that predicted. This process of normalization

should be completed after about IZ of the total core burn-up. Thereafter,

actual boron concentration can be cospared with prediction, and the reactivity

etatu.3 of the core can be continuously evaluated. Any reactivity anomaly

greater than 11 vould be unexpected, and its occurrence would be thorouChl-

investigated and evaluated. The methods employed in calculatinX the reactivity

of the core vs. btrrnup and the rieactivity worth of boron vs. bursup are

given in Section 3.2-1.

3.3.2 THERMAL AND KyDtAULC TESTS AU'D INSPECTIGC.-

General hydraulic tests on models are used to confirm the design flow

distributions and pressure drops (1,2). Fuel assesebliss and control and

drive machanisms are also testad. On-site measurements are made to con-

firm the design floga rates

9%
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- ~ ga" Anternas lunseciow &% ar lso reviewed to check~ such. thermal sud
r ftrAile. design v~aluos as b>yproaa flow. As part of startup phyxic3 tWs!Ing

series of core powtr distribution messurevente are ma4e over the entire raingeI f aperstlom In term of desiat,2 control. rodl configuration by means of

;th. =ra voyeable ietector system. Theae memurements sze analyzed and the

results ecompared with the analytical predictions upon vietdh safety ankalysis is

- based vith regard to, both =~dial and axial pomr distribution. nhe design hot

channel factor* are used an criteria for acceptable results.

3.3.3 CORE COMMENz~T TESTS AND Ili5FEMfONS

To answrw. confortwica of allt s~attrlal&, compouants and assemblies to the

deazign ,e~lrewmozs. ft rzelease point program xs established with~ the assembly

usnufainture which requires upgra~iing of all rev matori~ae, special proclsses,,

Lva-., weldlug-s heat t~restinis, nonde*dtrucnive testing, ate.. and those chara-

iaturistics: of datail parts which directly affect the iasuebly, im alignment

of the reactor intetnels. The upgradiriS Is occoaplaisbed by the Isuai.ncea of

an InspectiU n Releuse by quality control (Q~C) after conformance has been

Veutif ied £

A resident QC representative perforwz a v urve illance /audit ýroy%~ at. che

wartufacturor 'a f&4UII1y and vtnassea the raqtired testis and inspections

and issues the innpczt~lon rten's.es. An example is the. xadiagtaphic examina-

tion of the weids joining~ ~coe barrel shell, courres.

taLoment... *m uI&Lxl4t15 ju~pi Lcd by Westinghouse to thev assembly "anufacture

cmre xub!ected to a simillar pr:-gram. Qua~iity Control enginviers develop :In-

apcrttlori Pie fer all riw natari.4l. components and avscabhes. Each level

of vnufactinlixg is eveduated by a qualified Inspector P'-. comf%.rmwnce I.e.

~~ ~o..~l r. t4,,, 1#4 Z of_%r, plate± raw vi~teir~l. Upon completion

.:f spec ifled cvtnvta, all docu:Kntation Li- audited prilar to ttleorIing the material

ox couponent for further manufacturing. kU documentat~ion aid Inspection release*

are zaintained in the Quality Control centriel records section. Al.l materJ ala

am~ tractable to the mill Leat nurt'or.

9
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In conc~iw4oo a set of- "a built" dimensuions are fLiken to verify conformant'.
to the daig• requirminto and asure proper fitup betven the reactor

internals mad the reactor prtssure vessel.

ruel Quality control

Quality Control philosophy is generally based on the following inspections

being performed to a 952 confidence that no more than 5 defects per 10D

Vill be allowed, unleas otherwise noted$ using either a hypergeometrLc

fwictLon with zero defectives for imall lott of the latost revision of

XiM-lOSB for large lots. This confidence level has been bar.d on past

upezient¢ giSinad during the manufacturing of over 400 metric tons of

uranium cores. The follcwing tenaections are included.

1) Co noneet Para - All parts received are irpected to a 95 x 5

confidence level. Tho characteristics inspette-4 depends upon the

component parts and includes dimensionel, via~ul, check audits of

test reports, natarial certification i•d non-destructive testing such

as X-ray and ultrasonic. Wtatinghouse materials and component spea-

ficatios specify in detail the inspection to be performed. Hydro-

statxc and mechanic~sl properties tests are made where tpplicable.

All material 1,sed in the manufacture of this core vas accepted and

released by Quality Control.

2) Pellets - Inspection is performed to a 9. x 5 level for the dimensional

characteristics such as diametnr, length and squaraness of endi.

Additional visual inspections are performed for cracks, chipe and

porosity, according to stcndards egtablished at the beginning of

production. These standards are based upon standards used in previouo

cores, which have in turn served as standards for over 50 million

pellets manufactured and used in operating cores. Iimnstty is determined

in term cf veight per unit length and is plotted on tone chmet used

in controlling the process, Chemical analyses are taken on a sample

b*sis throughmit pellet production.

0
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K AN IpntJa- Nod impection consists of the fol1oving 00%
uon-dettuctLve impection an. is based on the experience, speci-
ficatioa, procedures and standards established on previously
manufactured t.ad operated cores.

I

a) Leak Teting - Each rod Is tested to a 16uv•mn leak uwing u8ms

spectroetry mith helium being the detectable gas. This Is
the system used previously on the leak test of over 300,000

rods.

b) X-ray - All fuel rcd veld enclosures are X-rayed at 0" and 90'
win: weld correction form. X-ray* are. taken it, accord with
ASTi Z-142 using 2-2T an the basis of acceptance. (This is
equivu.bL-'t to a .010 defect).

c) Dimensional - AU rods are dimensionally Inspected prior to
final release and up3rading. The requirements inwluded such
itmes a length, ember, and vimual Inspection.

This ensures that 100 per cent of the rod welds ha-ve been checked by several
different techn!.quen.

4) Rod Unarad.in - The rods upon final inspection are upgraded and

available for fuel assembly loading.

5) Assembly - ;nspectLon consists of 100 per cent inspection for critical

dimeasions and for assembly eaVelope. In addition, sample (95 x 5)
inspection will be performed for channel spacing to assure mnlnimt
gap on critical, channels.

6) Other I sgecLion - The Lolloving inspection will be performed as part
of routine inspection operation:

Supplement 6
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a) Tool and gage inspection and control including standbvdization

to primary and aecondary working standards. Tool Inspeccion

is performed at prescribed intervals ov, all serialized tools.

Compiete records nre kepZ of calibration and conditicn of

tools and ard available upon requeut.

b) Check audit inspection of all inspection activities and records

to assure that prearcibed methodu atr followed and that all

records are cor'ect and properly maintained.

c) Surveillance of outside contractors, including approval of

standarda and notlods are perZorued where necessary. )Vo-*ver,
all final acceptance Is based upon iLzapection performed at the

Westinghouse plant.

To prevent the possibllity of mixinh enrichwsnts during fuel manufacture

and asseambly, •ueticul", process cootrol i& exercised.

The UO2 powdo,: is received from the supplier in cealed containers, the

contents of which are fully identified both by descriptive tagging and pre-

selected color coding. A single enrichment only is received per shipment.

Upon receipt, an additional Westinghouse identification t.)g completely

describing the contents %s affixed to the containe", Wefore transfer to
segregatod powder storage, where containers of differenL enrichment povdeas

ate never mixed.

Powder vwthdrawal from storage can be made by one authorized group only

who direct the powder to the correct pellet production line. All pellet

production lines are physically separated from each other and pallets of
only a single enrichment and density are produced in . given production line.

Finished pellets ate placed oa trays having the same color code as the

powder containers and transferred to segregared storage racks. Physical

3.3-5
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barriers prevent mixing of pal.ets of different deusities and enrichment*

in this storage area. Unused powder and substandard pellets to be repro-

mood are returned to storage in the original color coded containers.

LoadInS of the pellets into the cladding is again accomplished in isolated

produc-ion linse and again only one denasity and enrichment is loaded on a
line a; a time.

At the timt of loading, the top fuel tube end plug identificatlon character

is checked vwth the density and enrichment identification of the color code
of the pellet storage tray. After each fuel tube is seal velded, it is

givea the soma color coding a haa, boen carried throughout the previous

processes. The fuel tube remains color coded until just prior to instal-

lation in the fuel asoembly. The color coding and end pluC identification

character, therefore, provide a cross reference of the fuel contained in

the fuel rods.

At the time of installation Into an sasembly, the color coding is removed.

After the fuel rods are installed, an inspz-.tor verifies that all fuel rods

in &a assembly have the same ,-nd plug identif..cation, and that the top nozzle

to be used on the assembly carries the correct identification character

describing the fuel enrichment and dersity for the core region being fabri-

cated. The top nozzle identification then becomes the permanent description

of the fuel contained in the assembly.

[ \,, 3.3-6
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(1) G., Hetsroni, "Hydraulic Tests of the SanOnofre Reactor Model,"
WCAP-3269-8, 1964.

(2) G. Hetsaoni, "Studie3 of the Connecticut-Yankee Hydraulic Model",
, 'WCA1I-2761, 1965.
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APPENDIX 3A

Experimental Verification of Calculations for Boron Burnable Poison Rods

A number of experiments were performed at the Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation

Center to investigate the reactivity worth of pyrex glass tubing similar to

that employed in the Indian Point II core as burnable poison rods. Several

configurations with and without glass burnable poison rods and with fuel

loadings representative of power reactors were tested. The reactor used was

a rectangular core four feet high with 29 or 30 fuel rods on a side. In sach

case the water height was adjusted until the reactor was Just critical.

Annlyses were performed for racL of the configure-tions measured to determine

the adequacy of the methods used to calculate burnable poison rod worthl in

the design of the Indian Point core. The results of the calctlations for bhe
different experimental configurations are 1.ated in Table 3A-1. In each case*the eigenvalue should be compared to the appropriate reference eigenvalue

(core with fuel only) to eliminate the systematic bias which appears in the

clean core calculation.

The descrepancy between the eigenvalue calculated for the unpoisoned and

poisoned cases has been related to the fractional error in the neutron current

into the boron. This error is also given in Table 3A-1. The burnable poison

rods used in Indian Point II correspond to the thick walled tubes and in these

cases the agreement is generally better than 51.

3A-1
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TABLE 3.A-1

REACTIVITY DATA OF CLASS RODS EWCASED VN .020" SS .395"ID, .435" OD
NOINAL GLASS WOD DATA: SOLID OOr. .396" ODv L - 48" : THICX 1AM ID - .228", OD - .375"* L - 48"

THIN WALL ID - .316", 00 - .394", L - 48"

N-)

Case ConfiguratIon

L No Inserts - Clean

2 One Solld Glas Rod

3 No Inserts Clean Core

4 Uniform Thin Wall GsIo$

5 Uniform Thick Waal Glass

6 CenLral Assembly Pattern
72 Water Holes

7 Central Assembly Pattern
36 Thin Wall Glass
36 Water Holes

8 Central Assembly Pattern
36 Thick Wall Glass
36 Water Holes

9 4 Water Holes Array

10 No Inserts - Clean

Loainsg

252 - 625

252-1 -6 24

292 841

29225 - 816

29Q-25 - 816

- 292-72 - 769

292-72 - 769

2- 2272 - 769

Just Crit.
Water Ut cm

64.10
70.00

43.25

69.61

83.81

39.52

Calculated X
for Criticafegre

.996915*

.994633

.9948-x

1.000085

Error In
Poison Absorption 2

4.6

3.5

1.4
83.76 .996162

.996392 0.8
114.95

42.25

40.59

292-16

30;
- 825

- 900 .996596*

*Reference C4jo

0 4 0
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Case

11

12

13

14
15

16

17

19

20

21

22

Conf, guratIon

Uniform Water Holes

Uniform Voids (SS Cladding)

Uniform Thin Wall Glass Tubes

Uniform Thick Wall Glass Tubes

Uniform - .260" Ag-In-Cd

Alternate Thin Wall Glass
Tubes

Alternate Thick Wall Glass
Tubes

Alternate Solid Glass Rods -

Bare

Alternate Pattern -
Ag-In-Cd (.260)

Alternate Pattern -
Ag-In-Cd (.330)

Four Assembly Pattern -
Water Holes

pour Assembly Pattern -
40 Thick Wall Glass
40 Water Holes

TABLE 3A-1 (Continued)

Just Crit.
Loading Water Ht cm

302-36 - 864 38.91

302w-36 - 80, 42.62

302-36 - 864 61.18

302_36 = 864 82.56

302v-32 - 868 9%.34

302-18 - S82 49.42

302-18 - 882 51.90

302_18 - 882 54.91

30 2-18 - 882 53.89

302_18 - 882 59.94

302_80 - 820 37.13

302_80 - 820 68.73

Calculated Keff Error in
for Critical Core Poison Absorption•._

.99777

.993915

.994875

.994963

.994965

.995925

.999352

.997573

4.8

2.5

6.2

5.1

1.8

1.8



3. Continuous monitoring - and appropriate alarm functions - of both

axial and diametral power tilts, using signals from the eight out-

of-core ion chambers, with additional information provided by the

core exit thermocouples and moveable in-core flux detectors.

4.1 Provibions of part-length control rods as power shaping devices

and automatic trip set point reduction with excessive axial power

tilts (top-to-bottom offset). Sinte the core is expected to be

X-Y stable, automatic protection against diametral transients is

not required. However, an alarm function is provided to hlert the

operator to the existence of such tilts before a limiting value

on diz•metral power tilt is reached.*

5. Control rod cluster malposJtioning even under the most limiting

case will not lead to a DNBR 1.3 at operating conditions. Means
for detecting such a misalignment are also provided.

II. Spatial Xenon Stability

A. Axial Xenon Stability

The potential existence of axial power distribution anomalies due to

xenon redistribution have been reported in WCAP-7208 6). Results of

these studies have shown that the reactor will be unstable toward xenon

oscillations in this dimensIion; consequently, power shaping devices

(i.e., part-length control rods) and automatic protection (i.e., trip

set point reduction with excessive axial power imbalance) are provided.

Operating philosophy and procedures for monitoring and controlling axial

power anomalies have been described in WCAP-7208 6 ). The primary means

* Stability toward diametral oscillations will have been verified at startup
(with corrective action in the unlikely event these prove nccesoary). As
burnup progresses, the reactor becomes increasingly stable toward diemetral
oscillations due to the decreasing soluble boron concentration and hence the
continuously increasing moderator temperature coefficient feedback effect.

Supplement 6
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of detecting axial power distortions will be by means of the out-of-core
,. Ion chambers with appropriate operator display signals. Teasta In the

Connecticut Yankee reactor (see WCAP-9010 & 7407-L

the capability of th,*jse out-of-core Ion chambers to detect signif; 'ant

axial power inbalances.

B. Dissistral Xenon Atability

Pesults of the analytical investigations (primarily three-dimensional

transient analyses reported in WCAP-7407-L( 5 ) and WCAP-3680-22)(3)

indicate that the Indian Point #2 reactor will be stable toward diametral

xenon oscillations; consequently, X-Y control rode are not required.

Comparison with experimental results in the Connectizut Yankee reactor

tend to confirm the validity of the less conoervative calculations (see

WCAP-7407-L(5), Figure 3-1). Despite the expected abserce of diamotral

xenon instability, %• test will be performed at startup to demonstrate

that artificially induced diametral oscillations decrease in amplitude

as a function of time. Furthermore, extensive monitoring with appropriate

display and alarm function is provided to alert the operators in the

evant a diametral power tilt should develop in the course of reactor

operation. Consequently, no automatio safety protection against

diametral xenon instability is required.

C. Analytical Techniques

In assessing potential power distribution anomalies arising from spatial

xenon redlstribution, primary reliance has been placed on time-dependent

two-group diffusion calculations in three-dimensions including pointwize

feedback effects due to coolant density and fuel pellet temperature

changes. Means of incorporating the reactivity feedback effects are

described In WCAP-3680-21 & 22(2,3) using semi-empiricaliy fitted

expressions whose coefficients were determined by other calcilations

3B-3 Supplement 6
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(lo., LEOPARD). & some cases, survey calculations were performed in

one or two dimensions using both digital and rodal techniques (see

WCAP-3680-20), () to indicate trends and to identify the aignificance

and relative importance of the various contributing parameters.

In performing three-dimensional time dependent stability analyses,

standard design techniques (i.e., the LEOPARD Code) ware used to compute

the effect of the various feedback parameters on local reactivity. These

results were fitted by a semi-empirical expression as described in

Section 2.2 and 3.3 of WCAP-3680-21l 2 ). These analytical fits, with

appropriate co-fficients as determined from LEOPARD type calculations,

were then used in the three-dimensional spatial power calculations,

which included coupled thermal hydraulic effects.

D. Ins trum•ntat.ioa end Con, r.z

Instrumentation a.4d appropriate display is provided to assure that

reactor will be maintained within thermal limits (design hot nuclear

channel factors) in the presence of power distribution anomalies

caused by time dependent xenon redistributiLn. Primary relianc,

placed on the eight out-of-core ion chambers supplemented by mn. v. 'on

derf.ved from the core exit thermocouples and from the movable ii

fist ion charbers.

The operator will have the out-of-core detector information available,

backed up by the core exit thermocouples and the movable in-core detector

readouts. The folloW4 ng out-of-core detector information is provided

for the operator to alert him to the existence of any core instabilities,

axial or diametral:

a) Four indicators, which indicate the difference between the top

and bottom detectors. These signals will initiate runback and

alarm.

Supplement 6 3B-4
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b) light Indicators which read out the in4ividval currents of the

four top and four bottom detectors.

c) One alarm for the fotor top detectors, when the maximum to

average flux is exceeded.

d) One alarm for the four bottom detectors, when the maximum to

average flux is exceeded.

e) Four 2 pen recorders - 2 detectors at 180* are on the same

recorder.

f) Tiro 2 yen recorders - total current, i.e., coubined top and

bottom deiector outputs.

g) One total current deviation alarm, i.e., wthen any one top and

bottom total current deviates by a pre-set amount from the other

three total current outputs, the operator is alerted to this

condition.

With these indications and alarms, the operator has mcay cross-checks

and comptrisons available to him. Failure of one top or bottom

detector will provide the operator with Instant indication and alarm.

The out-of-core detectors. backed by the core exit thermocouples and

the movable in-core detectors, provide more than adequate informatio:

so that fixed in-core flux detectors are aot required for operation or

safety. Operation with one ouL-of-core ion chanter out of service does

not compromise the safety of the plant.

III. Control Rod Positioning

Normal control rod oparations have been described in Section 3.0 of the

Indian Point Unit No. 2 FSAR. A deviation in the position of one or

3B-5 Supplement 6
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oke eatrol clusters Zelativa ta the position of the control bonk can 0
pat~t~util lead t'-%

(1) Aayumctric fU*1 dletlon,

(5i) Reduction in hutdown margid, or

(ili) Mt~duction In DkB marain.

Rod sisalitiment is not a safety problem which requires automatic protection

becatuse (I) asy-Latric fuel depletion could possibly lead to unacceptable

power distributions, but only if the condition were to persist for many b aidreds

of hours, (11) misalignment of nufficlent magnitude to censume the standard

1? Ak shutdoxm is not possible, because it would require an entire control
bask to be severael fact below the d-$akrd position; the c•mplete misalignment

of a Minxtle control cluster will =educe trip reactivity by not moze than 0.2Z

Ak; andCiiU) misaliumnt of a single control cluster b- as Loch as the entire

height of the core vitn the most pessimistic xenon spat."al distribut-on will

not resa•lt in a 3W1R less than 1.30 at operating conditions. Deviation of 15

inche8s wll not reult in a power distribution worse than design.

Misalinazent of a rod Is most limiting when the last control group (which

%;kr be partly inserted at full power) is fully inserted but one cluster is

full-out. It has been shown for Ind'an Point 2 (see WCAP-7407-L,(5)

Westingbhouse Proprietary) that this case cannot lead to DINER less than 1.3

at operating conditions even with the worst possible xenon distribution and

the control bank (leer one cluster) fully inserted.

Each contrcl uluater has its own Position Indicator Channel, vith a resoletion

of at least as Vwd as + 7*5 Inches. Usxag 1h i rorst arrangement of Cuch

errors, thcn displ*,ament of any cntrol. cluster It a • ts Zank couA4 not

axcoed 15 inches vF•'hout detection. A misalignment of 15 Inches of any

rod in aqy situation cannot cause d"i;= pover 0ais-ribttion -imits to be
exceededi.

33-6
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The Rod )oseitln Indication

Inforumtions but additlonul

md uMvIble In-core fission

System Is the primary source of rod position

As=, viz., ex-core ion chab ers, th rmcouplea,

chmbsers, are available.

Except for the central control rod cluster, a power tilt wil reat from
any sipificat control rod nisalim•ent mad such a power tilt world be
datecced by the out-of-core ion chambers. In addition, the core exit thearo-

couples (as inziiceted in WAP-7407-L( 5 and 9010)(7) can be used to Indicate
the existance of a misalipient of the central Ceitrol. rod cluster as veil

as the location of a aiststlig4 asyetric control rod cluster. The movable
in-eone fission chamber aystem can also be used to detect and/or inveatigate a

suspected control rod alpos1tioning.

3B-7 Supplewnt 6
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A. REACTOR COOLAXT SYSIEX

The Reactor Coolant System, shorn in the Flow 'iagram, Figure 4.2-1, consists

of four similar beat transfer loops connected In patallel to the reactor

vessel. Each loop contains a circulating pmp and a steum Senerator. The

system also includes a pressurizer, pressurizer rellef tank, connecting
piping, aud instrumentatioo nectssary for operational control.

4.1 DESIGN BASES

4,1,1 PERTORHAMCE O0JECTIVES

The Reactor Coolant System transfers the beat generated in the core to the
stem generators where steam is generated to drive the turbine generator.
Demineralized light water is circulated at the flow rate and temperature
consistent with achieving the reactor core thermo-hydraulic performance
presented in Section 3. The water also acts as a neutron mcdermtor and
reflector, and as a solvent for the neutron absorber used in chemical shim
control.

The Reactor Cool- t System provides a toundary for contain•5g the coolant

under operating tbperature and pressure conditions. It serves to confine
radioactive material and limits to acceptable values t's uncontvolled release
to the secondary system ani to other parts of the plant under conditions

of either normal or abnormal reactor behavior. During transient operation
the systems heat capacity attenuates therm'l transients generated by the
core or extracted by the steam generators. The React.or Coolant System accoawodates

coolant volume changes within the protection synten criteria.

By appropriate selection of the inertia of the reactor coolant pumps, the
thermal-hydraulic effects are reduced to a safe level during the punp coastdown
which would result from a loss-of-flow situation. The layout of the system
ausures the natural circulatiou capability following a loss of flow to permit
decay heat removal without overheating the core. Part of the systems
pipl-q is used by the Safety Injection System to deliver coolinu water to
the core during & loss-of-coolant accident.

4.1-1
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Coeral des4M criterlia vch apply to %be Ractor Coolant System are given

belo.

Criterion: Those systext and components of reactor facilities which
are essentiCa. to the prevention, or the mitigation of the
consequences, of nucle,&' accidents which coud cause undue
•-iok to the health and - .. y of the public sLall be identified
and then deaigned, fabrit ted, and erected to quality standards
that reflect the iuportance of the safety function to be
performed. Where generally recognized codes and standards
pertsluing to design, materials, fabrication, and inspection
are usad, they shall be identified. Where adherence to
such coda or standards does not suffice to assure a quality
product in keeping with the safety function, they shall
be supplemented or modified as necessary. quality assurance
prograxm, test procedures, and Inspectiou acceptance criteria
to be used shal! be identified. An indication of the applicability
of codes, standards, quality assurance programs, test procedures,
and inspection acceptance criteria used its required. Where
such itets are not covered by applicable codes and standards,
k xshowing of adequacy to required. (GDC 1)

The Reactor Coolqnt System is of primary importance with respect to

its safety function in protecting the health and safety of the public.

Quaiity stam.daads of "aterirl selec6tion, desigu, fabricatioi and inspection

conform to tk-. applicable provisions of recognized codes and good nuclear

practice (Sectiou 4.1.7). Details of the quality assurance programs, test

procedures and inspection acceptance levels are given in Sections 4.3.1 and

4.5. Particular ewphasis is placed on the assurance of quality of the

reactor %ssel to obtaiU material wtose properties are uniformly w5.thin

* tlevan~cs appropriate to the application of the 4esign methods of the code.

4.1-2
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Critericn: Those rotems anrd cmpohnts of reactor faciLities which
ara essential to the preveniti or to the mitgartjon of
the conseque.nia of nuclear accidevts ,ittich could cause
undue risk to the heslth and 9afety of the public shall
be designed, fabricated, and erected to performince standards
that winl enaUe such systam and ccpmonents to withstband
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public
the forces that might reasonably be inposed by the occurrence
of an extraordinary natural 1tenmenon such as earthquake,
tornado, flooding condition, high wind or heavy ice. The
design bases so established shall -eflect: (a) appropriata
consideration of the aost severe of these netural phenomena
that have been ofiicllly recorded for the site and the
surrounding area a-d (b) an appropriate margir for withstanding
forces greater than those rizorded to reflect uncertainties
about the historical data and their suitability as a basis
for design. (GDC 2)

All pipUng, co"Ponents and Vupporting structures of the Reactor Coolant

System are designed as Class I equipment i.e. they are capable of with-

standing:

(a) The design seimic ground acceleration within code allowable

vorkin stresses.

(b) The uwxmimun potential seismic ground accelaration acting in the

horizontal and vertical direction simultaneously with no loss of

functic 1.

Details are given in Section 4.1.3.

The Reactor Coolant System is located in the contairment whose deigns in

addition to being a Class I structure, also considers accidents or other

applicable naturol phenomena.

In Section 5.

Details of the containment design are given

4. 1-3
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Criterion: The reactor licensee shell be responsible fov assuring the
maintenance throughout the life of the reactor of records
of eti designt, fabrication, and construction of major components
of the plant easomtial to avoid undue risk to the health
adl safety of the Pub1lic, (WC: S)

Regords of the deail*, of the major toactor Coolant System components

an4 thte relato engineered safety features components are maintained 1E

tho oi•vfiew of Consolidated Edison and wil- be there throughout the

- lift of the plant.

gc,.ords of fabtication are maintained in tl.ae manufacturers' plants as

reqolred by te-- appropriate Cede, or other requirements pending submittal

to Weatingh• se or Consolidated Edison. They are available at any time to

ConsoUd±ased Edison tOroughout the life of the plant. Construction

ecotrds Are %vallable at the construction site and in the offices of

C*,onolidated Ediscn mAere they will be retained for the life of the plant.

Httsile Protaction

Criterlon: Adequate protection for those engineered safety features,
the lailures of which could cause an undue risk to the health
and safety of the public, shall be provided against dynamic
effeeo and missiles that might result from plant equipment
f.lures. (GDC 40)

The dynamic effectr, during blowdown following a loss-of-coolant accident

arv evaluated in the detaitld layout and design of the high pressure

equiLpmnt and barriers which afford oisaile protection. Support structures

are designed with consideration given to fluid and mechanical thrust

The steam $enerators are supported, guided and restrained in a mAnner

vhleh prevents rupture of the are&s sde of" a genarator, the steam linen

and- the feodwatar pipiqn as a result of forces created by a Reactor

Cchlatt System pipe rupture. Thexe supports, guides and restraints

a1o8 prevent xupture• - the primary sido of a stea generator as a result

-- c. of frce created by a *team or feedwater lne rupture,

4.1-4
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The sechanical consequences of a pipe rupture are restricted by design

such that the functional caprbility of the engineered safety features

is aot Inpft!eOd

4.1.3 PRICIPALA DESIGN CtGT A

The criteria which apply solely to the Reactor Coolant System are given

below.

Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

Criterion: The reactor cc:.' .ant pressure boundary shall be designed,
- fabricated and censtructed so as to have au exceedingly

low probability of gross rupture or significsdt uncontrolled
leakage throughout its design lifetima. (0D( 9)

The Reactor Coolant System in conjunction with its control and protective

provisions is designed to accommodate the system pressures and temperatures

attained under all expected modes of plant operation or anticipated

system interactions, and maintain the stresses within applicable code

stress limits.

Fabrication of the components which constitute the prpssure retaining

boundary of the Reactor Coolant System is carried out in strict accordance

with the applicable codes. In addition there are areas where equipment

specifications for Reactor Coolant System compone.-ts go beyond the applicable

codes, Details are givem in Section 4,5.1.

The.materials of construction of the pressure retaining boundary of

the Reactor Coolant System are protected by control of coolant chemistry

from corrosion phenomena wh'ich might otherwise reduce the system structural

integrity during its service lifetime.

4.1-5
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1ýstm ocondtion. rasulting frw anticipated transients or malnmctlons
are monitored and appropriate action is automatically inWtiated to m~aintain

hae requ$xed cooling capability axd to limit system conditions so that

CO€tued safe operation is possible.

The system is protected ftom overpretsure by means of pressure relieving

devics', as reqtizred by Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code.

Isolatable sections of the system are provided with overprassure relieving

devices discharging to closed syptems such that the cystem code allowable

relief pressure within the protected section is not exceeded.

Monitorinu Reactor Coolant Leakage

Criterion: MeAns shall be provided to detect signAficant uncontrolled
leakage fromi the reactor coolant pressure boundary. (CDC 16) I

Poitive indicatiess in the control room of leakage of coolant from the

Reactor Coolint System to the containment are provided by equIpment which

permits continuous monitoring of containment air activity and hmnidity, and

of runoff from the condensate collecting pans under the "ooling coils of

the contaninent air recirculation units. This equipment provides indication

of normal background which is indicative of a basic level of leakage from

primary systems and components. Any increase in the observed parameters

is an indication of change within the containment, and the equipment provided

is capable of monitoring this change. The basic d0ign criterion is the

detection of deviations from normal containment environmental conditions

including air psraculate activity, radiogas activity, humidity, condensate

runoff and in additicin, in the case of gross leakage, the liquid inventory

in the process systems and containment sump.

Further details are supplied in Section 4.2.7.

4.1-6



'~Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Capability

Criterion: The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be capable of
accomodating without rupture the static and dynamic loads
Imposee on any boundary component as a result of an inadvertont
and sudden release of enagy to the coolznrt. As a design
reference, this sudden Telease shall be tcken as that which
would result from a zudden reactivity insertiun such as
rod ejecti, 2 (uoless prevented by positive mechanical means),
rod dropout, or :old water addition. (GDC 33)

The zeactor coolant bouttdary is shown to be capable of acccmmodating

withott furthef rupture, the static and dynamic loads Imposed as a result

of at sudden reactivity insertion ouch as a rod ejection. Details of

this analysis are provided In Section 14.

The operation of the reactor is such that the severity of an ejection

accident i.s inherently limited, Since control rod clusters are used

to control load variations only and core depletion is followed with

boron dilution, only the rod cluster control assemblies in the controlling

groups are Ituserted In the core at power, and at !ull power these rods

are only partlally inserted. A rod insertion limit monitor is provided

as an administrative aid to th. operator to assure that this condition is

met.

By using the flexibility in the selection of control rod groupings,

radial locations and position as a function of load, the design limits

the maximum fuel temperature for the highest worth ejected rod to a

value which precludes any resultant damage to the primary system pressure

boundary, i.e., groso fuel dispersion .n the coolant and possible excessive

pressure surges.

The failure of a rod mechanism housing causing a rod cluster to be rapidly

ejected from the core is evaluated as a theoretical, though not a credible

accident. While limited fuel damage could result from this hypothetical

event,. the fission products are confined to the Reactor Coolant System

and the reactor contaimi-t. The environmental consequences of rod

ejection are less severe than from the hypothetical loss of coolant,

for which public health and safety is shown to be adequately protected.

Reference Is made to Section 14.

4.1-7
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Itasetor Coolant Pressure Boundary Raloid Pronatation Failure Pr~vention

Criterton: The reactor coolant pressure boundary ihall be designed
and opeuated to reduce to an acceptable level the probability
of rapidly propagating type failure, Consideration is given
(a) to the promisions for control over service temperature
and irradiation effects w•hich may require operational restrictions ,
(b) to the design and construction of the reactor pressure
vessel in accordance with applicable codes, including those
which establish requirements for absorption of energy within
the elastic strain energy range and for absorption of energy
by plastic deformation and (c) to the design and construction
of reactor coolant pressure boundary piping and equipment
in accordance with applicable codes. GDC 34)

The reactor coolant pressure boundary is designed to reduce to an acceptable

level the probability of a rapidly propagating type failure.

In the core region of the reactor vessel it is expected that the notch

toughness of the material will change as a result of fast neutron exposure.

This change is evidenced as a shift in the Nil Ductility Transition

Temperature (NDTT) .hich is factored into the operating procedures in

such a manner that full operating pressure is not obtained until the

affected vessel material is above the Design Transition Temperature (DTT)

and in the ductile material region. The pressure during startup and

shutdown at the temperature bclow NDTT is maintaived below the threshold

of concern for safe operation.

The DTT is a minimum of NDTT plus 60*F and dictates the procedures to

be fo~loved in the hydrostatic tost and in station operations to avoid

excessive cold stress. The value of the DTT is increased during the

life of the plant as required by the axpected sobft in NDTr, and as

confirmed by the experimental data obtained from irradiated specimens of

reactot vessel mate-ials during the plant •.fetime. Further details are

given In Section 4.1.6.

All pressure - containing components of the reactor coolant sysnem are

designed, fabricated, inspected and tested in conformance with the

applicable codes. Further details are given in Section 4.1.7.

4.1-8
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Reactor Coolant Pres3ure Bour-'ary Surveillance

Criterion: Reactor coolant iregsure boundary components shall have
provisions for inspection, testing, and surveillance of
critical areas by appropriate means to assess the structural
and leaktight integriLy of the boundary components during
their service lifetime. For the reactor vessel, a material
surveillance program conforming with current applicable
cedes shall be orovided. (GDC 36)

The design of the reactor vessel and its arrangement in the system provides

the capability for accessibility during service life to the entire internal

surfaces of the vessel and certain external zones of the vessel including

the nozzle to reactor coolant piping weld3 and the top and bottom heads.

The reactor arrangement within the containment provides sufficient space

for inspection of the external st,-'hces of the reacto- coolant piping,

except for the area of pipe within the primary shielding concrete.

Monitoring of the Nil Ductility Transition Temperature properties of

the core region plates forgings, weldments and associated heat treated

zones are performed in accordance with ASTM E185 (Recommended Practice for

Surveillance Tests on Structural Materials in Nuclear Reactors). Samples

of reactor vernel plate materials are retained and catalogued in case

future tAgineirng development shows the need for further testing.

The material properties surveillance program includes not only the conventional

tensile and Impact tests, but also fracture mechanics specimens. The

fracture mechanics specimens are the Wedge Opening Loading (WOL) type

specimens. The observed shifts in NDTT of the core region materials with

irradiation will be used to confirm the calculated limits to startup and

shutdown transients.

4.1-9



To define permissible operating conditions below DTT, a pressure range

Il established which is bounded by a lower limit for pump operation

and an upper limit which satisfies reactor vessel stress criteria, To

allow for thermal stresses during heatup or cooldown of the reactor

vessel, an equivalent pressure limit is defined to compensate for thermal

stress as a function of rate of change of coolant temperature. Since

the normal operating temperature of the reactor vessel is wenl above

the maximum expected DTT, brittle fracture during normal operation is

not considered to be a credible mode of failure.

4.1.4 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Design Pr'.ssure

The Reactor Coolant System design and operating pressure together with

the safety, power relief and pressurizer spray valves set points, and

the protection system set point pressures are listed in Table 4.1-1.

The design pressure allows for operating transient pressure changes.

The selecte&, design margin considers core thermal lag, coolant transport

times and pressure drops, instrumentation and control response characteristics,

and system relief valve characteristics. The design pressures and data

for the respective system components are listed in Tables 4.1-2 through

4.1-6. Table 4.1-7 giver the design pressure drop of the system components.

Design Temperature

The design temperature for each component is selected to be above the

maximumw coolant temperature in that component under r.l1 normal and
anticipated transient load conditions. The design and operating temperatures

of the respective system components are listed ý.n Tables 4.1-2 through

4.1-6.

4.1-10
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Seismic Loads

The seismic loading conditions are established by the "design earthquake"

and "maximum potential earthquake". The former is selected to be typical

of the largest probable ground motion based on the site seismic history.

The latter is selected to be the largest potential ground motion at

the site based on seismic and geological factors and their uncertainties.

For the "design earthquake" loading condition, the nuclear steam supply

system is designed to bu capable of continued safe operation. Therefore,

for this loading condition critical structurc. and equipment needed

for this purpose are required to operate within normal design limits.

The aseismic design for the "maximum potential earthquake" is intended

to provide a margin in design that assures capability to shut down and

maintain the nuclear facility in a safe condition. In this case, it

is only necessary to ensure that the Reactor Coolant System components

do not lose their capability to perform their safety function. This

has come to be referred to as the "no-loss-of-function" criteria and

the loading condition as the "no-loss-of-function earthquake" loading

condition.

The criteria adopted for allowable stresses and stress intensities in

vessels and piping subjected to normal loads plus seismic loads are

defined in Appendix A.

These criteria assure the integrity of the Reactor Coolant System under

seismic loading.

For the combination of normal and design earthquake loadings, the stresses

in the support structures are kept within the limits of the applicable

codes.

4 . 1-11



For the combination of normal and no-loss-of-function earthquake loadings

the stresses in the support structures are limited to values an necessary

to assure their integrity and to maintain the stresses in the Reactor

* Coolant System components within the allowable limits as previously

S uuestablished.

4.1.5 CYCLIC LOADS

All components in the Reactor Coolant System are designed to withstand the

* effacts of cyclic loads due to reactor system temperature and pressure

changes. These cyclic loads are introduced by normal unit load transients,

reactor trip, and startup and shutdown operation. The number of thermal

and loading cycles used for design purposes and the buses thereof are

given In Table 4.1-8. Duving unit startup and shutdown, the rates of

temperature and pressur .-hanges are limited as indicated in Section 4.4.1.

The cycles are estimated for equipment design purposes (40 year life) and

are not intended to be an accurate representation of actual transients or

actual operating experience. For example the number of cycles for plant

heatup and cooldown at 100*F per hour was selected as a conservative

estimate based on an evaluation of the expected requirements. The resulting

number, which averages five heatup and cooldown cycles per year, could be

increased significantly; however, it is the intent to represent a conservative

realistic number rather than the maximum allowed by the design.

Although loss of flow and loss of load transients are not included in the

rabulation since the tabulation is only intended to represent normal

design transients, the effect of these transients have been analytically

evaluated and are included in the fatigue analysis for primary system

components.

Over the range from 15% full power up to and including but not exceeding

100Z of full power, the Reactor Coolant System and its components are

designed to accommodate 102 of full power step changes in plant load 4?hd

5% of full power per minute ramp changes without reactor trip. The b

4.1-12
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Reactor Coolant System will accept a opeeloseso loadfrmulpoe
with reactor trip. In addition, the tur$ I.ne bypass and steam dump system

makes it possible to accept a step load decrense of 50% of full pome.r

without reactor trip.

4.1.6 SERVICE LIFE

The service life of Reactor Coolant System pressure components depends

upon the end-of-life material radiation dama~e, unit coperational thermal

cycles, quality manufacturing standards, envirommental protection, and

adherence to established operating procedures.

The reactor vessel is the only componen" of the Reactor Coolant Syste-1

which is exposed to a significant level of neutron irradiation and it

is therefore the only component which is subject to material radiation

damage effects.

The NIDTT shift of the vessel material and welds, due to radiation damaga
effects is monitored by a radiation dp-qge surveillance program which

conforms with AST*-18 standards.

Reactor vessel design is based on the transition temperature method.

of evaluating the possibility of brittle fracture of the vessel material,
as a result of operations such as 3eak testing and plant heatup and

cooldown.

To establish the service life of the Reactor Coolant System components

as required by the ASME (Section III) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

for Class "A" vessels, the unit operating conditions have been established

for the 40 year design life. These operating conditions include the

cyclic application of pressure loadings and thermal transients.

The number of thermal and loading cycles used for design purposes are

listed in Table 4.1-8.
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4.1.7 CODES AND CLASSIFICATIONS

y.

All pressure-containing conponents of the Reactor Coolant System are
designed, fabricated, inspected and tested in ccnformance with the
applicable codes listed in Tnble 4.1.9.

The Reactor Coolant System is classified as Class I for seisaic design,
requiring that there will be no loss of function of such equipmcnt in
the evint of the assumed maximum potential ground acceleration acting
in the harizoit&I and vertical directions simultaceously, when combined

with the primary steady state stresses.
4/
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TABNEE 4.S1-1

REACTOR COOLANT SYITEM PRESSURE SETTINGS

Design Pressure

Operating Pressure (at pressurizer)

Safety Valves

Power Relief Valves

Pressurizer Spray Valves (open)

High Pressure Trip

High Pressure Alarm

Low Pressure Trip

Low Pressure Alarm

Hydrostatic Test Pressure

Pressure, psig

2485

2235

2485

2335

2260

2385

2335

1700

2135

3110

0Q
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TABLE 4.1-2

"EACTOR VESSEL DESIGN DATA

Deshign/Operating Pressure, psig

* Hydrostatic Test Pressure, peig

Design Temperature, *F

Overall Height of Vessel and Closure
HeP.9 ft-in. (Bottom Head O.D. to top or Control
Rod Mechanism Housing)

Vater Volume, (with core and internals In place, ft 3

Thickness of Insulation, min., In%

Number of Reactor Closure Head Studs

Diametec of Reactor Closure Nead Studs, in.

ID of Flange, in.

OD of Flanged in.

ID at shell, in.
Inlet Nozzle IDM in.
Outlet Nozzle, ID, 1n.

Clad Thickness, min., in.

Lower Head Thickness, min., in.
* Vessel Belt-Line Thickness, min., in.

Closure Head Thickness, in.

Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature, OF

Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature, d1'

React-ir Coolant Flo%?, lb/hr

2485/2:35

3110

650

43-9 11/16

4647

3
54

7

167 1/16

205

173

27 1/-

29
5/32

85/16
3 5/8

7

354.8

612.6

1.34 x 108

F:

Li-



TA=L 4.1-3

PMISSUV.LZEg & SSA-'U .=LEF tUAK DESIGN DATA

I
Pressurtner

DesinlOperatrina rressute, psig

Hydiostatic Test Pressure (cold). ps;1L.

Dergul0parating Twperature, OF

Water Voluime, Full Power f t$

Steram VC-Itme, runl ?Moer' ft 3

Slurge Line Nozzle Ditiaet*-r, :inlPipe Sehedtt.e

Shell 10, &n/iCalcujlatcd Minximum Shell 'A'hickness, Lr-

Minixua Clad Thicknu.as. in.

Electric Heatbrs Capacity, kw

Heatup rate of Pressurizer usiig fieaters
only, *Frjh

*602 of net Internal volwzze

Power Relief Valves

Number

S~t Pressure (open), pslg

Capacity, lblht Saturated steamivalve

Safety valves

Nuaber

Set Prescoure,; psig

CapatCiL-T. lbfhr Satura~ted ttaim/valve

2485;2235

3110

680/653

1080

720

141Sc1. 140

84/4-1

0.188

1800

55 (approxf-rtely)

2

2335

179,000

3

2485

408,000

Pressurizer Relief Tank

Devigu pressure, psi&

Rupture Disc Release Pressure, paig

Duesu temperature, OF

Nor•al water teeperitture, Or

Total volume, Ft 3

Rupture Disc lSlief Capacity, lbjhr

100
3100

Corntainent AMbient

1800

1.224 x 106

0



TA!E 4.1-A

STAM G&'EAT0R DESIGN DATA

NuAber of Steam Generators

Design Pressore, Reactor Coolant/Steai, psis

Reactor Coolant Uydrostatic Test .Prosura (tube
side-cmld), psig

Design Temperature, Reactor Coolant/Stem, OF

Reactor Coolant Flow. Ib/hr

Total Heat Tranufer Surface Area, ft2

UHat 7'ransfarred. Btu/hr

Steam Conditions at Full Load, Outlet oz-zle:

Ste= Flay, lb/hr

Steam Temperature, *F

Stean Pressure, paig

Feedwater Temperature, OF

Overall Uelght, ft-in.

Shell OD, upper/lowAr, in.

Shell Thickness, ,pper/loer,in

Number of U-t'•s

U-tube Diamaete. in

Tube I:all Th-&'ikness, (average), in

Nuzer of wAnways/ID, in

N--ber of handholes/TD, in

4

2485/1085

3110

650s00

33.5 x 10 6

449430

2631 x 106

3.315 x 106

513.8

755

427.2

63 -1.625

166/127.5

3.5/2.63

3260

0.875

0.050

3/16

2/6

Zero P.,.-er

924

23.62 x 0

2447

2132

67.4 x 106

Reactor Coolant Water Vclume, ft3

Prizary Side Fluid Heat Contebnt, Btu

Secondary Side Water Volume, f3

Sacondary Side Ste= Volume, ft 3

Secondary Side Fluid Heat Content,Btu

2758 Hwt

924

24. 18 x 106

1613

2966

44.4 z 10 6
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TABLE 4.1-5

0

REACI0R COOLANT PtW~S DESIGN UNTA

ftober of Pumps

Deiuigu ? ssure/operating Pressure', Vsig

Hydrostatic Test Pressure (cold), prig

Design Twipersture (caning), *F

RM~ at Nameplate Rating

Suctioni Temperature, 'o

Uet Positive Suction& Hea4, ft:

Developed Read, ft

Capacity, Spo

SeAl Wbrter Inject:::on, gpm

Seal Water Return., gpm

Pump !ýiadharge Nozzle ID, in

Pup Suction Nozzle, ID, in.

OrUUnit 1Veigbt, ft.

water Volumes, ft 3

Pump-Notaw Moment of inertia, lb-ft2 -

Motor Dcta:

Ty"e

Voltrage

Insults tioti Class

Phase

ft~quetvy, cps

Current, %sp

Input (hot r.-actor coolant), --

Input (cold rea%ýor czco1znt), kw

Paver, HP (na~eplate)

4

R483/2235

3110

650

U89

555

'70

272

89,v700.
8
3

27 1/2

31

28.38

192

82,000

AC Induction Sin$e&

Speed, Air Cooled

6600

B Thermalatit EpoXy

3

60

2950

4250

5600

6000



TAWL 4.1-6

REACTOR~ COOLANT PlIflM DESlGS 1)ATA

Reactor Inlat PIpings, MI, In.

Isactor Talet PIPIz41 ncftiza1 thidcness, in.

Reactor Outlet Piping, ID, in.

Ranctor Oulet Piping# rmainel thickness* in.

Coolant: P1up Suctioix Piping, I.D., In.

cv~~abt PiMP Suction Piping, nominal thickness, In.

Pressurix-r Surge Line Piping, I.D.,1 in.

ftessurixer Suarge Lii. Piping, ucuinal thickness. in.

thesign/Operating Pressur*e, psig

IlydroatAtic Test Pressure, (cold) psij,-

Desigu Temparature, F*

Design Tempraturet (pressurizer siurge Uina,)

Water Volume, (all 4 loopa including surge line) ft 3

27 112

2.375

29

2.50

31

2.625

14

1.25

248512235

3110

650

680

1156

I
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@TOLE 4.1-7

F - ~REACIOR COOLA)M SYSTEH DESIGN. PRESURE DROP

Pressure Drop, psi

Across Pu-p Discharge Leg 1.1
Across Vassal, Including nozzles 46-.7

Across Hot Leg 1.3

Aomas Steam Generator 32.3

Across Pump Suction Leg 3.0

Total Pressure Drop 84.4
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TAXLZ 4.14

?UEIRAL AND WADIVIG CYCLES

6

Transient Condition

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

plant heatup at 100", per hour

plant cooldown at 100? pear hou=

plant leading at 5% of full pover per uinute

plant unloading at 52 of full pover per minute

Step load Increase of 1O0 of full power
(but not to exceed full power)

step load decrease of 102 of full power

step load decrease of 501 of full power

Deles Cyclest

200 (5/yr*)

200 (51yeor)
14,500 (llday)

14,500 (11day)

2,000 (1/week)

2,000 (1/week)

200 (5/year)

8. reactor trip 400 (10/year)

9. hydrostatic test at 3110 psisg pressure,
100"ir temperature 5 (pre-operational)

10. hydrostatic test at 2485 psig piessure and
400*F temperature 40 (post-operation

11. steady state fluctuations - the reactor coolant average temperature

for purposes of design is rssumed to Increase and decrease a aaximum

of 611 In one minute. The corresponding reactor coolant pressure

variation Is less than 100 psig. It Is assumed that an infinite

umber of such fluctuations will occur

)

k2) 6

t Estimpbd for equipment design purposes (40-year life) and not intended
to be an accurate represeaLstiOn of actual transients or to reflect actual
operating equerience.

* This transient includzes pressuri:zing to 2235 psig.

6



TABLE 4.1-9

REACTOR COOLA~t SYSTRI - CODE REQUIhfl(MS

upot*nt, 4Codes

Reactor Vessel ASME III* Class A

Rod Drive Mechanis• Housing ASM III* Class A

Stea Generators

Tube side AASHE III* Class A

Shell side*** ASHE III* Class C

Reactor Coolant Pump Volute ASHE III* Class A

Pressurizer ASME 1II* Class A

Pressurizer Relief Tank ASME III* Class C

Pressurizer Safety Valves ASHE II*

Reactor Coolant Piping USAS B31.1**

Syltem Valves, Fittings and Pipiog USAS B31.1**

* ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Nuclear Vessels.

** USAS B31.1 Code for Pressure Piping
•*, The shell side of the steam generator conforQs to the requiremenLi

for Z'lass A vessels and is so stamped as pertitted under the rules
of Section III.



4.2 SYSTM DESIGN AND OPUEATION

4.2.1 CENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Reactor Coolant System consist- of four similar heat transfer loops

connected in paralFel to the reactor vessel. Each loop contains a steam

generator, a pump, loop piping, and instrumentation. The pressurizer surge

line is connected to one of the loops. Auxiliary *y"ten piping connections

into the reactor coolant piping are provided as necessary. A flow diagram

of the system is shown in Figure 4.2-1, and a schematic flow diagrm denoting

princi le parameters under normal steady state full power operating conditions

is shown on Figure 4.2-2.

The containment boundary shown on the flow diagram indicates these major

components which are to be located inside the containment. The intersection

of a process line with tids boundary indicat2s a functional penetration.

Reactor Coolant System design data are listed in Table 4.1-2 through

4.1-6. A power level of 100X rated output for 80% of the time is considered

an estimate of ideal operation over the service life of the system.

Pressure in the system is control.ed by the pressurizer, where vater

and steam pressure is aintained through the use of electrical heaters

and sprays. Steak can either be formed by the heaters, or condensed

by a pressur .zer spray to minimize pressure variations due to contraction

and expansi.n of the coolant. Instrumentation used in the pressure

contro3 system is described in Section 7. Spring-loaded steam safety

valves and power-operated relief valves are connected to the pressurizer

and discharge to the pressurizer relief tank, where the discharged sream

is condensed and cooled by mixing with water.

4.2-7-



Reactor Vesel

Um reactor vessel is cylindrical in shape with a hemlspherical bottom

aimd a flanged arA gasketed rew-iable upper head. The vesvel is designed

In accorance vith Setion 111 (tuclear Vessels) of A Boliler ati
Pressure Veissel Code. Figure 4.2-3 li a scheatic of the reactor vessel

The materials of construction of the reactor vessel are given in Table
4.2-1.

Coolant enters the reactor vessel through inlet nozzles In a plane just

below'the vessel flange and above the core. The coolan=t flows downward

through the annular space between the vessel wall and the core barrel

into a plenum at the bottom of the vessel where it reverses direction.

Approximately ninety-five per cent of the total coolant flow is effective

for hcat removal trom the core. The remainder of the flow includes the flow

through the PCC guide thimbles, the leakage across the outlet noz:les, and

the flow deflected into the head of the vessel for cooling the upper flange.

All the coolant is united and mixed in the upper plenum, and the mixed

coolant stream then flown out of the vessel through exit nozzles located on

the same plane as the inlet nozzles.

A one-piece thermal shield, concentric with the reactor core. In located
betwpten the core barvel and the reactor vessel. It is attached to the core

barrel. The shield, which is cooled by the coolant on its downward pass,

protects the vessel by attenuating much of the guaK radiation and some

of the fast neutrons which escape from the core, This shield minu zes

thermal stresses in the vessel which result from heat generated by the

absorption of gamma energy. This protection is further described in

Section 3.2.3.

Foarty-eight core Instrumentation nozzles are located on the lower head.

The reactor closure head and the reactor vessel flange are joined by f fty-

four 7 in. diameter studs. Tv metallic O-rings seal the reactor vessel

4.2-2



when the rtactor closurv

U provider between the:

O-rin. In additon, a 3

autsr 0-ring seal.

head Is bolted in place. A leakoff connection

vo 0-rlugs to monitor leakage across the inner

mak off connection is also provided beyond the

The vatasel is insulated vith mutallic reflective-type Usulation supported

from the noxZZs. Insulation panAls are provided for the reactor closure

head which are supported on the refueltng seal ledge and vent shroud

supp.wt rings.

The reactor vessel internals are designed to direct the coolant flow,

support the reactor core, and guide the control rods in the withdrawn

Position. The reactor vessel contains the core support assembly, upper

plenum assembly, fuel assemblies, control cluster asseablier, surveillance

specimens, and in-core instrumentation.

Surveillance specimens made from reaetor vessel steel are licated between

the reactor vessel wall aMd the thermal shield. These specimens wil1

be e.,mmined at selected intervals to evaluate reactor vessel material

MIDTn changes as described in Section 4.5.1.

The reactor internals are described in detail in Section 3.2.3 and the

general arrangeAent of the reactor vessel, and internals is shown in

Figure 3,2.3-2.

Reactor vessel design data is listed in Table 4.1-2.

Pressurizer

The general arrangement of the pressurizer is shown in Figure 4.2-4,

and the design characteristics are listed in Table 4.l-3.

The pressurizer maintaits the required reactor coolant pressure during

steady-state operation, limits the pressure changes caused by coolant

thermal expansion and contraction during normal loed transients, and

prevents the pressure In the Reactor Coolant Systea from exceeding the

design pressure.

4.2-3
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The pr.essurizer contalns replaceable direct imerniou heaters, multiple

s.fety and relief valves, a spray nozile and interconnecting piping,
valves and instrumentation. The electric heaters located In the lower
section of the vessel -regulate the Reactor Coolant System preasure by

keeping the water and stem in th-% pressurizer at saturation temperature.
The heaters are capable of raising the temperature of the pressurizer
and contents at approximately 55"F/hr during startup of the reactor.

The pressurfzer is designed to accommodate positive and aegative surges

caused by load transients. The surge line uhich is attached to the
bottom of the pressurizer connects the pressurizer to the hot leg of
a reactor coolant loop. During a positive surge, caused by a decrease in

plant load, the spray system, which is fed from the cold leg of a cooinnt
loop, condenses steam in the vessel to prevent the pressurizer pressure
from reaching the set point of the power operated relief valves. The
spray valves on the pressurizer are power operated. In addition, the
spray valves can be operated manually by a switch in the control room.
A small continuous spray flow is provided to assure that the pressurizer
liquid is homogei.eous with the coolant and to prevent excess cooling of
the spray pipie4.

taring a nwgative pressure surge, caused by an increase in plant load,
flashing of water to steam and generation of steam by automatic actuation
ce the heqaters keep the pressure above the minimum allowable limit.
Heaters are also energized on high water level during positive surges
to heat the subcooled surge water entering the pressurizer from the
reactor coolant loop.

The pressurizer is constructed of low alloy steel with internal surfaces

clad with austenitic stainless steel. The heaters are sheathed in austeniteic

stain.ess steel.

The pressurizer Vessel surge nozzle is protected from thermal shock
by a thermal sleeve. A thermal sleeve also protects the pressurizer

spray nozzle connecodn.

4.z-4



t emGenerators

EAch loop contains a vertical shell •nd U-tube stem generator. & stem

generator of this type Is shown in Figure 4.2:-5. Prineipal design parmeters

are listed in Table 4.1-4. The stem generators #re designed and manufactured

in accordance with Section III ifuclear Vessels) of the ASM Boiler

and Pressure Vessel Code.

Reactor coolant enters the inlet side of the channel head at the bottcu

of the steam generator through the inlet nozzle, flows through the U-

tubes to an outlet channel and leaves the generator through another

bottom nozzle. The inlet and outlet channels are separated by a partition.

Masays are provided to permit access to the U-tubes and moisture separating

equipment. The procedure for plugging a defective steam generator tube

is described in Appendix 4C.

Feedwater to the steam generator m•nters just above the top of the U-

tubes through a feeds-ater ring. The water flows downward through an

annulus bmtween the tube wrapper and the shell and then upward through

the tube bundle wherr vart of it is converted to stem.

The steam-water mixture from the tube bundle passes through a stem

swirl vane assembly which imparts a centrifugal motion to the mixture

and separates the water particles from the stem. The water spills

over the edge of the swirl vane housing and combines with the feedwater

for another pass through the tube bundle.

The steam rises through additional separators vhich limit the moisture

content of the steam to one fourth of one per cent or less under all

design load conditions*

The steam generator is constructed primarily of carbon steel. The heat

transfer tubes are Inconel. The interior surfaces of the channel heads

and nou'lea are clad with sustenitic stainless stuele an% the side of

the tube bbeet in contact with the reactor coolant is clad with Itworml.

The tube to tube sheet joint is welded.

4.2-5
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Inch rector coolant loop contains a vertical single stage Centrifugal

pupp which employs a controlled leakage seal assentbly. A view of a

conetrolled leakage wPip is shown in Figure 4.2-6 and the principal design
paameters for the pmps are listed in Table 4.1-5. The reactor coolant

pmp estimated perforuance and hPSH characteristics are shown in Figurv
4.2-7. The performance characteristic is common to all of the higher

specific speed centrifugal pumpo and the 'knee' it about 45Z design flow

Introduce* no operational restrictions, since the pumps operate at full

speed.

Reactor coolant is pumped by the Impeller attached to the bottom of

tba rotor shaft. The coolant Is drawn up through the impellerp dischargeCi

through passages In the diffuser and out throt.gh a. discharge nozzle

in the side of the casing. The motor-impeller can be removed from the
casing fqr maintenance or inspection without removing the casing frco

the piping. All parts of the pumps in contact wite, the reactor coolant
are austenitic stainless steel or equivalent corrosion. resistant materials.

The pump employs a controlled leakage seal assembly to restrict leakage

along the pump shaft, a second seal which directs the controlled leakage
out of the pump, and a third seal vhich minimizes the leakage of water
and vapor from the pump into the containment atmosphere.

A portion of the high pressure water flow from the charging pumps is

injected into the reactor coolant pump between the Impeller and the

controlled leakage seal. Part of the flow enters the Reactor Coolant

System through a labyrint) seal -in the lower pump shaft to serve as
a buffer to keep reactor .oolent from entering the upper portion of
the pump. Th(, remainder of the injection water flows along the driva

Phaft, through the controlled leakage seal, and finally out of the pump.
A very small amount which leaks through the second seal is also collected
and removed from the puzp.

Component cooling water Is supplied to the motor bearing oil coolers

and the thermal barrier cooling coil.

4.2-6



[0 The xquirrel cage induction zotor drivir'g the puPis air cooled and
[C ro id~es r •adia pupr orfrsvra er t ee

boa oil lubricated tblrust and r3slal bearings. A water lubricated bearing

S provudes raddal support for re o pump shaft,

An extensive test program has been conducted for several years to develop
the controlled le~kage shaft seal for pressurlzed water reactor applications.

fong term teuts have been conducted (m less than full scale prototype

seals as well as on Cull size seals. At the time of initial operation

of this plant, operating experience with large sife, contronled leakage

shaft seal pumps will be available from plants such as San Onofre and

Connecticut Yankee.

Pressurizer Relief Tank

Principal design para.ieters of tha presmurizer relief tank are given in

Table 4.1-3. It is shown on Figure 4.2-8.

Steam and water discharge from the power relief and safety valves pass

to the pressurizer relief tank which is partialy filled vith water at

or near ambient contaimnent conditions. The tank nornally contains water

in a predominantly nittoten atmosphere. Steam is discharged rAder the

vawe. level to condense and cool by mixing with the water.. The tank is

equipped with a spray and a drain to the Waste Disposal. System which are

operazed to cool the tank followJg a discharge.

The tank size is based on the raqairement to condense and cool a discharge
equivalent to 110 per cent of the full power pressurizer steaa volume.

The tank is protected against a discharge exceeding the design value by

two rupture dimes which discharge into the reactor contai•ment. The
{I L rupture d&sca on the relief tank have a combined relief capacity equal to

the ccub~ned capacity of the pressurizer safety va.Wes. The tank design

I4
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prisJura (and the rupture discs setting) is twice the calculated presvure
-0sultigg from the maximum safety valve dincharge described above. This

margin In to prevent deformation of the disc. The tank and rupture
disc holder are also designed for fuU vacuum to prevent tank collapse

if the tank conte-ts cool wdthcut nitrogen being added.

The diecearge piping frm the safety -nd relief valves to the relief
Itank is sufficiently large to prevent backpressure at the safety valves

from exceeding 20 per cent of the set point pressure at full flow.

The pressurizer relief tankp by means of its connection to the Waste

Disposal System, provides a means for- removing any non-condensable gases

from the Reactor Coolant System which might collect in the preinsurizer
vessel.

The tank is constructed of carbon steel wdth a corrosion resistant coating

on the incernal surface.

The ge•neral arrangement of the reactor coolant systea piping is shown

on the plant layout drawings in Section 1. Piping design data are presented

in Table A.1-6.

The austenitic stainless steel reactor coolant piping and fittings which

make up the loops are 29 in, ID in the hot legs, 27-1/2 In. ID in the

cold legs and 31 in. ID between each loop's steam genarator outlet and
its reactor coolant pump suction. T1he pressurizer relief line, which

connects the pressurizer safety and relief valves' outlets to the inlet

nozzle flntge on the pressurizer relief tank, is constructed of carbon

steel.

4.2-8t -
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F aLir $9?p1m, Intatuding the pressurizer surge and spray lines, drains

aM :onectolou to other systems are austenitic stainless steel. All

.. $piu comectica are %mlded except for flanged connections at the

pressuriz-r relief tank ankl at the relief and safety valves.

[ "

Ther•mal sleeves are Installed at the follo4g Lcations where high

thermal stresses could othervise -1evelop due to rapid changes in fluid

tc•porature durirg normal operational transients;

a) Uturi'a lines frow the residual beat removal 1.%op (safety

injectitm lines).

b) Botih eod of the pressurizer sturge lna.

c) 'regsvizer spray line connection to the pressurizer,

d) Charging lnes and auxiliary charging line connections.

Valves

All valvot surfaces in contact with reactor coolant are auitenitic staLnltus

steel oa equivalent corrosion resistant materials. Connections to stainles

steel piping are welded.

Valves that perform a modulating function are equippt.d Ptth two se:ts of

pseklug and an Intermediate leakoff connection.

CoMponent Supports

The support srxuetures for the Reactor Coolant Syntem Components are

described in Appendix 43.

4.2.3 PRESS1MiE-RMlEVLNO DEVICES

The Reactor Coolant Syitex Is protected asgainst overpressure by control

and protective circuits auch as the high pressure trip and ky code relief

valves connected to the top head of the pressa-izer. The relief valves

4.2-9
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disehargol into the pressurizer relief tank which condenses and collects

the '"Iva* 4ffluent. The schematic arrangement of the relief devi.ces is

shown in F7igurt 4.2-1 and the valve design parameters are given in

Table 4.1-3. Valve sizes are determined as Indicated in Section 4.3.4.

Pover-operated relief valves and code safety valves are provided to protect

against pressure surges which are beyond the Fessure limiting capacity

of the pressurizer spray.

The pressurizer ralief tank is protemted against a stem discharge

excsd•n the design pressure value by two rupture discs which discharge

into the reactor containment. The rupture disc relief conditions are

given in Table 4.1-3.

4.2.4 PROTECTION ACAINST PROLIFERATION OF DYNAXIC EFFECTS

Engineered Safety Features and associated systems are protected from
loss of function due to dynamic effects and missiles which might -esult

from a loss-of-coolant accident. Protection is provid,-d by missile

shl,-lding and/or segregation of redundant components. This is discuased

in 4ettl_ In Section 6.

The Reactor Co'ix.,nt System is surrounded by concrete shield walls. These

walls provide shtie.14ing to permit access into the containment during

full paver operation for inspection and maintenance of miscellaneous

equipment. These shielding walls also ýrovide missile protection fox

the containtent liner plate.

The conerete deck over the Reactor Coolant System also provides for

shirlding and missile damage protection.

Lateral "5racing ls provided near the stema generat-r upper tube sheet

slavat•on to resist lateral loads, Inclading thovi resulting from seismic

forees and pipe rupture forcs. AdditiN-.l bracing is provided at a

lower olavation to r•sst pipe rupturo loads.

4.2-10



Missile roteation afforded by the arate..nt of the Reactor Coolant

System Is Illustrated In the contairmiat structure dravings which are
siyen in section 5.

V" ,r,4.2.5 )(?IALS Of CONSTRUcTIOIN

Each of the materials used in the Reactor Coolant System is selected fnr

the expected eovironment and service conditions. nhe major component

materials are listed in Table 4.2-1.

All reactor coolant system materiala which ar expose-A to the coolant

are corrosion-resistant. They consist of steinless aott4els and Inconelf

and they are chosen for specific purposs at various locations within

the system for their superior compatibility with the retc:or coolant.

The chemical composition of the reactor coolant is mantainted within

the specification givan in Table 4.2.2. ,.Wctor coolant chemistry is

further discussed in Section ;.2.8.

The water in the secondary side of the steam generators is held vithin

the chemistry specification giver. in Table 4.2-3 to control depos.ýts

and corrusion inside the steam generators.,

The phenomena of stress-.orrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue are

not generally encountered un "ss a specific combination of conditions

is present. The necessary c ndittorus ar• a susceptible alloy, an &%grssive

environment, a stress, and time.

It is characteristic of stress corrosion that combinations of alloy

and environment which result in crackIng are usually quite specific.

Environments which havs been shown to cause stress-corrosion cracking

of stainless steels aris free alkalinity in the presence of a concentratiug

mechanism and the presence of chlorides and free oxygen. With regard

*to the former, experience has shown that deposition of chemicals on

4.2-11
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the surface of tubes can occur in a steam blanketed area within a steam

generator. In the presence of this envionment, stress-corrosion cracking

cAn occur in stainless steels having the nominal residual stresses resulting

from normal manufacturing procedures. However, the steam generator contains

Inconel tubes. Testing to investigate the susceptibility of heat exchanger

construction materials to stress corrosion in caustic and chloride aqueous

solutions has Indicated that Inconel Alloy has excellent resistance

to general and pitting-type corrosion in severe operating water conditions.

Considerable experience with Inconel in steam generator and heat exchanger

applications has been accumulated In the industry. Since 1962, widespread

adoption of Inconel for steam generator tubes in nuclear strtions is

evident: as for example, Connecticut-Yankee; San Onofre; PI-1, Sundance;

PM-3A, McMurdo Sound; CVTR; NPD, and Hanford N-Reactor. For these

plants, over 150,000 hours of trouble-free service has been accunulated.

In none of these plants has there been any evidence of steam generato*.

tube leakage. Materials with lead traces in the overall composition were

present in the secondary side of the referenced plants. The use of

lead in the materials of the secondary side of this plant has been

minimized to the practical limit of that occurring as trace elements in

metallurgical alloys and as such is insignificant.

All external insulation of Reactor Coolant System components is compatible

with the component materials. The cylindrical shell exterior and closure

flanges to the reactor vessel are insulated with metallic reflective

insulation. The closure head is insulated with low halide-content insulating

moterial. All other external corrosion-resistant surfaces in the Reactor

Coolant System are insulated with low or halide-free insulating material

as required.

The teactor vesserl plate or forging material opposite the core is purchased

to a specified Charpy V-notch test result of 30 ft-lb or greater at

a correszondinig nil-ductility transitien tempersture (NDTT) of 40*F

4.2-12



or less, and the matorial is tested to verify conformity to specified

requirements and to determine the actual NDTT value. In addition, this

plate is 100 per cent volumetrically inspected by ultrasonic test using

both longitudinal and shear wave methods.

The remaining material in the reactor vessel, and other Reactor Coolant

System components, meets the appropriate design code requirements and

specific component function.

The reactor vessel material is heat-treated specifically to obtain good
notch-ductility which ensures a low NDTT, and thereby gives assurance
that the finished vessel can be initially hydrostatically tested and

operated near room temperature within the restrictions of NDTT + 600F. The

stress limits established for the reactor vessel are dependent upon the

temperature at which the stresses are applied. As a result of fast neutrA.

irradiation in the region of the core, the material properties will charge,

including an increase in the NDTT. An initial maximum value of NDTT of

40*F has been established during fabrication in this region.

The techniques used to measure and predict the integrated fast neutron

(8 > 1 Mev) fluxes at the sample locations are descritad in Appendix 4A.

The calculation method used ta obtain the mzximum neutron (E > 1 Mev)
exposure of the reactor vessel is identical to that described for the

irradiation samples. Since the neutron spectra at the samples and vessel

inner surface are identical, the measured transition shift for a sample can

be applied with confidence t:o the adjacent section of reactor vessel for

some later stage in plant life. The maximum exposure of the vessel wi l be

obtained from the measured sample exposure by appropriate application of

the calculated azimuthal neutron flux variation.

The maximum integrated fas. neutron (E > 1 Hey) exposure of the vessel

wIs computed to be 2.4 x 10 n/cm2 for 40 years operation at 80 per

cent load factor.
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The calculated neutron exposure exceeds the value of 0.85 x 1019 n/cm2

(K> 3, Mev) reported in the First Supplement to the Preliminary Facility

" Description and Safety Analysis Report. The reasons for the increase

are:

* a) Core design considerations leading to the adoption of a radial
power distribution which includes an increased energy generation

in the peripheral assemblies of the core; and

b) The associated effect on the azimuthal variation of fast nettron

fluxes at the reactor vessel inner surface.

The predicted NDTT shift for an integrated fast neutron (E > 1 Mev)
exposure of 2.4 x 10l9 n/cm2 is 240*F, the vflue obtained froa t.he curve

* shown in Figure 4.2-9 for 5500F irradiation.

To evaluate the NDTT shift of welds, heat affected zones and base miterial
for the vessel, test coupons of these material types have been included
in the reactor vessel surveillance program described in Section 4.5.1.

The methods used to measure the initial NDTT of the reactor vessel base
plate material are given in Appendix 4A.

4.2.6 MAXIHUM HEATING AND COOLING RATES

The reactor system operating cycles used for design purposes are given

in Table 4.1-8 and described in Section 4.1.5. The normal system heating
and cooling rate is 50*F/hr. Sufficient electrical heaters are installed
in the pressurizer to permit a hea(.ap rate, starting with a minimum

water level, of 55*F/hr. This rate takes into account the small continuous

spray flow provided to maintain the preasurizer liquid homogeneous with

the coolant,

The fastest cooldown, rates which result from the hypothetical case of

a break of a main steam line ar discussed in Section 14.
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4.2.7 LEAKAGE

The existence of leakage from the Reactor Coolant System to the containment

regardless of the source of leakage, is detected by one or more of the

following conditions:

a) Two radiation sensitive instruments provide the capability for

detection of leakage from the Reactor Coolant System. The containment

air particulate monr tor is quite sensitive to low leak rates.

The containment radiogas monitor is much less sensitive but can

be used as a backup to the air p_.ticulate monitor.

b) A third instrument used in leak detection is the humidity detector.

This provides a means of measuring overall leakage from all water

and steam systems within the containment but furnishes a less

sensitive measure. The humidity monitoring method provides backup

to the radiation monitoring methods.

c) A leakage detection syetem is included which determines leakage losses

from all water and steam systems within the containment including

that from the Reactor Coolant System. This system collects and meaaures

moisture condensed from the containment atm sphere by the cooling

coils of the maii recirculation units. It relies on the principle

that all leakages up to sizes permissible with continued plant operation

will be evaporated into the contaimnent atmosphere. This system

provides a dependable and accurate means of measuring integrated

total leakage, including leaks from the cooling coils themselves

which are part of the containment boundary.

d) An inerease in the amount of coolant makeup water which is required

to maintain normal level in the pressurizer, or an increase in containment

sump level are less sensitive menas of detecting leakage.

0 Leakage detection methods are described in detail and evaluated in Section 6.
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K eaMIiC Prevention

Reactor Coolant System components are manufactured to exacting specifications

which exceed normal code requirements (as outlined In Section 4.1.6).

In addition, because of the welded construction of the Reactor Coolant

System and the extensive non-destructive testing to which it is Vubjected

(as outlined in Section 4.5), it is considered that leakage through

metal surfaces or welded joints is very unlikely.

However, some leakage from the Reactor Coolant System is permitted by

the reactor coolant pump seals. Also, all sealed joints are potential

sources of leakage even though the most appropriate sealing device is

selected in eacn case. Thus, because of the large number of joints

and the difficulty of assuring complete freedom from leakage in each

case, a small integrated leakage is considered acceptable. Leakage

from the reactor through its head flange will leak-off between the double

0-ring seal and actuate an alarm in the control room.

Locating Leaks

Experience has shrwn that hydrostatic testing is successful in locating

leaks in a pressure containing system.

Methods of leak location which can be used during plant shutdown include

visual observation for escaping steam ov water or for the presence of

boric acid crystals near the leek. The boric acid crystals are transported

outside the Reactor Coolant System in the leaking fluid and deposited by

the evaporation process. Portable sonic detectors sensitive to ultrasonic

frequencies provide another means for locating small leaks.

4.2.8 WATER LIIE2ISTRY

The water chemistry is selected to provide the necessary boron content

for reactivity control and to minimize corrosion of reactor coolant

system ikurfaces.
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".4ll materials exposed to reactor coolant are corrosion resistant. Periodic

analyses of the coolant chemical composition are performed to monitor the
adherence of the system to the reactor coolant water quality listed in
Table 4.2-2. Maintenance of the water quality to minimize corrosion is
accomplished using the Chemical and Volume System and Sampling System

which are described in Section 9.

4.2.9 REACTOR COOLANT FLOW MEASURWENTS

Elbow taps are used in the primary coolant system as an instrument device
that indicates the status of the reactor coolant flow. The basic function
of this device is to provide information as to whether or not a reduction
in flow rate has occurred. The correlation between flow reducticn and
elbow tap read out has been well established by the following equation;
AP (5 2.0

w. there AP is the referenced pressure differential 10
widt the corresponding. referenced flow rate w and AP is the pressure
differential with the corresponding referenced flow rate w. The full flow
reference point is established during initial plant startup. The low
flow trip point is then established by extrapolating along the correlution
curve. The technique has been well established in providing core
protection against Ic-i coolant flow in West 'nghouse PWR plants. The
expected absolute accuracy of the channel is within + 10% and field results
have shown the repeatability of the trip point to be within + 1%. The
analysis of the loss of flow transient presented in Section 14.1.6 assumes
instrumentation error of + 3%.

Supplement 10
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component

TABLE 4.2-1

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Section Materials

Reactor Vessel Pressure Plate

Shell & Nozzle Forgings

Cladding, Stainless Weld Rod

Thermal, Shield and Internals

Insulation

Steam Generator

Pressurizer

Pressurixer Relief

Tank

Pressure Plate

Cladding, Stainless Weld Rod

Cladding for Tube Sheets

Tubes

Channel Head Castings

Shell

Heads

External Plate

Cladding, Stainless

Internal Plate

Internal Piping

Shell

Heads

Internal surface coating

SA-302, Gr. B

A-508 Class 2

Type 304 equivalent

A-240, Type 304

Stainless Steel,

Aluminum

SA-302, Cr. B

Type 304 equivalent

Inconel

SB-163

SA-216 WCC

SA-302 Gr. R

SA-216 WCC

SA-302, Cr. B

Type 304 equivalent

SA-240 Type 304
.A-376 Type 316

A-285 Gr. C

A-285 Gr.C

Amercoat 55 syste
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TABLS 4.2-1 (Continued)

Section

Pipes

Fittings

Nozzles

Shaft

Impeller

Casing

Pressure Containing Parts

Material

A-376 Types 304 and 316

A-351, CF84

A-182 Type F316

Type 304

A-351, CF8

A-351, CF8M

A-351, CF8 and CF8M

and

A-182 Type F316

Supplerwant 7
3/70



TABLE 4.2-2

V.

REACTOR COOLANT WATER CHEMISTRY SPECIFICATION

Electri4al Conductivity

Solution pH

Determined by the concentration

of boric acid and alkali

present. Expected range is

< 1 ,; 40 p1hos/cm at 25*C.

Determined by the concentration

of boric acid and alkali present.

Expected values range between

4.2 (high boric acid concentra-

tion) to 10.5 (low boric acid

concentration) at 25°C.

Oxygen, ppm, max.

Chloride, ppm, max.

Fluoride, ppm, max.

Hydrogen, cc (STP)/kg H20

Total Suspended Solids, ppm, max.

0.1

0.15

0.1

25-35

1.0

pH Control Agent (Li7 OH) 0.3 x 10- 4 to 3.2 x 10-4

molal strong base alkali

equivalent to 0.22 to

2.2 ppm 7.7 )

Variable from 0 to N 3000Boric Acid as ppm B
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TABLE 4.2-3

STEi.M GENERATOR WATER (STEAM-SIDE) CHEWtSTRY SPECIFICATION

Total Dissolved Solids, max.

Total Suspended 861ids, max.

pH (normal operation), 25*C

Free Caustic

Dissolved Oxygen

Chlorides, Max.

125 ppm

5 ppm

9.5 to 10.5

Zero

Essenalally Zero

(less than 0.005 ppm)

75 ppm

0
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4. STSTD( DESICN ZVALU&TICU

4.3.1 SAFtY FACT-RS

The safety of the reactor vessel and all other Reactcr Coolant System pressure

conteining -coponents and piping is dependent on several major factors

including design asd stress analysis, material selection and fabrication,

quality control and operations control.

Reactor Vessel

A stress evaluation of the reactor vessel has been carried out in accordance

with the rules of Section III of the ASME Nuclear Vessel Code. The evaluation

demonstrates that stresA levels are within the stress limits of the Code.

Table 4,3-1 presents a summary of the results of the stress evaluation.

A sumary of fatigue usage factors for ccmponents of the reactor v -- I

is given In Table 4.3-2.

The cycles specified for the fatigue analysis are the results of an evaluation

of the expected plant operation coupled with experience from nuclear power

plants now in service, such as Yankee-Rowe. These cycles include five

heatup and cooldown cycles per year, a conservative selection when the

vessel may not complete more than one cycle per year during normal operation.

The vessel design pressure is 2485 psig while the normal operating pressure

will be 2235 sig. The resulting operating membrane stress is therefore amply

below the code allowable membrane stress to account for operating pressure

transients.

To preclude the possibility of brittle failure the stresses allowed in the

vessel when the operating temperature is below DTT are:

4.3-1
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lo At DTT; a xamiua stress of 20% yield

2. ftom DI? to DIT minus 200PFg a maximum stress decreasing from 20% to 10%

-yieldK " 3. ow MD minus 200'F; a maximum stress of 10% yield

Then* limits are based on the data reported by Kibara and Hasubichi (Effect

of Rlesidual Stress on Brittle Fracture, April 1959, Welding Journal Volume

38) and Robertson (Propagation from Brittle Fracture in Steel, Journal

of the Irov. and Steel Institute, 1953), which show that if the stresses are

maintained rithin the above limits, brittle fracture does not occur. These

stress limits are m&intalned by prescribing operating procedures which rely

upon administrative pressure and temperature control during heatup and cooldown

as described in ASME Paper No. 63-WA-100, "Reactor Vessel Design Considering

Radiation Effects", L. Porse.

The actual shift in NDTr will be established periodically during plant operation

by testing of vessel material samples which are irradiated cumulatively by

securing them near the inside wall of the vessel in the core area. To compensate

for any increase in the NDTT caused by irradiation, the limits given in the

plant operating manual on the pressure-temperature relationship are periodically

changed to stay within the stress limits, which are stated nbove, durIng heatup

ard cooldown.

The vessel closure contains fifty-four 7-inch studs. The stud material

has a minimum yield strength of 104,400 psi at design temperature. The

membrane stress in the studs when they are at the steady state operational

condition is approximately 40,000 psi. This means that twenty-one of the

fifty-four studs have the capability of withstanding the hydrustatic end

load on the vessel head without the membrane stress exceeding yield strength

of the stud malerial at design temperature.

The normal operatibg temperature always exceeds even the highest anticipated
DTT during the Life of the plant. Thus the emphasis of conservative

operation is placed on heatup and cooldown because long term irradiation

of the vessel raises the DTT and rImreby limits the heatup or cooldown

rates. The conservatism in setting up the temperature-pressure relationship

l•its stated above are:



1. Ur stress caieatration factor of 4 on assumed flaws in
caM Ating the stressso*

2. Use o! nominal yield of material instead of actual yield.
3. Neglecting the increase in yield strength resulting from radiation

effects.

AM part of the plant operator training program Westinghouse instructs
supervisory and operating personnel in reactor v~esel design, fabrication
and testing as well as presant and future precautions necessary for pressure
testing and operating modes. The need for record keeping is stressed, such
records boing helpful for future summation of time at power level and
temperature which tends to influence the irradiated properties of the
material in the core region. These instructions are Incorporated in the
operating manuals.

Steam Generators

Claculations confir-i that the steam generator tube sheet will withstand the
loading (which is a quasi-static rather than a shock loading) by loss of

reactor coolant. The maximum primary membrane plus primary bending stress

in the tube sheet under these conditions is 23,600 psi. This is well

below ASHE Section III yield strength of 41,400 psi at 65flF. Becauoe

the pressure in the primary channel head could drop to zero under the

condition postulated, no damage will result to the channel head.

The rupture of primary or secondary piping has been assumed to impose a

maximum pressure differential of 2250 psi across the tubes and tube

sheet from the primary side or a maximum pressure differential of 1100

psi across the tubes and tube sheet from the secondary side, respectively.

Under these conditions there is no rupture of the primary to secondary

boundary (tubes and tube sheet). This criterion prevents any violation

of the containment boundary.

To meet this criterion, it has been established that under the postulated

accident conditions, where a primary to secondary side differential pressure

of 2250 psia exists, the primary membrane stresses in the tube sheet ligaments,

0
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averaged across the ligament and through the tube sheet thickness,

does not exceed 9OZ of the material yield stress at the operating temperature; 4\1W

in addition the primary membrane plus primary bending stress in the tube

sheet lipaents, averaged across the ligament width at the tube sheet surface

location giving maximum stress, do not exceed 135% of the material yield "tress

at the operating temperature. This criterion is felt to be applicable ".o

abnormal operating circumstances in that it is consistant with the ASKE, Nuclear

Pressure Vessel Code, Section III rules, Para. N-714, 2 for hydrotest limitations.

An examination of itresses tinder these conditions show that for the case of

a 2485 psig maximum tube sheet pressure differential the stresses are

within acceptable limits. These stresses together with the corresponding

stress limits are given in Table 4.3-3.

The tubes have been designed to the requirements (including stress limitations)

13 of Section III for normal operation, assuming 1.50 psig as the normal

operating pressure differential. Hence, the secondary pressure loss accident

condition imposes no extraordinary stress on the tubes beyond that normally

expected and considered in Section III requirements.

No significant corrosion of the Inconel tubing is expected during the

lifetime of the plant. The corrosion rate reported in Reference (1)*

show "worst case" rates of 15.9 mg/din2 in the 2000 hour test under steam

generator operating conditions. Conversion of this rate to a 40 year

plant life gives a corrosion loss of less than 1.5 x 10-3 inches which is

insignificant compared to the nominal tube wall thickness of 0.053 inches.

In. the case of a primary pressure loss accident, the secondary-pdrimary pressure

differential can reach 1100 psig. This pressure differential is less than

the primary-secondary design pressure differential (1520 psi) for normal

operating conditions. Hence, no stresses in excess of those covQred in Section

III rules for normal operation are experienced on the tube sheet for this

*Reference (1) W. E. Berry and F. V. Fink, "The Corrosion of Inconel in High
Temperature Water," Batelle Memorial Institute, April, 1958.
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accident case. Vor the tubes, actual pressure tests of 3/4 in. 0.D./.058

inch wall Inconel tubing show collapse under external pressure of 5700-

5900 psi. Extrapolating this data to 7/8 In. O.D,/.050 inch wall tubes,

collapse would occur at about 2630 psi at 650*F. This gives a factor

of safety of 2.4 against collapse under the 1100 psig accidental application

of external pressure to tubes. L check of the ASHE Section VIIT design

curves for Iron-Chromium-Nickel Steel cylinders under external pressure

indicates a predicted collapse pressure for the tubes of 2310 psi, which

is close to the extrapolated value for the experimental results.

Consideration has been given to the superimposed effects of secondary

side pressure loss and the maximum potential earthquake loading. The

fluid dynamic forces on the internal components affecting the primary-

secondary boundary (tubes) has been considered as well. For this condition,

the criterion is that no rupture cef primary to secondary boundary (tubes

and tube sheet) occurs.

For the case of the tube sheet, the maximum hypothetical earthquak-t loading

will contribute an equivalent static pressure loading over the tube sheet

of less than 10 psi (for vertical shock). Such an increase is small when

comparz.* to the pressure differentials (up to 2485 psig) for which the

tube sheet is designed. Under horizontal shock loading of the maximum

hypothetical earthquake the stresses are less than those for 1.Og gravity

loading experienced in a horizontal position, which the design can readily

accept.

S

The fluid dynamic forces on the internals under secondary steam break

accident conditions indicate, in the most severe case, that the tubes

are adequate to constrain ,ie motion of the baffle plate with some plastic

deformation but boundary integrity is maintained.

T6e ratio of the allowable stresses (based on an allowable membrane stress

of 0.9 of tha nominal yield stress of the material) to the computed stresses

are summarized in Table 4.3-4.
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4 *.3.2 RELIANCE ON INTERCONNECTED SYSTMS

The principal heat removal systems which are interconnected with the Reactor

C'7olant. System are the Steam and Power Conversion, the Safety Injection

and Residual Heat Removal Systems. The 92actor Coolant System is dependent

upon tho steam generators, and the steam, feedwater, and condensate systems

for des:; heat removal from normal operating conditions to a reactor coolant

temperatuv'e of approximately 350"F. The layout of the system ensures
the natural circulation capability to permit adequate core cooling following

a loss of al.4 main reactor coolant pumps.

The flow diagram of the Steam and Power Conversion System is shown on

Figure 10-1. In the event that the condensers are not available to receive

the ste&A generated by residual heat, the water stored in the feedwater

system may be pumped into the steam generators and the resultant steam

vented to the atmosphere. The auxiliary feedwater system will supplyS

water to the steam generators in the event that the main feedwater pumps

are inoperative.

The Safety Injection System is described in Section 6. The Residual Heat

Removal System is described in Sectiov 9.

4.3.3 SYSTEM INTEGRITY

A complete stress analysis which reflects consideration of all design

loadings detailed in the design specification has been prepared by the

manufacturer. The analysis shows that the reactor vessel, steam generator,

pump casing and pressurizer comply with the stress limits of Section III

of the ASME Code. A similar analysis of the piping shows that it complies

with the stress limits of the applicable USAS Code.

As part, of the design control on materials, Charpy V-notch toughness test

curves are run on all ferritic material used in fabriLft- ; p.=ure parts

of the reactor V2ssel, steam generator an. pressurizer to provide assurance

for uydrotesting and operation in the duccile regioL at all times. In

addition, dropweight tests are performed on the reactor vessel plate material.
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As an assurance of system integrity, all components in tha system are
hydrotested at 3110 psig prior to t iitial operation.

4.3.4 OVERPRESSURE PROTECTICid

The reactor coolant system is protected against overpressure by safety

valves located on the top of the pressurizer. The safety valves on the

pressurizer are sized to prevent system pressure froat exceeding the desigr

pressure by more than 10 per cent, in accordance with Section III of the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The capacity of the pressurizer

safety valves is determined from considerations of: (1) the reactor protective

system, and (2) accident or transient conditions which may potentially

cause overpressure.

The combined capacity of the safety valves is equal to or greater than

the maximum surge rate resulting from complete loss of load without a

direct reactor trip or any other control, except that the safety valves

on the secondary plant are assumed to open when the steam pressure reaches

the secondary plant safety valve setting.

Details of the analysis are reported in Section 14.1.8. Experience has

shown that the safety valve capacity so determined is adequate for all the
other transients as the results of Section 14.1 show.

4.3.5 SYSTEM INCIDENT POTENTIAL

The potential of the Reactor Coolant System as a cause of accidents is
evaluated by investigating the consequences of certain credible types

of components and control failures as discussed In Sections 14.1, and

14.2. Reactor coolant pipe rupture is evaluated in Section 14.3.
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4.3.6 REDUNDANCY

Each loop of the Reactor Coolant System contains a steam generator and a

reactor coolant pump. Opezation at reduced reactor power is possible with

one loop out of service. For added reliability, power to the reactor

coolant pumps is normally supplied by electrically separated buses as shown

in Figure 8-1.
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TABLE 4.3-1

SUMMARY OF PRIMARY PLUS SECONDARY STRESS INTENSITY

FOR COMPONENTS OF THE REACTOR VESSEL

Area

Control Rod Housing

Head Flange

Vessel Flange

Closure Studs

Primary Nozzles - Inlet

Outlet

Core Support pad

Bottom head to shell

Bottom instrumentation

Nozzle belt to shell

Stress Intensity (psi)

55,300

50,400

45,350

95,870

48,400

54,060

40,800

34,100

53,900

52,600

Allowable Stress 3 Sm
(psi)

(Operating Temperature)

69,900

80,100

80,100

110,200

80,100

80,100

69,900

80,100

69,900

80,100
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TABLE 4.3-2

SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE FATIGUE USAGE FACTORS FOR

COMPONienTS OF THE REACTOR VESSEL

Usage Factor*

Control rod housing

Head Flange

Vessel Flange

Stud bolts

Primary nozzles - Inlet

Outlet

Core support pad (lateral)

Bot. head to shell

Bot. instrumentation

Nozzle Belt to shell

0,06

0.015

0.005

0.310

0.020

0.028

0.015

0.003

0.142

0.0015

* As defined in Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Nuclear

Vessels.
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TABLE 4.3-3

STRESSES DUE TO MAXIKIM STEAM GENERATOR TUBE

SHEET PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL (2485 PSIG)

(6681F)
Computed ValueStress Allowable Value

Primary Membrane Stress

Primary Membrane plus

Primary Bending Stress

23,300 psi

53,000 psi

37,000 psi
( .9 Sy)
55,600 psi

(1.35 Sy)

In addition to the foregoing evaluation, elasto-plastic limit analysis of the
Lube sheet-hetd-shell combination indicates a limit pressure of 3400 psi at
operating conditions, giving a safety factor of 1.36 for the abnormal condition.
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ZABLE 4.3-4

RATIO OF ALLOWABLE STRESSES TO COMPUTED STRESSES

FOR A STEAM GENERATOR TUBE

SHEET PRESSURE DIPFERENTIAL OF 2485 PSIG

Component Part

Channel head

Channel head-tube sheet Joint

Tubes

Tube sheet

Max. Avg. Ligament

Effective Ligament

Stress Ratio

*1.35

1.63

1.20

1.04

1.58
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,4.4 SAFETY LIMITIC AND COMMITIONS

4,A.1 SYSTEX HEATUP AND COOLDOWN RATES

Operating limits for the Reactor Coolant System with respect :o heatup

and cooldomn rates are defined in the Technical sr" .fication.

The *tress level of raterial in the reactor vessel, or in other Reactor

Coclant System components, is r. combination of stresses caused by Internal

pressures and by thermal gradients. The latter are significant as they

may result from a rate of change cf reactor coolant temperature. Operating

restrictions are Imposed co limit the combined stresses to 20% of miimuln

yield 'itress when at the Design Transition Temperature (DTT). The DTT

is defined as the initial Nil 13uctility Transition Temperature (.MTT)

plus the in-_rease in NM due to irradiation experienced plue 60*F. This

spress limit (20Z of Y.S.) is reduced linearly to a value of 10% of yield

at a temperature 200"w below DTT. Curves are incorporated in th" plant

operating w'aual which define the operating limits for initial operation

and for end of life operation. To establish the latter an adjustment

is zade for the maximum expected NDTT shift (240*F% which the reactor

vessel material will experience because o: the fast neutron dose it will

receive. The predicted shift will be verified by the surveillance program

testing. The limits for iniriLl operation are used to define operatioual

limitations and t ese curves are periodically updated to reflect irradiation

exposure of the vessel and the resuLttR of the surveillance program.

4.4.2 REACTOR COOLANT ACTIVITY LIMITS

Release of activity Into the reactor coolant In itself does not constitute

a hazard. Activity in the coolant could constitute a hazard only if the

reactor coolant system barrier is breac!hed, and then only if the coolant"

contains exces,.ive amounts of activity which could be released to the

envirorment. The plant systems are designed for operation w' *_. ictivity
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in the reactor coolant systems corresponding to 1 per cent fuel defect.

The waste gas system is designed such that rupture of a gas decay tank,

foUoving a refuelSng shutdown wberein the gaseous activity Is recoved

from the reactor coolant to the vaste gas tanks for decay, wl not

result in offxite vholp, body exposure in excess of 0.5 rem. In the

event of a steam generator tuba rupture high activity level at the condaeser

air ajector exhaust will divert the activity dincharge back t- the

containment. These accidents are analyzed in S-ction 14.2. The

reactor coolant system operational activity limit i* defined in the

Technical Specifications.

i'.4.3 XAXLMU PRESSURE

The Reactor Cot lant System serves as a barrier preventing radionuclides

contained in the reactor coolant from veaching the atnosphere. In the

event of a fuel cladding failure the Reactor Coolant 'Systen is the primary

barrier against the uncontrolled release of £issio- products. By

establishing a system pressure limit, the continued int.:grity of t', Reactor

Coolant Syste= is assured. Thus, the safety limit of 2735 paig (l10% of

design pressure) has been established. This represents the maximua

transient pressure allowable iv the Reactor Coolant System under the ASXE

Code, Section III. Reactor Coolant System pressure settings are give: in

Table 4.1-1.

4.4.4 %SYSTEK MD~fW.M OPEfl&TnG CO.%WITIONS

Minimum Operating Conditious for the Reactor Coolant System for an phases

of operation are given in the Technical Specifications
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4.5 SPMsnccM MJ TESTS

40511 REACIOR COOLAEIr SYSTEX flspEctiox

Non-des t~cti1ve ?S action of Material "-24 Ccpocents Prier to 2peratlca

Table 4.5-I su=arizes the quality assuraace prcgrta for all Reactor Cools=

System co:ponents. In this table all of the non-destructive tests and

inwpecticns which are required b- *'es,•tfihow;e specificatias on Reactor

Coolant Sya-ez a.c-ponenta and witerials srce specified for each component.

All tests required by the applicable c:*des are included in this table.

W-gstlnghouaa requireienats, which are nore stringent• n some areas than

those requireenrms specified in the applicable ccdex., are alo included.

The fabrication and qua'.ity centrOl techniques used in the fabrication

of the reactor coolant system are equivalenA to those uscd for the

reactor vessel.

The procedures by which it is ensured that the required level of q".1ty

assurace Is achieved a-e described In Appendix B.

Westinghouse requ7ies, as part of its reactor vessel specificatiom, that

:ertain special tests which are not specified by the applicable codes

be perforned. These test.s are listed below:

1) Ultrasonic Testig3 - Westinhouse requires that a 1002 voltmetrtc

ultrasonrd test of reactor vessel platz for both shear vave and

longitudinal wave be performed. Section III Class A vessel plates

were required by code to receive only a longitudinal wave .ltrasctic

test on a 9 In. x 9 in. grid,. 'e 100% .olu=etric ultrasonic test

to a aevere requirements but it assures that the plate is of the

2) Rafiation Surveillance Progra= - In the surve-illance progr=ms, the

-.. ealuation of the radiation dmageg is based on pre- and post-



* rraiaition teating of Chrp V-notch, tensile a vd gede opetni

loadin (WOL) fracture tecbhani type. 7hese prorm are directed

towart• waltarioc of the effect of radiation, oa the fracture

toughness of reactor vessel steels based on the twansition tewparaturt

approach and 0* fracture m-ct-mica approach,, aM are in accordance

with AM E185, P•crended Practice for Surveillance Teats on

Structural Matereals in NuclearR eactors."

The reactor vassel survaillance programs use eiht specimen capsul*s

which are located abot 3 Inches fran the vessel vanl directly oppo-

site the center portion of the core.

The capsulss can be removed when the vessel head Is removed. The

capsules conta$a reactor vessel steel specLnens from the shell

plate* or forgings located in the core reSioa of the reactor and

associated weld netal and heat affected =on* metal. In addition,

correlation monitors made from fully docmenced apecimens of SA302

Grado B material obrained through Subcoemittee 11 of ASTh Ccmittee

ZIO Radiolsotcpes ant Radiation Effects are inserted in the capaules.

Vie eight capsules will contain at least 27 tensilt speclmens, 256

C•airpy V-notch specisens (which wifll Include ve,.d metal and heat

affected zone material) and 42 WOL speci=ens. Dosi-eters incudin•

p Hit, Al-Co, (0.15Z Go), Cd shielded Al-Co, CWO shielded Np- 2 3 7

aud CdO shielded U-238 are placed in the Impact specimens, tensile

specimerts or filler blocks drilled to contain the dosimeters. The

dosimeters permit evaluation of the flux seen by the specimens and

vessel val. In addition, tfee-al monitors made of low melting

alloys are Included to onoitor tenperature of the speciaens. The

specimas art enclosed in a tight fitting stainless steel sheath co

prevent corTosion:

The tentt:ive swhedule for re•m i of ccosules is as follows; II
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1

3

4
5

6
7 and 8

Estimated Exuoture Time

Replacement of 2st region of core

Replacement of 2nd region of core

Replacement of 4t-h region of core

10 years

15 years

20 years

Extra capsules for complementary or

duplicate testing or additiceal

expozure

Irradiation oE the specimens will be higber than the. irradiation

of the vessel because of the specimens are located in the vicinity

of the core cormers and are closer to the core than the vessek

itseU. Since these specimens will experience higher irradiation

and are actual samples from the -aterl-als usei in the vessel, the

M=T uAsurements will be representative of the vessel at a later

ti-o in life. Data from fracture toughness smples (VML) ara

expected to provide additional information for use in determining

allowable stresses for irradiated saterial.

Table 4.5-1 r=-arizes the quality assurance program with regard to inspections

performed on privary systen components. In addition to the inspections

shown In Table 4.5-1, there are th,'se which the equipment supplier performs
to confirm the adequacy of material he receives, and those performed by

tMe raaerial manufacturer in producing the basic material. The inspections

of r actor vessel, pressurizer, and steam generator are governed by ASHE

Code requirements. The inspection procedures and acceptance standards

required on pipe naterials and piping fabrication are governed by USAS

131.1 and Westinghouse requirements and are equivalent to those performed on

AS'M coded vessels.
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Procadures for performing the examinations are consistent with those established I
1- the ARSME Code Saetion T•U and are reviewed by quslified Westinghouse

engineers. These procedures have been developed to provide the highest

assurance of quality material and fabrication. They consider not only

the sLze ot the flaws, but equally as Important, how the material is fabricated,

the orientation and type of possible flaws, and the dreas of most severe

service conditions. In additLon, the surfaces most subject to daunge

as a result of the heat treating, rolling, forging, forming and fabricating

pxocstse, receive a 100Z surface insptction by Magnetic Particir or L4iquid

Penetrant Testing after all these operations are completed, although flaws

in plates are inherently lamiations in the center. All reactor coolant plate

waterlal is subject to shear as well as longitadinal ultrasonic testing to

give uaximum assurance of quality. All. forgings receive the sae inspection.

In addition,, 100% of the material volume is covered in these tests as an

added assurance over the grid basis required in the code.

Westinghouse Quality Control eagineers monitor the supplier's work, witnessing

key Sispections not only in the supplier'& shop but in the shops of subvendors

of the major forgings and plar.e material. Normal surveillancd includes

verificauon of records of material, physical and chemical properties,

review of radiographs, performance of required tests and qualification

of supplier pexsonnel. An independent surveillance of the conformance

to the fabrication and installation specifications and the quality control

requirements of, amongst other things, the reactor coolant system components,

Is carried out by the United States Testing Company for Consolidated Edison.

Equipment speecications for fabrication req ire that suppliers submit

the manufacturing proccdures (weld!=g, heat treating, etc.) to Westinghouse

where they are reviewed Ly qualified Westinghouse engineers. This also

is done on the field fabrication procedures to assure that installation

welds are of equal quality.

Consolidated Edison engineers witness the hydrostatic test of the reactor

vessel. 4
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Field erection and field welding of the reactor coolant system are performed

such as to permit exact fit-up of the 31" I.D. closure pipe subassemblies

between the steam generator and the reactor coolant pump. After installation

of the pump casing and the steam generater, measurements are taken of the pipe

length required to close the loop. Based on these measurenents, the 31" I.D.

closure pipe oubassembly is properly aachined and then erected and field

welded to the pump auction nozzle and to the steam generator exit nozzle.

Cleaning of RCS piping and equipment is accomplished before and/or during

erection of various equipment. Stainless steel piping is cleaned in sections

as specific portions of the systems are erected. Pipe and units large enough

to permit entry by personnel are cleaned by locally applying approved solvents

(Stoddard solvent, acetone and alcohol), and 4-mineralized water, and by

using a rotary disc sander or 18-8 wire brush to .emove all trapped foreign

particles. Standards for final physical and chemical cleanliness are

defined in Table 1.3.1-1.

Section III of the ASME B&PV Code requires that nozzles carrying significant

external loads shall be attached to the shell by full penetration welds.

This requirement has been carried out in the reactor coolant piping, where

all auxiliary pipe connections to the reactor coolant loop are made using

full penetration welds.

The Reactor Coolant System components are welded under procedures which

require the use of both preheat and post-heat. Preheat requirements, non-

mandatory under Code rules, are performed on all weldments, including P1

and P3 materials which are the materials of construction in the reactor

vessel, pressurizer and steam generators. Preheat and post-heat of weldments

bi-th berve a comon purpose: the production of tough, ductile metallurgical

structures in the coapleted weldaent. Preheatiug, produces tough ductile

welds by miniziitng the formation of hard zones; whereav post-heating

achieves this by tempering any hard zones which may have formed due to

rapid cooling,
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In-Service Twpection

During the design phase of the Reactor Coolant System, careful consideration

Is given to provide access for both visual and non-destructive in-service

Inspection of primary loop components. The following components and area&
are available for visual and/or non-destructIve inspection.

1) Reactor Vessel - The entire inside surface.

2) Reactor Vessel Nozzles - The entire inside surface.
3) Cloqure Head - The entire inside and outside surface.
4) Reactor Vessel Studs, Nuts and Washers.

5) Field Welds betveen the Reactor Vessel , Steam Generators, and
Reactor Coolant Pumps and the Main Coolant Piping.

6) Reactor Internals

7) Reactor Vessel Flange Seal Surface
8) Fuel Assemblies

9) Rod Cluster Control Assemblies 6
10) Control Rod Drive Shafts
11) Control Rod Drive Mechanism Assemblies

12) Main Coolant Pipe Lxternal Surfaces (except fo- the five foot
penetration of the primary shield)

13) Steam Generator - The external surface, the Internal surfaces of
the steam drum, and channel head.

14) Pressurizer - The internal and external surfaces.
15) Reactor Coolant Pump - The external surfaces, motor and Impeller.

The des!rn considerations which have teen incorporated into the primary
system design to permit the above inspections are as follows:

1) All reactor internals are completely removable. The tools and storage
space required to permit these inspectionz ..re provided.

2) The closure head is stored dry on the reactor operating deck during
refueling to facilitate direct visual inspection. As
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3) All reactor vessel studs, nuts and washers are removed to dry

storage during refueling.

4) Removable plugs are provided In the primary shield just above

the coolant nozzles, and the insulation covering the nozzle

welds Is readily re'ovable.

5) Access holes are provided in the lower Internals barrel flange to

allow remote access to the reactor vessel internal surfaces

between the flange and the nozzles without removal of the internals.

6) A removable plug is provided in the lower core support plate to

allow access for inspection of the bottom head without removal of

the lower -nternals.

7) The storage stand provided for storage of the internals allows for

inspection access to both the inside and outsida of the internals.

8) The station providcd for changeout of control rod clusters fros

one fuel assembly to another is specially designed to allow

inspection of both fuel assemblies and control rod clusters.

9) The control rod mechanism is specially designed to allow removal of

the mechanism assembly from the reactor vessel head.

10) HanVays are provided in the steam generator, stea drum and channel

head to allow access Zor internal inspection.

11) A amnway is provided in the pressurizer top head to allow access

for internal inspection.

12) All insulation on primary systen component Lkeasarreuired to be

The use of conventional non-destructive, direct visual and remote visual

test techniques can ba applied to the inspection of all primry loop

components except for the reactor vessel. The reactor vessel presents

special problems because of the radiation levels and remote underwater

accessibility to this component. Because of these limitations on acceas

Su lemew. 12
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to the reactor vessel, several stapd have been incorporated into the

4asign avA mvtfacturlug procaduras In preparation for non-destructive

Ust techniques which say be available in the future. These are:

1) Shop ultrasonic examinationa are performed on all Internally clad

surfacs to an ac*eptancst and repair standard to assure an

adequate cladding bond to allow later ultrasonic testing of the

base natal. Size of cladding bonding defect alloved is 3/4 inch.

2) The design of the reactor vessel shell in the core area is a clean,

uncluttered cylindrical surface to permit future positioning of

test. *quipment without obstruction.

3) Reactor Vessel Post-Operational Ultrasonic Testing - During the

manufacturing stage, selected areas of the reactor vessel are

ultrasonic tested and mapped to facilitate the in-service inspection

program,

The area selected for ultrasonic testing mapping inclrde:

a) Vessel flange radius, including the vessel flange to upper

shell weld

b) Hiddle shell course

C) Lower shell course above the radial core supports

4) Exterior surface of t1e closure head from the flange knuckle

to the cooling shroud

e) Hozzle to upper shell weld

f) Hiddle shell to lower shell weld

Z) Upper shell to middle shell weld

The pra-operational ultrasonic testing of these areas Is performed

on :individual components at any stage of manufacturing where the

clad components or aub-assemblies have undergone an Interstage stress

zelief operation, *
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Varlimv tests are currntly undemy to determine the effect of cladding

surface finish on ultrasonic inspectability of vensel material.

The exact procedures for i-n-service inspection as detailed in the Technical

Specifications are as follows:

3ZCO (OLAUIT SYSTEM fli-SEIVICE INSPECTION

Applies to preoperational and in-service structural surveillance of the

reactor vessel and reactor coolant system boundary.

ObMective

To assure the continued integrity of the reactor coolant system boundary.

Specifications

1. Prior to initial plant operation, an ultrasonic survey shall be

made of reactor vessel shell welds, vessel nozzles, vessel flange

welds, piping system butt welds and major velds on the pressurizer,

stean generator, coolant piping and components to establish

preoperational syst-- integrity and establish baseline data.

2. The Inspection interval shall be 10 years.

36 Postoperational nondestructive lnspections listed in Table 4.5-2

shall be performed as specified. The results obtained from compli-

ance with this specification shall be evaluated after 5 years and

the conclusions of this evaluation shall be re-vewed with tLe AEC.

4. The structural integrity of the reactor coolant systm boundary shall

be maintained at the level required by the original acceptance standards

4.5-9 S7 lement 12
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5.

throughout the life of the plant. Any evidence as a vesult of the

inspectioas listed in Table 4.5-2, that defects have initiated or

gown shall be investigatedg Including evaluation of comparable

areas of the reactor coolant system.

The following definitions shall apply to the inspection methods to

be employed in Table 4.5-2:

(1) UT - Volumetric exemination using ultrasonic techniques.

(2) RT - Voluetric exainatIon using radiography.

(3) PT - Surface exminetLon using liquid penetrant methods.

(4) V - Visual examinauio hv direct vi.•.n or by means of

remote viewing devices.

(5) IV - Indirect visual exazinatiou per'.ormed during periods

when the Reactor Coolant System is subjected to hydrostatic

test pressures,,

E

is

6. Detailed records of each inspection shall be maintained to allow

comparison and evaluation of future inspections.

4
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V TAILZ 4.5-1
REACIOR COOLANT SYST3(

QUALMTY ASSURACE PROGRA0M

aTe UTr* PT* WX E"

1. Steam Generator
1.1 TUbe Sheet

1.1.1 ForginS
1.1,2 Cladding

1.2 Channel Read
1.2.1 Casting
14.2 Cladding

1.3 Secondary Shell & Head
1.3.1 Plates

1.4 Tubes
1.5 Nozzles (forsings)
1.6 Weldmenrs

yes yes (4+)ye

y" yes
A yes

yes
yes
Yes

yes

0

1.6.1 Shell, longitudinal
1.6.2 Shell, circ3aferential
1.6.3 Cladding (Channel Head-

Tube Sheet joint cladding
reetoration)

1.6.4 Steam and Feedwater
Nozzle to shell

1.6.5 Support brackets
1.6.6 Tube to tube sheet
1.6.- Instrtnent connections

(primary and secondary)
1.6.8 Temporary attachaunts

after retwval
1.6.9 After hydrostatic test
- (all ,qelds and complete

channel head)
1.6.10 Nozzle safe ends

(if foringrs)
1.6.11 Nozzle safe ends

(if weld deposit)

yes

yes

yes yes
yes

yes

yes
you

yes

yes
yes yes

yes

2. Pressurizer
2.1 Heads

2.1.1
2.1.2

2.2 Shell
2.2.1
2.2.2

2.3 Heaters
2.3.1
2.3.2

2.4 Nozzle

Casting
Cladding

yes

Plates
Cladding

Tubing (oeHm+)
Centering of element

yes

yes

yes

yesyes

ye.
yes yes

yes yes

(+)(•+) Flat Surfaces Only
Weld Deposite Areas Only

Supplement 8
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TADLZ 4.5.1 (Continued) U
2.5 Weldmeuts

2.5.1 Shell, lonitudinal
2.5.2 Shell, circumferential
2.5.3 Cladding
2.3.4 Nozzle Safe Mad

(if forging)
2.5.5 Nozzle Safe End

(if weld deposit)
2.5.6 Iustrument Connections
2.5,7 Support Skirt
2.5,8 Temporary Attachments

after removal
2.5.9 All elds and cast heads

after hydrostatic test

IT* UT* ?TA MT*~A T

yes
yes

yes
7,48
yes

yes

yes~

Yea

yes

yes

2.6 Final Assembly
2.6.1 A21 accessible weld surfaces

after hydrostatic test yes

I
3. Primary Coolant Piping

3.1 Fitti-ge (Castin•s)
3.2 Fittings (Forgings)
3.3 Pipef
3.4 Welduents

3.4.1 Circumfeometial
3.4,2 Nozzle to rmi pipe

(no RT for nozzles less
than 3 inches)

3.4.3 Instrument connections

yes yen
y~a yes
yes yes

6
yes
yes

4. Pumps
4.1 Casting
4.2 Forginge

4.2.1 Main Shaft
4.2.2 Main $tuds
4.2.3 Flywheel (Rolled Plat,

4.3 Weldments
4.3.1 Circumferential
4.3.2 Instrument connections

yes

yes

yes

yea
yes
yea

yes

yes
yes

e)

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

51 Reactor Vessel
5.1 Worsines

5.1.1 Fl
5.1.2 St.
5.1.3 He.
5.1.4 Ha
5.1.5 In
5.1.6 Me
5.1.7 No

anges
uds
ad Adapters
ad Adapter Tube
strumentation Tube
in Nozzlt.
zzle SUfa Ends
f forging is employed)

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yea

yes
you

Yeea
yes
yes

yea
yeo 4

I excajit pressurizer surge line - UT only Supplement 12
-17170,
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TABLZ 4.5.1 (Continued)

Coa~nt IT* UT* PT* MT* ET*
5.2 ?J
5.3 W

Lates
eldments
5.3.1 a•an Seam
5.3.2 Cfl head Adapter Comnectiou
5.3.3 Istrumentarion tuba

connMection
5.3.4 Main nozzles.
5.3.5 Cladding
5.3.6 Nozzle-safe eadiy(If forging)

5.3.7 Nozzle safe ends
(If weld deposite)

5.3.8 Head adaptor forging y
to head adaptor tube

5.3.9 A2l welds after hydrotest

y7

Ls

Is

yen
yea

yes(+++es
yes

Yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

6. Valvus
6.1 Castings
6.2 Forgings

(No UT for valves
smaller)

yes yes
yea yes

two inch nd

rr

m

amJ

,;m-

Radiographic
Ultrasonic
Dye Penetrant
ftane tic Particle

Eddy Current

Flat Surfaces Only
Weld Deposit Areas Only
UT of Clad Boud-toBase metal
Or a LIT and Er

(1.)
(+~)

(+~)

Supplement 8
4/70
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TABLz 145-2

nMSEXVICE T1SPECrION REqUIRflNIS FOR DImuIAm POINT No, 2

Component and

Examination Area

Examination

Method

Extent and Frequency of
Exuigto (1)

A. Reactor Vessel (2)

1. Closurc scuds and nuts V and UTE The exauinatirn performed during each

interval shall cumulatively ccver the
of studs and nuts.

Inspection
entire number

I.
S

2. Cladding - Six patches

(each 36 square inches)
evenly distributed in

accessible sections of

the vessaý shell

3, Instrument penetrations

at bottom of vessel

4. Primary nozzle to safe-
end welds and safe-end

to reactor coolant pipe

welds

V The examination performed during each Inspection

interval shall include all of the patch areas subject
to examination.

IV

V

The extent of examination shall include twenty-five
percent of the penetrations in the vessel during the

inspection Interval.

The individual examination performed ",ring each

Inspection shall cover 100 percent of the circumf•xence

of the safe-end welds. All of the safe-end welds

shall be examined during the Inspection interval.

0'0

U

I-A

0 0 S.
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TABLE 4.5-2 . (Continved)

44

Frequency of
(1)

Component and
E2iLnation Area

Ezami5nation

Method

Extent and

Examination

S. rnterior surfaces.

internsls and Integrally

velded internal supports

V The examination of Inaterior vessel surfaces, internols,

and the space below the reactor core, vhich oare mde

accessible for examinatlon by t1 * removal of component.

during normal refueling outages shall be performed

during each refueling perioi. Uaere accesp to the

space below the reactor core during normal rnfooling

outages precludes Inspection of this space, at least

one examination, at or near the end of each Inspection

interval, shall be conducted uader conditions which

enable inspection.

B. Reactor Vessel Read

1. Head to flange
circumfcrential •weld

UT The individual examinations performed duaring each
inspection Interval shall cumulatively cover 100

percent of the weld.

00

I,

2. Control rod drive and

instrument penetrations

3. Control rod drive housing

pressure containing welds

IV The examinations performed during each inspection

Interval shall cumulatively cover at least 25 percent

of the total number of penetrations.

The examination performed during each Inspection

interval shall cumutalively cover at least 25 percent
of the total. number of such housings.

V



TABLE 4.5-2 (Continued)

I- * *~j .'

S

Component and
Examd-nation Area

Examination
,Method

Extent and Frequency of

4. Cladding - six patches

(each 36 square inches)
evently distributed 1a the

closure head

V and PT Sase as Ar2.

C. Pressurizer (3)

1. Longitudinal and

circumferential welds

2. Heater connecticis

3. Pressure retaining

bolting =nder 2 inches

in diameter

4. Interior cladding v one

patch (36 square inches)

near the nanway

V and UT

IV

The exaunation performed during each Inspection
Interval shall cover at least 10 percent of the

length of each longitudinal weld and 5 percent of
the lengsh of each circumferential weld.

The extent of examination shall include 25 percent
of the penetrations during the inspection interval.

The extent of the exauination performed during each

Inspection interval shall cumulatively cover the etire
nwmber of bolts? studs snd nuts.

The examina'-on of the ratch m•y be performed at or
near the end of q Inspection interyal,

V and UT

-Jtn

V

a a a,.
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TABLE -4.52!73(Cofi~tlued)

Component and

Examination Area

Examination

Method

Extent and Frequency of

Ezazina don (1)

5. Nozzle to vessel welds

6. Integrally welded

vessel supports

IV

UT

The exeent of examination shall cover all of the

accessible t-nzrles during each 'efuelft$ outage.

The examination of the vessel support skirt during

each inspection interval shall be. at least 10

percent of the lineal feet of welding to the vessel.

D. Steam Generators

1. Tube sheet to head weld

2. Pressure: retaining bolting

under 2 inches In diameter

3. Integrally welded vessel

supports

4. Interior cladding - one

patch (36 square inches)

near each maway

V and UT

Vand U7

V and PT

V

The examination performed during each Inspection

interval shall cover at least 10 percent of the length

of the weld.

Same as C-3,

The examination performed during each inspection

interval shall be, at least, 10 percent of the lineal

feet of welding to the vessel.

The examination of the patches may be performed at or

near the end of inspection Interval.

CIO

C?



TABLE 4.5;.2-(Con'tinued)

V '-l

Component and

Zxaination Area

xm-ination

Method

Extent and Frequency oE

Examination (1)

E. CWv Regenerative Heat Exchanger

1. Loqgftudmaal and circum-

ferential welds, including

tube sheet to haad and tube

sheet to shell welds

2. Supports and hangers

V andr The examinations perforw.d during each inspection

interval shall cover at least 10 percent of the

length of each longitudinal weld and 5Z of the length

of each circumferential weld.

The examination performed during each Inspection

interval shall cumulatively cover all support =m*ers

and structures.

V

F. Piping Pressure Boundary

1. Circumferential and

longitudinal pipe velds

(excluding sampling and

Instrumentation piping,

and thermWells, and all

other piping 2 inches In

dIaeter and suuller).

V and UT The examination performed during zach Inspection

interval shall cumulatively cover 25 percent of the

total number of circumferential joints, selectively

distributed within the system boundary. In the case

of longitudinal joints, the examination shWll Include

one foot of weld from the Intersection with the

circumferential weld selected for eumation.
)-A

a a a
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TABLE (4.. '(Continued)

Comont and

Examination Area

Examination

Method

Extent and Frequency of

Examination (1)

2. Sampling and instrumentation V and IV

p'ping welds, and thermowells

Same as F-1.

3. Pressure retaining bolting

under 2 inches In diazeter

4. Integrally welded supports

V and UT*

UT or PT and V

Same as C-3.

The examination required to be performed durlnv .. ch
inspection interval shall cumulatively covw. 25 perctb.+t

of the total number of integrally welded Aupports within ,

the system boundary.

..

5. Piping supports and hangers V Same as E,-2.

G. Ptmp Pressure Boundary

1. Pump casing welds UT or RT and V

T1.A)

1,

pi* UT dovn to and including 1-7/8 :inches in diazmeter only
to

The examination performed during each i,ýgpection

Interval shall include 100 percert of tbhe pressure
containing welds in, at least, one pump (with pressure

containing welds) In each group oi pumpis performing

similar functions in the system. The f/xamination of

the welds may be perforwed at or near /J-he end of the

inspection Interval.



TABLE !4.5-r" (Continuod)

/ 2
Component and

Izamination Area

2. Pump casings

Examination

Method

V

Mr~~e MU od Frequeucy of

Examination (1) ,/
The Internal surfaces of one Idisassembled pump, (with

or without pressure containi-tig welds) in each of the

group of pumps performing s/lailar functionw In the

system shall be visually dx. mined during each Inspection

interval. The examinationsi of pump casings may be

performed at or near the e/id of the Inspection and my

be performLI on the same!ir/up selected for the volumetric

examination of pressure containin voeids.

The examination performed during each inspection

interval shall cumulatively cover the entire number of

bolts and studs. Examination of bushings, threads and

ligaments In base material of flanges may be performed

from a face of the flange and are required to be

examined only when the connection Is disassembled.

-\ - I

3. Pressure retaining

bolting 2" and larger in

diameter

V and UT

-0-

%*CA

a

F?

1.3

4. Pressure --etaining bolting

under 2" in diameter

5. Integrally welded supports

6. Supports and hangers

V and UT*

UT or PT and V

V

Same as C.-3.

Same as F-4.

Same as E-2.

* UT do..:. tao and including 1-7/8 inches in diameter only.

0 - p
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TABLEBI4 .52. .(Continued)

Component and

Examination Area

Examination

Method

Extent and Frequency of

Examination (1)

H. Valve Pressure Boundary

1. Valve body welds on valves

3" and over in nominal pipe

size

/

V and UT

V

The examinations performed during each inspection

Interval shall include 100 percent of the pressure

containing welds in at least one valve (with

pressure containing welds), in each group of valves

of the stme construction design, manufacturing vathod

and manufacturer, performing similar functions in the

system. The examination may be performed at or near

the end of each inspection interval.

The internal surfaces of one disassembled valve (with

or without pressure containing welds) in each of the

group of valves of the same construction design,

manufacturing method, manufacturer and performing

similar functions In the system shall be examined

during each inspection interval, The examination of

the valve bodies may be performed on the same valves

selected for volumetric examination of the pressure

containing ,ields.

2. Valve bodies on valves 3"

and over in nominal pipe

size

-4 W..

I-4i



TABLEj 45 (Contlnsed)

coeponent and

Exaynation Arez

3. Pressure retainig boltiug
under 2" in dlameter

4. Integrally welded supports

5. Supports and hangers

Exa-ination

Method

V and UT*

1T7 or PT and V

Extent and Frequency of

Examination (1)

* 0

Same as C-3.

Same as F-4.

Same as E-2.V

I. Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger

I
'I

1. Longitidinal and circum-

ferential welds including

shell to flange weld

2. Pressure retaining bolting

under 2" in diameter

3. Supports and hangers

V and UT Same as E-l.

V Same as C-3

.V Same as E-2.

J. Reactor Vessel Irradiation

Specimens

K. Primary Pump Flywheel

charpy V-notch,

tensile and wedge

opening loading (WOL)

V and UT

Capaule

Capsule

Capsule

Capsule

Capsule

Capsule

I

2

3

4

5

6

Replacement of 1st region of core

Replacement of 2nd region of core

Replacement of 4th region of core

End of the 10th year of operation

End of the 15th year of operation

End of the 20th year of operation

I-h

I-'

The flywheel shall be visually examined at the first

refueling. At the fourth refueling the outside

surface shall be examined by ultrasonic methods.
UT &tmn to and including 1-7/8 inches in diameter
only.

b i a



K NOTES

1. With the exception of those components or areas for which the

examination may be deferred to the end of the Inspection interval,
K at least 25 percent of the required examinations shall have been
k completed by the expiration of one-third of the inspection interval

L (with credit for no rwre than 33 1/3 percent if additional

e.aminations are cof~pleted) and at least 50 percent shall have been

completed by the e'Apiration of two-thirds of the inspection interval

(with credit for no more than 66 2/3 percent). The remaining required

examinations shall be completed by the end of the inspection interval.

Successive inspections shall meet the requirements of paragraph ISI-243

of the ASME Rules for In-Servi,e Inspection of Nuclear Reactor Coolant

Systems.

0
2. Examination Gf certain reactor vessel areas such as longitudinal

and circumferential ab a1l welds, vessel to flange weld, primary

nozzle to vessel welds, etc., require the use of equipment and

techniques which have not P; yet been fully developed. In anticipation

that such equipment and cechniques will be developed within the next

several years to the point of practical application, a preoperational

ultrasonic survey of ti ese areas within the reactor v eel will be made

to establish baseline de'ta.

3. Examination of the pressurixer longitudinal and circumferential welds

will be performed on accessible portions of the pressurizer shell.

Approximately 50 percent of the shell is enclosed in a biological and

missile shield and is therefore not accessible for examination.

Supplement 12
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APP,•"UIX 4A

DERHINATION OF REACTOR PRESSURE

VESSEL NDTT'

1. MEASURMENT OF INTEGRATED FAST NEUTRON (E >1.0 NEV) FLUX AT THE

IRRADIATION SAMPLES

The spectrum of neutron fluxes at the irradiation samples is obtained from

the multigroup diffusion code PING (1) Dosimeters include CdO shielded

V-238, Np-237, Co Al, Cu, Ni, Cd shielding C Al, and Fe from specimens

will be contained in the capsule assemblies.

The procedure for measurement of fast neutron flux by the FE 54 (n,p) Mn5 4

reaction is described below. The measurement technique for the other dosi-

meters, which are sensitive to different portions of the nieutron spectrum,

is similar,

The product of this reaction Mn54 has a half life of 314 days and emits

gamma rays of 0.84 Hey energy which are easily detected using a Na I

scintillator. In irradiated steel samples, chemical separ•tion of the Mna5 4

may be performed to ensure freedom from interfering activities. This

separation is simple and very effective, yielding sources of very pure

Mn 5 activity. In some samples all the interterences may be corrected
for by gamma spectrometric methods without any chemical separation.

The count data is used to give the specific activity of Mn per gram
of iron. Because of the relatively long half life of Mn5 4 the flux may

be calculated for irradiation periods up to about two years. Beyond this
time the dosimeter begims to reflect the later stages of the irradiation.

Calculation of total does is from flux and integrated power output. The

burnout of the Mn54 produced is not significant until the thermal flux is

about 1014 neutrons cm"2 sec -1

4A-1
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The analysis o the sample requires that two steps he ccmoleted, one

the u•asuwment of Mn disintegration rate per unit ma&s of sample and

second me~uremnent of the iron content of the sample. Having completed

these analyses, the calculation of the flux is as folloi,s-

For an irrrdia-ion the actIvity of any activation product is given

by:

A 0 (1-eAti) etd (1)

Where 0 is the neutron flux

a the cross-sectiorn

N number of target atoms
X decay constant of product

ti irradiation time

td decay time from end of irradiation to counting time

Then for a power reactur operating at various power levels over some
long period we tehould allow for flux changes by dividing the exposure

period into several parts and normalizing the f ux in each part as chat
fraction of full. power represented. Then for T periods:

-At I Xt d
A -0 Om(N Z(,_n ne n~ 2e n(2

1

Where 0 is flux at maximum power

t i irradiation time in nth period

tdn cooling time from end of nth period

7 11 f7.. normalizing factor which is

actual. power output in nth period
"naximton possible in n" period

4A-2



we write
• , 55

If *ow

O-N a C ~ 0 (E)
e

(3)

where tne right hand side of equation (3) is the sum of the products
of PIHG fluxes and the Fe54 (n p) Mn54 crops section(2) averaged over

the PIMG energy groups, then the measured neutron flux (E > 1 Mev) is

given by

0(E > iMev) - C

10 Mev

E
E=1. *0

OPIMG (3 r) (4)

where C is a constant

The errcr involved in the measurement of the specific activity of the
dosimeter after irradiation is estimated to be + 5%.

2. CALCULATION OF INTEGRATED FAST NEUTRON (E > 1.0 M-1) FLOX
AT THE IRRADIATION SAMPLES

The method to be described herein is an approximation b) the ideal 3
dimensional neutron transport solution but correlations between its predictions
and measurements on samples irradiated in the Yankee -.&Wd Saxton cores
irldicate good agreement,

The spectrum of neutron fluxeb at the capsule location is obtained from

the one dimensional multigroup diffusion code PIMG(I) for the array of
annular sh:1elds surrounding a cylindrical core of infinite height. The

cylindrical core has a cross sectional area equal to that of tht actual

core. The radial source distribution chosen for the core represents

the expected average over the life of the plant. The magnitude of the

neutron fluxes generated by the P1M Code, which does not treat transport

4A-3
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effectso is adjusted by application of a spatial correction factor. This

factor Is the rstio of the fast neutron dose rate calculated by the SPI->.

,1 ( code for an all water uediim surrounding a typical Westinghouse'

' " W tu the fast neutron dose rate obtained by PiMG in the identical geometry.

The SPIC-1 fast neutron dose rate calculation uses an eupirical fast

neutron attenuation kernel In the form of a linear combination of single

exponenrials which has been fitted to the eaperimental fast neutron dose

rLte distribution in pure rater.

The axial and atinuthml variarfzs of neutron flu% at the capsule location

are determined separately, The auial distribution is expressed as the

ratio of the nornalizod results of two calculations using PD4,(:(4) a

two dimensional 4 group (r,z) diffasion code. In the first of these

an infinitely high equivalent cylindrical core with a fission neutron

source strength SI, per unit height is surrounded by an a&l water aedilm

containing the capsule location. In the second, the finite height in

surrounded by an all water medium. The fixed source option of the PDQ4

code is selecttd so that the axial variation of source strength in the

core represents a good approximation to the average over the core life.

The radial distribution is identical to that chosen for PIM. The ratio,

0 (E,r,z) S.
X, 0 MEr)1V Iz

where subscripts F and I denote finite and infinite cort representations

respectively, is the required axial carrecti.m term.

The aaftuthal distributi~as of neutr•on fluxes at the sample location

are derived from a comparison of the results of the two disensional

4 group (x,y) code PDQ3()) and %-he cue dimensional 4 group d!ffusion

program A4-S (6). In the PDQ3 calculation the core, whose shape c.n

be specified exactly, is surrounded by an all water medium. The radial

and azimuthal source distributionL,. x the core are both reasonable

6I
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opproZissatio to the xverages uepected during the core life. The radial

source distribution in tte AI-5 calculation, in which the equivalent

cylindrical ccre is surrounded by an alln water medium, is Identical to

that chosen for PI?.

The product of,

1) The spatial corrected PD results,

2) Axial correction term, and

3) Aziuthal , :cCton tem.,

defines the three dimensional variation of neutron flur at the sample

locations.

The technique described above overpredicts; Esxto messur~ments by 30

per cent and the Yankee aeasured values by 14 per cent. In both reactors

the measured results are averages far a set of specimens in a capsule

located outside the thereal. shield opposite a core corner. It has also

given excellent agreemuet with measured data reported for thba P42A reactor.

Basee cn the above evidence, It Is concluded that the PIMh calculation,

correcteA &, described, is conservative by approximately 20 per cent.

3. NARM'M(iT OF THE ITIAL MTT OF ME iMMACT& PRESSE V=St
BAS4RV LAE ANlD FORM=G HATERtLL

The unirradtated ox inutal D•"T cf pressure vessel bas.ý alte and forging*s

material Is presently measured by two ae.boda. These methods are the drop

velght test per AM E208 and the Charpy V-notch Impact t2-t (Type A) p•r

ASIX E23. The hD)TT U defined In AMIN E208 is "the temperature at which

a sicimnen is broken in a series of tests in which duplitate no break

performance occurs at 101? highxr tetperature". Using the Charpy V

notch test, the hMTT is datined as the temperature at which the vnergy*6

4A--5



reqraird to break the speciam Es a certain "fixed" value. For SA 302B

and A5S Class 2 steel th ASKE _AJ Table X-A21 specifies an energy value

7f 30 ft-lb. This value is based cc a correlation with the drop veiht

tust and is referred to as the "30 ft-lb-L•iz". A curve of the temperature

versus wray absorbed In breaking the specixmn is plotted. To obtain

thIS curve, 15 test* are performed uh~ch Include three tests at five

dEUf•ent temporatures. The interseetion of the enery versus temperature

curve vth the -3 ft-lb ordi.nate is desituLted ans the a

The avai•able data iindIcates differences as great as 40 derees betwen

curves plotted through the iul= and average values respectively. The

deteraliation eo IGT frem the average curve is considered representative

of the vsterial and Is consiatent. with procedures as epecif.ied in ASTH

E23. In az$essing the Y(DTT shift due to Irmrdeation, the translation

of the average curve is used. I
As pwrt of the Reatinghoue surveillance prorsa referred to abve, C 7arpy

V-1apact tests, tensile tests, and fra;:ture ueltbnica specizens are taken

from the core region plates anW or&ojns, and core region weldsents inclodin•

beat-affected mome materrial. TMe test locations are siailar to thlose
used in the tests by the fabricator at the plate •ill.

The unce.tatinties of measurement of the M= of base plate are:

1) Differences in Charpy V-mtch foot pound values at a geven

temperature bebieen specimens.

2) -iatIVo of IMpact Properties through plate thiJatness.

I
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4the fracture ngebe ttchnolo for pressure vessels and correlation
with service failurn bazed• cc Char-py V-notch imrpact data are based on

the "araging of data. The Marpy V-notch 30 ft-lb "Mix" temperature

Is based on nultiple tests by the material supplier, the fabricator,

and by Wextigbouee as part of the surveillance program. The average
of xets of thtee specinew at each test temperature is used in deteraintm

eacb of five data poirt•= (total of 15 specimens). In the reviev of aval.able

data, differences of WE to approxisately 40O'F have been observed In

comparint curves plotted through the ainimua and average values respectLvely.

The value of NDT-T derived frm the average curve is judged to be representative

of the materixl because of the averaging of at least 15 data points,

consistent wi-th the spe"ified procedures of ASTH E23. In the case of

the assessment of KM shift due to fast neutron flux, the dit-laceuent

of transition curves is stasured. The selection of =ax.i-==, vininum

or averag'.. curves for this assessment is not significant since i Ake curves

would be used.

Ther- are quantitative differences betveen the INTT measurewnets at the
surface, 114 thickness or the center of a plate. Differences In N=OT

between 114T and the e~nter zn heavy plates have been observed to vary from

Iprovesent In the MDT. to increases up to 859F. The M.= at the surface

has been measimed to be as much as 85F lover than at 1/4T.

The 114T location Is considered conservative since the enhanced meta•lurgical

properties of the surface are not used for the detereination of RM.
In addition, the 1 nit.rz• MM for the reactor vessel after oe'ration will

be based on the MM h-.gft due to irradiation. Since the fast neutron

done Is •ighest at the Inner surface, usage of the 1/AT NU•T criterion

is conservative.
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tDat Is b.*ir accumuUted on the variation of M? across heavy se.tion

staols at MD. Stallarly, the Pressae Vessel Research Comittee is

slsMoring an ev.luation of properties of pressure vessel steels in

plate* 6 to 12 inches thick. Prelinizary data has shown MET differences

between 1/4T and center of less than 20*P. TUs present criterion of

using )ILT + 60'F at the 1/4T location without ta•i•g advantage of the

enhaaced properties at the surface. of reactor vessel plates is conservative.

To asxess any possible uncertainties in the consideration of Ny)IT

shbft for welds kiat affected zone, and base metal, test specimens of

these three "naterial types" has been included In the reactor vessel

survell.ance progrin.

4A-8
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APPEIDIX 4B

SUPPORT STRUCTURES FOM REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM CCOPONERTS

The Roactor Coolant System Components and their supports are designed

as Class I seWauic componentc as discussed Ix Appendix A.

Reactor Vessel

The reactor vessel support structure consists of a circular box section

ring girder, fabricated of carbon steel plates. The bottom flange of the

girder is in continuout contact (except for openings for neutron detectors)

with a non-yielding concrete foundation.

The reactor vessel has four supports located at alternate nozzles. Each

support bears on a support shce, which is fastened to the support structure.

The support sho± la a st-ructurai 'esber that transmits the support loads

to the supporting atructure. The support shoe is designed to restrain

vertical, lateral and rotational movment of the -eactor vesse2, but

s.Ilows for thermal grovth by permitting radial sliding at each support

cn bearing plates.

Steam Generators

The steam generators are supported within a caged structuial system

consisting of four connected columns all welded together, fabricated of

carbon steel memberxs, with provisions for limited movement of the structure

in a horizontal direction to accomodate piping expansion with a system of

"Lufrite?" plec'es, hydraulic snubbers, guides Pnd stops. The "Lubrite"

plates, hydraulic snubbers, guides and stops are designed as rigid support

to resist the action of seismic and pipe break loads.

4B-1



eLactor Coolant Puup

Each reactor coolant pump is supported on a three-legged structural

system consisting of three connected columns fabricateu of carbon steel

embashrs, structural sections and pipe. Provisions for limited movement

of the structure in any horizontal direction to atcommodate piping

expansion is accomplished with a sliding "Lubrite" base plate arrangement

and a system of tie rods and anchor bolts which restrain the structure

from movement beyond the calculated limits.

Pressurizer

Pressurizer is supported on a free-standing structural system, consisting

of six connected columns fabricated of carbob, steel members, all welded

together and secured at the base by anchor bolts.
__ II

Piping

The reactor coolant piping layout is designed on the basis of providing

"floating" supports for the steam generator and reactor coolant pump in

order to absorb the thermal expinsion from the fixed or anchored reactor

vessel. A comprehensive thermal analys.s is performed to assure that

stresses induced by linear thermal expansion are within code lhIt.

II
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APPENDIX 4C

I MOCURE FOR PLUGGING A TUBE IN A STEM GENERATOR

F.
I-.

The procedure for plugging a tube in a steam generator is as follows:

1. The reactor is shutdown and taken to cold ghutdown condition i.e.,

both primary and secondary sides are depressurized and cold. Decay

heat is removed via the residual beat removal system.

2. The reactor coolant level is lowered until the level Is between

the bottom of the steam generator and the hot leg elbow, thus

maintaining the remainder of the hot leg between the elbow and the

vessel full of water.

The residual heat removal suction line is connected to the hot leg
of loop 2 and the return line is connected to the cold legs of

all four loops. Thus, lowering of vater to this level does not

affect operation of the residual heat removal system.

3. The steam Eenerator is entered via the two manways, one on either

side of the channel head partition plate. Prior to the performance

of at.y work, the area around the steam generator is monitored to

determine tha radiation level. In the event of high radiation levels,

biological shielding is installed around the coolant channel head,

and portable respiratory apparatus is used if required.

4. Temporary membranes are placed over the inlet and outlet reactor

,oolant legs to the steam generator, to prevent any debris from

entering the reactor coolant system,

S. The leaking tube i.s lcatoi. and pluSged.

4C-1
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6. " The temporary membranes are removed and the manvay covers are

replaced thus resealing the system.

7. The reactor c-.olant level is raised to its normal cold shutdown

level, and the air which baa been introduced into the steam generator

is vented in the normal manner i.e., in the same way as following

a refuelitg shutdown.

4

4
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APPODfC 4D

smisnzKM STAINLESS STEM

!. •Introduction

' Weatinghouse had evaluated the use of sensitized stainless steel for reactor

couponents in pressurized water reactors. The results of this evaluation

are summarized in WCAP 747?-L (Westinghouse proprietary) whi.ch covers

the naturt of sensitization, conditions leading to stress corrosion and

associated problems with both sensitized and non-sensitized stainless steel.

The results of extensive testing and service experience that justify the

use of stainless steel in the sensitized condition for components in Westinghous

PWR Syscoma IA presented in the report.

Stainless steel is subject to stress corrosion, and =ist not be exposed

to certain environents which will cause cracking. Chlorides and fluorides

are the moat iuportant contaminants, although oxygen, low pH, and elevated

temperature generally jst also be present to cause cracking. When subjected

to environments that cause cracking, the cracks are usually Intergranular

tn sensitized stainless steel, whereas they are usually transgranular in

stalless steel which is not sensitized.

The stainless steal safe ends on the reactor vessel, pressurizer, &ad steam

generator nozzles nay become somewhat sensitized during stress relief of

the vessels The Post Weld Heat Treatment (PWUT) temperatures and winimum time

are consistent with ASME Section III requirements. The degree of

sensitization of the safe ends varies frcm plant to plant, depending on

the usteriala used and the detailed processing performed by the various

wndors. For Indian Point Unit No. 2, the specific design and construction

practices are discussed in the following sections. The outer diameter and

Inner diwmte*r safe ends of the reactor vessel were overlayed with Type 308L

and Inconl wle wes '.I to eliminate any question of intergranual attack in areas

Vhere there is .&ad accsiabil•ity for in-service inspection and plant

maintanence, There is complete accessibility to the remaining RCS components.

The pre-operational Inspection of the RCS components provides assurance that

there is no str*ess corrosion cracking of sensitized stainless steel.

4D-1 Supplement 12
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eactor Coolant SIsten NoXzl Safe Ends 4
1. Reactor Vassal Primary Nozzle Safe Ends

A. 3l.thod of Fabrication (See Figure 4D-l)

(1) Wrought Stainless Steel - Type 316 Zorging welded to A-

508 nozzle with Inconel weld metal. Attached prior to

final P.W.H.T.

(2) Forging was overlayed on I.D. and O.D. with Type 308 L

stainless and Inconel weld metal. This was performed in

the field after the primary coolant piping was attached

to the nozzles.

B. Inspection

(1) Forging Safe Ends were examined by U.T. and P.T. at Combustion 4
Engineering using Sec. III acceptance standards.

(2) Weld overlay of the I.D. and O.D. surfaces was examined

by U.T. and PoT. The acceptance standards are shown below:

Ultrasonic Acceptance Standards

Each discontinuity that produces a response equal to or

exceeding the calibration reference line and is 1/2 inch

or greater in length shall be considered rejectable and

shall be removed.

Discontinuities that produce a response equal to or greater

than the calibration reference line and exceed 1/4 inch

but are less than 1/2 inch in length shall be considered

acceptable if separated by a minimum distance of 2 Inches

from similar discontinuities.

4D-2 Supplement 12
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lach di&ccntimaity that products a response betveen 50

r- and 200 peIrcent of the calibracion raference line and

exceed 1 inch but are not sort than 1-1/2 incb,. In length

shall be acceptable if separated by a ninimum diatance

of 2 inebas from similar indications.

Penetret InsMpection Acceptance Standards

1. xa•.nation of welds by liquid penetrant methods shall

be made owr an area including the welds and base metal

extending for at least .5 inch on each side of weld.

2. Surfac examined by fluid penetrant methods shall

be free of laps, fissures, cracks, other linear indications.

3. Weld Area and Adjacent Wrought Type Base Metal(s) -

In any 6 inch length off weld and adjacent base metal

examined, there shall be ni indications greater than

.062 •n. in maxitmm dimension, nor shall there be more

than six indications whose sum of maAmu dimension

specified herein. Any 6 inch length of weld shall

be interpreted to denote the 6 in. length selected

in the lest favorable location with respe-,t to the

discontinuities disclosed by the inspection test. All

surfaces examined shall be free of linearly disposed

Indications of four or more indications in a line and

each separated by 1/16 Inch or less, edge to edge.

4. Weld Area and Adjacent Cast Type Base Ketal(s) -In any

6 inch length of weld examined, there shall be no indications

greater than those defined in 3 above. The adjacent

cast base metal shall be free of random indications

In ,eCess of those shown in the following tabl' for

a distance of not less than .5 inch, from toe(s) of weld:

4D-3 Supplement 12
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Size of Indications. in.
> 1/8

> 1/16 < 2/8

C 1/16

Number per S&. Inch
None

2

10

4

5. All surfaces examined shall be free of linearly

disposed indications of four or more indications in

a line and each separated by 1/16 In. or less, edge

to edge. Rounded indications are those which are

circular or elliptical with the leugth less than

twice the width.

2. Stem Generator Prisary Noxzle Safe Ends (See Figure 0-D-2)

A. Method of Fabrication

Weld metal buttering applied to

nozzles prior to final P.W.H.T.

for the fit.%t layer is Type 309

Type -308L.

carbon steel (A-216 Casting)

Stainless weld metal

and for the balance is 4

B. Inspection

Buttered safe ends were examined by P.T. and R.T. uming
ASM PU&B Coda See. III acceptance standardis.

3. Pressurizer (See Figure 4D-3)

A. Method of Fabrication

Wrougýit stainless steel pipe or forgings welded to carbon
steel (A-216 Casting) nozzles with Type 309 weld metal before
PWHT. The surge nozzle safe and is fabricated from SA-312 pipe,
Type 316 and th* spray, relief, and safety nozzle safe
ends froe SA-182 forging*, Type 316. I

I.
4D-4 Supplement 12
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. -Wrough- material was ezamined by U.T. and P.T. using
See. III acceptanca standards.

Reactor Coolant System Construction

All priaary piping and fitting have been given a solution amnealing
treatment coneisetUn of heating to 1900 - 1950F, holding 1 hour par inch
of thickness and water quenching. This assures that the material will

not be sensitized.

Main coolant pipe welds are af Type 308 or 316 stainless steel. Welding

was performed by the manual metal arc process after the root pass was
completed using an insert followed by three layers isIng the xanual gas

shielded tungsten arc process. The madmum energy input possible with
the manual metal arc process is on the order of 20,000 joules per linear
Inch of weld. With the large heat sink available in this thick walled
pipe (2.375 to 3.00"), and the interpass temperatuxre control of 350*F

=axiK m, there wr.l be no sensitization of the solution treated pipe
ducring welding.

Venting provisions have been made at high points throughout the Reactor
Coolant System to relieve entrapped •ir when the system is filled and

pressurized. Principally, vents are Installed on the reactor vessel

head, the pressuri-er, and the reactor coolant pumps. Additional vents

are avatilable on the control rod drive nachanism, on instruments., and
on a numer of connecting pipes. For normal venting of the reactor coolant
system, only the principal venting points are utilized. The amounc of

oxygen which could be trapped in the remaining small volumes becomes negligible
an the syatea is pressurized and the oygen is scavenged by the hydrazine

specifically added for this purpose prior to operation. During operation

the o3x3en levels are kept low consistent with water chemistry requirements

as described In the Technical Specifications.

40-5 Supplement 12
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bAsmor Coolant- System 0.erational Stresses

*To awid uwmuel streasue in areas where nozzle safe, and* are Joined
to the piping, proecautions are taen to elimInste unnecessary stesises
due to erection of the various components of the Reactor Coolant System.
The primary coolmt system piping closure piec" are two pipe fitting

eubmgeblies located between the steam generator and the primary coolant

pump. Th 40 degree elbow of the loop piping Is first installed on the

stem generator outlet nozzles. Then the gap to be closed by the cloeure

pieces in physically measured betveen the 40 degree elbow outlet and the

inlet nozzle of the pump. These nesured dimensions for each Individual

loop are compensated and adjusted for the expected field weld shrinkals.

The resulting net true dimensions are then trans'ritted to the pipe shop

fabricator who prepares the final closure pipe subassemblies for each
primary coolant loop. Upon welding these specially dimensioned pipe

subsseablies in place, the primary coolant system closure is accomplist d
for each loop in a condition which is free from cold spring. 6
As a precaution that the behavior of the Reactor Coolant Syat:m during
operating conditians is as predicted, measurements are made during incremental

temperature increaser during the hot functional test. The messurements

are nmade to check the movement of the components at temperature and pressure

to Insure tntgrferences are not present. The data taken during the test
are compared with the flexibility analysis predictions. If some deviation

from the predicted clearances is observed, the occurrences will be evaluated.

The evaluation of the test data will determine the necessary action, If any$

requi:ed before povwr operation to alleviate any pctential overstressed

areas - particularly at the nozzle safe ends.

In Servlca Inspection CapabLlity

As a final dieck on the adequacy of the precautions taken to avoid any

PReactor Coolant System failure as a result of severely sensitized

stainless steel, a post-oparational inspection plan has been developed

for the nozzle safe ends within the Reactor Coolant Systca Boundary. The

4D-6 Supplement 12
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V. dg~xpressurizer ad stem ggmrato? stainless steel safe ,mds which were
* mabJsuected to the fu=wce astwphere during final stress relief are

accessible for visuals @urfa*e md volumtric Impaction upon

rWev81 of the insulation at each saft-end. The reactor vessel safe-ends

Which wore subjected to the furnace atmosphere are accessible for limited

inspection by zemoval of the special access plugs provided In the primary

concreta just above each rozxle. Upon reu.oval of these plugs and the

Insulation on the safe end, approximately 120' of the top sepgent of the

safe-nds, ar• accessible for direct visual, surface anu remote volumetric
iu~pection,

When speciolly designed devices for remote ultrasonic inspection and

applicable procedures are developed, and when metallurgical c€Twiderations

indicate that this type of inspection in appropriate and necessary, such

inspections will be acconplished util:zing the internal access to the

re-ator vessel safe ands and the limited external access.
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TYPE .308
OVERLAY CLADDING

OVERLAY

PRIMARY _NOZZLE
C.OMBUSTION .ENGINEERING REACTOR VESSEL

Figure 4D-1
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NOZZLE

BALANCE
TYPE 308L SS

IS'T LAYER
TYPE 309L SS
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*1

*Butt
***Themal sleeve welded

for 45* of 3600

Attachment weld of thermal sleeve
and rolled-In liner - Type 308 L
0.04 C max; TIG (made after final
PWT)

IRolled-in liner welded top and
bottom for spray, safety, and
relief Pozzles - Type 2.9 followed
by T pe 308 L weld overlay for surge
nozzlie
Ak

S5PRAY OR SURGE NOZZLE
TAMPA PRESSURIZER

Figure 40-3
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5.1 COORAMNMMITSYSTEM STRUCTIUMRr

5.1.1 DESIGNI BASIS

The reactor containm-ent completely encloses the entir% reactor and reactor

coolant system ind ensures that essentially -o leakage of radioactive materials

to the envirom~ent would result even if gross £ailare ot the reactor coolant

syvtes were to occur. The liner cd pentcrations are desAned to prevent

any leakage throt0h the containment. The structure still povide biological

shielding for both normal and accident situations.

The reactor contaimueent is designed to saf*4y withstand several conditions

of loadIng and their credible cceA-..ions. The m~ajor loading tonditions

are:

a) Occurrence of a gross failure 3E the reactor coolant syst*2 which

creates a high pressure and temperature condition within the c€ntairment.

b) Coincident failure of the reactor coolant system with an earthquake

or wind.

5.1.1.1 Principal Design Criteria

Quality Standards

Criterion! .. ose systms and cooponents of reactor facilities which are
essential to the prevention, or the mitigation of the consequences*
of nuclear accidents which could cause undue risk to the health
and safety of the public shall be identified and then designed, fab-
ricated, and erected to quality standards that reflect the import-
ance of the safety function to be performed. h'here generally re-
cognized codes and standards pertai-Ang to design, materials,
fabrication, and inspection are used. they shall be identified.
Where adherence to such codes or standards does not suffice to assure
a quality product in keeping with the safety functionp they shill
be supplemented or modified as nccssary. Quality assurance programs,

5.1.1-1



f test procedreaa, .Mnd Zrsictloa acceptance criteria to be used
I sshall be identifite. An indication of the applicability of

codes, standards, quality rasurance program, test procadu=e
and inspection acceptance crIteria used is required. Where
"such Itma sre not: covered by applicable codes an&d stawdards,
a showing of adequacy Is required. (GDC li

lha containamu system structure is of primary isportance vith respect to I"s

safety function in pvotectilu the health and safety of the public.

Quality staodards oE satertal selection, desita, fabricationo, and inspection

$vaering the above feataues conforms to the applicable provisions of recogniued
codes and good zuclear practice. The zoncrete sructure C the reactor contain-

set confor.s to the app' 'cable poar"-. of ACI-318-63. curther elaboration

on quality standards of the reactor containmeut is it *n S&uction 5.1.1J.5

Performance Standars

Criterion Those systes and ccaponents of %.actor facilities which are 4
essential to the prevention or to the mitigation of the
coasequencas of nuclear accidents which could cause uudue
risk to the health and safety of tt, public shall be designed,
fabricated, and erected to perfomance stan"ards that enable
such systeas and ccurments to Vithstatd, without undue risk
to the health and safety of the publIc, the forces that wight
ressontlly be Uposed by the occurrence of an extraordinary
natural phenonen such as earthquake, tornado, flooding condition,
hgh wind or heavy Ice. The design bases so establshed shall
reflect: (a) appropriate consideratica of the most severe of
these natural pienomens that have been officially tecorded for the
sate and the surro~mIng area and (b) an appropriate wargin for
withstanding forces greater than those recorded to reflect un-
certainties about the historical data and their suitability as a
basis for design. (G1C 2)

All coepan*ats aud supportint structures of the r•tect coCtatinZeiL are designed

so that there Is no loss of function of Wsch equipoent In tj.., event of max1mi

potential ground acceleration acting In the bh.-xontal and i, ertical directions

almultanlously. The dyuamc response of the structure to $round acceleration,

based o* the side cLaracteristics and on the stractuxal dtpning. is Included

$A the design aZAlysl.*
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The reactor 4ontainmant is def~ivd as a Cluss I structure for purposes

of asemic design (Appendix A). Its structural nembers have sufficient

capatity to accept without exceeding specified stress limits a combination

of uormal operating loads, functional loads dun to a loss of coolant

accidetj, and the loadings Imposed by the -axi--u potential earthquake.

Fire Protection

Criterion: A reactor facility shall be deaslged to ensure that the
pr-obabilty of events such as f-•as and emplasion~s and
the potential consequences of such events vill not result

In undue risk to the health and safety of the public. Non-
covuati1ble and fire resistant usterials shall be used
throughout the facility vberever necessary to -elude
such risek, paxrticularly in *rasm €ontsfunlng cr:!**.zl por~tions
of the facility such as containment, cont•-l rtom, and

components of engineered safety ftatures. (GDC 3)

Fire protection In all areas of the nuclear electric plant is provided

by structure and component design which optiuixes the containmeut of

combustible materials and maintains exposed combustible uater .al below

the ignition temperature. The station In designed on the basis of

limiting the use of combustible materials in construction by asing

fire resistant materials to the greatest extent practical. The reactor

containment system Is designed to maintain Its capability in case of

fire to safely shut dovn and isolate the reactor. Since containment

recirculation ventilation charcoal filters are required, special manually-

actuated sprays are installed operable from the control rooa. Containment

liner thermal insula.ion does not support combustion. The bearing oil

systes for the reactor coolant pumps are self contained.

•Records Requirement

Criterion: The reactor liceuxes shall be responsible for assuring the
mainteu•ce throughout the life of the reactor of records
of the design, fabrication, and construction of major components
of the plant essential to avoid undue risk to the health
and safety of the public.
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Records of the design, fabrication, construction and testing of the reactor

,cantaiWetu are mintn ned throusg: t the life of the reactor.

Atac tar COOntaJmet.

Crterion: The coaitainaent structure shall be designed (a) to sustain
without undue risk to the health and safety of the public
the initial effects of gross equipment failures, such as
a large reactor coolant pipe break, without loss of required
Integrity, and (b) together with other engineered safety
feature* as may be necessary, to retain for as long as the
situation requires, the functional capability of the
containment to the extent necessary to avoid undue risk
to the health and safety of the public (GDC 10)

The design pressure and temperature of the containmet exceeds the peak

pressure and tealmrature occurring as the result of the complete blowdown

of the reactor coolant through any rupture of the reactor coolant system

up to and including the hypothetical double-ended severance of a reactor

coolant pipe. Energy contribution froa the ste= system is included in the

calculation of the containment pressure transient due to reverse heat transfer

through the ate"* generator tubes. The supports for the reactor coolant systme

are denigned to withatAnd the blowdovn forces associated with the Oudden

severance of the reactor coolant piping so that the ctincidental rupture of the

steau system Is not considered credible.

The containment structure and all penetrations are desLgned to withstand

within design limits the combined loadings of the design basis accident

and design and maximm potential seisuic cunditioos.

All piping systems which penetrate the vapor barrier are anchored at the

21i=r. The penetrations for the main steams, feedwater, blow down and

saplo lines are dasigned so that the penetration is stronger than -.he

piping system and that the vapor barrier is not breached due to a

hypoth-esized pipe rupture combined, for the case of the steam line, with

the coincident Internal pressure. The pipe capacity in flexure Is assumed 4
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to be limted to the plastic moment capacity based upon the ultimate strength

of the pipe material. AJl lines connected to the primary coolant system

tha" penetrate the vapor barrier are also ancuored in the secondary shield

walls (i.e. walls surrounding the steam generators and reactor coolant pumps)

and are each provided vith at least one valve between the anchor and the

reactor coolant system. These anchors are designed to withstand the thrust,

mnoent and torque resulting from a hypothesized rupture of the attached pipe.

All isolation valves are suppported to withstand, without impairment of valve

operability, the combined loadings of the design basis accident and design

and muxiunm potential seismic conditions.

Section 5.1.5 includes a discussion of the details of the design of primary

system supports. In addition, the design pressure will not be exceeded during

any subsequent long-term pressure transient determined by the combined effects

of heat sources, such as residual heat and limited metal-water reactions,

structural heat sinks and the operation of the engineered safeguards; the

latter utilizing only the emergency electric power supply.

Reactor Containment Desi2n Basis

Criterion: The reactor containment structure, including openings and penetratior
and any necessary contain ýant heat removal systems, shall be
designed so that the leakage of radioactive materials from the
containment structure under conditions of pressare and temperature
resulting from the largest credible ener&y release following
a loss-of-coolant accident, including the calculated energy from
metal-water or other chemical reactions that could occur as a
consequence of failure of any single acti?,e component in the
emergency core cooling system will not result in undue risk to
the health and safety of the public (GDC 49)
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The folovi•ig generalL criteria are followed to assure conservatism in

!2omutlna the raquirez structural load capseity:

a) Iu calculating the containmet pressure, rupture sizes up to

and Including a double-end*4 severance of reactor coolant pipe

are considered.

b) In considering post-accident presiure effects, various malfunction"

of the emergency system. are e4valuted. Contingent vmchanical

or electrical fail.are are assmaed to disable one of the dicael

generators, two of the five fan-cooler units and one of the two

containment spray units. Equipment which caL be run from diesel

power la described In Section 8.

C) The pressure and tesperaturs loadings obtained by analyzing various

loss-of-coolant accidents, when combined with operating loads and

maxivmm wind or seismic forese, do not ezceed the load-carrying

capacity of the *tructure, It* access opening or penetrations.

The most stringent ce a of these analyses is stamrized belov:

Discharge of reactor coolant through a double-ended rupture of the

main loop pip•,Pg followed by operation of only these eglneixed safety

features whieh can run simultaneously with powar from twe of the three

on-mite diesel generators (two high head safety injection pimps, one

recirculation pumps three fUn cooler units, one spray pump), results

in a sufficiently low radioactive materials leakage from the cont.inaent

structure that there Is not undue risk to the health and safety of the

public,



IWT&Surest fr-ontinmnt ateia

CriterL.,: 7The selection and use of contaiment mmterials sh&1l be in atcordance
with applicable "nkeiering codes, (CM 50)

The selection ani use of containment usterials comply with the applicable

codes aid standards tabul,,•ed in Section 5.1.1.5.

The concrate contaitnent is not susceptible to a Im temperature brIttle

fracture,

The contaient liner is enclosed uithiu the contairment and thus is not

exposed to the temperature extrmess of the environs. The containumt ambient

tmperature during operation is between 50 and 120F. This Izcludes both

hot operating and cold shutdown conditions. The minism service metal tesperatur

of the contaluent liner In veil above the ND temperature + 30?F for the

liner material. Contaiment penetrations which can be exposed to the environment

are also deslnte-I to the 1= + 30*F Criterion.

5.1.1.2 Suplementary Accident Criteria

Systems relied upon to operate under post-accident condItions, which are

located external to the containment and comat-.cate directly with the con-

tairmnt, are considered to be extensions of the leakage boundary,

The pressure retai•n•g components of the containment structure are destined
for the muxam; potential earthquake ground ntion of the site combined

with the simultaneous loads of the dasigu basis accident as follows:
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r;'h liner is desis"d to ensure that no average strain* greatar

than the strain at the suasrantd yield point occur at the factortidi ~loans.

(2) The ai steel reinforcemnt is designed to ensure that no strains

* greater than the strain at the guaranteed yield point occur at a

cross section under the factored loads.

The proesure retaining components of containment subject to deterioration
or corrosion in service are provided vith appropriate protective means
or devices (e.&. protective coatina,).

I-

5.1.1.3 Ener' and Material Release

The design pressure is not exceeded during any subsequent long term

pressure transient determined by the combined effects of heat sources

such as residual beat and vecal-vater reactions, structural heat sinks

and the operation of other engineered safety features uti.lizing only 4
the emergency on-site electric power supply.

The design pressure and texperatuxe on the contaiuent structure are those

created by the hypothetical loss-of-coolant accidear .. The reactor coolant

systsa contains approximately 512,000 lb of coolant at a weighted average

eathalpy of 595 ItuIlb for a total energy of 304,000,000 Btu. In a hypothe-

tical accident, this water In released through a double-ended break in the

largest reactor coolant pipes causing a rapid pressure rise in the containment.

The reactor coolant pipe used in the accident is the 29-in ID section because

ruptura of the 31-in IM section requires that the blowdova go through both the

29-in and the 27-1/2-in ID pipes and would, thereforse, result in a lass severe

transient1 ,

AMditional energy release is considered from tt, folloving sources:

a) Stored beat in the reactor core.

b) Stored heat In the reactor vasqal piping and other reactor coolant aysten 4
componnts.
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c)
d)

2.idul4 heat productiou

Limited natal-vater reaction energy and resulting hydrogen-oxygen

reaction energy.

The following loadings are considered in the design of the contaitnent in addi-

tion to the pressure and temperature conditions described above:

a)
b)

c)

d)

a)

f)

Structure dead load.

Live loads.

Equipment loads.

Interwal test pressure.

zrthquaka

Wind

The capability of the contain•ent to withstand adational energy releases

in discussed in Section i4.

5.1.1.4 Engineered Safety Features System Contributions

Five types of engineered safety features are included in the des2an of
this facility to assure containment integrity. These systems are discussed

in Section 6 aud their effectiveness is analyzed in Section 14

5.1.1.5 Codes and Classifications

The Aesinip,

cantsiment

materials, fabrication, inspection, and proof testing of the

vessel complies vith the applicable parts of the folloving:
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Title

1I ASTH k-333g Or. 1

2. AM.flA-l8l

3. AST A-300, Cl. 1

Firebox A-201, Gr. R

4. ASTH A-36$ Gr. C

5. ASTK A-131, Gr. C

6. ASM A-240

7. ASTM A-312

8. ASTM 442* Grade 60

9. AS2 Bloiler & Pressure
Vessel Codse-Sction III

10. AM Doler & Pressure
Vessel Code-Ssctiom VIII

11, AMR toiler & Presaure
Veasel Code-Section UX

12. ASTK C-33

13. ASTX C-150

Sp4cification for Seamless and Welded
Steel Pipe fat Low Temperature Service

lorged or Rolled Steel Pipe Plmaens,
Forged Fittings* and Valvmn and Parts
for Central Service

Specification for Notch Touo.unoe Require-
snts for Hormalixed Steel Plates for
Pressura Vessels

Specification fox Carbon Silicon Steal
Plates of Intrernadiats Tensil* Ranges
for Fiwion Welded Boilers and other
Pressure Vessels

Specification for Structural actel

Specification for Structural Steel for Ships

Specification for Chromium and Chromitm-
Nickel Stainless Steel Plate, Sheet, and
Strip for Futsion-Welded Unfired Pressure
Vessels

Specification for Seamless and Welded
Austenitic Stainless Stoel Pipe

StsanJard Specification for Carbon Steel
Plates with Improved Transition Proporties

Nuclear Vessels

Unfi~rd Pressure Veuagls

Welding Qualifications

Standard Specifications for Concrete
Agregate*

Standaid Specifications for Portland Coment

4

4
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0

Code

14. AST C--172

Title

Metbl of Sampling Fresh Concrete

15. AST!( 0-31

16. ASTK C-39

17. ASTH C-350

18. ASTM C-94

19. ASm C0-42

20. AS214 C-494

21. ASTM A-305

22. ASTM A-408

23. ASTM A-432

24. Research Coucil1 of
Riveted & Bolted Structural
Joints of the Engineering
Foundation

26. ACI-613

27. ACI-306

Method of kW.=& and Curing Concrete
Compresvion asid Flexure Test Specimen
in Field

mthod of Test for Copressive Strength of
Molded Concrete Cylinders

Specification for Fly Ash for Use as an
Admixture in Partland Cement Concrete

Recomended Practice for Winter Concreting

Methods of Securingo Preparing, and Testing
Specimens from Hardened Concrete for
Compressive and Flexural Strengths

Specifications for Chemical Admixturez for
Concrete

Specifications for Minifu= Requirements fo:
Deformation of Defoimed Bars for Concrete
Reinforcement

Specifications for Special Large Size De-
formed Billet-Steel Bars for Coecrete
Reinforcement

Specification for Deformed Billet Steel.
Bars for Concrete Rtinforcement with
60,000 PSI Minimum Yield Strength

Specification for Structural Joints using
ASTH A-325 Bolts

Recommended Practice for Selecting Pro-

portions for Concrete

Recotmmeudcd Practice for Winter Concreting

>0
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'S. - d* Title

28, ACI-318, Part IV-3

29. ACI-315

30. ACI-Cod* 505

31. ACI-315

32. ASMZ Nuclear Vessels
Coda

Structural Analysia and Proportioning of
Hembers Ultimate Steanath Design

Building Code Requirements for Reinforced
Concrete

Reinforced Concrete Chitusy Design

Manual of Standard Practice for Detailing
R*Inforced Concrete Structures

33. ASA Mi.2

34. ASA A58.1

35.

36. SSPC-SP-6

Safety Standards for the Design, Fabrication
and MaIntenance of Steel Containtent
Structures for Stationary Nuclear Power
Reactors

American Standard Code Requirements for
Minimum Design Loads in Buildings and
Other Structures

State Building and Construction Code for the

State of New York

Comercial Blast Cleaning

4
_2 -.
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5,12 CONTAINEUT SYSTEK SMCTURE DESIGN

5.1.2.1 General Description

The reactor containment structure is a reinforced concrete vertical right

cylludor with a flat base and hemispherical dome. A velded steel liner

with a minim- thickness of 1/4-inch is attached to the inside face of the

concrete shell to insure a high degree of leak-tightness. The design

objective of the containment structure is to contain all radioactive material

which might be released from the core following a loss-cf-coolant accident.

The structure serves as both a biological shield and a pressure container.

The structure, as shown on Figures 5.1-1 through 5.1-7 consists of a side

walls measuring 148-feet from the liner on the base to the springline of the

dome, and has an inside diameter of 135-feet. The side walls fo the cylinder

and the dome are 4-ft 6-in. and 3-ft. 6-in. thick respectively. The inside

radius of the dome Ik equal to the inside radius of the cylinder so that the

discontinuity at the springline due to the change in thickness is on the ouer

surface. The cylinderical part of the liner is substantially round. me

difference between the minimmn and maximum inside dia-meters at any selected

cross section does not generally exceed 0.25% of the nominal diameter at that

elevation. Between elevations +43 and +95, the axizum di•ieter of any croos:

section is 135-21", and the mininum diameter is 134'-10" except at the liner

closing the te.aporary opening in the northwest quadrant where a afntlum diameter

of 134'-8 5/8" was measured. This portion of the liner was erected after all

exterior concrete work was completed and is within the local buckle allowance

of the liner plates. Above elevation +95 the tolerance on inside dianeter does

not exceed 0.50% of the nominal diameter of the selected cross section, The

liner is erected true and plmb so that the deviation does not exceed 1/500 of

the height at the selected cross aection (alloving for 2" local buckling of the

liner plates).

Particular care is taken in matching edges of cylindrical and hemispherical

sections to insure that all joints art properly aligned. Maxim= per•issible

offset of completed Joints is 25% of nominal plate thickz.ess. Plates buckled

beyond acceptable lim-.s are cut out and replaced vith new plates.

b
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1X7
")a flat concr•te base mat is 9-ft. thick with the bottom liner plate

located on top of this mat. The bottom liner plate is covered vwith 3-ft.

of concrete, the top to which forms the floor of the containment.

lihere uplift from pressure occurs at the outer areas of the mat, tha 9 ft.

thick sat has sufficient flexural capacity to resist the uplift until it is

dissipated.

No hydraulic uplift exists since the bottom elevation of the mat is consider-

ably higher than that of the high water level.

The large wzsa of the contarnmen iuncl-:ng interior concrete and equipment

makes tha structure inherently stable fro% overturning due to seismic motion.

4
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In &dMtimp keying action frow the reactor pit und sumps, plus friction
Sbtween the concrete avd rock, prevents sliding of the structure from

- brixontal ground motion.

The basic atructural elements considered in the design of the contai-ment

structure are the base slab, side walls and dome acting as one structure

under all possible loading conditions. The liner is anchored to the concrete

shall by means of stud anchors. The reinforcing in the s-'ructure will have a

total elastic response to all loads. The lower portions of the cylindrical

liner is insulated to avoid thermal deformation of the liner under accident
conditions.

The containment structure is inherently safe with regard to common hazards
such as fire, flood and electrical storm. The thick concrete walls are

invulnerable to fire and only an imsignificant amount of combustible material,
such as lubricatiug oil in pump and motor bearings, is present in the

'ontaiAment.

In•e•kml structures consist of equipment supports, shielding, reactor cavity
and canal for fuel transfer, and miscellaneous concrete and steel for floors

and stairn All internal structures are supported on the mat with the excepti.on

of equipment supports secured to the intermediate floors.

A 3-foot thick concrete ring vall serving as a missIle and partial radiation
shield surrounds the reactor coolant system components and supports the polar-

type reactor containment crane. A 2-foot thick reinforced concrete floor covers
the reactor coolant system with removable gratings in the floor provided for

crane access to the reactor coolant pumps. The four steam generators, pres-

surizer a"d various piping peretrate .the floor. Spiral stairs provide access
to the areas below the flnnr. A reinforced missile shield surrounds completely

the portion of the prxssuriaer which protrudes above the operating floor thereby

protecting the contSirnant liner from postulated valve piece or instrument mis-

siles connected to the pressurizer.

The refuelEug canal connects the reactnr cavity with the fuel transport tube
to the spent fuel pool. The floor and walls of the caval are concrete, with

well and shielding water providing the equivalent of 6-feet of concrete.

- 5.1.2-2



The-floor is 4-foot thick. The concrete walls and floor are lined with
.1/-inch thick stainless steel plate. The linings provide a leakptoof

uinmbrame that 10 resistant to abrasion. and damage during fuel handling
operation,

Vatexproofing lo provided in the areas of the containment in contact with
backfill to prevent ground water osepage. M's consists of a coat of

bitusastic No. 50, a 5/8" thick layer of hardboard insulation, and a

second coat of bitumastic No. 50. Fil for innermost five feet frqa

containment wall* is cru--hd rock of maxiamu size of 6" =d minimum amount
of fines. All fill Is free of vagetable matter.

4

5.1.2.2 Desian Load Criteria

The following loads aore considered to act upon the containment structure

creating stresses within the component parts.

a) Dead load consists of the weight of the concrete vall, dome, line,
Insulation, bass slab and the internal concrete. Weights used for

dead load calculations are as follw•s

1. Concrete : 150 lb/ft3

2. Ranforcing St•, ' : 490 lb/ft3 using nosinal. cr4

4

ago-

3. Steel yining

4. Insulation

sectional areas of reinforcing
as defined in ASTK for bar sizes.

49P9 lb/ft3 using nominal
cross-sectional area.

6-lb/ft 3 including stainles
steel jacket.

b) Live load consist is of snow and construction loads on the dome and
major components of equipment in the containment. Snow and ice loads

are "aused to be applied uniformly to the top surface of the dome

at an estimated value of 20 pounds per square foot of horizontal projection

of the done. This loading represents approximately 2-foot of snow.,

which i• considered to be a conservatlve mount since the slope of

the dome will tend to cause much of the snow which falls on. it to

4
W
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, slide off. A construction live load of 50 pounds per square foot has

beer used on the dome, but will not be considered to act concurrently

with ths snow load. Equipment loads are considered as specified on

the draduas supplied by the asnufacturets of the various pieces of

*4equipUmet.

Design 21va loads inside the containment building are as follows:

E. 68'-0" 10-ft strip adjacent to crane wall - 600 psf

Remaining strip - 100 psf

49,19. 95'-0" Concrete slab - 500 psf

Grating areas - 100 psf

c) The internal pressure transient used for the containment design and

Its variatitn alth time is shown on the pressure-temperature transient

curve, Figure 5.1-8. For the free volume of 2,610,000 cubic feet within

the containment; the desi3n pressure is 47 psig. This pressure transient

I. is more severe than those calculated for various l.ss-of-coolant acc-dentz
which are presented in Section 14.

d) Thermal expansion stresses due to an internal temperature increase

caused by a loss-of-coolant accident is considered. This temperature

and its variation with time is shown on the pressure-temperature

transient curve, Figure 5.1-8. The maximum temperature at the uninsulated

section of the liner under accident conditions is 247'F. For the 1.25

times and 1.50 times design pyessure loading conditions given in

Sectiov 5.1.2.4, the corresponding liner temperatures will be 235OF and

306*F respectively. The pressure-temperature transient curves for

these loading conditons are shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10 respectively.

The maximum operating temperature is 120'F. The design 24-hour mean-

low ambient temperature is -56F.

e) The ground acceleration for the design earthquake has been determined to

be 0..g applied horizontally and 0.05S applied' vertically. These values

* have been resolved as conservative nuabers based upon recomeendations

from Dr. Lynch, Director of Seismic Observatory, Fordham University.
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A dynlic analysis is used to arrive at equivalent design loads.

-dditionally, a hypothetical ground acceleration of 0.15 horizontal

and 0.10 vertical is used to analyze for the no-lose of function.
This to discussed in Section 5.1.3.8, Seismic Design.

f) The American Standards Association "American Standard Code Requivements

for Minium Detign Loads in Buildings and Other Structures" (A58.1-

1955) designates the. site as being in a 25 paf zone. In this code,

for height zones between 100 and 499 feet, the recmmended wind pressure

on a flat surface is 40 psi. Correcting for the shape of the containment

by using a shape factor of 0.60, the veconmended pressure becomes

24 psf. The State Building and Construction Code for the State of

Now York stipulates a wind pressure up to 30 psf on a flat surface
for heights up to 600 feet. For design, a 30 psf basic wind load

has been used from ground level up.

2) Internal pressure will be applied to test the structural integrity of the
vessel up to 115 per cent of the deoigu pressure. For this structure,

the teat pressure is 54 "-:.g.

5.1.2.3 Material Specifications

Basically four materials are used for the construction of the containment

vessel. These are:

a) Concrete

b) Reinforcing Steel

c) Plate Steel Liner

d) Insulation

B•sic specificaticos for these materials are as follows:

a) Concrete Is a dense, durable mixture of sound coarse aggregate, fine

aggregate, cement and water. Aggegates conform to American Society
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for resting and Materials Specification C-150-65 "Standard Specification

for Portland Cement," Type I (Normal), or Type It (moderate heat of

hydration requiresafta). Whenever high early strength is required,

Type III Cement is ased. Water is free from any injurious amounts of

acid, alkali, A'lts, oil, sediment or organic matter. The concrete has

a aminimm devsily of 150 lb/ft3 . The 28-day standard compressive

stenato5s of the concrete is 3,000 psi. Adequate means of control are

used n.u the manufacture of the concrete. To assure this value is attained

an a miniaum, concrete samples are tested in accordance with the

following ASTH Standards:

ASTH C-172 - Method of Sampling Fresh Concrete

ASTh C-31 - Method of Making and Curing Concrete Compression

and Flexure Test Specimen in Field

ASTH C-39 - Method of Test for Compressive Strength of

Molded Concrete Cyliners

b) All making and testing of concrete samples have been performed by

Vacca Testing Laboratory and Research Co., Inc.

Reinforcing steel for the dome, cylindrical walls and base mat is

high-strength deformed billet steel bars conforming to ASTH Desig-
nation A432-65 "Specification for Deformed Billet Steel Bars for

Concrete Reinforcement with 60,000 psi Minimum Yield Strength."

This steel has a minimum yield strength of 60,000 psi, a minimum

tensile strength of 90,000 psi, and a minimum elongation of 7 per

cent in an 8-inch specimen. Reinforcing bars No. 11 and smaller in

diameter are lapped spliced in the mat for flexural loadings and

spliced by the Cadweld process in the walls and dome for tension

loading. Bars No. 14S and 18S are spliced by the Caldweld process

only. A certifiqation of physical properties and chemical content

of each heat of reinforcing stenl delivered to the job site has been

issued from the steel supplier. The splices used to join reinforcing

5.1.2-6
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*.. bars have bean tested to assure that they will develop at least
125% of the minimum yield point stress of the bar, The test program

* required cutting out, at random, approximately 3%, completed splices

and testing to determine their breaking strength.

c) The plate steel liner is carbon steel conforming to ASTH Designation

A442-65 "Standard Specification for Carbon Steel Plates with Improved

Transition Yropartiesn," Grade 60. This steel has a minimum yield

strength of 32,000 psi and a minimum tensile strength of 60,000 psi

with an elongation of 22 per cent in an 8-inch gauge length at fail-ire.

The liner is 1/4-inch thick at the bottom, 1/2-inch thick in the first

three courses except 3/4-inch thick at penetrations and 3/8-inch thick

for remaining portion of the cylindrical walls and 1/2-inch thick in

the dome. The liner material has been tested to assure an NDT temper-

ature more than 30"F lower than the minimum operating temperature of

the liner material.

Impact testing has been done in accordance with Section N331 of Section

III of the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Codes A 100 per cent visual

inspection of liner anchors was made prior to pouring concrete.

d) The material for Insulating the liner plate is polyvinylchloriae with

stainless steel jacket. This insulation has been selected to withstand

the calculated temperature and pressure conditions associated with

Figures 5.1-8, 5.1-9 and 5.1-10.

a) Quality of both materials and construction of the containment vessel

has been assured by a continuous program of quality "'.-trol and in-

spection by Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Incorporated, and/or

its field representatives, and Westinghouse Atomic Power Division, and

*6 United Engineers & Constructors Inc., as described in Section 5.1.2.6.
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5,1.2.4 Desian Stress Criteria

The design is based upon limiting load factors which are used as the ratio by

which loads will be multiplied for design purposes to assure that the loading

deformation behavior of the structure is one of elastic, tolerable strain

behavior. The load factor apyzoach is being used in this design as a means

of making a rational evaluation of the isolated factors which must be con-

sidered in assuring an adequate safety margin for the structure. This

approach permits the designer to place the greatest conservatism on those

loads most subject to variation and which most directly control the overall

safety of the structure. In the case of the containment structure, there-

fore, this approach places miinimum emphasis on the fixed gravity loads and

maximum emphasis on accident and earthquake or wind loads. The loads

utilized to determine the required limiting capacity of any structural

element on the containment structure are computed as follows:

a)

b)

c)

C

C

C

- L.OD + O.05D + 1.5 P + 1.0 (T + TL)

- L.OD + O.05D + 1.25 P + 1.0 (T' + TL') + 1.25E

- LOD + 0.05D + 1.OP + 1.0 (T" + TL") + l.0E'

Symbols used in these foimulae are defined as follows:

C: - Required load capacity of section.

D: - Dead Load of structure and equipment load3.

P- - Accident pressure load as shown on pressure-temperature

transient curves.

TV - Load due to maximum temperature gradient through the concrete

shell and mat based upon temperatures associated with 1.5

times accidqtt pressure.

TL: - Load exerted by the liner based upon temperatures associated

with 1.5 times accident pressure.

TO: - Load due to maximum temperature gradient through the concrete

shell and mat based upon temperatures associated with 1.25

times accident pressure.

TL1 ; - Load exerted by the liner based upon temperatures associated

with 1.25 times accident pressure.

I
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A

Xt . Losu resuiting from either design earthqunke or wind,

whichever is greater.

T11 Load due to maximam temperature gradient through the concrete

shell, mat based upon temperatures associated with the

accident pressure.

TV1 : * Load exerted by the liner based upon temperatures associated

with the accident preasure.

21: • Load resulting from assumed hypothetical earthquake.

A chart for allowable versus actual stresses will be Included in the contain-

ment report.

Load condition (a) indicates that the containment will have the capacity to

withstand loadings at least 50 per cent greater than those calculated for

the postulated loss-of-coolant accident alone. Results of analysis using

load condition (a) are shown in Figure 5.1-11.

Load condition (b) indicates that the containment i1ll have the capacity to

withstand loadings at least 25 per cent Sreater than those calculated for

the postulated lose-of-coolant accident with a coiltcident design earthquake.

Results of analysis using load condition (b) a&e shown in J'igure 5.1-12.

Mathematical solutions of load conditions (c) are shown in Figure 5.1-13.

They indicate that the containment will satisfy this relation for seismic loads

of at least equal to those corresponding to the response of 0.15 g horizontal

and 0.10 vertical ground accelerations occurring simultaneously.

The mat has been analyzed utilizing load conditions (a), (b) and (c) and also

for loads occurring only at operating and test pressure conditions as shown

in Flggre 5-14. For loads, see Table 5.1-1, Flooded Weights - Containment Bldg.

I~.

I -

The loads resultiug from wind on any portion of the structure do not exceed

thous rosulting from earthquake.

5.1.2-9
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All structural components have been designed to have a capacity by the

most severe loading combination. The loads resulting from the use of these

equations wil, hereafter be termed "factored loads."

The load factors utiltzed in these equations are based upon the load factor

concept employed in Part XV-B, "Structural Analysis and Proportioning of

Mwbers Ultimate Strength Design" of ACI 318-63. Because of the refinement

of the analysis and the restrictions on construction procedures, the load

factors in the design primarily provide for a safety margin on the load

assumptiona.

The design includes the consideration of both primary and secondary stresses.

The design limit for tension member (i.e., the capacity required for the design

load) is based upon the yield stress of the reinforcing steel.

No steel reinforced crossection experiences average strains beyond the yield

point at the factored load. The load capacity so determined is reduced by a

capacity reduction factor "0" whir.h provides for the possibility that small

adverse variations in material strengths, workmanship, dimensions, and control,

while individually w4 thin required tolerances and the limits of good practice,

occaisonally may combine to result in under capacity. For tension members,

the factor "0" has been established as 0.95. The factor "0" is 0.90 for

flexure and 0.85 for diagonal tension, bond and anchorage.

For the liner steel the factor "W" is 0.95 for tension. For compression and

shear, the liner stress in maintained below 0.95 yield and elastic stability

has bean assured.

The liner In designed to assure that no strains greater than the strain at

the guaranteed yield point will occur at the factored loads. Sufficient

anchorage is provided to assure elastic stability of the liner. The basic

design concept utilAxzing stud anchorage of the liner plate to the concrete

structure assures stud failure or tear of the liner plate. See references

3 and 4. The studs in the 1/2 inch plate are inctalled on 24" horizontal and

5.1.2-10
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k28" vertical grid and in the 3/8 inch plate on a 24" horizontal and 14"

I ertical grid. The design considers the possibility of daily stress reversals

due to mbtisnt temperature changes for the life of the plant, and fatigue

lipit of the studs exceeds the design requirements. Ho.iever, to accoodate

*.poasible fatigue failure in the plate-to-stud weldsent, the depth of pene-

tration to the line* plate in controlled to avoid impairment of liner integrity.

5.1.2.5 Missile Protection

High pressure reactor coolant system equipment is surrounded by tho 31-0"
concrete shield wall eaclosing the reactor coolant loop and pressurizer and

by the 2'-0" concrete operating floor.

K' " A structure is provided over the control rod drive mechanism to block anyK-: missiles generated from fracture of the. mechanisms.

Systems containing hot pressurized fluids and which might affect the

aengiuered safeguards components have been carefully checked against the

possibility of being sources of missiles. The general criterion adopted

has been to take provision, wben necessary, against the generation of

missiles rather than allow missile formation and try to contain their

fZfects.

I Once the design requirement that the above systems are not to be sources

of missiles has been set forth, identification of pctential deficiencies

and generation of adequato fixes took place through the, quality assurance

program.

The following exemplea ii-,'satrate how this approach has been implemented.

- -

6
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All the valves installed in the Nuclear Steam Supply System have stems

Aith back seat. This rules out the probability of ejecting valve stema

as even if it were assumed that the stem threads fail, analysis shows

that the back seat or the upset end cannot penetrate the bonnet and

thereby become a missile. Additional interference is encountered with

air and motor operated valves.

Valves with nominal diameter larger than 2" have been designed against

bonnet-body connection failure and subsequent bonnet ejection by means

of (a) using the design practice of ASME Section VIII which limits the

allowable stress of bolting material to less than 20% of its yield

strength; (b) using the design practice of ASME Section VIII for flange

design; and (c) by controlling the load during the bonnet body connection

stud tightening process.

The pressure containing parts except the flange and studs are designed

per criteria established by the USAS B16.5. Flanges and studs are designed

in accordance with ASHE Section VIII. Haterials of construction for

these parts are procured per ASTH A182, F316, or A352. GR CF8H.

Stud and t.ut material is ASTM A193-B7 and A194-2H. The proper stud tor-

quing procedures and the use of torque wrench, with indication of the

appl•ed torque, limit the stress of the studs to the allowable limits

etablished in the ASME Code, i.e., 20,000 psi. This stress level is far

below the material yield, i.e., about 105,000 psi. The complete valves

are hydrotedted per USAS B16.5 (15000 USAS valves are hydro to 5400 psi).

The cast stainless steel bodies and bonnets are radiographed and dye

penetrant tested to verify soundness.

Valves with nominal diameter of 2" or smaller are forged and have screwed

bonnet with canopy seal. The canopy seal is the pressure boundary while

5.1.2-12



the bonnet thardad ire designed to withotand the hydrostatir end f£rce.
Th" e pa'pnuuA dontaining parts are designed per criteria established by

II
*- IS UAS BIC, S ,peetfica~ton.

J~gg~q YM Fly~ wheel

The reactor cOolant pump flywheel In not considered to be a credible
aource of misieiles because of conservative design and care in manufacture

and lnspection, The flywheel material is ASTh A-533 having an NDTT less
than 10"P. The design results in a primary streais less than 50Z of the
material yield itreangth at operating speed. The Ulywheel iU subjected

to 1600 voloinkric ultrasonic inspection which will be repeated at
intervals during plant life. The finished machined bore is subJected

to either maanetic particle or iUouid penetrant examination. The design
overspeed of the pm•p $.s 125%. The maximum pump overspeed on lose of

36.1.2.6 %Lql 1Lt Co9ntrol

To insure a high degree of confidence in plant design, construction, workman-

ship, materials and performance, a quality control program has been in
effect for this project in which the following principal organizations

have their respective responsibilities:

.. Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. as owner cnd operator

of the plant.

2. Westinghouse Electric Co:poration as the turnkey plant contractor and

supplier of major equipment.

3. United Rigaiuere & Constructors, Inc. as architect evSineer, construction

managers and constructors,

5,1,2-13



"The fuction nd ,esponsibility in the .Aality control program of each

of the above om.,Znizations is as follov. i:

Consolidated Edison Coulanr. gf New York, Inc.

A qualified field represenz, •ive Is assigned t, !ield during the constructioi

period. His responsibilities *nclude contii vapection of the construction

of th* containment building to insure that all materials used and work

performed is strictly iu accordance with the plans and specifications.

The Consolidated Edison representative through instructions -ceived from

the hme office has the power to stop the construction until any discrepancies

are corrected and the work once more is in compliance with the specifications

and plans.

The Consolidated Edison repreeeutative is in constant communication and

consultation with the constritction superintendent in matters regarding

quality control. In addition, personnel from U.S. Testing Laboratories

.4re ansigned to this project to monitor the inspection of the construction

and obtain samples of the materials for testing.

Westinghouse Elecrric C rporation

For the assurance of p '- integrity and quality, Westinghouse performs

the following functions reg.rding the contoinment building:

a) Review and approve the contoaient design criteria, material speci-

fications and detail design, concepts before they are released for

construction. This work has been done by qualified structural

engineers of the company's home office.

b) Review the construct±-'n and inspection methods employed by United

Engiu:,rs & Constructors Inc.

Westinghouse, Pressurized Water Reactor Division, Nuclear Power Services

Group has a field Quality Assurnace representative in residence during theFconstruction period. His function is the same as the Consolidated Edison
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- eprasentative mentioned above. He reports discrepancies to the Restinghouse

Cosstruction and Ser•ices reasident enginee• - has the authority to stop

the york until the discrepancy is vesolved.

In addition to this, be audits the Construction files, vertfies that records

are couplete, accurate and adequate for Quality Assurance.

Nuclear Power Service Headqtarters Quality Assurance Engineers also make

trips to the site to audit, monitor and review the project with regards

to a te Quality Assurance Constructiou prectices are observed for conf &rmance

to code, spicifications and approved procedures.

United Enxineers &_ Constructors Inc.

Tne responsibilities of United Engineers & Constructors Inc. in the quality

control of the containment building have beer. cs follows:

a) They inspect all materials delivered to the job site, and exavine

the suppliers' certified test teports of physical and chemical properties

for those components furnished by them. 4
b) They ir-apcct, In the sho', fabrication of major components of the

containwent structure. Trip reports are evailable at the job eite.

c) They maintain an adequate force of qualified supervisory personnel

at all tiw-

d) They supervise and .&a fully responsible for the quality of work

performed by their subcontractors and for the craft labor employed

and supervised by them.

e) They maintain &a part of their field engineering force, qua.Afied

personnel "- o perform a thorough inspection of each construction

ops~ation.

ýes in design or specifications are allowxd without the approval

;.n a* eagineer in charge of dacIgn.
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5.1.3 STIESS ANALYSIS

5.1.3.1. General

The structural design of the conainumnt smets the requirements established

by 1961 edition of "The State Building and Construction Code for the Staft

of lNe York" so far as thess provisions ame zpplicable. All zoaxcrete st•mbatus

have been designed,, detailed and constructed In accordance with the pro-

v iiv3- of "tuildijg Coda Raquireenta for Reinforced Concrete" (ACT 318-
63) so far as these provisions are applicable.

5.1.3.2 Hmt.aod of Analysib

Basically three separate structural c3spooents have been analyzed, each

in equilibri,-m with loads applied to It and with constraints occurrin, at

the J.•nn.w -r- - '-acturas. The three coaponents ar:

a) -ek 13.5- .. , hemispherical don=.

bh -1h, 1.35--t ID cylinder

C) The base slab.

M~athematically, the dome and cyliudar have been treated Ps thin-walled shell

structures, which resultv In a mnabrane analysis. Since the thicknezz of the

dome and cylinder is szafl in conpariaon with the radia of curvature (1/15)

and there are no discontinuities such• as sharp bends in the merldonal curwVs,

the stresses due to pressure and wind or earthquake is calculated by assating

that they are uniformly distributed across the thickness.

Since the concrete is not assuaed to resist any tensile or shear forces,

radial shear reinforcing ha been introdu.ed in the lower portion of the

wall in the form of hooked diagonal stirrups and diagomlly bent bars as

shown in Figure 5.1-1. Likewise, diagonal shear reinforcing in the circum-

frarential direction has bean included ro resist earthquake shears for the

full height of the wall and a distance above the spring line into the dme

until a point is reached where the dome liner can resist the total shear.

5.1.3-1
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XU boa slab has be=i treated as a flat. circular plate, supported on a rigid

$mAllses of tba )4ner Is ioresented in A~ppecodix t "Containment Liner Stress

5.1.3Dome hgg~eis

Use analysis of the hazisihherical. dome bas been perforaed -1 thre super-

poaltion of v~ssrana frorces reucn~from gravity, at loMnt presture

.=d secidmnt thersal loads. In edWit~iont earthquake or wind loading

treat* both d:Et*ct and ahlear stresses In the dome and the operating

A) For uvmIbrji. stregs analysts, the done and cylinuder are created ax thin-

walled shell *truct-ires, MTe thi~ckness to radiua ratio fe.- the dm

Is 1/20 az~d tba cylinder 1115. The** ratios axe smaller e.han the 1110

criterion for thin-aralled shell analysis. M~embrane forces are resisted
by steel reinforcing and the bui1&ift liner.

b. Diaztmnuitwty atteasses occur at thee juacturut of the cylinder and the Pat

anid tbe juncurue of the cylinder and done. Discontinuity %ffects are

determined as folloini:

1. The radWt growth of the shell is cooputed based on membrane

* stress in the retinforclag and 11mfer.

2. The flexural rigidity of the zarid~inal vail section iU deteralned

based on a cracked section analysis, lu accordance writhi conventional

reinforced concrete design te-chniqum*t.

3.. Hoommgts and shears are calculated based crm having consistenit

deformation for a*e twao eleantsa at the point of discontinuity.

Discattlaulty effects at the aprftt line Are very slight dut to the mnall

Wif~ereuac In radial gromth between the "o &ard cy~llvdar. Since the cir-

cmlcungtia1 rtizaforazin in the dose ari cylitdst. vary, stresses and,, thare-

forej, dsformAtions are esseatially equal.



tesmtratusr of tha liner creates tension aiJ
cw*Uwd direct stresses are; developed in the
in tha Concrett. The Ulner of the dose above
resist shear load and the anchorages. have bee
action. The dome reinforcing is spl-cad to t
cylindrical concrete vall, so thar a continut

compression. All of the
reinforcing steel e,1cased
a certain point in used to

a designed to sssure composite

.he vertical steel in the

Lty betveen the dome and the
cylinder is realzed.

0

5.1.3.4 Cylinaker Analysis

0

The analysis of the cyl.nder is by superposition of mmbrane forces re-.
suiting from tr'vity, -ressure 2nd thermal toads, over-turning due to
varthquaka or wind and shears due to earthquake or wind. The concrete has
been reWorced circumferentially using steel hoops and vertically by
straight bars. Diagonal b'ars have been placed to resist the horizontal
and vcrti-cal shears due to earthquake or wind. The required capacity of
the diagonal bars has been designed to that the horizontal component per
foot of the diagonals Ls equwl to the maxima value of shear flow. A
check was and& to insure that no net compressive force results in the
di~gonal bars because of the cc4bination of seismic shear load and inter-
nal pressure load. Although, in the cylinder, the liner has some capacity
available to resist the seismic shears, no credit is taken for this capacity.

only in the upper area of the dome (beyond about 30* abor-e the spring line)
where the seismic shears are small in the liner counted on to resist shear.
For all of the cylnder and the lower areas of the done, the diegonal
reinforc.ng tAs been designed te accommodate all seismic shears. No credit has
bean taken for the dowel action o£ the vertical and horizon "- bars in re-
xisting seismic shear.

5.1.3.5 Pressure Stresses

Prpssure effects on the containment structure m.sy be divided into two types:

0
a)
b)

Nsmbraxm. stresexs

Di.scontinuity strsesac

5.1.3-3
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Th" aet is considered as offerilg complete fixity, no credit is taken for

the lber at the bass in reaisting moments since at the point of MaxImM

8s*ma tho bond betvee.t th. Ilner and concrete is insufficient to transmit

complsmentary ýem shear. A slip surface between the concrete and liner is

forme end tvn liner is subjected to mesraue forces only.

Tbe 9 ft thick mat is subjected to the following due to pressure insilke the

conutaiment buldUing:

1. Uplift at the Juwctura with the vall.

2. Moment and *hear due to discontinuity affects with the val.

3. Dovnvard pressure loading due to Internal pressure.

The 9 ft mat is designed to accomwodate theme loads until there is no further
flexural consideration. At the crane vall, the mat is founded on the un-
yieldinz rock and further pressure loads are transmitted through bearing
directly into the rock.

Resistance to these loads is based on a cracked concrete sectioon. N* credit
is taken for the liner ior the same reasons given for the wall.

Discontinuity sheara in both the cylinder and mat are resisted by either
1nt bars or stirrups.

5:1.3.6 Thermal Stresses

Temperature effects on the containment structure may be divided into tro
separate considerations; one effect Is due to a thermal gradient through

the w•ill the other is caused by the rapid temperature rise of the liner
under the accident conditions. The reinforced cqncrete wall restrains the
liner from growing, resulting in compression in the liner and additional
tenrsion in the reinforcing.

a) Calculation of gradient stresses is bated on method of analysis out-
lined ln ACI Code 505, "Reinforced Concrete Chimney Design.'36)
Ths gradient used is linear with 1201r on thae inside and 0F exterior
emcrtateise prature (-5"F abient).
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The ACI ehod assums a crackepd section in which the concrete carries

no tensiont The neutral surface (surface at which no thermal stress

exists) is determined. Stresse in the liner and reinforcing are

calculated based 4n the assumption that there is no distortion of

the wall; i.e.*, strmins through the wall are constant.

b) To deaeruane the effects due to rapid rise in liner temperature, there

are two basic assumptions made. The first is that the effects are in-

ternal in nature; i.a,, the coi.resaive force in the liner is balanced

by a tensil force iU the reinforcing. The second is that there is no

distortion of the vall.

Because tmperature effects are internal in nature and do not effect the

overall load carrying capability of the structure, local yielding of

relaforcing under accident conditions is acceptable.

The temperature gradient through the wall is essentially linear on both

the insulated and uninsulated portions and is a function of the operati-g

temperature internally and the average ambient temperature externally.

Accident temperatures mainly affect the liner, rather than the concrete

and reinforcing bars, due to the Insulating properties of the concrete.

By thu time the temperature of the concrete adjacent to the liner begins

to rise significantly, the internal pressure and temperature in the

containment shell due to maximum the."ml gradient will not influence the

capacity of the structure to resist the other forces. Temperature effects

induce stresses in the structure which are internal in nature; tension

outside the compression in the Inside of the shel: such that the resultarnt

force is zero. Loading combinations concurrent vwth these temperature

effects may cause local stresses in the outside horizontal and vertical

bars to reach yield; however, as local yielding is reached, any further

load is transferred to the unyielded elements. At the full yield conditio

the magnitude of final load resisted Across a horizontal and vertical

section remains identical to that which would be carried if the temperatur

affects were not considered. Thus, the overall carrying capacity of the

atructure end the factor of safety of the structural elements are not

affected.
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S Zis the cylndrical section of the containment, vhae•e there are large openings
for access hotchwsys and penetrations, *,he reinforcing bars (hoop, vertical
* dlagonml) are continued without interruption sround the openins.

No bar terminates at any opening as illustrated around the pene*ration in

FIgure 5.1-1. Also additional bare have been furnished locally to take the

stresses developed around these openings. Concrete is locally thickened as

the eqail.--ent accass hatchway area to acc xmodate all the reinforcing bars

raquired In this area.

The liner plate is locally thickeoed at t,.e penetrations co take care of

additional stresses.

A finite element analysis Is performed of the large openings. Representation

of the structure is by rectangular elements; each element cons•sts of ten

layers of orthotropic, elastic material to represent the reinforcement, 4
coancet. and the liner. About 3.000 degrees of freedom are considered in

the modwl. This analysis is used as a check on the adequacy of the large

openinga. Results appear In the "Indian Point No. 2 Contairnment Design

jeport.,9(7

5.1.3.8 Seismic Design

Tho desmiSn of the containient which is a Class I structure (see Appendix A)

is based on a "response spectrwu" approach in the analysis of the dynazmic

loads imparted by earthquake. The seismic design takes •nto account the

acceleration response epectrum curves developed by 0, Haoiner. Seismic

a'celerations have been computed as outlined in the AEC TID-7024(I) and

Portland Cement Publication (2)

The following danping factors have been used:

0 4
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DAWo FACTOR

1.
2.

3.

Containment Structure

Coacreta Support Structure of Reactor VessaX

Steel Asamblies:

(a) Bolted or Riveted

(b) Welded

Vital Piping System

Concrete Structures above Ground:

(a) Sh.ar Wall

(b) Rigid Fraxa

Per Cent
Critical Daming

2.0

2a0

2.5

1.0

0.5

5.0

5.0

5*

As Indicated In Sections 5.1.2.2, ground acceleratios used for design pur-

poses are 0.1Z applied horizontally and 0.05g applied vertically. The natural

period of vibration is computed by the Rayleigh method; in this method, the

containmet structure is analyzed as a simple cantilever intimately associated

with the rock base and with broad base sections of adequate strength to

ass-.re full and continued elastic r-Aponse during eismai notions. Furthers

both bending and shear deformations are considered.

The structure in divided into sections of equal length and loaded laterally

by dead weight of the section and any equipment and live load occurring at

the section. Deflections caused by shear and moments are then determined,

and the end deflection is given the value 0' - 1.0 vith corresponding values

deteruined for other sections. The natural period of vibration for the

Aructure is then determined by setting potential energy equal to kiaetic

energy and solving for the period.

Yo - Maximun Actual Deflection
0' - Deflection of Section Under Consideration

Maximum Actual Deflection

g - Acceleration Due to Gravity

da - Weight of Section Under Consideratiou

Uased on an uncracked concrete suction, the period is determined to be

0.241 S;c. A wore realistic ca' 4ation for a cracked section, usxng rein-

forcing steel and liner as the sisting eleamnts, yields a period 0.0936 So-
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4
1V1b8 the deeved period &a entering the Scculeration spectral curves,, FSures

A-I &W A.2 of Appendix A. and "lying a 22 critical dauping, a spectral

acceleration for the containsnt was selected. This value vsn derivedt to

detetafts the base shear. The distribu 4 .on of base usnear is a triangular

losding assumption.

This assumption yields a load distribution pattern vith zeto loadIng at this

base to a ausx* loading at the aprine line of the doam. Above this 3lne,

the loading 4screr ses due to a thange in sacticn and consequently change io

weight. This load distributlon slm,, the determnaxtion of shears and soaents

at any crit"al section through the contalnsent from which the appropriate

Uunit stresses are obtained.

Seismic shears rxe resisted by diagonal reinforcing except In the upper areas

of the dose. No credit is taken for the reinforcing V% ccmpression

ftao 30* above tho springline, the shear is resisted by the Itner. The shear

Us transmitted to the Inter by mans of tees welded to the liner.
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•:5 .1.4.1 Gaoexal!

In Seuraml, a pa•etvtion consists of a slew. embedded in the concrete Wal
am welded to the containment liner. The weld to tae Ifter is shrouded by a

continuously pressurised chaneel which Is used to demovstrate the integrity of
the pe•e.ratioa-to-lintr veld joint. The pipe, electrical conductor cartridge,
dncc or equipmet access batch passas throug the cbadded sleeve and the ends

of the resulting annulus are closed off, *ethkr by welded end plates, bolted
flanges cm a coubination of these.

Differential expansion between a sleeve and one or more hot pipes passing
through it is areomodated by using a bellovs type expansion joint between

the oter mad of the sleeve awA the outer end plnte, as showm on Yiguze 5-10.

Presturizing connections are provided to continuously demonstrate the
Integrity of the penetration assemblies.

3.1.4.2 Tu".

a) Electrical Fenatrations

tCartridgOe type penetrations are u'ed for a12 electrical condu.tors
passing through the containment. The penetrations are provided with a

pressure connection to allow continuous pressurization. Insulating

bushings or fused glass seals are used to provide a pressure barrier

btr the conductor.

Figure 51-17 shoms a design of typical electrical penetrations. There

ate approximately 60 elactrical penetrationq.

b) Piping Penetratloos

Double barrier piping penetratiocs are provided for all piping passiry

through the containment. The pipe is centered i the embedded sleeve

which is velded to the liner. End plates are welded to the pipe et

..1.4-.
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. b"ot d of t SI, leet,. syLA pt sLoy pass through the same
+ - W M• sleeve to •4u1asa the uib-er of panatratior required. In

4his case, efti pipe is welded to both end plates. A counection to the

pswtratOi* sleeve s .provUzd to galow continuous pressurization of

.--.to cpartsat forma betwen thei pipin t and he embedded sleeve. in

the "a&. of Pipinlg car--ying hot flulid, the pipe is insulated and coln
is pr•p•fd_ to maitain the ccmete tesperature ad oxzi•g the embedded

laeVe ot or below 15O00w

. - - - -- * Cooling is provided for hot pauetrAt•ions tbrouh the use of air-to-e1r

h*at sxchangers. Thste are made In accord'ance vw•.tb the ASM UPV Code*

Section V1I11 by veldizg together one flat *heea and one embossed sheat

of 10 Xcge carbon steel natarial, the -osbossment forausn coolant passagesa

The unit I# rolled into the form of a cylinder with ku ;rjtide diameter

slightly smaller than the respectiva inside dimeter of the penetration

sleeve. The exchanjer is placed inside the *leave amd outside the pipe

insulation, *10t the inlet and outlet coolant coinceonx penetrating

the #leeve betven the outside concrete wall burfacm and the bellws

vqupsson joint. The coolant to be used Is sbSenat: "r fed by a

ceutrifugal blowar which is backed u.p with a full si-a-d i-parne The

isolation featureo and criteria for piping ýpenetratiori& se given in

Chapter 6. Figure 5.1-18 shwos typical and hot and cold p:ipe pentre•t•inU,

A total of approxtiately 80 pipes psau through approxiantely 50 p&eu*txtion

slevea., 23 of wthch are cosidered themally hot. In addition,

s#evera spare sleese (capped and pressurized) aro provided for the

possible futurv addition of piping.

4

c) !qipwat cad rerao•nLe • Access PAtches

An equipsant batch has been provided, It Is fabricated fros welded

steel and furnished with a doubla-gasket*d flvne aud bolted dA--sh

door. The hatch barrel is mbeAde4 In tha contain•e• t waU and welded

W th. lner, Provision U m•se to c tftaounly prsau-ri the space

between th# double gaketes of the 4a0r flanges end Mhe weld aisa caa-K wle at the linor joint, hatch flam~s end dMaheb d , V.-texuoe is

I- .- 5sb '

4
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* rUe'4 fro9 the doublo g ikst spaces prior to opening the joints.

The p~r&6hael batch IS a 4--14e doo-C, -sebIchanS.ay-1atched, welded rteel
Assimbly'. A quick-actin f9 typ%'*, equalizing valve connects the personnel

hatch Vfth the Interior of t-he containment vessel for the purposes of

equal,*iVnI prasKWr In the two sysste when entering or leaving the

cont-Amzn t. The personnel hatch doors are interlocked to prevent bth

.being opene~d _•mltane .y and to ensuxre that one door is completely

closed before the c-p~osltt door can be opened.

Rawo Iri leting lights and ann&=ciators situated Itn the control

room indicato the door operational status. An emergency lighting

and coswaucation system operatint from an external emergency supply

is prov-ed-. In the lock interior. Emergency access to eather the

Inner door# from the contuinmenst ±nter•ior; or to the outer door,

from outside, is po.ssible by the use of special door unlatching tools.

The delasg is in accordance with Section VIII of the ASME Code. For

calculstions, see the Containment Desgn Report.(?)

d) Special Penetrations

1 Fuel Transfer Penctration

A -fuel tr;nsfer penetration is provIded for fuel novement

between the reffu•ling transfer canal In the reactor containment
and the speat f-r-0 pit. The penetration consists of a 2W-inch

st•inless steel pipe Installed inside a 24-inch pipe, The inner

pipe acts an the transfer tub* and is fitted with a pressurized

doubl"e-aseted blind flange in the refueling canal and a stan-

dard gate valve in the spent fuel pit. This arrangement prevents

leakage through the transfer tube in the event of an accident.

The outer pipe is weldid to the containment liner and provision

$s made by use of a special seal rint for pre-aurizing all welds

essential to the integri!y of the penetration during plimt

operation. Bellovs expansion joint* are provided on the pipes

to cc€mpcsate for any differential movement between the two

pipes or other stixctures. Figure 5.1-19 shows a sketch o* the

fuel transfer tube.
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Containment Su~pIIl and- Exhap'At Purne Thx--ts

4
The ventilation system purge ducts *re each eq.Apped with two

quick-acting tight-sea2ing valves (one inside and one outside

of the containment) to be used for isolation purposes. The
valves are 3=-.=lly opened for containment purging, but are

automatically closed upon a signal of high containment pressure

or high contsinwit radiation level. The space between the valves

is pressurized abwe design pressure, while the valves are normally

closed during plant operztion. See Section 5&3, Containment

Ventilation System, and Section 6.4, Containment Air Recircul3tion

Cooling and Piltration Syetem.

Two solenoid controlled, pneumatically operated butterfly valves

are provided for each purge penetration, one on each side of the
cont-ainment building wall. Two penetratlons, one supply and one

e=hauat, are required. Valves are spring-loaded to fall closed.

The space between the valves is pressurized from the pressurization

aysten through an electrically operated three-way solenoid valve.

This prevaure is maintained only when valv-'s are closed and must

be relieved before butterfly valves can be opened. Pailucle to

release this pressure will prevent valves frz= opening.

Failure of any of the valves to open will prevent the fans from

unning. Tripping of either of the purge fans will autozatically

close the butterfly valves, and pressurize the space between the

valves. Failure of any of the valves to close will prevent the

adjacent space from being pressurized, and sound the loss of

pressurization alarm. Loss of pressure for either zone will be
displayed by individual indicating lights at the Main Control

Board.

The valve control
coftroll*d from a

panel. The cycle
"open" position.

solenoids and pressurization solenoids *re

single control switch on the fan room control

is initiated by setting the control switch to

Thisa •idl energize the pressuuration al&n.
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Whan the pteasura between the valves has been relived, the valve,

control solewids are inergli•l and the valves opened. If for any

•eason, any of the four valves fail to open within a alvan time

(say 35 seco•ds) after the cycle is initiated, all four valves

, ••" will :clse and praessur will be restored. The taircuit is inter-
Slockad to prvent ina~var~ent opening of the valves during S.I.

condition.

Once all four valves have been ovened, the operator has . prede-

termined time (nay 1 minute) m start the purge supply fan. ft-1Ure

to do so will cause all four valves to cloi.

Position Indicating ights for each of the four valves ars pro-

vided on the Pan Room -ontrol Panel and the Main Control Bozxd.

3. SaU, Penetratione

0 The piping penetration In the contaitnment susp area Is not of the

typical sleeve to liner design. In this cses, the pipe 1r. welded

directly tW the base liner. The weld to the liner is shrouded by

a test channel which is used to duionntrate the integrity pf the

5.1.4.3 Deain of Peud-trations

a) CriterMa

The liner is basically not a load-cnrrying member because it is sub-

jacted to strains ispoied by the reinforced concrete; nevertheless,

the linar has been reinf•rced at each -enetration in accordance wiith

the ASKE Code Section VIII. The ueldmuts of liner to penetration

sleeve aVe of sufficient utftngth -to accommodate stress concentrationa

and adhere stvictly to ASX Cede Section VIII requirements for both

- type an4.estre th. The penetration sleeves and pl-ces are designed

L -- -5.1.4-5



to'ccodate %Ulc4W Ia isp~s

- accident conditLionS (14a8 tus

pzessurem;A aid zaeismi boy"san

b).. - Atriale

The materials for pesttrz-611CAM

K accgAi h-atehesg together with
- will be tairbon ateell, conform

- Ir

ed an tbeu under operating conditions

Sflstrat~tonx and test Vir~s~uzes) and
isltint from ail strajlma, Internal

4

vxth the main liner material.

the penetration mater~aol meet
vel~tte at a tesperaturo 3G*P b
whiceh Is 301F within conta~lnae

Including the personnel and equipsent
the necbanical and electrical penetrations

with the equirtnts of the ASM Nuclcar

iity an•d elding characteristicpe cupatibla

As required by the Nuclear Vessels Code,

the vecessry Charpy V-notch impact

sloy lovest eervice metal temperature

t and -V5 F outside th- cantainsent.

The stainless steel bellows of the hot penetration expansion Joltts
will be protcted froz daeage In transit and during corstruction by
*heet setal coirs: fastened in place at the fabricar-or's shop. These
can be left Uk place pertaxently if thert la no iLnerterence with

nearby 41ping, or equipAent.

1.- ?ip.i., Ponetrations: Materials

-Flp&M P~gotration.Master-la-1
Penetratiom 5Sleve - 12"1 * and =mder
.-Over 12" it-
Rolled Shapes

2, 11actrical Fanstratlortm: nterials

Specification

AS1rH - A333, Cr. I

ASTH - A201., r. 3 to A300
?IsTH - A361, A1311, Gr. C

a

- Xe..

-The peastratian sls~vas to accono~swdu thec electmaiiea penetration
sswamoly cartrddies Are Sebedule SO raniboa stast in acc~ordance with

- - -~5.144-6



AS-N-A333, -Gr 1, except ii"ra otherwise noted. The electrical Cart-

ridges have been secured to the penetration sleeve so that all possible

leak paths betvean the cartri£s and sleeve will be bloceked by a

. .pressuritued zone.K; 3. Access Pene trations: Materials

K

K

The equipment and personnel access batch material are as fc..lovs:

Item
Equipment Hatch Xiesrta:

Equipment Hatch Flanges:

Equipment Hatch Head:

Personnel Hatch:

Material Specification

ASTH A300, Cl. 1, Tirebox

A-516, CG. 60

ASTK A300, Cl. 1, Firebox

A-516, Gr. 60

AST¶ A300, Cl. 1, Fivebox

A-516, Gr. 60

ASTm A300, Cl. 1, Firebox

A-516, Cr. 60

5.1.4.4 Lesk Testing of Penetration Assemblies

A proof test Is applied to each peietration by pressurizing the necessary area..

to 54 psig. This pressure ig •iantained for a sufficient time to a.Uow soap

buddle and FPron sniff tests of all welds and mating zurfaces. Any leaks

found are to be repaired and ratested; this procedure is repeatod until no

l4wk exists.

5.104.5 Construction

The quglitication of velding procedures and welders has been in accord&nce

with Section IX. "Weldina Qualifications" of the ASME Bol1er and Pressure

-- Veseil Code. The ropair of defective welds has been in accordance vith

Parai. UW-38 of Section V111 "Unfired Pressure Vessels."
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0

.4.6 Testability of Penetrations and HWeld Seams 4
All peeotationa, the personnel air lock and the equipment batches are designed

with double seals which vill be xrnaslly pressurized at 50 palg. Individual

testing at 315% of containment design pressure is also possible.

The containment ventilation purge ducts are equipped with double isolation

valves and the space between the valvas is permanently piped into tlhe pane-

tratlon pressurization system. The space can be pressurized to 115% of

design pressure when the isolation valves are closed. The purge va me-

fail in the closed position upon loss of power (electric or air).

All welded joints in the liner have steel channels welded over th.eu on the

inside of the vessel. During construction, che channel welds were tested

by means of pseassurizing sections with Freon gas and checking for leaks

by esans of a Freon sniffer. These welds were also then continuously pressur-

ized at 50 psig.

4
5.1.4.7 Accessibility Criteria

The containment will be completely closed wihenever the core is critical

or whenever the primary system temperature 1ýs above 200F and the pressure

above 300 psig with nuclear fuel in place except as required for brief periods

necessary to relieve the containment to keep the pressure below a ressonable

level (1-2 pusi).

4
Supplement 14
8/70
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OLiaited access to the containment through personnel air locks will be

osslible with the reactor at power or with the primary system at design

pressure and temperature at hot shutdown. This type of access would be

restricted to the areas external to the reactor equipment compartment,

primarily for inspection and maintenance of the air recirculation equip-

seut and the Incore Ion cbambar drives.

After shutdown, the containment vessel wvil be purged to r ice the

comrentration of radioactive gases and airborne particulates. This purge

system has been designsl to reduce the radioactivity level to doses de-

fined by 10 CPR 20 for a 40-hour occupational work week, within 2-6 hours

after plant shutdown. Since negligible fuel defects, are expected for

this reactor, much less than the 1Z fuel rod defects used for design,

purging of the containment will normally be acce-plished In less than 2

hours. To assure removal of particulate matter, the purge air will be

passed through a high eff1tiency filter before being released to the

atmosphere through the purge vent.

The primary reactor shield has been designed so that access to the primary

equipment is limited by the activity of the primary system equipment and

not the reactor.
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5.1.5 PRI•A• SYSTEM SUPPORS 4

The primary system supports, steam generator, reactor coolant pump. pressurizer

and reActor vessel are designed to withstand pipe break or seismic acceleration

based 'o the following:

1. The break to either a circumferential or longitudinal pipe rupture of

area equivalent to the pipe cross section occuring anywhere in the system

piping. The longitudinal rupture occurs at any point 360* around the

pipe. The support system is designed to withstand the steady thrust

equivalent to the product of system operating pressure and pipe rupture

area without exceeding yield stress in the support members. The stress

limits on the vessels and piping are tabulated in Appendix A. The

component supports prevent rupture of reactor coolant piping in the

remaining intact loops as a result of an assumed rupture in any one loop,

t'hereby assuring the path for safety injection flow to the core is available.

Additionally, the supports are designed to prevent secondary piping

rupture as a result of rupture in the primary loop and vice versa. 4
2. The nuclear steam supply system and its support system are designed such

that the nuclear steam supply system is capable of continued safe operation

for the combination of normal loads and the design earthquake loading.

The equipment and supports operate within normal design limits for the

design earthquake. The system and its supports are also designed to

vithetand the maximum potential earthquake without loss of function.

The seismic response curves for both the design and maximum potential

earthquake end the stress linits are presented in Appendix A- Component

loads are obtained from the curve& using the appropriate period and

damping.

Steam Generators

The steam generators are supported within a caged structural system, consisting

of four connected trusses, all welded togather, fabricated of carbon steel

somberss.ewth provisions for limited movement of the structure in a horizontal 4
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- direction to accommodate piping expansion with a system of "Lubrite" plates,

hydraulic snubbers, guide* and stop@, The "Lubrite" plates, hydraulic snubbers,

uaides and stops are designed as a rigid support to resist the action of

seismic and pipe break loads.

The following are loading conditions that the sturcture has been designed to

resist:

a) Vertical dead weight of pipe and vessel flooded - 1,000 kips

b) Seismic Loads:

1) Horizontal load of 474 kips acting at the centroid of the steam

generator vessel, located near top of support structure, which is

directly transferred to the hydraulic snubbers, guides and stops

at elevation 95--0" and in turn to the concrete slab.

2) Vertical load of 320 kips transferred as axial load to the base plates

and anchor bolts at elevation 461-0".

c) Primary System - Longitudinal Pipe Rupture:

1) Reaction at the nozzle of the steam generator from the pipe

betveen ths reactor and the steam generator elbow, produces

a force of 1090 kips in any direction and an overturning moment

or torsional uomsnt of (1090 kips x 4.25 it) 4632 ft-kips.

Ovetturning and torsional moments are resisted by the support

system at elevation 46'-0" and horizontal forces are diatributed,

through the truss action, to elevations 46'-0" and 93'-0".

5.1.5-2



2) Reactions at the nozzle of the steam generator from the pipe

between tCe steam generator elbow and reactor coolant pump

elbow, produces a force of 785 kips in any direction and a

torsional moment or overturning moment of (785 kips x 5.0 ft)

3925 ft-kips. Overturning and torsional moments are resisted

by the support system at elevatiun 46'-0", and horizontal forces

are distributed, through the truss action, to elevations 46"-011

and 93W-0".

d) Primary System - GIrcumferential Break:

1) Reactions at the nozzle of the steam genera'or from the pipe

between the reactor and steam generator produces a. horizontal

force of 1,490 kips. This force Is transferred through the vessel

support to the two vertical trusses of the structural system

which, in turn, transmits it as horizontal feactions at the slabs

at elevationa 461-0" and 93'-0". The moment produced by this

force is (1,490 kips x 2 ft) 2,980 ft-kips and is less than the

dead load resisting moment (500 kips x 10 it) 5,000 ft-kips,

and the vertical forces at elevation 46"-O" are all compressive,

no uplift.

2) Reactions at the nozzle of the steam generator from a pipe

between the steam gene.rator and the reactor coolant pump

produces a horizontal force of 1700 kips plus an overturning

momewt of (1700 kips x 4.25 ft) 7225 ft-kips, or a vertical

force of 1700 hips and an overturning moment of (1700 kips x 5.33 ft)

9061 ft-kips. The horizontal force and moments are transferred

to thý etructural system and the reactions are resisted at the

slabs at elevations 461-0" and 931-0", or the vertical force

and wmoent are resisted at elevation 46'-0". to my knowledge.

4

4
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e) Secondary System - Longitudinal Rupture in Steam Pipe:

1) Reactions at the noz-le of the steam generator from the steam pipe

longitudinal rupture at the top of thn vessel produces:

a) Horizontal force of 600 kips and a torsional monent of 2400

ft-kips. Horizontal force Is transferred through the vessel
to the structural support system, which in turn trmnsmits it

as horizontal reactions vo the slabs at elevations 461-0" and

9 5 1-0". The torsional monent is transferred through the vassel

to the structural system which, in .turn, transmits it to the

base at elevation 46'-0".

b) Vertical upward or downward of 600 ft-kips and an overturning

monent of 2400 ft-kips. Upwurd forces are overcome by the

operating weight of the steam generator. Downward force is

added to the operating weight and transferred to the base

at elevation 461-0". Overturning moment is transferred through

the vessel supports to the structural system which, in turn,

transmits it as vertical reactions at the base, eCLevation 46 '-0".

f) Secondary Systen - Circumferentiat Break:

Reaction at the nozzle of the steam generator from the steam

Ripe guillotine break at the top of the vessel produces a

horizontal force of 600 kips. This for•a is transferred

through the vessel to the structural system which, in turn,

transmits it az horizontal reaction of 1085 kips at elevation

93'-0" and 46. kivs at elevation 46'-0".

*
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4
-System - Feedwstatr Pipe Breaks:

* V

I.

The rea•tions frou circumfeoential and longitudinal pipe breaks in the

feedvatar system are resmisted in a manner similar to steam pipe breaks

listed under preceeding sections (e) and (f), but are much smaller in

magnitude,, Maximum longitudinal 1600. ft-kips, maximum circumferential

400 kips.

Reactor Coolant Pump

Tt;es xsctor coolant pump is supported on a three-legged structrual system

comisting of three connected trusses fabricated of carbon steel members,

structural sections and pipe, supported from elevation 481-6". Provisions

for limited movement of the structure in any horizontal direction to

accouwdate piping expansion is accomplished with a sli.ding "Lubrite" base

platc arrangement and a system of tie rods and anchor bolts which restrain

the #zructure from movement beyond the calculated limits. 4
Tho follovng are loading conditions that the structure has been designed to

resist:

a) Verticel. Dead Weight of pipe and pump flooded - 206 kips.

b) Seismic:

1. Horigontal load of 100 kips acting at the centroid of the pump

assmbly which is transferred by the structural system and piping

to the tie rods and baus of supporting structure at elevation 48'-61.

4
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2. Vertical seismic ;ad of 66 kips transferred directly as axial load

to the base plates and anchor bolts.

c) •Primary System - Longitudinal Rupture:

1. Reaction at the nozzle of the pump from a pipe break in the pipe

between the steam generator elbow and pump elbow produces a torsional.

moment of 3815 ft-kips, together with a horizontal force of 850 kips

or an overturning moment of 3815 ft-kips, together with a vertical up
or down force of 850 kips. Torsional forces are resisted by the

structural stability of the primary piping connected to the pump.

Reactions from horizontal forces are resisted by the tie rods
connected to the steam generator support structure. Forces caused

by an overturning moment are resolved into horizontal and vertical

components which are resisted by tension in the anchot bolts, axial

load on the foundations and tension in the tie rods.

2. Reaction at the nozzle of the pump from a pipe break in the pipe
between the pump and the reactor, produces a torsional moment of

6880 ft-kips, together with a horizontal force of 1165 kips, or an

overturning moment of 6880 ft-kips, tcgether with a vertical up or
down force of 1165 kips.

Torsional forces are resisted by the structural stability of the

primary piping connected to the pump. Reactions from the horizontal

forces are resisted by the tie rods connected to the walls.L

5,1.5-6
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Forces caused by an overturming moment are resolved into horizontal

and vertical components which are resisted by:

Tension in the anchor bolts,

Axial load on the foundations* and
Tension in the tie rods.

Pritary System - Circumfereantial Breakt

1. Reactions at the nozzle of the pump from a pipe break in the pipe
between the steam genevator and pump, produces a horizontal force
on the stucture of 1700 kips. This force is resisted directly by
th6 bumper located against the elbow of the pipe. Components of
the force are then transferred to the base of the structure and
the tie rods connecting the pump suport to the steam generator

support system.

4
2. Reactions at the nozzle of the pqmp from a pipe break in the pipe

between the pump and the reactor prutices a torsional moment of

3240 ft-k-ps and a horizontal force of- l0 kips oii the structure.

Torsional forces are resisted by the structural stability of the

remaining primary piping connected to the pump.

Reactions from the horizontal forces are resis' td by tie rods con-

nected to the walls.

Pressurizer

Pressurizer is supported on a free-standing structural systems consisting of

six connected trusses fabricat.ed of carbon steel members, all welded together

and setute4-at the base by anchor bolts at elevation 461-O"."

I..

r

L

4
9
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The followinB ore loa4ing conditions that the structure has been designed to
resist:

4) Vertical dead weight,,of pipe and vessel flooded in 360 kips.

b) Seismic$

1. 11orizontal *eisi-ic load of 173 kips acting at the centroid of the

pressurizer vessel which coincides in elevat. on with the slab at

elevation 95t-O" is directly transferred tht.%_ the concrete

embedded guides to the slab.

2. Vertica. seismic load of 115 kips transferred through the structural

system as axial forces to the base plates and anchor bolts at

elevation 46-0"1.

c) Longitudinal Pipe Rupture:

1. Reaction at the surge pipe nozzle of the pressurizer produces

either a torsional moment of 734 ft-kips and a horizontal force

of 234 kips or an overturnlng moment of 734 ft-kips and a hori-

zontal or vertical force of 234 kips.

Those moments and forces are resisted by the structural system and

transferred to the base at elevation 46'-0".

d) Circtmferential Pipe Break:

1. Reaction at the surge pipe nozzle of the pressurizer produces a

horizontal force of 234 kips and an overturning moment of 734 ft-kips,

These momnens and forces are resisted by the structural system and

transferred to the base at elevation 461-0".

~- .. ~

a
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The reactor
zo thes top

M," eal plates
a " noln-yieldl'

:. In addition

the girder h

, broak and as

I
. .0

el Slpp6rt G rder l
vassel im supported on four cooling plates which are fastened

•lanjo of a circular box section ring girder, fabricated of carbon

& The bottom flange of the girder Is in continuous contact with

ng c'icrete foundation.

to the reactor vessel wesight and piping reactions of 3736 kips,

as hen designed to support tha condtiions of loading for pipe

isnac forces as outlines or Figure 5.1-20.
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5,1.6 SYSTEM DESIGN EVALUATION

RELIANCE ON INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS
4 "

The containment leakage limiting boundary is provided in the form of a

single, carbon steel liner on the ,vessel having double barrier weld channels

and penetrations. Each system whose piping penetrates this boundary is

designed to maintain isolation of the containment from the outside environ-

ment. Provision is made to continuously pressurize penetrations and weld

channels and to monitor leakage from this pressurization.

SYSTEM INTEGRITY AND SAPElY FACTORS

Pipe Rupture - Penetration Integrity

The penetrations for the main steam, feedwater, blowdown and sample lines

are designed so that the penetration is stronger than the piping system

and that the vapor barrier will not be breeched due to a hypothesized pipe

rupture.

,a, or Component Support Struimures

The support sLructures for the major components are designed to resist

all thrust forces, mrimenti and torques associated with either a reactor

coolant system or wm.in steam pipe break. All primary structural steel

elements are designed for stresses not exceeding yield stress due to these

forces.

Containment Structure Components Anal-kras

The details of radial, longJi.udinal and horizontal shear analyses for the

containment reinforced concrete are given in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.6-1
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", The contalaent structure in designed based upon llmiting load factors

.bich are mjed as the ratio by which accident and earthquake loods are

maltiplied for deslig purposes to ensure that the load/deformation behavior

of the etructure It one of eloatic, low strain behavior. This approach

places minimam ephasis on fixed gravity loads and uaxinua emphasis on

accident and earthquake loads. Because of the refinement of the analysis

and the restrictions on construction procedures, the load factors primarily

provide for a safety mrgin on the load assu•ptions. Load combinations

and load factors utilized in the design which provide an estimate of the

:argin vith respect to all loads are tabulated in Section 5.1.2.

5.1.7 MINIThM OPERAING CONDITIOh"S

CONTAIN&IiET INTEGRIT!

1. Containment integrity shall be naxatalned whenever the reactor coolant

system is above 300 psig and 200*F. The shutdoim margin shall be 4
greater than 3% Ak with all rods inserted when the containment 4a

opens

The reactor coolant systen conditions of 300 psi& and 200"F assure

th.Z no steam wil be formed and hence there would be no pressure

buildup in the containment if a r-'actor coolant system rupture were

to occur.

2. Cootainment integrity shall not be violated when the reactor vessel

head is rmo-red unless a shutdown margin greater than lOX Ak is constantly

maLntained.

The shutdown margins are selected based on the type of attivities

that are beinS carried out. The shutdown margin during nifuellng

precludes criticality under any circumastances, even though fuel is

being moved. When the reactor head is not to be removed, ':he speci-

fled shutdown margin of 32 Ak is constantly maintained. 4
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3. " ostiev mactivity changes shall not be made by rod dri.ve moLton

or boron dilution vbenaver the counzimment integrity is =t intact.

INUW" P!53SSURE

The roactor shall not be critical if the cortaimunt internal pz.Fsure

exceeds 2.0 paig, or the internasl vacuum exceeds 7.0 paig.

Regarding internal pressure l1mitations, the contaime-tn design pressure

of 47 psig would not be ezceeded iE the Internal pressure before a ajor

loss-cf-coolant accident were as much as 6 paig. The containment Is designed

to ritastaend an !nternal vacuum of 2.5 psig. The 2.0 psig vacuum is specified

a-, an operating limit to avoid any difficulties with witor cooling.

LF.L&GE

The reactor sball not be critical if the contminaent leakage exceeds 0.1

weighbt pe: cent og the =ontained air per 24 hours at an in.'ernal pressure

of 47 psig. This will be demonstrated by the Initial pre--operational

integrated leakage rate test (which will verify the 0.12 per day leak rate

limit with the double penetrations and weld channels ventetd to the contaiment

atmosphere) and subsequent monitoring of double penetrations and weld

channel zone leakage less than 0.2 per cent of the containment free volume

per day.

0 I
A containwent leakage rate of 0.1 weight per cent of the contained air

I per 24 hours at an internal p.ssure of 47 psig, 271F, t=dar hypothetical

accident conditions with 3 of 5 air recirculation units operating willi maintain

public exposure well below 10 CM. 100 values.

SupplMent 8
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An appropriate containment Insptction plan is presenty ir the development

stags, 1t Us our Intention however that, such an inspection will be conducted

Initital Cgntuniment Leakane Rate Testiox

CrItarion: Ccatalm.ment shall be designed so thrt integrated leakage rate
testing can be conducted at the peak pressure calcu-1ateA to
result from the design basis accidant aftar completion and
installation of all penetrations and the leakage rate shall
be neasured over a sufflcieot period of Lizse to verify its
conformance with required performance.

After co-pleatlon of the ccrsinxent structure and Installation of

all penetrations and w~eld channels, an initial integrated leakage
rate ,*at vdl'- be conducted ot the contaila-ent design pressure

(47 puig), aintainei for a airsinum of 24 hours, to vorify that the

leakage rate It no greater than 0.1 per cent by wtighc of the containment

volume par day at design basin accident conditiorns. This leakage rat*

test wIll be performed using the absolute catho&. In addition, a

reduceZ pressure integrated leakage rate test will be conducted at

a pressure not less thart SOZ of the concamnnent dextZg Xraeurc,

maintained for a nLinlum of 24 hours.

Periodic Contasinent Leakage Rate TestIB&

Criterion: The containment shall be designed so that an integrated
leakage rate can be periodically letermined by test during
plant lifetIme.

The ful pressure (47 psai) integrated leakage rate test will not be repeated

unless aaaJor maintewnnce or modifications are made. Integrated leakage rate

tests at the raducod te*t pressure wiii be conducted at periodle Intervals

during the life of the plant.

A leak race test at the contalumant. deualn pressure using the same

Method as the initial leak rate test can be performed at any tice during

the operational lUfe of the plant. pr'vided the plant is nar In operation

and precautions are taken to protect instruments and eruipment Cron damage.

5,1.8-1
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Criterion: Provisions shall be isade to the extent practical fop petiodi-
cally testing penetratioms which have resilient seals or

-.expvason bellows to permit leak tightness to be demonstrsted
L t the peak pressure calculated to result from occurrence
of tae design ba1s accident.

Nnetrstioas tre deciped with double seals which are continuously pres-

surized above accident prassure. The large access openangs such as the

equipment batch and personnel air locks are equipped with double gar*

doors aDAd flanges; with the space between the gaskets connected to the

7"saswtzation system. The systen utilizes a supply of clean, dry, compressed

air which will place the penetrations under an internal pressure above

the peak calculated accident pressure.

A permanently piped monitoring systen is provided -o continuously mea3ure

leakage from all penetrations.

Leakage fr•m the monitoring syatem In chec..ed by continuous ueasurtment0f the ineaerazed makeup air flow. In the event excessive leakage is

discovered, each penetration can then be checked separately at any tize.

.for Tostint of Isolation Valves

•.&iouz CaLpuity shall be provided to the oxcent practical for
taet$ ftwctional operability of valves and associated
app•r•tuo essential to the contain-ent function for establishing
that tw Utlure has occurred and for determining that valve
leakrt, does not exceed acceptable l'Uits.

Capability is provided to t'he extent practical for testing the functimal

operability of valves and associated apparatus during periods of reactor

shutdown.

Initiation of contalnment isolation employs coincidence circuits which

allov checking of the operability and calibration of one channel at a

time. Removal or bypass of one eignal channel places that circuit ira

the hall-tripped mode.



Ndroetetic teats of isolatioa valves ix series ara perforned by first q
teeting the upstrem valve with the second valve ope", then opening the

Wutsren valve ad closing the second valve, so that each valve vil

hbay an independent test.

TUe si. stesm and teedwater barriers sad Isolation valves in systems

which &wect to the Resctor Coolant System on, hydrostatically tested

to sieure leakAge.

Valwes ia the Plaaidual Beat Removal System are not considered to be Isolating

valves In the unusual sense Inasmuch as the system would be in operation

under acc•idut conditions.

Field and oprational inspection and testing have been divided into three

a) That taking place during erection of the containment building liner;

- construction tests.

b) That taking place after the containment structure Is erected and

all penetrations cre couplete and installed; pre-operational tests.

c) Monitoring during reactor operation; post-operational tests.

5.1.8.1 Constrution Tests

During erection of the liner, the following Inspection and teats will

be or have been performed:

Bottom Liner Plates-

All liner plate welds are tested for leak tightness by vacmm box. The

box is evacuated to at least a 5 psa. pressure differential with the atmospheric

preSsure.

5.1.8-3
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After coompletion of a successful leak test, the welds are covered by chnnne|a.

A strangth teat is performed by applying 54 psig air pre.osure to the c-hannel"

In t1e zone for a period of 15 vdnutes,

The zone of channel-covered welds is pressurized to 47 psig with a 20%

by weight of Freon-air mixture. The entire run of the channel to plate

welds is then traversed with a halogen leak detector.

The sensitiv~ty of the leak detector is 1 x 10-9 standard CC per second.

The sniffer is held approximately 1/2-inch from the weld and traversed

at a rate of about 1/2-inch/second. The detection of In amount of halogen

indicates a loak requiring weld repairs and retesting.

After the halogen test is complete all liner welds not accessible for

radiography are pressurized uith air to 47 psig and soap-tested. Any

'eaks indir3ted by bubbles are repaired and retested. Where leaks occur,

Velds are removed by arc gouging, grinding, chipping and/or machining,

before rewelding. In addition, the zone of channelse are held at the 47

psig air .ressure for a period of at least two hours. The drop in pressur&

is not to exceed the equivalent of a leakage of 0.05% of the containment

building volume per day. Compensation for change In ambient air temperature

i" made if necessary.

Vertical Cylindrical Walls and Dome

For a liner a complete radiograph is made of the first 10 feet of full

penetraton weld made by each welder or welding operation. A minimumi cf

a 12" film "spot" radiograph is made every 50 feet of wel6 thereafter

en the side walls and dome, except where back-up plates are used. The

radiograph filmis are given to United Engineers and Constructors for their

review.

Supplement 8
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Whnm a spot radiograph shows defects that require repair, two adjacent spots

shall be radiographed. If defects requiring repair are shown in either

of these, all of the welding performed by the responsible operator or veider
shall be lOOZ radiographed to determine the end of defect.

The perforuamce and acceptance stndards for all radiography shall be ASMZ

Section VI1, Paragraph UW51.

The liner plate to plare welds are tested for leak tightness by vacuum box

tethniques. After successful completion of the spot radiography and vacuum
box tests and subsequent repair of all defects, the channels are elded

In place over all seas welds in a pre-deteredned zone. A strength test

is performd oan the liner plate weld and the channel weld by presourizing

the channel with air at.. 54 psi& for 15 minutes. In addition, eac7h zone
of channel covered weld .a leak tested using the Freon-air mixture at 47

psig.

In locations where radiography is not possible, such as the lower courses

of shell plates where back-up plates are used, and where liner bottom welds

and floor plate welds are made to angles and tees, 'he liner fabricator

welds on a 2" long aver-:-un coupon. The overrum cotyon is chipped off, marked

for location and given to United Engineers and Constructors for testing.

These welds are also vacuum box tested.

Welded studs are visually inspected, and at least one at the beginning of
each dvy's work and another at approximately mid-day are bend-tested to

45' for each welder. Studs failing visual or bend-testing ave removed.

While the liner is not a pressure vessel, industry experience has shown

that leaks in pressure vessels normally occur at joints. For this reason,

and following current liner fabrication practice, there iA no radiographic

or other non-destructive examination of liner plate.
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Strength and leak tests of individual penetration internal* mn closurea

ad sleeve veld channels are performed in a sinU.aw manner to the above

and all leaks repal Ad and the penetration or weld channel reteactd until

no further leaks are found-

5.1.8.2 PRE-OPERATIONAL TESTS

All penetraticini and the welds joining these penetrationx to the containumnt

liner and the liner seam welds have been designed to provde a double

barrier which can be continuously pressurized at a pressurc higher than

the design pressure of the containieent. This blocks all of these potential

sources of lea•aga vith a pressurized zone and at the same t.me providp•s

a means of monitori g the leakage status of the containment wbich Is

more sensitive to changes in the leakage charaxcteristics of thtse poteatial

leakage sources.

After the containment building is cowmlete uith liner, concrete structures,

and all electrical and piping penetrations, equipment hatch and personnel

locks in place, the following teets will be performed:

a) Strength 'test:

A pressure test will be waade on the completed building using air

at 54 psig. This pressure will be maintained on the building for

a period of at least one hour. During this test, weasurements and

observations will be made to verify the adequncy of the structural
design. For a description of observations, cracko, strain gauges,

etc., refer to the Containment Report. (7)

Supplevent a
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b) Inteirated Leakage late Tests:

The integrated leakaga rate tests "hith will be performed on the

completed buildLng at 47 pig using the absolute method. This leakage

test viii be perforned with the double penetrration and veld channel

zones ope'n to the containment atmosphere. The easkage rate to be

dev.-estated by this tut will be equal to or less thaun 0.1Z of the

containneat free volume per day at 6ieaign batids accident conditions.

After it has been assured that there are no defects remaining from

construction, a sensitive leak rate test ill be conducted.

e) Sens!.tive Leak Rate Teat:

The sensitive leak rate test will include only the volume of the

weld channels and double penetrations. This test is considered more
sensitive than tbe integrated leakage rate test, as the instrumenta-

tion used permits a direct measurement of leakage from the pressurized

gones. The sensitive leak rate test will be conducted with the
prinetrations and eld channels at 50 psig end with the containment

building at atmospbAric pressure. The leak rate for the double

penetrations and iteld channel zones will be equal to or less than
0.21 of the containment free volume per day.

5.1.8.3 POST-OPERATIONAL TESTS

The double penetrations and the weld seam channels which are Instaled

on the inside of the liner in the containment will be continuously pressurized

to provi/a a continuous, sensitive and accurate means of monitoring their

status with respect to lskage.

Tho.e is no need to repeat the full presaure integrated leakage rate test

of the containment building, unless major maintenance or modificationa
of the containment are made. Io allow for this possibility, it is permissible

to pressurize the containaent building at 54 psig, after the =jor modifications

have been cospleted. Periodic reduced preasure containment integrated leakage

rate tests will be performed.

Suppleaent 8
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Item

Presuizer - 1

Steam Generators - 4
Reactoz -1 -.

(a) Viedte

(b) Internals

Wc Uping
Raactor Pumps - 4

Accumulator Tanks - 4

175 Ton Polar Crane - 1

Ventilation Fans - 4

Reactor Coolant Drain Tank - I

Pressure Relief Tank - 1

Other Miscellaneous Equipment

.,ooded OteratIug Weight. lb

3469000

3,746,000

868,000

420,000

1,000,000

824,000

529,000

650,000

6562000

20,000

100,000

100,000

TOTAL 9,259,000

-0
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Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 5.1-2, Titled "Containment Building General Arrangement Plans"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.



Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968'

, r -,-/
Figure 5.1-3, Titled "Containment Building General Arrangement Plans"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.



Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 5.1-4, Titled "Containment Building General Arrangement Plans"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.



Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 5.1-5, Titled "Containment Building General Arrangement Elevations" ' •

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.



Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 5.1-6, Titled "Containment Building General Arrangement Elevations"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.
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.52CWITAIMMUT ISOLAT1E1 SYSTEKI

5.2.1 DMSIGH BASIS

Each sysrat whose piping penetrates the contaLnnent. leakage 1lmlting boundary

Is designed to maintain or establish Lsolation of the containment from

the outside environment under the following postulated cond~tticccs:

A. Any accident for which isolation is required (severely faulted cnditions'

b. A coincident indepen4ent single failure or malfunction (expecced fault

condition) occurring in any active s-stez component i: hin the isolated

bounds.

Piping penetrating the containent is designed for pressures at least

equal to the contalinent. design pressurc. Containrent isolation valves

are provided as necessary in lines penetrating the containment to amsure

tOat no unrestricted release of radioactivity can occur. Such releases

dight be due to rupture of a Line within t'he containment concarrent with

."ts-of-coolant aecident, or due to rupture of a line outside the contairbent

which connects to a source of radioactive fluid within the contaiment.

In general, isolation of a line outside -the contair.ent FrotecUs agaiust

rupture of the line inside concurrent with a loss-of-coolant accldent, or

closes off a line which coccunicates with the containment atmoaphere in the

event of a loss-of-coolant accident.

Isolation of a line Inside the contair=ent plevents flow from the reactor

coolant system or any other large source of radioactive fluid in the event that

a piping rupturr outside the containment occirs. A piping rupture outside the

containment at the asne tine as a less-of- toalant accident is not considered

credible, aist the penetrating linca &re setsuic Class I design up to and includE

the second Isolation batler end are assumed to be an extension of containment.

5.2-1



The IsaoAtion valve arrasgeent provIdes two barriers between the Reoctor

Coolant System or aoetainuent atmosphere, and the environment.

Sstem design Is such thar failure oE one valve to close v11l not prevent

isolation, mad no manual operation ts required for Imediate isolation.

Automatic isolation Ix Initiated by a containment isolation stpal

- I ction 7 derived either from uny automatic safety injection signal,
-- 'T' signa), or -- ually.

The contilnaent isolation valves have been examined to assure that they are

capable of withstanding the maximuu potential scistic loads.

To assura their adequacy in this respect:

4) Valves are located In a manner to reduce the accelerations oan the

valves. Valves suspended on piping spans are reviewed for adequacy

for the loads to which the span would be subjected. Valves are mounted

in the position recom•nded by the nanufactucer.

b) Valvo yokes are reviewed for adequezy &nd strengthened as required

for the response of the valve operator to seismic loads.

c) Mhera valves are required to operate during seismic loadi.ng, the

operator forces are reviewed to assure that system function iT

preserved. Seismic forces on the operating parts of the valve are

small coapared to tho other forces present.

d) Control vircx and piping to the valve operators are designed

an,- Installed to assure that the flaxure of the Uin& does not

endanger the control system. Appendages to the valve, such as

position indicators and operators, are checked for structural
adequacy.

Supplement 13
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Coatainment Isolation Valves Criterion

Isolation valves are provided as necessary for all fluid system lines

penetrating the containment to 4ssure at least two barriers for redundance

against leakage of radioactive fluids to the envirtincent in the event
of a loss-o(-coolant accident. These barriers, in the form of isolation
valves or cloa•d systems, are defined on an Individual line basis. In
addition to satisfying containment isolation criteria, the valving is
designed to facilitate normal operation and maintenance of the systems
and to ensure reliable operation of other engineered safeguards systems.

With respect to no=bers and locations A isolation valves, the criteria
applied are generally those outlined by the six classes described in
Section 5.2.2 below.

54.2.2 SYSTEl[ DESIQG

*TThe six classes listed belov are general categorles into which lines pene-
trating containment may be classified. The seal water referred to in
the listing of categories is provided by the Isolation Valve Seal Water
System described in Section 6.5. The following notes apply to these classification

I. The "not missile protected" designation refers to lines that ace
not protected throughout their length InaLde contaiement against
mis•iles generated as the result of a loss of coolant accident.
These lines, therefore, are not assuman invulnerable to rupture
as a result of a loss of coolant.

2. In order to qualify for containment isolation, valves inside the
containment must be located behind the missile barrier for protection
against loss of function following an accident.

5.2-3



3. manual isolatiivalvns trhat are locked closed or otherwise closed

and under admintstfr;t1ve control during power operation qualify
as automatic trip vubtif.

4. A check valve qualifies at an auot =tic trip valve in certain

incoming lines not requiring seal water -i.njection.

5. The do-ble disk type of gate valve is used tis Ltzlate certain

liHtes. When seatled by water injection, this val.% ' 1 ovides two

barriers against leakage of raJioactive liquida or -- ntznmernt

atmosphere.

6. In lines isolated by Slobe valves and provided with seal vmter

Injection. the valves are installed so that the seal vater vets

the stem packing.

7. Excessive loss of seal water through an isolation valve that

fails to close on signal, is prevented by the high resistance

of the seal water injection line. A water seal at the failed

valve is assured by proper slope of the protected Line, or a

loop seal, or by additional valves on the side of the isolation

valves away from the containment.

8. Isolated lines between the contaitement and the second outside

isolatlan valve are designed to the same seismic criteria as the

containment v-jssel, and are assumed to be an extension of

containment.

Supplemantn
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Class I (Outgoing Lines, 1Reattor Cool~nt System)

•"ral~y ow: .ting ouLgoing lines cot.nccted to. the Reactor Coolant

-yatem are provided with at least two automatic trip valves in series

located outside the containent. Automatic seal water injection is

-- -- provided for lines in thLs Ciassification.

An exceptioil to the general classification is the residual heat r2moval

lool. outlet line, which has two barriers established by normally closed

valves.

Class 2 (Outgoina Lines)

Normally operating outgoing lines not connected to the Reactor Coolant

Systema, and not missile protected or which can otherwise coumunicate
vith the containment atmosphere following an accident, are provided

at a minimum with two automatic trip valves in series outside containment.

Automatic seal water injection Is p o-ided for lines in this classification.

Most of these lines are not vital to plant operation following an accident.

An exception is the residual heat exchanger cooling water return line,
uixtch is valved in accordance with safeguards operation.

Class 3 •incoming Lines)

Incoming Ilnes connected to open systems outside containment, and :not
PmLssile protecteod or which can otherwise communicate with ..ne containment

atmosphere following an accident are provided with one of the following

arrangements outside containmnt:

15,2-5



I. Tuo automatic trip valves in series, with automati- seal water

injection. This arrangement is provided for lines -hich are

not necessary to plant operation after an accident.

2. Two manual isolation valves In series, with manual seal water

injection. This arrangement is provided for lines which remain

in service for a time, or are used periodically, subsequent to

an accident.

Incoming lines connected to closed systems outside containment, and

not. aissile protected or which can otherwise communicate with the contaipment

atmosphere are provided, at a minimum, with one check valve or normally

cloaed Laolation valve located either Inside or outside containment.

The closed piping system outside containment provides the necessary

Isolation redundancy. Most lines in this category are provided witht

additional isolation valves which satisfy particular systems or ".feguards

requirements. Se&1 water injection is provided for certain liners in this

category.

Exceptions are the containment spray he%ders and residual ho/At exchangers

cooling water supply line, for which valving is based on safeguards

requirements.

Class 4 (Hissile Protected)

N ormally operated incoming and outgoing lines which Fenetrate the contaLtment

and are connected to closed systems inside the containment and protected

from missiles throughout their length and are provided with at least

one mannal isolation valve located outside the containment. Seal water

injection is not required for this class of penetration.

5.2-6



9 class 5 jWormally closed Lins ,etratiniz the Contaiqgut)

Lines which penetrate the containment and which can be opened to the contaitamnt

atmosphere but which are norafly closed during reactor operation are

provided with two isolation valves in series or one isolation valve and

one blind flange. One valve or flange is located inside and the second

valve or flange located outside the containment.

Class 6 (Special Service)

There are a nuaber of special groups of penetrating lines and contaimnemt

access openings. These are discussed below.

Each ventilation purge duct penetration is provided with tvo tight-closing

butterfly valves, which are closed during reactor power operation and are

actuated to the closed position automatically upon a containment isolation

or a containment high radiation signal, One valve is located inside and

one valve is located outside the containment at each penetration. The

space between valves is pressurized by air from the Pentration sad Weld

Channel Pressurizacion System whenever they are closed.

The containment pressure relief line is siailarly protected. However,, since

the line can be opened during reactor power operation, three tLght closing

butterfly valves in series are provided, one inside and tu-v outside the

containment, These valves also are actuated to the closed position upon a

containment isolation or containment high radiation signal. 1he two intra-

valve spaces are pressurized by air from the Penetration and Steld Channel Pres-

surization System whenever they are closed.

The equipment access closure is a bolted. gasketed closure which is sealed

during reactor operation. The personnel air locks consist of two doors

in series with aechanical interlocks to assure that one door iii closed

at all times. Each air lock door and the equipment closure arr. provided

with double gaskets to permit pressurization betueen the gaskets by

9 the Penetration and Weld Channel Pressurization System, Section 6.6.

5.2-7
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The 144 tra•ifeu tuba ptnstratioiI nside the containment is designed to

ps~t i u•ilslle protected 4wd pressurized double barrier betweev the

-coam fint awsphers and th. ataoesphee outside the containsiaen. The

#ntratilos cloture it treated in a wamsr stadlar to the equipment access

hitich. A positive preasura 4s vaintainad between these aslkete to complete

the double barrier btween the ontainment satmosphere and the Inside of

the fuel troasfer tube. The interior of the fuel transfer tube is not

pressurized. Seal water irajection is not required for this penetration.

The f6.ovidng lines would be subjected to pressure 4n sces of the

Isolation Valve Seal Water Systen desuin pressure (150 paig) in the

ewvnt of an accident, due to operation of the recirculation pumps:

I. Residual heat removal loop inlet line

2. Residual heat removal loop outlet line

3. By pass Ilne from residual heat exchanger outler to safety

Injection pwpa suction

4. Residual heat removal pumps minifl•w line

5. Residual heat removal loop sample line

6. Recirculation p~p discharge sample line

Lines I, 2 and 3 are isolated by double disc gate vtlvez. whbie 5, and 6,

arte each isolated by two globe valves in series. Line A is igolated by a

globe and a gate valua in series. These valves can be sealed by nitrogen

ges from the high pressure niULL Un supply of the Isolation Valve Seal Water

System. A self contained pressure regulator, operates to maintain the nitrogen

injection pressure slightly higher then the maximum expected line pressure.

These valves are closed during power operation, and the nitrogen gas injection

Is uAnually initiated.

Lines which corunicate with the cont.inment atnosphere at all times (normally

fillted with air or vapor) include:

1. Steam jet air ejector return line to containment

2. Cont~inent radiation monikor ialet and outlet lines

5,2-8 Supplement 15
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In an accident condition the space between the two containment isolation

valves in each line are scaled by , ."asurizing with air from the Penetration

and Weld Channel Pressurization System. The air is introducgd Into each

space at approximately 2 psi above the containment design pressure through a

separate line from the Penatration and Weld Channel Pressurization System.

Parallel (redundant) fall open valves in each injection line open on the

appropriate containment isolation signal to proviGe a reliable supply of

pressurizing air. A flow limiting orifice in each injection line presents

excessive air consumption if one of these valves spuriously falls to open,

or if one of the containment isolation valves fails to respond to the "trip" t

signal.

5.2.2.1 Isolation Valves and Instrumentation Diagrams

* s Figures 5.2-1 througt. 5.2-24 show all valves in lines leading to the atmosphere

or to closed systems on both sides of the containment barrier, valve actuation

and preferential failure modes, the api lication of "trip" (containment is,.latio:

signals, relative location of the valves with respect to missile barriers, and

151 the boundaries of Seismic Class I designed lines. Figure 5.2-25 defines the

nomenclature and symbols used.

5.2.2.2 Valve Parameters Tabulation

A surary of the fluid systems lines penetrating containment and the valves

and closed systems employed for containment isolation is presented in

Table 5.2-1. Each valve is described as to type, operator, position indication

and open or closed status during normal operation, shutdown and accident

conditions. Information is also presented on valve preferential failure mode,

automatic trip by the containment isolation signal, and the fluid carried

by the Une.

Jupplesent 15
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Couttrn1eat Isolation valves are provided with actuation and control equipment

eppropxlat. U, the valve type, For exabple, air operated globe and diaphragm

(Saundeas fttant) valves are generally equipped with air diaphragu operators,

with fail-safe operation provided by the control devices in the instrument

&IT supnly to the valve. Motor operated gate valves are capable of being

supplied from reliable on-site emergency power as well as their normal power

* . source. Hanual and check valves, cf.course, do not require actuation

or control systems.

The automatically tripped Isolation valves are actuated to the closed position

by one of two separata containment Isolation signals. The first cf these

signals is derived in conjunction with automatic safety injection actuation,

and trips the majority of the automatic isolation valves. These are valves

in the so-called "non-essentia"V* process lines penetrating the containment.

I This is defined as "Phase A" Iaola'on and the trip valves are designated by

the letter "T" in the isolation diagrams, Figures 5.2-1 through 5.2-23 This

signal also initiates automatic seal. water injection (See Section 6.5). The

second, or "Fhaue B", containment Isolation signal is derived upon actuation

of the containment spray system, and trips the automatic isolation valves in

the so-called "essential"* process lines penetrating the containment. These

trip valves are designated by the letter "P" in the isolation diagrams.

A manual containment isolation signal can be generated from the ccntrol room.

This signal performs the same functions as the automatically derived "T"

signal, i.e. "Phase A" isolation and automatic seal water injection,

Non-automatic isolation valves, i.e., remote stop valves and manual valves,

are used in lines which must remain In aervice, at least for a time, following

an accident. These are closed manually if and when the lines are taken out

of service.

*"Non-esuential" process lines are defined as thcae which do not increase
the potential for damage to in-containmer.t equipment when isolated. "Essential"
process lines xre those providing cooling water and seal water flow through the
reactor coolant pumps. Thess services shculd not be interrupted unless absol-
utely necessary while the rf.c.tor coolant vvxmps are operating.

Supplement 15,5t2-10 11/70



Standard closing times available with commercial valve models are adequate

for the sizes of containment isolation valves used. Valves equipped with

air-diaphragm operators generally close in approximately two seconds.

The typical closing time available for large motor operated gate valves

is ten seconds.

The large butterfly valves used to isolate the containment ventilation

purge ducts are equipped with air-diaphragm operators, with spring returns 15

capable of closing the valves in two seconds. These valves fail to the

closed position on loss of control signal or instrument air.

5.2-11



5.2.2.3' Valve Operabiliy.

AIL cont4inownt isolatioa valvcw, actuators and controls are located so as to

be protected against missiles which could be generated as the result of a loss

of coolant accident. Only valves so protected are considered to qualify as

cantairunent isolation valves.

Only isolation valves located inside containment are subject to the high

pressure, high temperature, eteam laden atmosphere resulting from an ac ident.

Operability of these valves in the accident environment is ensured by proper

design, construction and Anstall1tion, as reflected by the following

considerations:

a. All components in the valve installation, including valve bodies, trim

and moving parts, actuators, instrument air and control and power

wiring, are constructed of materials sufficiently temperature resistant

to be unaffected by the accident environment. Special attention is

given to electrical insulation, air operator diaphragms and stem packing

- Ateroal.

b. In addition to normal pressures, the valve& are designed to withstand

maximum pressure differential. in the reverse direction imposed by the

accident conditions. This criterion is particularly applicable to the

butterfly type isolation valves used in the containment purge lines.

5.2-12
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5,3 coNTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

5.3.1

5.3.1.1

DESIGN BASIS

Performance ObJectives

The containment ventilation system is designed to accomplish th

a) Remove the normal heat loss from all equipment and piping in

reactor containment during plant operation and to maintain a

ambient temperature of 120*F or less.

1'oding:

tboe
normal

I
b) Provide sufficient air circulation and filtering throaghout all

containment areas to permit safe and continuous access to the reactor

containment within two hours after reactor shutdown assuming defects
exict in 1% of the fuel rods.

c) Provide for positive circulation of air across the refueling water

surface to assure personnel bccess and safety during shutdown.

d) Provide a minimum containment ambiet. temperature of 50*F during

reactor shutdown,

e) Provide for purging of the containment vassel to the plant vent

for dispersion to the environment. The rate of release does not

permit off-site dose to excead one-tenth of that permitted by 10

CPR 20.

f) Provide for dperessurization of the containment vessel following

an accident. The post-accident design and operating criteria are

detailed in Section 6.

5.3-1 Supplement 13
8/70
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to order to accomplish these objectives the following systems are provided:

4) Containment Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System

fP) Control Rod Drive Mechanism Cooling System

6) Reactor Compdrtment Coolft•g System

d) Containment Purge System

" *) Containment Auxiliary Charcoal Filter System

0) Containment Post-Accident Charcoal Filter System (Described in Section 6.4)

g) Steam Heatine System

3,3.l.2 ,Desian Chdr&cteristico - Sizing

Thi design characteristics of the equipment required in the containment

fet cooling, filtration and heating to handle the nornal thermal and air

Ideaning loads during no-mal plant operation are presented in Table 5.3.1-1.

th certain cases where engineered safeguards functions also are served

by the equipment, compoftent sizing is determined 'irom the heavier duty

dpacifications associated with the design basis accideat (DBA), detailed

•tther in Section 6.
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5.3.2 SSTE, DESIGN

5.342.1 Piping and Instrumentation Diagram

The containment ventilation, purging and recirculation cooling and filtration
systems flow diagram in shown in Figure 5.3-1. The containment ventilation

systems and main plant vent- '-e designed as Class I structures.

!.. 5.3.2.2 Containment Recirculation Ventilation

Air recirculation cooling and filtering during normal operation is accomplished

using all five air handling units discharged to a common headered ductwork
distribution system to assure adequate flow of filtered and coold air throughou

the coztainment. The cooling coils in each air handling unit transfer up
to 2.2 x 106 Btu/hr to the service water system during normal plant operation
and 76.32 x 106 Btu/hr in the event of an accident when supplied with 2000

gpm cooling water at 85*F inlet tamperature.

Each air handling unit consists of the following equipment arranged so that,
during normal operation, air flows through the unit in the following sequence:
cooling coils, moisture separators (demisters), HEPA filters, centrifugal
fan with direct-drive motor, and distribution header. The fans and motors
of these units are equipped with vi )ration sensors to detect abnormal operating
conditions in the early stages of the disturbance. In the event of an
accident, the air will continue this same flow path except that, after passing

through the fan, it will be diverted automatically by air operated butterfly
valves to a compartment c-,ntaining charcoal filter before entering the distribut.

header. The normal air flow rate per air handling unit is approximately 70,000
cfm and the post-accident flow rate will bo approximately 65,000 cfm, with
8000 cfm through the charcoal filter section. Se,. .on 6.4.2 provides additional

information on the operation of this system.

5.3-3
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The fo3 lowing additional systems supplement the main containment r-circulation

" " system;

a) Contvol rod drive cooling system consisting of fans and ductwork to

circulate air through the control drive mechanism shroud and discharge it

to the main containment volume. Four 1/3 capacity direct driven axial

flow fans are used.

b) Four unit beaters supplied with 25 psig steam ior containment heating,

designed to maintain a mini'ium temperature of 50*F in the contairment

building during winter shutdown. Capacity of the four units is

1.6 x 106 Btu/hr.

5.3.2.3 Containment Pur-e System

The containment purge system .s independent of the primary auxiliary building

exhaust system and Inciudes provisions for both supply and exhaust air. The

supply system includes roughing filters, heating coils, fan, supply penetration

with two butterfly valves for bubble tight shutoff, and a purge supply dis-

tributlon header inside containment. The exhaust system includes exhaust

penetration with two butterfly valves identical to those above, exhaust ductwork,

filter bank with roughing and HEPA filters, fans and exhaust vent. The full

purge flow rate is 40,0C0 cfm. The quick closing purae isolation valves are

capable of closing within two seconds of receipt of the accident signal.

During power operation, containmer.t integrity is maintained with no release

from the containment ventilation system to the atmosphere. Prior to purging

the containment air, particulate and gas monitor indications of the closed

containment activity levels will be used to guide routine releases from the

contain.*ent. During power operation, the containment air particulate and

gas monit~r indications will help determinL the desirability of using either

one ;- both of two auxiliary particulate and charcoal filter units installed

in the containment primarily for pre-access cleanup.

When containment purging for access followin16 reactor shutdown is in .rogress,

releases from the plant vent are continuously monitored with a gas monitor.
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5.3.2.4 Isolation Valves

The purge supply and exhaust ducts bu.tterfly valves, bott inside and outsf.'e
the containment, are closed during powir operation. The hpacer, between the
closed valves are pressurized with &;. by the Penetration and Weld Channel

Pressurization System. The valves are designed for rapid automatic clcsing

by the containment isolation signal (derived from any automatic safety injection
signal), or upon a sd-,nal of high activity level within the containmint in

the event of a radioactivity release when the purge line is open.

5.3.2.5 Contaiument Pressure •lief Line

The normal pressure changes in the containment during reactor power operation,
and during plant cooldown if the containvent purge system is not operating,

will be handled by the containment pressure relief line. This line is 2quipped
with three quick-closing butterfly type isolation valves, one inside and
two outside the coritainment. The valves will be automatically acruated to

the close,' ion by the containment isolaLion signal, or by a containment-

high radiot '"y signal. The two intra-valvc spaces are pressuri2:ed with
air by tie N, atra.'on and Weld Channel Pressurization System when the valves
are closed, The pressure relief line dische0rges to the plant vent.

5.*3-5



TABLE 5.3.1-1

PRINCIPAL CO1eWENT DATA SM4HARY

I

Unfts
System 1--stalled

Containment Recirculation

Demister 5

Cocling Coils - Nornal 5

Cooling Coils - DBA 5

HEPA Filters 5

Fans 5

Fan Pressure - Normal

Fan Motors (440 V. 3 phase) 5

DBA Charcoal Filters 5

Control Rti Drive Mechanism Cooling

Fans, Standard Conditions 4

Fan Pre~tnure -

Fan Hatcrs 4

Reactor CoMparrtzent Cooling

Part o'. CB Rec-rculation.
Sys teA

Refueling CAnal Air Sveep

Part of CB Rec-rculation
Systemi

A 70,000 ef. 6ur-Ing normal operation

65,000* efi

2.2 x 106 Btulhr

76.32 x 106 Btufnr

65,000* cta

65,000* cfa

7.70 ia. H2

350 Hp

65,000 cfn

15,000 cf=

5-1/2 in. a 0

25 Hp

Unit Capacity

Units Required
for

Noraal O0erati

5

5

5

5
5

5

0

3

12,000 CfE

17,500 fr=

Suppleaent 13
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TA= 5.3.1-1 (WrLID)

UMIef
Units
Installed

Units Required
for

Wormaal OperaltiortUnidt Cafioaeta

Tun* Supply

!lnu 1 Strndard QM4dxiions

Pan~ Preasura

tan Miotors

?re-heasc Coils

Mfr Filters, Roughing

1

I

I Set

40,000 efu

4 in. H2

110 Hr

40,000 cfa

Optio"?a
a

Optional

I

*PUrZV EXlsAnat

F=41, Standard Coaditiatns

Faa Pressure

Fan M~otors

Plenuma

1IEPA vilterR

2

2

22

53,200 cfa

8.5 'r" H20

100 HP
53,200 cen

53,200 cfa

Optlonrul
to

to

Containment Auxiliary Charcoal Filter

trans, Standard Cocditlons

ran Press ure

tan~ Notors

'Filters; Roughing, 1E1PA
and8 Charcoal FIltzrs

Un~a Heating

Hatterv, 25 psig atitam

2

2
2

8,000 efn

4.75 in. H20

10 Hp

8,000 cbm

400,000 Btu•hr each

'U

'S

te

.3

9'

it Ratio: The two exzhaust fan a--a used Interchangeably or as backup fro:

1. Vienrilation of Pre.aary Auxiliary Building.

2. Contairment Suilding purge systemn.
I

Su~pplement 3.
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6 UICIZEDn SAFETY FEATURES

The central safety obJective in reac tor design and operation in control
of risactor fis"ain products. Th* methods used to assure this objective

are:

I.. -.

a. Core design to preclude release of fiahn products from the

fuel (Section 3).

b. Retention of fisuiou products in the reactor coolant for whatever

laakaga occurn (Sections 4, and 6).

c. Retention of fission products by the containment for operational

and accidental releases beyond the reactor coolant boundary (Sections

5, and 6).

d. Optimizing fission product dispersal to minimize population exposure.

(Sections 2, and L1).

The Engineered Safety Features are the provisions in the plant which embody

methods b and c above to prevent the occurrence or to amueliorate the effects

of serious accidents.

The Engineered Safety Features systems in this plant are the Contai:Laent

System, detailed in Section 5; the Safety Injection System, detailed in

Section 6.2; the Containment Spray System, detailed in Section 6.3; the

Contaiment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System, detailed in

Section 6.4; the Isolation Valve Seal Water System detailed in Section

6.5; and the Cotainm• t Penetration and Weld Cha~nel Pressurization Systez.,

detailed in Section 6.6.

Evaluations of techniquem and equipment uaed to accomplish the central

objective Inclu"4 ng accident cases are detailed in Section 5, 6 and 14.
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6.1 W1=A `DESIGM CRITMkU

Criteria atpplying in comon to all engineered safety features are given

in 6.1,1. Thereafter, criteria which are related to engineered safely

features but which are more specific to other plant features or systems, are

listed isnd cross referenced in section 6.1.2.

h

6 * 1.1. ENGINEERED SAFET FEATURES CRITERIA

Engineered Safety Features Baids for DesigZ-

Criterion: Engineered safety features shall be provided in the facility
to back up the safety providted by the core design, the
reactor coolant pressure boundary, and their protection
systems. Such engineered safety feature- shall be designed
to cope with any size reactor coolant piping break up to
and including the equivalent of a circumferential rupture
of any pipe in that boundary, assuming unobstructed discharge
from both ends. (GDC 37)

The design, fabrication, testing and inspection of the core, reactor

coolant pressure boundary and their protection systems give assurance

of safe and reliable operation under all anticipated normal, transient,

and accident conditions. However, engineered safety features are provided

in the facility to back up the safety provided by these components.

These engineered safety features have been designed _o cope with any

size reactor coolant pipe break up to and inclrling the circumferential

rupture of any pipe assumin8 unobstructed discharge from loth ends,

and to cope with any steam or feedwater line break up to and including

the main steam or feedwater headers.

.Limiting the release of fission products from the reactor fuel is accomplished

by the Safety Injection Syste which, by cooling the core, keeps the fuel in

place and substantially intact and limits the metal water reaction to an

Insignificant amount.
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The Saeaty Injection System consists of high and low head centrifugal pumps

drivsen by electric motors, and passive ac -mulator tanks which are self

marizsd wAd which act independently of any actuation signal or power

source.

S0

The release of fission product from the containment is limited in three

ways:

L. Blocking the potential leakage paths from th.k containment. This

is accomplished by:

a. A steel-lined, reinforced concrete reactor containment with

testable. doubly sealed penetrations and liner weld channelsthe sp

of which are continuously prassurized above accident presstreand vt.

form a virtually leak-tight barrier to the escape of fission

products should a loss of coolant accident occur.

b. Isolation of process lines by the Containment Isolation System

vhicb imposes double barriers in each line which penetrates

the containment except for lines utilized during the accident.

An Isolation Valve Seal Water System provides a water seal at

the isolation valves thus sealing the pipes penetrating the contaif

2. Reducing the fission produtt coticentration in the containment atmosphire

This is accomplished by;

a. Contaiment Air recirculation filters which provide for rapid

removal of particles and iodine vapor from the containment

atmosphere.

b. Chemically trea&ted spray which removes elemental iodine vapor

from the containment atmosphere by washing action.
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Sc.-.

3L. kidi•tng the contaiment pressure and thereby limiting the dri'*ing

potamtial fdr flision product leakage. This is accomplished by

cooling the containmeut atmosphere by the following independent

systmui of-equal beat removal capacity.

a. Containment Sptly System

b. Containment Air Recirculation Coolin5 System

Rliabiliýty ane Testability of Engineered Safety Features

Criterion: All engineered safety features shall be designed to provide
such functional reliability and ready testability "s is
necessary to avoid undue risk to the health and safety of
the public. (GDC 38)

A conprehansive program of plant testing is formulated for all equipment,

systma and system control vital to the functioning of engineered safety

features. The program consists of performance tests of individual

pieces of equipment in the manufacturer's shop, integrated tests of the

system as a whole, and periodic tests of the actuation circuitry and

mechanical components to assure reliable performance, upon demand, throughout

the plant lifetime.

The initial tests of individual components and the integrated teat of the

system as a wholv compleent each other to assure performance of the system

as designed and to prove proper operation of the actuation circuitry.

r Routine periodic testing of the engineered safety features components is

intended. In the event that one of the components should require maintenance as

a result of failure to perform during the test according to prescrib.-d limits,

the redundwt component is i=atdiately tested to confirm functional availability.

A satisfactory performance test of the remaining redundant component(s) is proof
of the availability of that safety feature, and it is nut necessary to adjust

plant load during the brief period that the malfunctioning component may be

out for servicing. The neccary corrections or minor maintenance are made,

and the repaired unit is ratetted immediately to confirm proper performance,
K- -_ 6.l-3~



S, -Missile Protection

Criterion: Adequate protection for those engineered safety features,
the failure of which could cause an undue risk to the health
and safety of the public, shall be provided against dynamic
effects and missiles that might. result from plant equipment
failures. (GDC 40)

A lose-of-coolant acc..dent or other plant equtipaent failure might result
in dynamic effects or missiles. For engineered safety features which are
required to ensure safety id the event of such an accident or equipment
failure, prr :ection is provided primarily by the provisions which are taken
in the design to prevent the generation of missiles. In addition,
protection is also provided by the layout of plant equipment or by missile
barriers in certain cases. References made to Section 5.1.2-5 for a
discussion of missile protection.

Zn3ection paths leading to unbroken reactor coolant loops are protected against
damage as a result of the maximum rQactor coolant pipe rupture by layout
and structural design considerations. Injection lines penetrate the main missi
barrier, which is the crane wall, and the injection headers are located
in the missile-protected area between the crane wall and the containment
wall. Individual injection lines, connected to the injection header, pass
through the barrier and then connect to the loor Separation of the individua
injection lines is provided to the maxim-m exten. practicable. Movement
of the injection ine, associated with rupture of a reactor coolant loop,
is accounodated by line flexibility and by the design of the pipe supports
such that no damage outside the missile barrier is possible.

The containent structure is capable of withstanding the effects of missiles
originating outelde the containmnt and which might be directed toward
it so that no loss-of-coolant accident can result.
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All • angers,, stops and anchors are designed in ac( ;nce with USAS

D31.1 Code for Pressure Piping and ACI 318 Building Code Requirements

for Reinfozced Concrete which provide minimum requirements on material,

design and fabrication with ample safety margins for both dead and

dynamlc loads over the life of the equipment.

Engineered Safety Features Performance Capability

Criterion: Engineered safety features, su'h as the emergency core cooling
system and the containmP.c beat removal system, shall provide
sufficient perfonmance capability to accommodate the failure
of any single a .tive component without resulting in undue
risk to the health and safety of the public. (GDC 41)

Each engineered safety feature provides sufficient performance capability

to accommodate any single failure of an active component and still

ftuction in a manner to avoLd undue risk to the health and safety of

the public.

The 'ei;ema upper limit of public exposure is taken as the levels and

time periods presently outlined in 10 CFR 100, i.e. 300 rem to the

thyroid in two hours at the exclusion radius and 300 rem to the thyroid

over the duration of the accident at the low population zone distance.

The accident condition considered is the hypothetical case of a release of

fission products per TID 14844. Also, the total loss of all outside power

is assumed concurrently with this accident. With all engineered safety
features system functioning at full capacity, the offsite exposure would

be within IG M 20 limits.

Under the above accident conditions, the Containment Air Recirculation Cooling

and Filtration System and the Containment Spray System are designed and

sized so thae both systems, each operating with partial effectiveness, are

able to supply the necessary post-accident iodine removal capacity and cooling
capacity to assure the maintenance of contairnent integrity, that is, keeping

the pressure below design pressure at all times, assuming thaI. the core residual

heat is released to the containment as steam. Partial effectiveness is

defined as operation of a system with at least one active component failure.
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f_•inesred Safety Features Canponents Capability

Criterion: Engineered safety features shall be designed so that the capabi3
of these features to perforim.oheir required function is not
impaired by the effects of a loss-of-coolant accident to the
extent of causing undue risk -o the health and safety of the
public. (CDC 42)

Instrumentation, pumps, fans, filters, cooling units, valves, motors, cable

and penetration* located inside the containment are selected to meet the

most adverse accident conditions to which they may be subjected. These

items are either protected from containment accident conditions or are

designed to withstand, without failure, exposure to the worst combination

of temperature, pressure, and humidity expected during the requ!-ed operati

p•riod.

The Safety Injection System pipes serving each loop are anchored at the

crane wall which constitutes the missil z barrier in each loop area to resti

potential accident damage to the portion of piping beyond this point. The

anchorage is designed to withstand, without failure, the thrust force of

any branch line severed from the reactor coolant pipe and d;Lscharglng fluic

to the atmosphere, and to withstand a bending moment equivalent to .hat

which produces failure of the piping under the action of free end dischargi

to atmosphere or motir.n of the broken reactor coolant pipe to which the

injection pipes are connected. This prevents possible failure at any poini
upstream from the support point including the branch line connection into

the piping header.

Accident AL cavation Prevention

Criterion: Protection against any action of the engineered safety features
which wiLild accentuate significantly the adverse after-effects
of a loss of normal cooling shall be provided. (GDC 43)
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Th* reactor *is naintained subcrit:

I- ntroduction of borated cooling w

negative reactivity addition. Th4

* .* * . -U-....

ical following a pipe rupture accident.

ater into the core results in a net

e control rods insert and remain inserted.

The Supply of water by the Safety Injection System to cool the core cladding

does not produce significant metal-water reaction. (<1.0%).

I- The delivery of cold safety injection water to the reactor vessel following

accidental expulsion of reactor coolant does not cause further loss of

integrity of the Reactor Cool--t System boundary.

.* Sharing of Systems

Criterion: Reactor facilities may share systems or components if it can
be shcwn that such sharing will not result in undue risic to
the health and safety of the public (GDC 4)

The residual ieat removal pumps and heat exchangers serve dual functions.

Although the normal duty of the residual heat exchangers and residual

heat removal pumps is performed durirg periods of reactor shutdown, during

all plant operating periods these residual heat removal pumps are -ligned

to perform the low head safety injection function. In addition, during

the recirculation phase of a loss-of-coolant accident, the residual heat

exchangers of this system perforn the core cooling function and the containment

cooling function as part of the Containment Spray System and the residual.

heat removal pumps which are part of the external recirculation loop provide

back-up .capability to the recirculation pumps which comprise .. rt of the

internal recirculation loop. Demonstration checking of the system, performed

durin8 each refueling period before plant startup, provides assurance

of correct system alignment for the safety injection function, of the components.

During the injection phase, the safety injection pumps do not depend on any

portion of other systems. Dur-'ng the recirculation phase, if Reactor Coolant

Systm pressure stays high due to a small break accident, suction to the

safety injection pumps is provided by the internal recirculation pumps.
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The Contaiment Air Recirculation and Filtration System also serves the

dual function of containamnt cooling during normas operation and containment
cooling aftor an accident. Since the method of operation *,or both cooling
functions is the same, the dual aspect of this system does not affect its
function as an engineered safety feature.

6.1.2 RELATED CRITERIA

The following are criteria which, although related to ell engineered safety
features, are more specific to other plant features or systems, therefore
are discussed in other sections, as listed,

Name

Quality Standards (GDC 1)

Performance Standards (GDC 5)

Records Requirements (GDC ;

Instrumentation and Control Systems (GDC 12)

Engineered Safety Features Protect.lon Systems (GDC 15)
Emergency Power (GDC 39)

Discussion

Section 4

Section 4

Section 4

Section 7

Section 7

Section 8
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6.2

-6.2.1

SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM

DESIGN BASIS

Emergency Core Cooling System Capability

Criterion: An Emergency Core Cooling System with the capability &or
tccompliahing adequate emergency core cooling ahall be provided.
This core cooling system and the coro. shall be designed
to prevent fuel and clad damage that would interferet with
the emergency Lore cooling function and to limit the clad
m-tel-water reaction to acceptable amounts for all sizes
of breaks in the reactor coolant piping up to the equivalent
of a double-ended rupture of the largest pipe. The performance
of such emergency core cooliug syotem shall be evaluated conserva-
tively in each area of uncertainty. (GDC 44).

Adequate emergency core cooling is provided by the SafeLy Injection System

(which constitutes the Emergency Core Cooling System) whose components operatc

in three modes. These modes are delineated as passive accumulator injection,

active safety injection and residual heat removal recirculation.

The primary purpose of the Safety Injection System is to automatically

deliver cooling water to the reactor core in the event ef a loss-of-

coolant accident. This limits the fuel clad temperature and thereby

enauros that the core will remain intact and in place, with its essential

heat transfer geometry preserved. This protection is afforded for:

a) All pipe break sizes up to and including the hypothetical instantan-ous

circumferential rupture of a reactor coolant loop, assuming unobstructed

discharge from both ends.

b) A loss of coolant associated with the rod ejection accident.

0
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S c)- A steam generator tubs rupture.

The basic design criteria for loss of coolant accident evaluations are:

1. The cladding temperature is to be less than:

a. The melting temperature of Zircaloy-4.
b. The temperature at which gross core geometry

distortion, including clad fragmentation may be
expected.

2. The total core metal-water reaction will be limited to less thar 1 percent.

These criteria will assure that the core geometrv remuins in place and

substantially intact to such an Axtent that effective cooling of the

core is not impaired.

For any rupture of a steam pipe and the associated uncontrolled heat removal
from the core, the Safety Injection System adds shutdown reactivity so that

with a stuck rod, no off-site power and minimum engineered satety features,

there is nio consequential damage to the Reactor Coolant System and the core
r6a4ins in place and irtact.

K. Redundancy and segregation of instrumentation and components is incorpotAted

to. assure that postulated malfunctions will not impair the ability of the system

to meet the design objectives. The system is effective in the event of loss

of normal station auxiliary power coincident with the loss of coolant, and is

talerant of failures cf any single component or instrument channel to respond

actively in the system. Durffg the recirculation phase of a loss of coolant, the

system is tolerant of a loss of any part of the flew path since back up

alternative flow path capability is provided.

The bility of the Safety Injection System to meet its capability objectives

is presented in Section 6.2.3. The analysis of the accidents is presented in

Section 14.
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Inspection of Emergency Core Cooling System

Criterion: Design provisions shall, where practical, be made to f-icilitatc.
physical parts of the Emergency Core Cooling System, including

e. reactor vessel internals and water injection nozzles (GDC 45).

Design provisions are made to the extent practical to-facilitate access

to the critical parts of the reactor vessel internals,. ppes, valves and
pumps for visual or boroscopic inspection for erosion, corrosion and

:ibration wear evidence, and for non-destructive test inspection where

- - such techniques are desirable and appropriate.

Testing of Fmergency Core- Cooling System Components

Criterionq: Design provisions shall be made sc that components r.2 the
Emergency Core Cooling $ystem can bo tested perio1ically
for operability ane functional performance (GDrJ 46).

The design provideo for periodic testing of active components of the
Safety Injection System for operability and functir,nal performance.

Power sourcce are arranged to permit Individual actuaticn of each active
compon mt of the 9afety Injection System.

The safety injection pumps can be tested periodically during plant operatio-
using the minimum flow recirculation lines provided. The zesidual heat

removal rtapz =e used every time the residual heat removal loop is put
i :o operation. All remote operated valves can be exercised and actuation
circuits can be tested during routine plant maintenance.

Testing of Emergency r-ore Cooling System

Criterion* Capabiiity shall be provided to test periodically the operability
of the Emergency Core Cooling System up to a location as close
to the core as is practical (GDC 47).
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An integrated system test can be performed when the plant is --voled down

and the residual heat removal loop #s in operar'vn. Tnis test would not

introduct f 19w into -the Reactor Coolant system but would demonstrate the

operation of the valves, pump circuit breakers, and automatic circuitry

- upon initiation of safety injection.

Leval 2and pressure instrumentation are provided for each accumulator tank, and

acet, mulator tank pressure and level are continuously monitored during plant

operation. Plow from the tanks can be checked at any time using test lines.

[
F-
V

The accumulators and the safety injection piping up to the final isolation

valve is maintained ful1 of borated water at refueling water concentration
while the =lant is in operation. The accumulators and injection t.ines will

be refilled with borated v-ater au required by using the safety injection
ptimps to recirculate refueling water through the injection headers. A small
bypasn line and a return line are provided for this purpoae.

Li
[2 Flow in each of the high head injection branch lines in the maiD flow

line for the residual heat removal pumps is monitored by a flow indicator.
Pressure inetrumentation is also provided for the main flow pathp of the high

head and residual heat removal pumps.

T•heting of Operational Sequence of Emergency Core Cooling Syet.m

Crit 4rionz Capability shall oe provided to test initially, uvLer co- "t ws
's close as praA -a! to design, the full operationtl r-4uer,- that

• ould bring the a. 'ancy Core Cooling System into act .=_, lacludi&..;
the transfer t, ,..ernate pcwer sources. (GDC 48)

Tho design provides for cnpability to test initially, to the extent practi"al,

the full operational sequence up to the design corditions for the Safety

Injection System to demonstrate the atate of readiness and capability of the

system. DetSil& of t.e operational sequence testing are presented in 6.2.5,

Tests and Inspections.
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, "- Code" and Classifications

Table 6.2-1 tabulates the code

" syste cbmponents are designed

- -.-- --r- Y.-

a and standards to which the safety injection

Service Life

All portions of the system located within the containment are designed to

operate without benefit of maintenance and without loss of functional

performance for the duration of time the component is required.

6.2.2 SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION

System Description

Ad, -x xte emergency core cooling following a loss-of-coolant accident is

provided by the Safety Injection System shown in Figure 6.2-1. Figures

6.2-2, 6.2-3, 6.2-4, and '6.2-5 depict how this system concept is translated

into plant layout design. The syst&• components operate in the fL lowing

possible modes:

a) Injection of borated water by ttae passive accumulators.

b) Injection by the safety injection puzaps drawing Lorated water

first from the boron injection tank (because of the N2 over pressure) and

then from the refueling water storage tank.

c) Injection by the reefdual heat removal pumps also drawing borated

water froui the refueling water storage tank.

d) kecl.:rulation of spilled reactor coolant, injected water and

Containment Spray System drainage back to the reactor from the

recirculation sap by the recirculation ptmps. (The residual heat

removal rumps provide backup recirculation capability.)
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The initiation signal for cot , cooling by the

the residual heat removal pump is the Safety

actuated by any of the folcwiru3:

a) Law pressurizer pravsure in coincifdece

level (1/3 pairs - A pair Is defined as

assitge•, level signal).

safety injection pu~mp and

Injectica SIgnal wiach is

w ith lw pressurlzar vater

a pressure signal and its

b) High containzant pressure (2/3, Hi level.also 2 pairs of 213a Ri RL lc.el)
Sb,

c) High differ.•utial pressure betweer. any two 5tean pnerazors (213)

d High steaa flow in aF7 two of the 'fIur steza lines (1/2 per 2i=)

e) Manual Actuation.
Injection Phase

The principal components of the Sataty Injection Systen which provid

easrgency core coo.ng imadiately foilcvwng a loss of coolant =a the

accumulators (one for each loop), the threae safety "njectl= (high head)

pumps and the two residual beat removal (low bead) pamps. The saftty

injection and residual heat reuoval pumps are located in the awtlliaxy

building.

The accumulators. which are pasrive compoa4tcs -harge into the cold

legs of the reacto= coolant piping when pras-ure decreases to 660 psi&,

thus rapidly assuring core cooling for large braaks. ney are locsta4

inside the contain=ent, but outside tbh crane well, therefore each Is

protected against possible niss.les.

The safety injection signal, opens the Safety Insection Systm iolatiovn

valvea and starts the safety injection puqt end the =esiduml heast rmml

pue~s. (The items om Figura 6.2-1 marked wLth n "S" receiv* the safety

-injection signal.)
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'The af•ty injectLcn pumps (higb bead) del$ter borated vatex to two se.ararte

dg ciateb headers. The £ 1w from one beader ie Injected Into two hot lega

of the robtor coolant system. and the flow froca the other header is injectec

iuto two cold legs. If the vwo Injection lines on a header rema Intact, tl

flow fr.• one saety injection pump is sufficlent to teet d-2sign requir=enut

for sakeup of cct--,t ut following a sNa11 bi ak which does not Iiaediately

depressurIze the Reactor Coolant Syntea to the accumulator discharge pressure

Since the oUl1 break =ay be an in48ection line, two safety injection pumps

are required. Each pup delivers to a sepazate header, thus insuring delivei

to an intact header.

'or U-lwe bretks, the Reactor Coolant System would be depressurized and voidt

of coolant rapidly (about 10 seconds for the Largest break) and a high flow

rat$ i%,%quired to quicky recover the exposed fuel rods and limit pos3ible

core dzza&e. To achieve thIs objectlve, one residual heat removal pump

(high flow, low bead) Is required to delivar borated water to the cold legs

of the reactor coolant loops. Tio pump are available In order to provide

far an active caipomat fai1ure. Delivery from these pumps supplements thf"

acrumulator dischaxge. Since the Reactor Coolant Syste= back pressure is

relatively low (rapid depressuriz4a.ion for lange breaks), only one header

Is provided. A broken Injection line wu!d not apprec.iably change the flows

in the other Inj••c•on lUnes delivery to the core.

The boron lvjectionx tank, located in the primary auxiliary buildimg, is the :

moorce of berated voter for the safety injection pumps. The tank contains

boric a4d at a aomiual value of 20.000 pps boron (12Z boric acid solv~r4.on) z

isolated frow the safety injection pump suction line by re•undant normally c:

parallel valves. The valves opan Upon receipt of a safety Injection signal.

ov•rpr:essure in the boric acid inject•on tank in excess of the static head

davaloped by the refueling iater storage tank causes preferential flow from

the f.urmr. --he boron solution in the tank is nearly - - -n 'ed, two

out of three lc- .-=tar level sigaals automtically recloses the Isolation

valves to Isolate the tank end pressure source, allowing flow to the safety

injwetion puaps to ewe from the refuelng va,.er storage tank. Sufficient

liquid remains LA the boroa Injection tank to it-mure that the gas aver the
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liquid cannot enter the line before the isolation valvr-s close. The residual

he rx eacyal puPVs tak a suction from the refueling vatse storage tank. Tn

addItio., tue charging pts oG the Chwieal Volute and Control System are

availebls but ate not xequired to augmnt the flow of the Safety injection
Sysrern.

BeOause the inJection phase of the accident is terminated before the refueling

water storage tank is completely ezptied, all pipes are kept filled with

vatec before raerculatian Is initiated. Water level inaication and alara"

on the refueling water stozage tank give the operator ample warning to

terminate the iUjection pha&.-:. Additional level indicators and alarms are

provided in the containent suop which also gives b'.ck-up Indication when

injection can be terminated and recirculation initiated.

aci-rcu~lation Phase

After the injection operation, coolan." spilled fxr' the break and water

collected from the containant spray is cooled and returned to the leactor

Coolant System by the r•ecirculation system.

When tha break Is larbau, depressurization occurs due to the large rate of

m•sa and energy loss through the break to ontaiunment. In the event of a

large break the recirculation flow path is within the containment. The

system is arranged so tkst the recirculation pumps take suction from the

recirculation iuw in the containment floor and deliver spilled reactor

coolant and borated refueling water back to the core through the residual

heat exchangers. The systea is also arranged to allow either of the residual

heat removal pumps to take over the recirculation function. The residual

heat removal pumpa would only be used if backup capacity to the internal

recirculation lozp is required. Water is delivered ft-z the containment to

the residual heat reaoval punpa from a separate sump inside the contaimunt.
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For =al braiw the depreaugization of the Reactor Coolant Systea is

augw.nted by atem dump and auxiliary feed water addition to the Steam

Syset.n For the mllar break3 in the Reactor Coolant System where re-

cxculAted vAter must be injected against higher pres -.sres for long term

core cooling, the system is arr-Anged to deliver the water from the residual

heAt exchangers to the high-head safety 2jection pump suction and, by

this external recirculation route, to the reactor coolant loops. Thus, If

depressurization of the Reactor Coolnt Systom proceeds sl:wly, the safety

Injection pwpa nay be used to aigment the Low-pressure capacity of the

recirculation pmpa in returning the spilleca coolant to the reactor,

0

The recixculAtion pumps1, the residual heat exchangsets, piping and valves

vital tE, the function of thep recirculation loop are located in a missile-

shbilded space Inside the polar crane support wall on the west side of

the reactor px-Luary shield.

There are two suaps ith1in the containment, the recirculation sap and the

containment sup. Both szmps collect liqu-.ds discharged into the containment

during tie injection phace of the design basis acci6ean.

The recirculation sump contains cwo screens through whi-ch the recirculated wa;

umst flow bafore entering the pumps. The first screen consists ;.C a flaox gtr

(1" x 4") which covers the sump on the basement floor with the purpose of the
grating being to prevent large partlcles from entering the sump. The second
is located in the sump and has the capebility to -:xclude particles greater th;

114 inch in diameter from the recirculation pump suction. This floor grating

a total surface area of 100 ft 2 . Since all recirculated water passes through

screens before enterirg the pumps, pareiclus in excess of 1/4 inch diameter ai

precluded frca entering these lines. The water velocity through the su.p is

lesa thbn one foot per second.

The containment sump contains two screens for the purpose of preventing part14

sreater than 1/4" in diameter from ewntering the residual heat rcLval pump
qsuction. The first *creen consists of 1" x 4" floor gratýn& with an area of
13.6 ft 2 ; .the second semen is lowap.ed in the suzp. The water velocity throul

the su6p' is less than one foot/second.

I-
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The low head ex.erimal recirculation loop via the containment sump line and the
residual heat rooval pmups prov'des backup recirculation capability to the

l o had internal recircu7Ation loop. The contaiment sump linie has two

rmote motor opez -ed normally closed valves lo'-ted outside the containment

The hrigh head external recfrculat1ion flow pa,.b via the high hand safety

injection Pumps ti only required for the ra sge of small break sizes for which

the ractor coolant system, pressure remins in e.ceas of the shut-off hsad
of the recilrculation pumps (or residual hea- removal pumps) at the end of
the injection phase.

The external recircultion flow paths within the primary auxiliary building are
d etigLed so that external recirculation can be initiated itnediately after

the accident. Those portions of the Safety Injectiou Systa- locstad outside

of the containuent which are deiigned to circulate, under post-accident conditions,

radioactively contaminated water collected in the contaixment, meet the

f ollowing requirements: ,

A) Shielding to maintain radiation levels within 'the guidelines set forth in
10 CER 100.

b) Collection of discharges frao pressure relievIng devic's into closed

c) Means to detect ard control radioactivity leakage into the environs,

to the limits consistent with guidelines set forth in 10 CPR 100.
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This criterion is =at by mininiziae leakage from the system. External

recirculation loop leakage is discussed in Section 6.2.3.

Cae pump (either recirculation or residual heat removal) and one resitdual

heat exchanger of the recirculation system provides sufficient cooled re-

circulated water to kerp the core flooded with water by injection through

the cold leg connections tihile simultaneously providing, if required,

sufficient containment spray flow to prevent the containment pressure from

rising a&ove design because of the boiloff from the core. Only one -!'mp

--nd one heat exchanger are required to oper-ate for this capabili-ty at the

earl.est time recirculation is in.-.iated. With a recirculation (or residuAl

heat removal) pump in operation, with a spray header valve open, no containtu

cooling fans (Section 6.4) are required. The design ensures that heat removw

from the core and containment is effective in the event of a pipe or valve

body rupture.

Cooling Water

The Service Water System (Section 9) provides cooling water to the ccponent

couling loop which in turn cools the residual heat exchangers, both of which
are part of the Auxliary Coolant Systems (Section 9). Three conventional
service water pumps are available to take suctLion from the river and discharl

to the two component cooling heat exchangers. Three component cooiing pvmPs

are available to discharge through their heat exchanp.rs &ad deeliver to the

two residual heat exchangers. Only one pump and one heat exchanger of each

type are required to met the core cooling function. A-l of this equipm.ent,

with the exception of the residual heat exchangers, Is located outside

containment.

ChanSe-Over from Injection Phase to Recirculatlon Phasa

Assuming that zhe three high head safety Enjeccdon rFimps, the two residual

heat removal pumps, and the two containiont spray pumps (Section 6.3) are

6.2-I1
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r•wunni at !Ullr eL& zm capacity3 the time sequence, from the time of

the aniety injection signal, for the change over from lujection to recir-

culation in the core of a large rupture is as follows:

a) _In approximately tea minutes, sfficient water has been delivered

to provide the required N"PSH to start the recirculation pumps.

b) In approximately Elf teei to twenty =inutes the first low level alarm

on the RWST sounda. The alarm aerves to alert the operator to

prepare for awitch over to the recIrculation mode,.

c) Approximately two minutes after the first low level alarm the RWST

Will be at the level for switch over to th.2 recirculation phase.

The operator is given a secone- alarm and will also see on the control

board that rthe level Is at the set point for Evitch-over. Switch-

over via the eight switch seque-ce is performed at this tim.e.

d) With the•-completion of switch-over one spray pump continues to draw

from the RSIST for approximately a further twenty-five minutes. The

-emaining operating spray pu~mp is stopped when the level in the RWST

reaches the low low level point.

Recircu.ition pu~p motors are 2'2' above the highest smter level after

additiot, of th* injected water to the spilled coolant.

The eight switch sequence which ac .omplishes the change over from

inje .';ion to recirculation is listeJ below. This switch over takes

Supplement 10
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ple• ,h= ui he level indItatone in the refueling water storage tank
Indicate that the fliuid has bean injected. The level Indicators in
the xemtmant umw will crify that the level is s-ufficient within

the containAfnt. Th- =q"u I; followed regardless of Which p~ier

_upply • &vraiiable. Tx# tm requirr: to complete th- switch-over is

just the tim for the siitch gear to ft. "ction and tM. will take less

S, 90 seconds. (The eght swi•rch seq uwnce automatically performq

the pump shedding operations described In paragraph b above so Lhat the

operator can directly in-utiate the change-onvr when. the first alarm sounds).

i. Terainate safety Injectlon signal in oider that the control logic

peradt3 ma•nipulation of the system. (At any tire following

•--wvetion of the auto start tequenie).

2, Close Switch One. (Remove and isolate unnecessary loads from the

diesels).

a) Trips one of three high head safaty injection pkmps if all

three are operating, (no action if two are operating) and

isolate the pump suction to the refuel-Ing water storaye tank

if the tripped pump is the middle safety injection pump.

b) Trip one spray pump if both are operating (No action if one

is operating).

c) Closes containment isolation valves at the inoperative spray

nump discharse.

3. Close Switch Two (Establish cooling flow for residual heat exchangers).

0

a) Starts oae arv.ce water pupsp, conven-tional her'-- ft aecr."

or third pump is S±_ven a start signal If t1he f•.,

pump fails to start).

b) Star., one componept cooling punp (the sesot or. :U-

Siven a start signet if the first or second V V k.aell

6.,2-l 3 4/70
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4* Close Switch nhree (Raaove and isolate utnecessazy load5 fro.. .he
diesels).

a) Trips both resadual heat removal pumps.

b) Closes i..olation valv-9 at poup suction and discharge headers.

5. Close Switch Four (Izitiate internal recirculation flaw)

a) Opens valvea on discharge of reciri:ulation pumps.

b) Starts recirculation pump A (If A fails to start, use manual
start nn Pump B).

(Pump B control switch is adjacent to switch four).

1 6. ClOa Swt!:ch Five (action nullified if only 2/3 diesels avaiLable)
(establish additional ccollngfe.pability If power pev'cts).

a) Starts second service wateL uqp, convr.ntional header (the third
Stmr- -is given the start signal if the second ptup fails to start).

b) If a) completed, starts sec..*-d component cooll pump (the third

pump Is given the start sigoal if the second pump fatis to start).

c) If b) comploted, starts recirculation ptup B.

I .. Check 11ow to heactor Coolanz System via the low head i£jection ''Mes.

A. If the flow on 3 out of 4 lines is less than 300 Spm. close
Switch' Six then go to ..h Eight (Provide recirculatlon at
elevated systm pressure).

a) AliEns flow from residual heat ex.anejer to high heai
safety i•'j'ection pumps. (The swtor-operated valves on the
outlec o2 týb' residual heat exchangers to the suction of the
high-head &afety injection pumps are opened. The .vtor-

operated valves on the outlets of the residual heatI exchangers m the low-head injection lines are closed
. •together with the safety Injection pump mini-flow and residual

helat rezov-1 ptp -'4'"-flow.)

6.2-14 Supplement 8
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-'-B. o if tha f!

at low my

-- -- :-, a) LTrip

a. Close S&_itcb
siste- and con

storage tank).

a) Close the

b) Close the
refueli-.g

-w on 3 out of 4 lines is equal to or greater than

omit Switch Six, go to Switch Eight (Provides -ecirculatic
stea -rest "e.).

a high head iafety injection pumps.

Aght (Comp1 te the Isolation of thr. sefety iPj-tion

tairsient spray system lines to the refueling water

valve on the spray tes.t live.

9

-value In the safety injection pumps suction line from the

water ittorage tank,

Although the listed switches are manual, each automatically causes the

operations listed. An indicatiun lamp is provided to show the operatez

when tize operations of a given switch have been perfo=rmv and when he

should proceed with the next switching operation. In addition, Imnps

indicating completion of the individual functions for a given switch are

provided. These lamps are adjacent to the switches. The time required to

complete the switch over 1s just the time for the switchgear to operate.

Should an individual component fail to respond, the operator can take

corrective action to secure &ppropriate response from controls within the

control room.

Remote operated valves fox che injection phase of the Safety Injection

Sy•tem (Figure 6.2-1) w7hich are under manual control, (that is, valves

which normally are in their ready position and do not receive a saiety

injoction signal) have their positians indicated on a ccuon portion of
the control board. At any time during operation when one of these valves

is not In the ready position for injec.tion, it is shown visually on the

board. Reference is made to Table 6.2-12 which is a listing of the
instrumentation readouts on the coi tol board which the operator cAn
woc•tor during recirculation. in addition, an audible annunciation alerts

the operator to the condition.

6.2-15 Supplemen," 6
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Location of the Major Cogýaonenta Required for Recirculation

The residual heac removal pumps are located in the residual heaL removal

p'.mp room Ubich is below ,he basement floor of the primary auxiliary building

(El. .'tl"). The residual heat exchangers are located on a platform

_ - above the basement floor of the contairnent building (El. 66').

Thg recirculation pumps are located directly above the recirculation sump

- in the contaliment building (El. 46').

The component cooling pt-ps and heat exchangers are located in the primary

auxiliary building (9l. 68' and 80' respectively).

The soxvice water pumps are located in the screenhouse and the redundant

piping to the componeut cooling heat exchangers is run underground.

Ste-t Break Protection

A large break of a steam system pipe rapidly cools the veactor coolant

F caucing insertion of reactivity into the core ard depressurization of the

ayaten. Compensation is provided by injection of boric acid from the

boron Injection tank. The d1scharge line from the tank i.s aligned to the

suction of the safety injection pumps. Redundant isolation valves open upon

a safety injection signal, providing an injection of 20.OO0 ppm boron. This

is sufficient to terminate the reactor power transient before any clad

daaage results. Bofore the boron i:Jection tank is emptied, the suction for

the safety injection pumps switches automatically to the refueling water
storage tank. The analysis of the ste= 1in. rupture accident is presented

in Secton 1.2.5.

goMaonents

All assoctatled components, piping, structures, and power uupplies, of the

Safuty Injection System xre designed to Class I seismic criteria.
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.1.

Al ýOwpc mtst Inside the Containment are capable of wtthstanding or

are proteed from differential pressure which may occur during the

rApid presoure rise to 47 psig in 10 seconds.

An Wotors, 9 inaeuments, transaitters, and their associated cablas locate'

inside the contairsent are designed to function under the post-accident

temperature, precsure, and humidity conditions. In addition, this equi.im

is designed t-, withstand the pressure and temperature conditions as-ociatA

with 1.5 times the design preasure 70.5 paig and 2980F) for one hour Vithc

impairing operability.

Emergency core cooling components are austenitic stainless steel, and hen

are quite compatible with the spray solution over the f 11 range of exposi

in the post-accident regime. 'While this material is w'bject to crevice c,

by hot, conca rated caustic, the NaOH additive cannot enter the containm

or Emergency Core Cooling Systems without first being diluted and partial

F . neutralized with boric acid to a mild solution. Corrosion tests performe,

with simulated spray showed negligible attack, both ,enerally and locally

in stressed and unstresoed stainless steel at containment and ECCS condit

These tests are discussed in WCAP-7153. 1

The quality standards of all safety injection system components are tabul
in sumary form in Table 6.2-13.

1. WAP-7' 53, "Investigations of Chemical Additives for Reactor Containme
Sprays," J. J. Bell, et al, March 2908 (W Conaidential).
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The accumulature art pres•ure vessels filled with borated water and

pressurized with nitrogen gas. During normal plant operation each

acmumulator is isolated from the Reactor Coolant System by two check

valves in series. Should the Reactor Coolant System pressure fall below

the accuaulator presasure, the check valves open and borated water

is forced into the Reactor Coolant System, Mechanical operation of

the swrqg-dAsc check valves in the only action required to open the

injimtioir path from the accumulators to the core via the co3d leg.

The level of borated water in each accumulator tank is adjuste' remotely

as required during normal plant operations. Refueling water is added

using a safety injection pump. Water level is reduced by draining to the

reactor coolant drain tank. Samples of- the solution in the tanks are taken

at the omplicg station for periodic checks of boron concentration.

The aceumulators are passive engineered safety features because the gas

forces injection; no ?xternal source of power or signal transmission is

needed to obtain fast-acting, high-flow capability when the meed arises.

One accumulator is attached to each of the cold legs of the ittactor r. olant

System.

The design .xpacity of the accuumlators is based on the assumption that

flow from one of the accumulators spills onto the. containment f loor through

the ruptured loop. The flow from the three remaining accumulators provides

sufficient water to fill the volume outside of the core barrel below the

nozzles, the bottom plenum, and one-half the core.

The accumulators are carbon steel, clad with stainless sttzl and lesigned

to ASHE Section III, Class C. Connections for remotely draining c& filling

the fluid space, during normal plant operation, are provided.

-- e
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Redundant level and pressure indicators are provided with read outs

on the control board. Each indicator is equipped with high and low
level alarm.

The accumulator design paramisters are given in Table 6.2-1.

Boron Injection Tank

The boron injection ta k r-onstructed of stainless steel, is located in

the auxiliary bulding. Nitrogen is supplied to the space over the 12Z

boric acid solution. Nitrogen overpressure. which is maintained automati'c

provides the motive force to eject the boric acid solution into the safety

injection pump suction header when the isolation valves open.

Redundant electric tank heaters and redundant line heat tracing are provid

to ensure that the solution will be stored at a temperature in excess of t

solubility llmie (130OF at a concentration of 20,000 ppm boron). The heat
elements are located near the bottom of the tank.

The design parameters are presented in Table 6.2.-2.

Refueling Water Storage Tank

In addition to its normal duty to sdpply borated water to the refuelirg

canal for refueling operations, this tank provides borated tiater to the
safety injection pumps, the residual heat removal pumps and the containmen
spray pumps for the loss-of-coolant accident. During plant oper~tion,

it is aligned to these pumps.

The capacity of the refueling water storage tank is based on the requireme

:or filling the refueling canal and a minimum of 350,000 gallons is availa

for delivery. This capacity provides an amouav. of borated water to assureA@
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b)

A voltae sufficient to refill the reactor vessel above the nozzles

(21,000 gal.)

The volume of bo-,ated refueling water nedeAd tc increase the con-

centratt•oa of initially spilled water to a point that assures no

return to criticality with the reactor at cold shutdown *ad all

control rods, except the mow- reactive RCC assembly) inserted into

the core (50,000 gal.)

c) A sufficient volume of water on tha floor to permit the initiation

of recirculation (125,000 gal.)

The water in the tank is borated to a concentration which assures reactor

shutdown by approximately 10% 5k/k when all RCC assemblies are inserted

and when the reactor is cooled down for refueling. The maximum boric acid

concentration is approximately 1.4 weight percenL boric acid. At. 32oF the

solubility limit of boric acid is 2.2%. Therefore the concentration of boric

acid in the refueling water storage tank is well below the solubility limit

* at 320F. Seam, hcating is provided for the tank and the outside lines to

maintain the temperature above freezinS.

Two level indicaticns with low lval alarms are provided.

Tha design parameters are presented in Table 6.2-3.
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The three (hish head) sBfety Injectton pmps for supplying borated vatcr

to the taractor Coolant Systen are horizontal ce'at.,rigal pumpa driven by

electrical motors. Parts of the pump in contact wIth borated water are

staiHass steel or equivalent corrosion reeistant =aftriel. A minilw=

flow bypase line is provided oa ench vp d±acharre to recirculate flw•

to the refueling water sateorge tank in the event -the pmps are started

Vith the narml flow paths blocked. Each safety injection pump is sized

at 502 of the capacity required to meet the design criteria outlined in

SectIoA 6.2.1. The deal,"m vara=mters Pre presented in Table .2-4& 4rd

P$4ure 6.2-7 gives the performance characl.eriatics of these pumps.

The two residual heat rea-m-val (O-w head) -- pr, of the Auziliary coolant

Sjye are used to Inject borated vater at law pressure to the Reactor

Coolant Syets. The two recicaulation pumps are used to reeirculace fluid

from the recrc-ul•aiou sump and send it back to the reactor, the epray

Ite--ers or I.o suction Of t•he safety Injection pumps. All four of these

ysap arer of the v•rtical centriLgal ta7.e drkian by electric motors.

P--ts. othe ,---ps which contact the borated wsvtcr and sodir. hydroxide

solurion duxing racirc•.•-aI_ are stainless steel or ,qulvalent crrosion

realatant a-aterial. AN iiniwm flow bypass llae is -pravid4ad on the ft.-chargle

of the rooldm-3 itc•t -.,-r-s to recirculate cooled fluid to the suction

of the reaidual heat ras-;al pumps should these pumps be start*A with their

.or--l £lcvt F-th* blek-d. A =ninirum flow bypass. dischqruing back into

the reciroi at1 sump, Is provided t" protect the recirctlation pumps sh-i.!Ld

these flow paths ba blc.ketd. F'"gures 6.2-8 ae A' 6.2-9 gi4ve the per 3-FAfiCe

qbIatxcrt5'i??tics of these pumpa. "Ma dIeaign paramere1-rs are~ presencedd in

Table 6.2.4.

Tha safety inuJection pump bearings are cooled by boost-, pumpa using component

cool••ag vatea a ac -k. The boocter puzao are directly connected

to -h- iec-vt•o pmp mta- • h-af t. The p .p meals are deai ed to opuri%

at accidg-A& cmnd-t~ona t-thoutt COOlIng watar.
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rhe -re-irc-plotioix pump -totore.. en@qiclosed fani cooled. The air is cooled
- - - by coilu ut_1AZin--compoa-t cooing water and two auxilary component cooling

... -p s-lcatd o---ii-de the contrinment. Vt~rinr recirculatilon the sump water

"ools the pump bearings. Tht two auxiliary copap onent cooling pumps are started

---- durng he injection e-Aase and either is capable of protecting the recirculati%,r

=- . . motors from the containment atmosphere. The fans are directly connactd
-to the recirnulation pump motor shafts. The auxiliary co__•onent cooling

pumiap -re a part of the coWonent cooling w,•.er system and p•ump data is provided

7-- "" iin Sectiob 9. The component cooling water volume constitues a large heat

S in-k so that the maln component cooliLr.g pumps are not. needed during the inject-
ion phase.

- : ID-tails of the corponent cooling pumps and service water pumps, w.hich serve

. -h 54fety Injection System, zre presented in Sectlon 9.

Noh pressure containing parts of the high head safety injection pumps are

- ~castings conforming to ASMH A-296 Grade CA-15. The pressure containing parts
of the Residual Leat Removal Pumps and the Recirculation Pumps are castings

I AST.-296 Grade CF-8 respectively. Stainless steel forgings are pro=ured
per ASTM A-182 Grade F304 or V3l6 Gr ASTH A-336, Class F8 or F8M, and stainless
plate is constructed to ASTH A-240, "Ype 3G4 or 316. All bolting Mat.taral
conforms to ASTM A-193. Materials such as weld-deposited SteJlite ar Colmonoay
are used at rp•innts of close running clearances in the puos to prevent galling
and to ensure cet.inued performance ability in h:Lh velocity areas subject

.0o erasicn.

AU pressure containing parts of the pu-mps are chemically and physically
analyzed •od the results are chec1Ced to ensure conformance with the applicable
ASTH spec•fication. "r additi-n, all pressure containing parts of the pump
are liq-u4d punetrrant inspected in accordance with Appendix VIII of Section

VII of the AS1'A ioilrU alad Preasure Vessel Code. Tht acceptance stindard

for the Uiquid penetrant test is USAS 1.31.1, Code for Pressure Piping, Case

M-10.

r~o pu•a design is reviewed with apecll attention to tho rellability and

rv~inten--D..e aspects of the work.-g =omponents. Specific areas include
wvsi-ja-ion of t.e uhazf ac-! and bearirLg design to determine that adequate
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stuloqaa-ces have
* - - -stationary part

I' * -

been made for shaft defle -t!on .wd clearances between

s.

W-e-e welding of prese-re containing parts is necessary, a welding procedure
nel-.' Joint detail is submitted for review and approval. by Weetinghouse.

The procedu." includes evidence of qualification necessary for complinsc
with Section XX of %1e A-SE Boil6r and Pressure Vessel Code Welding
Qualfications. This requirement also app-ie- to any repair welding performed
ot pressure containing parts.

The pressure-containing parts of the pump are assembld and hydrostaticazlly
tested to 1.5 times the design pressure for'30 minutes.

Each pump is given a complete shop performance test ir accordance with
Hydraulic Xnetitute Standards. The pumps are run at desip flow and head,
shut-off head and three additional points to verify performance charac-
teristics. Where NPSH is critical, this value is established at design

flow bj means of adjusting suction pressure,

Heat ExchanE-s

t- wio residual beat exchangers of N e Auxiliary Coolant System cool the
recirct--'ted sump water. These heat exch-ugers are aized for the cooldown
of the Reactor Coclart System. Table 6.2-5 gives the design parametera of
the heat exchangers.

The ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Cade has str:Lct rules rege-_ding the
wall thickneses of all pressure containing parts, material qoality
assurance provislor3, weld joint design, radiographic and liquid panstrant
examination of materiale amn joints, and hydrostatic testing of the unit
as well as requir'ng fine, inspection and stamping of Ohe vessel by an ASM
Code Inspector,

I-- The designs of the ¢ieat exchangers also conform to the requlremnts of
TEMA (Tubular EB .cangr Manufacturers Association) for Class R heat exchcngers.
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Class R is tih most rug-ad class of TEM(A heat exchangers and is intAnded

.c 3_.=_ts where safety and durability are required under severe service
r -c.goiitAms. Items such as: tube spaclng, flange design, nozzle location,

-• baffle th•ckness and spacing$ and iipingement plate requirements are set

forth by TMA Standards.

I-

L7

fl

L
L

Zn addition to the aboves additional design and inspection requirements

moe imposed to ensure rugged, high quality heat exchangers such as:

- coriffted-type gaskets, main flange studs with two nuts on each end to

ensure permanent leak tightness, general construction and mounting brackets

suit.able for the plant seismic design requirements, tubes and tube sheet

repable of withatandir'; full shell side pressure and temperature with

*tmospheric pressure on the tube side, ultrasonic inspection in accordance

with ftragraph N-324.3 of Section III of the ASM Code of all tubes before

banding, panerant inspe-c-t•on in accordance with Para2 raph N-627 of Section

lIT of the AM Code of all welds and hot or cold formed par.s, a hydrostatic

tuet duration of not less than thirty minutes, the witnessing of hydro

and penetrant tests by a qualified inspector, a thorough final inspection

olf the unit for good workmanship azd the absence of any gouge marks or

other scare that could act as stress concentration points, a review of the

radiographo and of the certified chemirll and physical test reports for all

=terials used in the unit.

The Rasidual Heat Exchangers are conventional vertical shell and U-tube

type units. The tubes are seal welded to the tube shiet. The shell

conn4ctlcna are flanged to facilitate shell removal for inspaction and

cleaning of the tube bundle. Each unit has a SA-285 Grade C carbon steel

shell, a SA-234 carlon steel shell end cap, SA-213 IT-3C4 stainless steel

tubes, SA-240 type-304 stainless steel channel, SA-240 Type 304 stainless

*teea channul cover and a SA-240 Type 304 etaimleas steel tube .heet.

VWves

All parts of valvas used in the Safety Injection System in contact

with borated water ars austenitic otainlees steel or equivalent corrosion

resistant material. The mtotr operators on the Injection line isol2tion
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I::W valves are capable of rapid operation. All valves required for initia-

of safety injection or isolation of the system have remote position

indication in the control room.

Valving la sprncified for excepr 4 .nal tightness and, where possible,

such as instrument valves, packless diaphragm valves are used.

All valves, except those which Perform a control function, are

provided with backseac-s which ard capabi'e of limiting leakage to

less than 1.0 cc per hour per inch of stem diameter, assuming

no credit taken for valve packing. Those valves which are

normally open, are backseated. Normally closed globe valves

are installed with reclrculatiun flow under the seat to prevent

leakage of recirculated water through the valve stem packing. Relief

valves are totally enclosed. Control and motor-operated valves,

2 1/2" and above, which are exposed to recirculation flow, are

provided with double-packed stuffing boxes and stem leakoff con-

nections which aze piped to the Waste Disposal System.

The check valves which isolate the Safety Injection System from the

Reactor Coolant System are installed immediately adjacent to the

reactor coolant piping to reduce the probability of a safety

inpiection line rupture causing a loss-of-coolant accident.

A relief valve is installed in the safety injection pump discharge

header discharging to the pressurizer relief rank, to prevent

overpressure in the lines which have a lower design pressure than the

Reactor Coolant System. The relief valve is set at the design

preasure of the safety injection piping.
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* -The gas relief valves on the accumulators protect them from

pressures in excess of the design value.

Motor Operated Butterfly Valves (Containment Sump Valves)

The pressure containing parts (body, discs) of the valve

employed in the Safety Injection System are designed per criteria

e.tablished by the USAS B16.5 or MSS SP67 specifications.

The materials of construction for these parts are procured per

ATI A182, P316 or A351, Gr CF8H or CF8. All material in

contact with the primary fluid, except the packing and the

liner is austenitic stainless steel or equivalent corrosion

resisting material. The liner is EPT-HORDEL (Dupont). The

pressure containing cast components are radiographically

inspected as outlined in ASTM E-71 Class I or Class 2. The

body and disc are liquid penetrant inspected in accordance with

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII, Appendix VIIL.

The liquid penetrant acceptable standard is as outlined in

USAS B31.1 Case N-10.

The entire assembled unit is hydrotested as outlined in MSS

SP-67 with the exception that the test in maintained for a

minimum period of 30 minutes. The motor operator has to

work only against the frictional component of the hydraulic

unbalance on the disc and the packing box friction.
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9. The abaft material is ASTH A276 Type 316 condition B or precipi-
S tation hardened 17-4 PH stainless procured and heat treated to

Westinghouse Specifications. These materials are selected because

of their corrosion resistance, high tensile properties, and

their rvsistance to surface scoring by the packing.

The motor operator Is located above the maximum sump fluid level

and therefore is never submergf.d. The motor operator is

extremely rugged and is u.oted chroughtout the power industry for

its reliability. The unit incorporates a "hammer blow" feature that

allows the motor to impact the discs away from the fore or back-

seat upon opening or closing. This "hammer blow" feature not only

"impacts the disc but allows the motor *to attain its operational

speed.

The valve is assembled, hydrostatically tested, seat-leakage tested

(fore and back), operationally tested, cleaned and packaAed per spec-

ifications. All manufacturing procedures employed by the valve

supplier such as welding, repair wel4ing, and testing are submitttd

to Westinghouse for approval.

The valve operator completes its cycle fro- one nosition to the other

in 120 seconds.

Valves which must function against system pressure aue designed

such that they function with a pressure drop equal to full system

pcessuza across the valve disc.

Motor Operated Gate Valves

The pressure containing parts (body, bonnet and discs) of the valves pmp.

in tne safety Injection bystem are denigned per criteria established by t

USAS 1I36.5 or MSS SPbb specifications. The matcrials of construction

6.2-25b Supplement 2
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K for these parts are procured per ASTH A182, F316 or A351, Gr CF8K or CF8.
All material in contact with the primary fluid, except the packing, is

austenitic stainless steel or equivalent corrosion resisting material.

The pressure containing cast components are radiographically inspected

os outlined in ASTM E-71 Class 1 or Class 2. The body, bonnet and discs

are liquid penetrant inspected in accordance with ASME Boller and Pressure

Vessel Code Section VIII, Appendix VIII.a The liquid penetrant acceptable

standard is as outlined in USAS 131.1 Case N-10.

When a gasket is employed the body-to-bonnet joint is designed per ASNE

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII or USAS B16.5 with a fully

trapped, controlled compression, spiral wound a sbestos gasket with provisions

for seal welding, or of the pressure seal uesign with provisions for seal

welding. The body-tc--..onnet bolting and nut materials are procured per

ASTH A193 and A194, respectively.

The entire assembled unit is hydrotested as outlined in MSS SP-61 with

the exceppion that the test is maintained for a minimum period of 30

14 minutes. The seating design is of the Darling parallel disc design, the
Crane flexible wedge design, or the equivalent. These designs have the

feature of releasing the mechanical holding force during the .irst increxent

of travel. Thus, the motor operator has to work only against the frictional

component of the hydraulic unbalance on the disc and the pa. king box

friction. The discs are guided throughout the full disz .ravel to prevent
chattering and provide ease of gate movement. The seating surfr :es are

hard faced (Stellite No. 6 or equivalent) to prevent galling and reduce wear.

"he stem material is ASTH A276 Type 316 condition B or precipitation hardened

17-4 PH stainless procured and heat treated to Westinghouse Specifications.

These materials are selected because of their corrosion resistance, high

tensile properties, and their resistance to surface scoring by the packing.

The valve stuffing box is designed with a lantern ring leak-off conn-'ction

with a munimum of a full set of packing below the lantern ring and a maxinwn

Supplement 14
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L oZ one-half of a set of packing above the lantern ring; a full set of packing

is defined as a depth of packing equal to 1-1/2 times the stem diameter.

The experience with thid stuffing box design and the selection of p&cking

a,. stem materials has been very favorable in both conventional and nuclear

power plants.

The motor operator is extremely rugged and is noted throughout the power

Industry for its reliability. The unit incorporat-.s a "hav~er blow" feature

that allos the motor !o impact the discs away from the fore or backseat

upon opening or closing. This "hamer blow" feature rnot only impacts

the disc but allows the motor to attain its opezatioral speed.

The valve is assembled, hydrostatically tested, seat-leakage tested (fore

and back), operationally tested, cleaned and packaged per specifica..ions.

K11 manufacturing procedures employed by the valve supplier such as hard

facing, welding, repair welding and tdsting are submitted to Westinghouse

for approval.

For thone valve. which must function on the safety injection signal, 10

seconds operation is required. For all other valves in the syotem, the

valve operator completes its cycle from one position to the other in 120

seconds.

Valves which must funct.Lon against system pressure are designed such that

they function with a pressure drop equal to full system pressr-e across

the valve disc.

Manual Valves

The stainless steel manual globe, gate and check valves are dexigzed and

built in accorlauce witt I-a requirements outlined in the motc: operated

valve descr1ption hbove.
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- - " " arborx va~lves are b-Alt to cunfom with USA B16-5. T,-e materials

40fýeanstructlon al -h-boy bonnet adiscofrtoherequirements

- of AS.TH A105 Grade-Il, A181_Grade I1 or A216 Grade WCB or WCC. The carbon
- - el valves pass only non-radioactive kluids and are subjrated to hydrostatic

v

[7

test as ot.lined in MSS SP-61 except that the test pressure is maintained

for at least 30 minutes per inch of wall thickness. Since, the fluid controlled

by tl'g carbon steel nalves is not radio&ctive, the double packing and seal

i•-l provisions are not provided.

Acciunulator Check Valves

ihc- pressure containing parts of this valve assembly are designed in accordance
with 1SS SP-66. All parts in contact with the operating fluid are of austenitic

stainl--js steel or of equivalent corrosion resistant materials procured

to applicable-- ASTN or WAPD specifications. The cast pressure-contaii.g

parts are radiographed in accordance with ASTh E-94 and the ac :ek.Lance staniaro
as outlined in ASTM E-71 Class 1 or Class 2. The cast pres.tre-containing
-rts, machined surfaces finished hard facings, and gasket bearing surfaces

are liquid penetrant inspected per ASME B&PV Code, Section VIII and the

acceptance standard is as outlined in USAS B31.1 Code Case N-10. The final
valve is hydrotested per MSS SP-66 except that the test pressure is maintained
for at least 30 minutes. The seat leakage is conducted in accordance with
the manner prescribed in MSS SP-61 except that the acceptable leakage is
2cc/hr/in, nominal pipe diameter.

The valve is designed with a low presoute drop configuration with all operating
parts contained within the body, which eliminates those problems associated
witb packing glands 4xposed to bo~ic acid. Thf clapper arm shaft is manufactured
from 17-4 PH stainless steel heat treated to Westinghouse Specificat-.ons.

The clapper arm shaft bushings are :iuuactured from Stellite No. 6 maLlrial.
The various working parts are sele:ted for their corrosion resista'nt, tensile,

and bearing properties.

The disc and seat cings are manufactured from a forging. The mating surfaces
are hard faced vith Stellite No. 6 to improve the valve seating life. The
disc is permitted to rotate, providing a new seating surface afte: each valve

opening.

Supplement 8
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The valve are Intened to be operated in the closed position with a normal

differential press=a across rthe disc of approxiuately 1700 psi. The valves

s.hall rouizn In this poeition acept for testing wid safety injectim.

Since the valve wll not be require4 to normally operate in the open condition,

hence be subjected to impeet loads caused by sudden flow rrnrsal, it is

expected that this equipgmnt will not have difficulties performing its

required fuoa-ons.

When the valve is required to finctiot a differential -ressure of less

than 25 pesig will shoer any particleso that may attempt to reevent the valve

fro% fwctionf-.. Although the working parts are exposed to the botic

acid tol-ition coataered within the reactor coolant loop, a boric acid "freeze

,up"t is not expected %ith this low a concentratiot,.

The experience derived from the check valves employed in the Safety Injection

5yatm of the Carolina - Virginia Tube Reactor in a similar system indicates

that the uystem is reliable and workable.

The CV1K Emergency Injettion Slates, maintained at atmospheric conditions is

separated from the main coolant piping by one six inch check yalvG. A

leak detection pit is provided in CMt to accuuulate any leakage coming

back thr=ugh the check valve. A level a!art. provides a signal on excessive

leakage. Thera 13 a gas volume in the upper space of the loop. The

pressure differential in 1300 psi and the system is stagnant. The valve is

located 2 to 3 feet from the nain coolant piping which results in some

heatup and cooldova cycling. The CVMt went critical late in 1963. Since that

time, the level alarm in the detection pit has never gon. off du. to check

velve leak.4ge,
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Ths accumulator relief valves ar* i,*4 to pass nitrogen ias at a rate
In excets of the accumulator gas fil• 1ne delivary rate. Thi relief
valves will, also pasu water L% excess of the expected leak rate, but this is
not necessary becaase the time required to fill the gas space gives the
4perator ample opportunity to correct the situation. For an inleakage
rate 15 times the manufacturing test rate, there will be about 1000 days
before water will reach ths ralief valves. Prior to this. level and pressure
alartis wmuld have been actuzted.

The rafety injection test line relief valves are provided to relieve any
pressure, above design, thb aight build up in the high head safety in•ection
piping. The valve will pass a nominal 15 gpz (2.25 x 105 cc/hr), which
is far In excess of the nanufacturing design leak rate of 24 cc/hr.

Leakage Limitations of Valves

ValvinL is speciiied for exceptional tightnres and where possible, such

as instrument valvae, packles. diaphragm valves are used.

Normally open valves have backseat. which limit leakage to less than onu

cubic centimeter per hour per inch of atem di3meter assumIng no credit

for packing In the valve. Normally closed globe valves are installed with

recirculation flow under the seat to prevent stem lerkage from the zore

radioactive fluid side of the seat.

Motor operated valves, which are exposed to recirculation flow, ara provided

with double-packed stu-fing boyes and ster leakoff connections which are

piped to the vaste disposal sygtet.

The specified leakoge across the valve disc required to net the equipment

specification and hydroteit reqtirasents Is as followst
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a) Convaentooal globe - 3cc/hu/1n. of nominal. p4pe size

b) 0Qta valves -- 3cc/hr/in. of ncsinal pipe size; 10/cc/hr/in for
300 =4 150 pound UM. Standard

c) Motor-oparated gate valves - 3 cc/hr/in. of noamXxl pipe size:

10/cc/hr/i- for 30D and 150 pound USA Stantrd-4

4) Check valves - 3 cc/hr/In, of n-uinal pipe size; 10/cc/hr/in

for 300 and 150 pound USA Standard

a) Accuwmrlator check valves - 2 cc/hr/in. of ncinal pipe size;
Relief valves are tota117 encioued

Leakage from components of the recirculation loop including valves, is

tabulated in Table 6.2-10.

All Safety Tnjection Sypten piping in contact vith borated vater is

austenitic stainless steel. Plpln4 joints are welded except for the flanged
connections Ot the safety Injectiov pops and reckrculation ptmps.

90
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The piping beyond the accumlator stop valves Is i.signed for Meactcr Coolant

Systea conditioms (2485 psig. 650*F). All other piping connected to tha

actmdlator tank3s is design-d for 700 psig and 400*F.

The safety laJection pump ant= .,.Ldual heat r•-oval pump suction piping (210

- ig, at 300'r) froma the refueling water storage meats NPSR (not psitive

suction head) requiruentss of the pumps.

The safety injectLon high pressure branrei lines (1500 psi& at 300"F) stre

desiged for high pressure losses wo lifit the flow rate out of the -Oranch

line which may have ruptured at the conncction to the reactor cooasn loop.

The system design incorporates the ability to Isolate the safety Injection

pumps to separate headers such thAt full flow from at least one p=9p is ensured

sbou.,d a branch line break.

The piping is designed to u•et the atni=um requiremnts set forth J,- l)

tl'. MAS B31.1 Cod (1955) for the Pressure PIping, 'fl Nuclear r .use
V-7, (3) USAS Standards B36.10 and B3.319 and (4) ASTH Standards ."--I

aupplementary standards plus additional quality control measures.

tLnin=um vall thcknes&ts are deter-nined by the USAS Code (1955) formula found

in 0.e power piping Section I of the USAS Code (1955) for V"ressureu Piping.

This Alainva thickness is increased to account for the manufacturer's periassibl

tolerance of ninus 12-1/2 per cent on the norrival val. PPurchasad p$pe

and fittings have a O)Pcified nominal vall thickness that Is m loas than

the s-= ot that required for pressure containment. echanical strength and

zaufacturing tolcrance.

Thermul and seindc: piping flexibility analys•"t are performed, Special

attention is directed to th- pi•inrt configuration at. the punps -dth th objmtIve

of sinivzign pipe iUosed loads at the vuvtion and discharge nozzles.

PV.ina It supportAd to aecommedate expainim duo to temperature chanles

during the occident.
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Up 4ftip aeil r promrad inc;=onfrurA2 with all requi mnts~

to specification and dotmeated by certification of complinmn to AM~ nmtrial,

rtzqutaaeents. Specificationis l~ipme additional quality cozit-ol, upon the
spu~plian of pip"~ and fittlup~ as listed balvpa.

a) Chec~k analyasu ar perfcoraed ani both the purchased pipe andi fttings.

b) Pip& branch linas 2 1/2 inch and Ionaer between the rwattor coolant
pipas aad the isolation atop valves conform L,# ASTH A376 and meet

to th raquiremat*of &SmKA403. FitttIkap 2 112 inch a*4 above haew
require~muts for M~ Laspectlon saiilar to S6 of A3764

Shop fabrication of pipin t~ uA~xwnbUas is perforcad by reputable suppliera

ta accor-d5anC with "Ip catLot-3 which dafSic = govern *ater-Ial procurement,
detsixod &eSigns shop fabrIcatica, clean-In$, inapactiov, Identiiication.

I. pzc).zglng and sbipment.

sklds for pipes sized 2-1/2" and larger are btatt. welded. Reducinag teas
are used iahere the branch ai:. vxceeeds 112 of the betee~r sirm. Brm*
connections of sizes that are equal co or less than 112 of the 1wadar size
are of' a design th~at confotms to the USAS rul-es for reilnforcmtnt *at forth
In the UMA .031.1 Code for Pre5sure Pift4r~. Doeases for breach comme~tton
ame attachai to -@he header by manx of full peraetm~ien iel"s.

KU3. voldias is perioraed by %raldem c=4 w14inu proceduires qua'Ifitd in
atcor~Amce with the ASMf Soiler *ad P'resure Vessel Code Secdczn 1X* tkiding

(~gaiE~~at~a.Th. Shop TabrIcAtion Is rr~,urd Oto a badt aX-% welding
procadures and e'-Utuca of qualifieatiow for review. and approval prior
to Vale&**2 for labrication., All welding naterials wsod by the Sbop Maricato:
ew"- h~ve prlar e-p~roval.
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AU high preaaurv pi11in 'butt wld. eoatal~nxf r44joscirv* fluid, at ,artor

* ti W EO t"eapar-tuft 804 6W0 paf resz or a qugiwalnt, are Uadlookohed.

UOrtMhe Ppit~1 In~tt VebUa are taudoily iradiographed. rth tedb2~ique
ax4 ~ccwtatc otaiuds.-, are those outlimtd in Uk-5i of the ASM UNV Code

~4a~awith ebv PVCtcdure Qt AMM~ 3M Codes SeCtIOU VIII, AppewixL
VII AM~ tba accspice stag~ni a* Weflp4 in the USAS *-I'alaa code Cgs*
0-10r. V'1iabeta brtch wel~ds are Uquid penetraunt zxAained cm the outaida
MrAVtT4 212* Paralpxtta on the 1"mid0 ract Surfaces,

A pua~poad4 solutton aewuaal hgat treatment, is verforaed on~ hot Zo~ed
ut~a-Is stool V40 beodb. Cosp1ated be~sd are chart cotplate1l c3*.azed
of oxttdationi fteft all. affe~cted surfaces. The shop fabricator is require4
to submit tha btzdft, host tzat~aunt auM clant-u procs~edur for raviu
arM approval prior to roalsue tor fabricatiet.

Gnar~al clesain~g of coaplated plping subt~atemblita (Inside .nd otside

surfacev) I* govemed ty tavil% grtmn rules set forth In the pettfIca~tona.
For uexanp'., ties. sp cifttiobm prohibit the use of bydrochloric acid?
*rd limit the chloride coniteat of -ervIce wanter sod dezineral~a1 voter~.

Packs~ong of the piring submsevUes for shiatatt is darot *a an to precludo
dsaxxg durin trrpait and starast. 0j'eomingst are closed ar14 wialed vithb

t$uht-fittug cayer. to prevt~t etry~T of uaietuxre aod fomolp material.
rlsfte Eaý*Ig wA4 welid **4 prsavatious ara protstcted froo daualt by

cu*of woordgm cu'vtr platts arA *ecarely fastened lai p"sItion. The packirg
arrar~sait prqpoeo b~f the sbop fabrics-tor U~ subject to approval.

PWM *Mo Valv'. motors

Nototrs Oniside tbA 004tassent

,be slcrcleueto ysteussa emuWpIs4 fr. aucrdanctvith M-AS,



le~arAtura rise adasiga selction is such that nor-maa long IMk is achotvd

Own~ =deor accident loadin~g condition~s.

Ckltarla for wotors of the Safety Injcctiom Systen zzuirc that under aay

saitielpatc~l mx3 of operation, the cotor name plate rat3n Is not. exceeded.

The rotors bave a 1.15 service factor for nocrai operation. lDosigr and test

cmiteria. cILurthLat rotor lo~ading does not excceed tha applicAtio* criteria.

Motors Inside tihe Centaientc~

The reirculatioa. p;-p ;tora are dC3It~ene to OperAtc In an "- Lent condition
of saturated ste= of 271PFn 47 psft pressure for one dzwj, followied

by Indefinite ooratien at 15S5V and 5 vsi& In a Ste= arsphere.

Tho recirculatima pu:*'s ctors are of the &am dstacir as hbe centatn~r~t fen
cooler motors. Re) ere-nco Is thzerefore =adc to Section 6.4.2 for a desciptiofl.

sn4 caluaticn~ of the motor desirga.

The zatcrvý for the v;.1tcs Instdc contaln~nt. are dsitned to du'tlst"n
conta4Ircnt enviroc=cot ctnditlan's ifo~lc'ins thet lo"s of crq41ant Accidecnt

so (%.Mt tlio VelVV* can per'orm the required function duriz; the recovery

Periodic operationi of the twtors and3 tes-ts of the Insulatiom casure that
the motors re~ain In a reliable operAting cond~icn.

Wl..oi;h. thia motor* ith!ch- are providei1 only to drive etiineered safety

feAtMv ire 4quipwn7ft ate 'orrally rnm only for test, the design loeaJlvg and
tev-pergiture ciao limits are based on *ccident coondsin. Noros design

margins are spec ified for thczc noters to =ke sur: the expected lifetbve



ValV* Notaor Operatort

Tests to Odaowttste the adeequacy of vralve motor opezatore to be functl~uair:tfer exposure to temperaturas pressuret and radiation are being conducted

Uth first group Is Lc exposuire of valve ector operators to both temperatureL*rA pressu~res. Two suppl~ers. Philadelphia Ceast Corporat ion Linitorqua

Division and Cr~ane Co. 44eledyne Division are conducting uldezlated contain-

ment, pressure and temperature tests as follows with pouer-tempersture

s*lari1 to that preoiicted for the incident;

a) Operate. Is located inside e pressure vessel uhich is to exposed to

appt. ximato1li 330'*F at 90 psig.

ii) Operator will be cyclau *pprox~ie'-t*l three times under utnulated

valve operating loads.

c) Pressures~ and t~e~raturex viii~ be reduced In stop changes to

2951F at 60 pai&, 219*F at 20 pdig and l52*F at -atmosphere or less.

d) Operator will be cycled approximately three titr-!m at cach of the

avel of chamge. Full re-ordifgS* of pertinent datta vili be taken

tbro'ugbout the tests.

e) Cnit ssull be ex med after cocipletlon of tvat ana aperating dnta

cftpared to date prior to dxpavure.

The *"*PAd Sroup test L- the rsdiAtion test on & votar fru the valve oparatot.

a) Tuo production lineo mtors are being usvd for this test. One 1s to

bit epoge4 to 1.5 X 108 rads of ~Sa= radiation f.3r approxinste period of one

wn'th. The other =-tcr will he aode for the Umnl c~aPArativ.k 4knalysts.

b) Both * ar v il bo l* .. o#d for coil resifttAwo, jnsuj4tio% *ft&j4

butAt bc' -* "and ti vV~a-tq tL 4 rWtr~t ~~n



'Detail ef thv notual and =enXency power sources for the Safety Injectiton
Systa are presented i:- Section 83

* ?Protection MAE.Sst Rbmmalc Effects

'The Injection lines penetrate the contalnent adjacent to the priwry
auxllxary buildfng.

Tor most of the routine, these lines are •tai4de L:. x.'ano vall. and beace

are otected from aissiles eriLnatln. [thin tbese areas. Each line penctratu

the crane wall near the injection point to the reactor coolant pipe. In this
mnnur cmcz= separationsad hence protectica is pro-Aiked In the coolant

loop arca.

Coolant loop support3 art designed to restrict the rotion In one loop due tc

rupture in another t9 about one-tenth of an inch, wherers the (.ttch&d safety

injection pipiLn can sustain a 3 inch displ~aceent wLtbout eiceediun the .orkina
stre. a ranoe. The anaysis assUMOs the iJettion L-o., to the ruptured loop is

spilled on the containr.cnt floor.

All hanaers, stops and anchors &rc desIgutd in accordanze with USAS BSl.1 Code
for Pfessurn Plping and ACI 318 Building Code Rcquirm-nts Zor Reinforced

Conwrete vhleh provide vaintm require=ents on mistýrlals, deaign and fabrication

with =ple safety nargins lor both dead and dynndc liads over the life of the
equipment. Specifically, theze standards require the follovint:

(1) All zaterials used are in accordance with ASM specifications which

tateblizh quality levels for the zanufacturing process, D strecath
properties, and for test requirczants which utsure cr..pliance with the

specaiica Lions.

(2) týmlification of v'elding processes And welders for each class of zateria.

velded and for types aud positions of welds.

(3) ixim=u: allowable stress values are establizhed which provide an ample

saety nargin on both yield strength and ultinte strength.
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6.243 DSI( KVALTXtOU

'~IA" of Cars P OtJactl=~

Thes meAaxsr of OfeEctivaness of the SitferY lujectim SYStha It tha Abilfty
of the puV* a4 acc~uw-ators to )map the cot* flooded or to ref lood the
croe rapidly vhebar tbot coca has ieen uncoverad for postualated large area
rupturvA. The result of thisa Ptformsice is to suficiEfctetly lUnit saiy
incraai In clad temperatLure below A v~lut ,tber ~emrSey cote tooling
objectives are met fSettio 6.2.1). Tha r=ng. of cora pztoctlon. soi
function of break dimeter Vrovidsd by the various comporenta of the Safety
lujacticw 3ystein 1# prssented In Pigun a.2*6.

figure 6.2.6 vas devtloped froin the results of the loss of coolzAxt accidtut

studies pre~sentod ia SxictS 14.3.1. Simualations: al a aufftiiiet nuaber of
break *Laos vera perfozmed to deacastrato that tha Safety Injection cowpontats
meat the emerlexicy core cooling Ve4oiraemets. rte Injection from the tonlouins
combination of components wes analyzed as discussed bulow,.

Uar A. TV* Safety Injection ?MPS
Bar B. Two Safety Inje~ction Pups, Dana Residual Host Rmoval Pmp

ind Two Ace L1LAtors
aor C. Out l.sidgual Boat Removal Pump mod Threa Accumulators

Bar D* Two Safety Znjectiou Puspe anda Th.*e Accumulators
Bar a. Tva Safety injection Pups, Wne Residusl Pleat Bsvwvl pump

and Theet Accusulatows

Note: Yor all of the me*o, =&e Tecircu1aticu p~p Is reipfled for loc.

tets rteixculatl=~.

N,> crsdIt is teken for the ac==*u--.or which is attached to the ruptured
leg in Zht CXSe Of 6 cold I*$ break.

Vi~th vainrua on-sit. margency power avallable (two-of-thrim diesel generators)
the eeergeacy core cool iig equipent twailtble Is represented t~y Ur K
(two out of three safety Intactloa p%=ps, one out of two residual, best
pump*, and three out of four accu~xlators for a cold leig break a=d four
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aem tct o2t a 1ot Ule break). With thert systass, the calculated9
max~an fuel cla.dding tr~mpauire Is limited to 21206?, whic*h vmats the
wrATgvacy coro tooling design otbjtctivov for all break siaeu up to aad
InludinS the double-e~nded sevzrance of the reactar coolant p~pe. (Section
14*3&2) *

A taxMtift four coobtuatloax (Uar A,3, ItC, and D) rupreseat degraded
f*svi~th operati'mn of loss than the a~nm=m design1 saargenty coret cooliza

squipant. Theut cases ara *%lown ontly to p-rse-,t the capability of in~dividual
portins of the ay~tms and to desonst-;sto the overall e. A-rna of the
syste". The operatim~ of tvio safety lnftion pumps, (Uar A) provides
care protection for trew! six#& up t.-A an equi--alent break dieamter of approxi-
mataly 4 Inches. The ozpration of two safety injection puAps would
allow flow apilling from a brokva aeety Injection lino to go Uncorrected by
operator action. Isolation of the brokmr line by operator action would
Ineere~se the -range of protection.

In Satton 14.1.2 an analysis is presented -that de'sons'-rated tht. abi lity of
te two nigh pumps to keep the core hot spot covered for all breaks up to

a A" equival-ast diaseter hole. Mhen the hot spot rednain covared, no or~e
dw~uge Is expeoted.

An acecident occurAP& with one ar-cumnlator Isolatad, from the system is
ccprsauted by (Uar 3). From the detailed b~tak usiza study used in arriving

tathe swIniam satfeguards ca&ss (lar 1) L. was deterained that the doubld ended
cold U&g break caused tha highest clad tezl~ratura. This came vos ruannalyzod
E4*r the Bor 3 equipment.,a=C. the resulting clad tftperaturs was 2550'!F,
which lit well below tht Zircaloy-4 malt teaperAmum,

The cates uepreseoted in Bar* C and D &to preaauted to demonatrate the
eedutndAniy between tha low and high haad pumping systems to iground protection
for lat;a *N& rupture, For large, ateA ruptures analyzed (14.3.2) the cla
tmjiez&tu*0av,-k turnaA around by the accusiulatcr Injaction. The active
pumping coaptesrits serve mtly to cosplete the ref Ill started by the
ac4"wlatom# ZiLther two safety Iibjection puaps or one residual heat
temeVS1 PUq provide*s ullicieut. addition of water to continue the reduc&.ion
ofl cWa temperature Initially ta~ed by the accumulator.



To p"Ut pwutlor for Urar an ruptures in the Reactor CoOl~kt Systemthe Sgty Toloctiod Systes tx rupod to rapdlty reflW the core faollavng

the depresszattn and ca-.- viding that is ebataetedetic. of Aarg& avea
ruptur". Th* accoators act to paerfora the rapid reflooding ludttioz with

no dapendeni oni the norml or egraency powtx sources, and also with W0

desienc, on te recipt of an actuttion aluaI,

pfaation of this system with three of the four avelable cecu•ulatore

dalivering their Coatents to the Xeactor veusal (one acciawlator xtilling

through the brsi) prevents fuel clad meltiug and linits vwtal-watet

reaction to an Iin~iVAicsnt iasount ('12%).

The function of the zafery injection or residual hert r•voel pumps is to

complete the refill of the vessel LMd ultbats.y return the cvre to a subcooled
itato. As discussed on page 6.2-37 thr-'ugh 6.2-385 the floy frus either

two safety injection pmps or on•t resi*Al heat rawvak pump is sufficient

to couplete the refill with no loss of level in the core. Ioreover, there

is sufficient excess watitr delivered by the acculators to tolerate a

delay in starting the puaps.

rnitxal response of• the injection systez. Is automatic, with appropriate

allowances for delays in actuation of circuit" and active components. The

active portions of the injection systems &to aut~,matically actuated by the

safety injection signal (Section 7). In addition nanual actuation of the

entire. Injection sytet and individual conponante gon be acccupliehad from

the cert-rol roou. In eau2yaki of system perfornemnee, delays in reae' ing

the progrvied tiil pointa end in actuation of couonents are conservatively

established on the basis that acal emergancy on-site power is availabWt.

The starting sequence of the safety injection =d residual heat removal pumps

and thk relatad emergency pover equips=. is de&igned ao that delivery of

the full rated flow Is -ached within 34 seconds after the process parameters

I.reach the set points for tho injection sivul,



Ibi delayv taft OWi Ni~tt of tbhe tiva Inturvaeb2

*a

d.

To, ififtate saftty Injectioa signals Including Instruenmt lUs

To start two diaelmg-tifiuatou

20 start two daafty~ Injection PPS

To stsrt a** rasidual heat rei&wai1 PUR

S

19

8

34
Total

Mtor control centers aft eneTIL "- and injecLica vael',s are opened at

tz'tt now ti~is " the pcuWpat at-t kted.

Although thio del*y is in excess of the 25 eeciind delay which is assumed in

the axIyses ef the loan-of-coolant accidetnr an described In Section Section

14, it ic saph WAu4 that:

a) The delay internals. which coapriee the 34 necon4 rottd delhy are

conservative estimates of wbat will be achfved in prectice.

b) As described in Section 14, care recorer7 followin$ a loss-ol-coolant

accident is aneieved by the passive ace-milator system prior to the

oreiation of the safety injecticu system. An increwe in the dalay

time to initiate safety injection Clow of the order of 10 seconds

has a negligible effect on the loss-of-coolant transient,

Sia.le ha.lue -Malais

A single active failure analysis is piesented in Table 6.2-7(n). All credible

active syste.• filuree are considaeed. The mnalysis of the lots-of-toolant

actident presented in Section 14 is consistent with the -,q!gle failure analysis.

0

It id baued on the worst single failurm (generally a puep f..ilure) in both

the Se-fety injection and residual heat reinv81 puuPing systems. The saweYbis

Sbwn that .the failura of any single active component will not pre"Ut

fulfilling the d-2s9gn iincio'. 0
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In addtlrions an alternative .low path is available to maintaln core cooling

if any part of •tN recirculation flow path becomee unavailable. This is

avaluated In Table 642-6(b).

The procedure followed to establish the alternate flow path alco isolates

the spilling line. A valve is provided in the containment recirculatioa

line to the residual heat removal pumps, to isolate this linc should it

be required.

railure analyaea of the component cooling and service water syste"t under

loss-of-colant accident conditions are described in Section 9.3 and 9.6,

respectively.

Roeliance on Interconnected Systems

0 .lng the injection phase, the high head safety Injcc'.iou pr#ps do not depend

on nny portion of other aystcms with the vxcoption of the suction line. ftu tse
refueling water storage tank. During the recirculstion phase of the accident

for s•l 1 breaks, suction to tbe high head safety Injection pumps is provided

by the recirculacion pumps.

'rhe residual heat removal (low head) pumps are normally used during rea.tor

shutdr-nm operations. Whenever the reactor is at power, the pumps are aligned

for emergency duty.

Shared Function Svaluation

Table 6.2-8 is an evaluation of the main components, which have been previously

discvssed, and a brief description of how each component functoes during

normal opa-ation and during the accident.

0



The accumulators are a passive safety feature In that they perform their

desl~n function in the total absence of an actuat.on signal or power source,

The only moving parts in the accumulator injcztior t.in, are in the two

check valves.

The working parts of the check valves are exposed to fluid of relatively
lov boric acid concentration. E£eu Ui sot.e unforeseen deposit•,u &ccumulatetd,

a reveracd differ*ntial prnssure ag About 25 psi can shear any particles

in the bearing that may tend to prevent valve functioning. This is demon-

strhted by calculation.

The isolution valve at each accuou:ator is ooly closed -ahen tt.o reactor

is intention&lly depressurized or mmentarily for testing when preev's-ired.

The isolation valve ir normwely orened aod. an alarum In the control i'oom

sounds If the valve is ioadvertently closed. It is not expected that the

Isolation valve will have to be Aosed due to excessive leakage ttrough

the check valves.

The check valv.es operate ir the cloLed posit'on with a nominal differential

pressure across the disc of ipproximatLly 1650 psi. They remain In this

position except for testing or when called upon to function. SinLs the

valves operate normaly in the cl3sed position and are there~ore not subject

to the abuse of flowing opelation ov impact loads caused by sudden flow

reversal and seating, they do not experience any wear of tne -ving parts,

and therefore function as required.

U'hen the Reactor Coolant. System is being p.-essurized during the normal

plant heatup operationp the check valves are tested for leakage as soon

ea there is about 100 osi differev•tal ezross the valve. This test confir.As

the so-ting of the disc and whether or not there has ocan di" Incresoe in

the leakage since the last test. When this test is completed, the discharge

line test valve* are opened an4 the Reactor Coolant System pressure increase

6.2-4Z x
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. is continued. There should be no increase in leakage from this point on
since increasina xtctcor cc-olant. pressure increase" the seatitg force SnO

decreases the probability of leakage.

The accumulators can accept leakage Irom the Reactor cýoolant Syeten •ithout

effect on their availability. Table 6.2-8 indicates what inleakage ratos,

over a given time period, raquire readjusting the level ct the end of th%

time period. In addition, these rates are compared to the iaxdmum alloved

leak ratea for wn..ýacturing acceptance tests (20 cc/hr, i.e., 2/cc/hr/in).

In-leakage at a rate of 5 cc/hr/inch, 2-I.j times test, would require that

the atcumulator water volume be adjusted approximately once every 30 montha.

This would indicate that level adjustments c&n be acheduled for normal

refueling shutdowns and that tvis work can be done at the operator's con-

venience. At a leakrate of 30 cc/hr/inch (15 t-.mes the acceptince leakrate),

the water level will have to be readjusted approximately once every 5 to

6 months. This readjustment will take about 2 hours maximum.

The accumulators are located inside the reactor containment and protected

from the reactar coolant system riping and components by a missile barrier.

Aceidential release of the gas charge in the accumulators would cause an

inereasea in the containment pressure oC approximately 0.1 psi. This release

of gas has been Included in the ctcuLinment pressure analysis fot the loss-

of-coolant accident, Sectic 14.

During normal operation, the flow ra-e through the reactor coolant piping

is approximately five times the maxiwum flow rate from the accumulator

durinS inljection. Therefore, fluid Impingement on reactor vessel components

during rperation of the accumulator Is not restricting.

EArJSency FloW to the Core

Special attention 1s given to factors that could a,•veraely affect tt.e actumulator

and safety injection flow to the core. These factors are:

I z .6.2-43
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a) Steam bindinZ in the c:re, includina flow blockage due to loop aealing
.'' b) Loss of accum•tator water during blovdown

c) Short cirtuiting of the accumslator Zrow the core to another part

of the ReActor Coolaut System

d) Loss of accumulat-,r water through the breaks

I All of the ebove are considered in the analysis, and are discussed quanti-

tatively it Section l4.

U xternal -Recire. aion Loop Leakage

Table 6.2-10 sumari.•s the maximum potential leakage from the leak sourues

of the extornal recircuý..ktion loop which goes through the residual heat

removal pumps, a residual '.st exchanser and the high head safety injection

pumps. In the analysic, a ma-zium leakage is assumed from each leak soulce.

?or conservaticm, three times th.T maxidum expected leak rate from the pump

seals war zassused, even rhough the seals are acceptance tested to essentially

zero leakage, and a leakage of 10 dreas per minute was assumed from each

flange although each fie-Se would be aad.usted to es~entially zero leakage.

The total wzua potential leahage resulting from all rources is

999 cc/hr to the auxiliary building atmosphire and 21 cc/hr to the drain

tanks

During extemal. recirculatioi,, 4igntiicant mrgin exists between the design

smd operating conditions of t&a residual heat removal sydteu components,

as shown In Table 6.2-11a In addition, during norm! plant cooldown,

operation of thQ residutl heat removal system Is initiated when the primary

systea pressure and temperature have bten reduced to 3AO paig and 150*F

respectively. Sinc2 the rsxaniu operatiag conditions during recirculation

are 1S0 psi& and 213*V, Zignific••t. margin also exists between normal

operating and accident conditions. In view of the above margins, it is

aousidered that the leakage rates tabail- - in Table 6.2-10 are co.-wervattve.
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Leacaga detection exterior to contai.uent is achieved through use of sup

level detection. The Arxiliary Buildft'g s pumpa start autcaatically in

the event that liquid accumlsates in the sump and alarm in the control room

indicates that wter has accmulaLed in the stop, Valving is provided to

permit the operator to isolate Individuall the residual heat removal pumps.

p ~a&1drameuts*

Reaidual Ueat Removal Pumps

The SH -of the residual heat removal umps " evaluated for normal plant

shutdownn o ~iration, and both the uj•ecliou and becirculaton phase operation

of the design bd-sss s ccindedn.

The residual heat removal pta are uised e back-up to the Internal recir-

culation pups in the evert of failurea to the nmad recirculation pao th is

duty provides the p s with the num• APSA eoneLtdon. For the desio n case

of two pumps recirculAting through ts o hest exchaneers paths; 60 geSH mergin
I •is available. In tba unlikely evezt of znly one pu•s recirculating through

I • oue heat exchanger pat-h te PE•SH margin would be reduced to 15Z; eassu•.u

saturated fluid aad no operator ac~ion to throttle back the flow.

Safely aIpction Pmpgs
1o

The NPSH for the safetyinjection pumps is evaluated for both the !inoection
xad recirculation ph-3se operation of the desiLgn Usis accident. The end of

injection phase operation gives the limiting ?VSR requi.:awnt and the NPSH

e Pailable is determined 1.roo the elevatioo head and vtpoh ;reasure of the
water i.n the refueling wrter atorage tank, and the pressure Oxop in the sue-

tion piping from the tank t.o the pumps. At the end of thu injection phase,

20% NPSH wargin is available assuming all three pumps running together With

two RER pumps at run-out €on•itiou.

Rocirculation Pu4,

The WPOH for the recirculatiov pmpa it evaluated for recirculation operation.

.• The XFSH available is dateatmned from the elevation he&4 of the water above

the pump inlet xin the sump.

Supplement 10
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The intera&1 recirculatlon pumps are conventional vertical condensate pumps

which in the past have been used with NPSH control. This type control used

the iIPSH availatle in the candcner hot well to control the discharge con-

dition of the pump thus resulting .n continuous pump cavitatioa. In thle

XPP application no approach to cavitating conditions are anticipated for the

normal caes of two pumps operating. If, hvevor, only one pump is delivering

through teo heat exchangers with fully saturated fluid, the operator is advised

to throttle bhk via the heat exchanger butterfly valves to avoid long term

operation at or near cavitating conditions.

6.2.4 MINIMMI OPERATING CONDITIONS

The Technfral Specifications, Section 15, establishes limiting conditions

regarding the operability of the syste- when the reactor ins critical.

6.2.5 INSPECTIONS AdD TESTS

Inspection -

AU components of the Safety Injection System are inspecued periodically to

deonstrate system readiness.

The pressure containing components aro inspected for leaks frcm pump seals,

ve2ve packinS, flanged joints and safety valves during system testing.

In addition, to the extent practical, the critical parts of the reactor vessel

internals, piies, valves and pumps are inspected visually or by boroscopic

examination for erosion, corrosion, and vibration wear evidence, and for non-

destructive test inspection where such techniques are desirable and appropriate.

Pre-operational Testing

Component Testing

Pre-operatioaal performance tests of the components are perforwed in the manu-

facturer's shop. The pressure-containing parts of the pump are hydrostatically

tested in accordance with Paragraph UG-99 of Section VIT of the ASHE Code.

Each pump is given a complete shop performance teat in accordance with Hydraulic

.;ptitute Standards. The pumps are run at design flow and head, shut-off head

and at additional points to verify performance characteristics. NPSH is

established at design flow by weans of adjusting suction pressure for a

representative pump. This test is witnessed bi qualified Westinghouse personnel.

Supplement 10
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Th. i•emote operated valves in the safety injection systems will be motor-

eperated. Shop tests kor each valve include a hydrostatic pressure test,

leakage tets, a check of opening and closing time, and verification of

torque switch and limit switch settings. The ability of the motor operator

to move the valve with the design differential pressure across the gate is

demonstrated by opening the valve with an appropriat-3 hydrostatic pressure

on one side of the ialva.

The recirculation piping and accumulators are initially hydrostatically

t..sted at 150 oer cent oi design pressure. Tlie service water and component

cooling water pumps are tested prior to Initial operption.

The service water and ccm-ponent cooling water pumps are tested prior to

initial operation.

System TestinR

An initial functional test of the core cooling port..on of the safety injection

systems is conducted during the hot-functional testing of the reactor

coolant system before initial plant startup. The purpose of the initial
systems test is to demonstrate the proper functioning of instrumentation

and actuation circuits and to evaluate the dynamics of placing the system

in operation. This test is performed following the flushing and hydrostatic
testing of the system.

The functional test Is performed with the water level below the safety

injection sot point in the pressurizer and with the Reactor Coolant System

initially cold and at low pressure. The safety injection system valving

is act to Initially simulate the system alignment for plant power operation.

Ti initiate the test, the safety inject'on block switch is moved to the

unblock position to provide control power allowing the automatic actuation

of the safety injection relays frzm the low water level and low-pressure

signals from the pressurizet Instrumentation. Simultancously, the breakers

supplying outside power to the 480 volt buses are tripi )d manually and
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operatioR of the emergency diesel system automatically commences. The

high-head safety injection pumps and the residual heat removal pumps are

started automatically following the prescribed diesel loading sequence.

The valves are operated aw.tomatically to align the flow path for injection

into tUa reactor coolant system.

The rising water level in the pressurizer provides indication of systems

delivcry. Flow Into the reactor coolant system terminates with the filling

of the pressurizer, and the operation of the safety injection systems is

termirated m-unuzlly in the coatrol roor.

This functional teat provides information to confirm valve operating tim'-,

-pump motor starting times, the proper automatic sequencing of load addition

to the emergency diesels, and delvery rates of injection water to the

reactor coolant system.

The functional test is repeated for the various modes of operation needed

to demonstrate performance at partial effectiveness, i.e., to demonstrate

the proper loading seciuence with two of the three emergency diesels, and

to demonstrate the correct automatic starting of a second pump should

the first pump fail to respond. These lUtter cases are performed without

delivery of water to the reactor coolant system, but inc.ude starting of

all pumping equipment involved in each test.

The systems are accepte? only after demonstration of proper actuation and

after demonstrntion of flow delivery and shutoff head within design

requirements.

Flow is introduced into tht Reactor Coolant loops through the accumulator

discharge line to demonstrate operability of the check valves and remotely

actuated stop valve and confirm L/D ratios of accumulator discharge lines

used in 2he calculation.
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Post-OperationaJ Testing

Component Testing

Routine periodic testing oZ the saf-' injection system components and

all necessary support systems at power is planned. No inflow to the

Reactor Coolant System will occur whenever the reactor coolant pressure
is Pbove 1500 psi. If such testing indicates a need for correctiv&

maintenance, the redundancy of equipment in these systems permits such

maintenance to be performed without shutting down or reducing load unde.

conditions defined in the Technical Specifications. These cvnditions

include sueh matrtrs Es the peri-.d within which. the co-onent should

be restored to service and the capability -f Lhe remaining equipment

to meet safety limits within such a period.

The operation of the remnte stop valve3 in the accumulator tank discharge

line may be tested by opening the remote tesL valves just downstream of

the stop valve. Flow through the tes* line can be observed on instruments

and the opening and closing of the discharge line stop valves can be sensed

on this instrumentation. Test circuits are provided to periudically examine

the leakage back through the check valves and to ascertain that these

valves seat whenever the reactor system pressure Is raised.

It is expected that this test will be routinely performed when the reactor

is being returned to power after an outage and the reactor pressure ie

raised above the accumulator pressure. If leakage through a check valve

should become excessive, the isolation valve would be closed. (The safety

injection actuation signal will cause this valve to open should it le

in the closed position at the time of a loss-of-coolant accident.) Mhe

performance of the check valves has Lzen carefully studied and it is

concluded that it is highly unlikely that the accumulator lines would

have to be closed because 'f leakage.

No inflow to the Reactor Coolant System will occur whenever the reactor
coolant pressure above 1500 psi.
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The racircuinti4on pumps are normally in a dry sump. These pumps are

¢:, startted peokodically and allowed to reach full speed. Uinimim flow

testing of these 'j•uvps can be performed during refueling opcrations

by filling the reclrculation sump and opening the minimum valve a i the

discharge oE the puwp arnd directing the flow back to the sump. Those

s4rvice water and compone.at cooling pumps not running during normal

')perati-3n may be tested by alternating with the operating pumps.

The content of the accumulators. the boron injection tank and the re-

fueling water storage tank are sampled periodically to determire that

the required boron concentration is presenot.

Sygtew, TetL"ng

System testing can be conducted during plant shutdown to dem.onstrate

proper automatic operation of the Safety Injection System. A test signal

is applidd to tnitiate automatic action and verification, made that the

safety injection and residual heat removal ptops attain rc•uirec. discharge

heads. The test demonstrates the operation of the valvas, pump circuit

breakers, and automatic circuitry. Isolation valves in the injection

line will be blocked closed so that flow is not introduced into the

reactor coolant system. The test is considered satisfactory if control

board indication and visual observations indicate P11 components have

-perated and sequenced properly.

The accumJiators and the irjection piping up to the final isolation

valve are maintained full of borated water while the plant is In operation.

The accumulqtors and the high head Injection lines are refilled with

borated water as required by using the s&.ety injection pumps to recirculate

refueling water through the injection lines. A small test line ib provided

for the purpose in each injection h.-ider.
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Plow In dach of the oaf ety Injection headers and in the main flow line

for the residual heat removal pumps Is monitored by a local flow indicator.

Presesure 1-rumw tation is also provided for the main flow paths of the safetyF" i•jectio- and residual heat removal pumps. Accumulator isolation valves are

blockwd ca.oed for this test.

The eigbt.--witch sequence for retirculation operatiou may be tested folloving

the above Injection phase tcat to demonstrate proper seqvencing of valves and
.umps. The tecirculatlon pumps -re blocked from starting du.,ing this test.

The external rec!-culation flow paths are hydrotested during periolic

re-tept- at the operctinR pressures. This is accomplishe4 by running aach

pump which could be utilized during external recirculation (safety injectton

and residual heat removal pumps) in turn at near shutoff head conditions

and checking the discharge and recirculation test lines. The suction lines

are tested by running the residual heat removal pumps and opening the

flow path to the safety injection pumps in the same manner. as descr bed

above.

During the above test, all system joints., valve packings, pump seals,

leakoff connections or other potAntial points of leakage are visually

examined. Valve Slcnd packing, pump seals, and flanges are adjusted or

replaced as required to reduce the leakapa to acceptable proportions.

For power operated valves, final packing adjustments are made, and the

valvea are put through an cperating cycle before a final leakage examination

is made.

The entire recirculation loop except the reci.-culatJon line to Lhe eesidual

heat removal pwps is pressurized during pericdic testing of the engineered

safety features components. The recirculation line to the residual heat

removal pump is capable of being hydrotested during plant shutdown and

it is also leak tested at the time of the periodic retests of the containment.
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TABLE A.2-1

BAPT INJECTION SYSTEH - CODE REQUI1~rD TS

Component

Refueling Water Storage Tank

Residual Heat Exchanger

Tube Side

Sheil Side

Accumulators

Boron Injection Tank

Valves

Piping

Code

AWWA D100-65

ASME 9ctlon III Class 0
ARHE Sectiov VIII

ASME Section III Class C

ASME Section VIII

USAS B16.5 (1955)

USAS B31.1 (1955)

0
N-1 Supplement 7
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TABLR 6.2-2

ACCM4MUATOR DESIGN PARAMTERS

Number

Type

Design pressure, pals
Design temperature, OF

Operating temperature, OF
Normal Operating pressure, pet%
Mnumum Operating pressure, psig
'Cotal voltw ft3

Minimum water volume at oporsting conditions,
ft3

B oron concentration (as boric acid), ppm
,'Ielief Valve set point pasig*

4
Stainless steel lined/
carbon stool

700

300

100 - 150

650

600

llm
700

2000

700

*The relief valves have soft seats and are designed and
zero leakage at the normal operating pressure.

tested to ensure

N-2 Supplement 7
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Number

TABLE 6.2-3

BOROII fJECTIOA, T.A.'M DERIGN YARAMEMRS

Total volume, gal.

Minimum Volume at operating conditions
(solution), gal.

Boron concentration (as boric acid) nominal,
ppm

Design pressure, psig

Design I-emp2rature, *P

Opexating ?ressure, psig

Operating temperature, *P

Material

Number of immersion heaters

Heater capacity, each, kv

1

2700

2150

20,000

100

250
70

150 - 180

Stainless steel

2

3I

Supplement 9
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TALE 6.2-4
9

REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK DESIGN PAR•.ETERS

Number

Total volume, ft 3

MiU=-ami volumes (nolution) gal.

Normal pressure, psig

Oe1rating tem.erature, OF

Design pressure, psig

DesIgn temperature, OF

Bloron cenr•entrat1on (as borlc aci6), ppm
Type of Ueating

I

Stainless Ste(%i

395,000

350,000

atmospheric

above freezing

atmospheric

120

201)0

Steam

u-4

0Supplement 9
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TABLE 6.2-5

PMOKPARA1MKTUS

Wafty Tzj-tlian Pump fesigti Paraaetevs

iDfbI4p pressuret i~schiarite, psis
Design preesesu, suction, paig

t3esign temperature,, Or

DevIp flow rates Spa

&.sX. f low Late, 6PU

DeSegn bead* ft

Shutoff bead, ft

MIotor H. P.

Type

Rae-jrculation Purr Desisn Parazeters

tumbar of pumps

Type
Design pressure, discbarge, psIg
DeSign t4Mperature, OF

Desiga flow, gra

Dasiga head, ft.

14aterial

maxim~a flow rate. as

Shutot! bead, ft

Hattor HI.P.

Type

3

1700

250

300

400

650

2,500

3,500

AustenitL. stainless steel

400

Ilarizontal ce•trifugal

2

VertIcal centrifugal

250

300

3000

350

Austenatic stainleas steel

4000

495

1%50

Vertical centrifulta

Supplem~ent 8
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'rAILE 6. 2-5 (Continued)
4

U~sidual Hasat lsinvsl Pump Deslgn Parsoeters

Number of Vpusp

Typo
Design p?@8xwon, discharge, psft

J)sipa tmeavratures V
t).sIi flovo ape
Dealpi hLadv ft.

Material

MaxIuu= flow rat., Spa
Shutoff head, fc.

Motor H.P.

Type

2

Va.rtz#a1 centrifugal

$00

400

3000

350

Austenitic Stainless Stetl

55O0

390
400
Vertical certrifugal

I

N-6
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TOAM- 6.2-6

WEIDUAL HMA MUA)WERS DESIGNI PARAMtETM

Niber

Damvgu heat duty, Btuth-r (.onszl)
(Accident)

Dcusion Uy3e -tuihrI O

1D2siSgl Cycles (S5'F - 35O'?)

Type

2

30.8 x 10
56.4 x 106

1.1 x 106

200

VerTical Shell and
U-txue

Shell-sida

lUsi piessuce pai$

Desiga flov, lbILr

Inlet t:aparature, "T (No=&a')
(Accident)

Outlet tmserature, *F (Normal)
(Accident)

Tube-s:ide

600

1.44 x 106

135
213

113.5
134.7

150

Z.46 x 106

88.3
94.2

100.8
".25.9.0

N-7



L .. m t~rLMUM LXALSIS S -JZA 0 sT
h 7~

A.Accwmlstor (injection ph*a@) D.Uver to broi loop

SPUMp: (L.JOC"Oon phaSM)

2) 3asL&ua twat removel

3) C4mp*wmt coollng*

4) Cagmnt1moail Service
water

5) RCO .L u*

6) Auzi1±aiz~r cou~iocnt
cooU~g p•'p

I/ails

TVills

Falls

YAlUt

FallS

to

to

to

to

to

to

start

start

a tort

Start

start

start

To•ly •U1I s yata v~.h oe

ACCUmWator rx loop. Xv4,u"At
bami4 on %Arm mOCCUMAItoa daxlvorU4
to the core W ome tpillbt ftea %votm*4

Thra provided. 1vav. atio• b&Aa CA
apration of two.

Too prwl~dm4 Zvoulwtloq bsea4 ara
operastAok of out.

A total of I oi 3 r•quir*4 d=Ux

A total of 1 of 3 raquited durb,•

Two provd.d. On* weqv•u•d to oper•te
during roctrculation.

T4W tpovidd. Oce %vqutved t* s~ipts
durihg xviltetion

Z*scirculatiom phase

Mf-8

0 0



S
I 6.2-7(a) (Iuntlatwl)

I

'WLl

C. Autot.lc1lly Operated VJ, g:
(Open on 50fety Injection Sipal)-
lujaction Pb..)

1) loron .nj.*t".a t•niJ loolmt.on

2) Safaty ixojscCU na ~.zeIsolatton
valve at tka loops

3) Jaiduw. host vRoal Una
Isolationa valve at reasdual
htea aOxclbr discharge

4) igolastio4navel aCu Caspa'xwt
coollng w•aer 11-w from
oexid"l host exchvJars

D. Aut~e~ticUy Oytrs.e4 Valves
(Clap c on Lov Lwro tn Noroo
Injectiont lak) )-(iu•jcton pheuo)

1) iolation V*a, oi
boam ii.•j¢tio• taznk
dischange line

Z. valvs Operated Fran
Control Xm4 for RJe%.•claton:
(recircc 14tion phaom)
1) Cont.iumnt amp Lkta•nsl

ucirc¢ldatiao Isolation

YALU to open

Fail#u to OPOiu

dilA to amt

PAiLO to open

Two "raq4r l 11t4 t a on aiein requived t~o Op", In elther IU*3

Throe out of four are aaumued to ope.

T o psarclle1 Z111, one vyaw Ln Either ist
Is requiref to oare.

Two, parahlle ii t-,3 00- val~ve
to ra~quirai to V=.n

ftz althev 11"i

MIN41 to close

Fails to o*v"

Three provld~d. Operaoton of two r•,ttrad,

Two Una*so ViariUlp one valv: Io aethan It=
to r.ojuired to opmn

U fS



Irv I

, '.ThAIt $.2-700) (Co-icwimso)
C'

2) Ea1ty laJocCtim pw
mutJc w4ve at raoidwa
Isbt amxcmcir chtI•'r•is

3) lo1*e.lon 4*m1w on the
a4utfuov Una r~itu=$zx
to the rofu1binnh tr
.torase tmak

4) 1601408tlan at mto
bedar from rofu.Thg
%Me fitm~a5 tOW4 tosaftfy lnjectlo pts

I) RIddua hat iiaotalpump •t:reciulaimlinoI

d)idual bet riMn
pamj dimdarxp line

Fails to opma

Falls to Class

eTo par421'.1 1,u•l, 40o Av*1 U
althar lime Vnwdred to O1y&t.

Tuo 'Ynlv"
to clog*.

Two viulvv)
CIO"e (044.

to *a# vmui c**

fails to c1o4e ia sianr,, m rn.tquri to
VAIiva PA~ chock Volvo).

)'KIlS to C2.o1.e

laue to dmone

Two vAlwa4 in ivori~s, coo nw*ITWA~ to d~o",

Wo vwlves in abritz , oo rnqiurad to cloew
(one valva ito a r c ,herv ave).,

Mw *tstun of 01 actiS covemmt5 of tk* Os4.ty injection my. Is s tect.4 on the Kan ecctr4

bo*Xcd-l. oteraco Is *a"t to 'rablo 6,2-A

0-



LOSS 01' MUC~CUt 4ATI7O nMo PATH

Dow Path WIidCAt~tot of. Loaff of now liAth A11.mate 124W PAth

Lou IWA4 feraulsfiall

From rectrculation~ amp to low
bead Injection~ header via thea
rdelvaulstion pimps and tha
rzeid=a1 best excanagers.

1. Inauf ficient f low in lowr hndd
.njactlon lrn o.flow
uonItor in eachi of ~the four
Low ho4Id 12n,-ction limast).

2. Ax 1 above,

Tram recircula1tion~ oump to Idgh heed
Injection WWOCt VIA VA VOCtrCUIetio
plops, oneB of tho tvao rsaidiial hVAt
exchAngers and the Safety inetion rpi~wa.

a. Vcm contalraent, sump to discharlo
header of tbhe residual net eahwwrs
Vick tho rasid4*1 beat raMOVi1 PMw.1'

bIf flow not uktab~lehai In 19VU4ad
IrJ~ectlon lirses - as (sk), excopt
path 10, frou dischorge of Coe
reuidual heat exchanger to the high
hatid injection header via. tha safety
injectlon PMupaG.

at From contah1tleht otip to high bismd
jidectiott headox viEa th* ramiduial
float removal PML21P ov of the two
roaldwlX twat exc? n~arsa nd the high
hand injectioa pumps.

Hish Hed RacIrculation

Fprom recirculation sump to high
he.4 injection hezder via the
recirculation Pt=Pav One Of thet two
rouldual beat exchangers av4 the
Uigh head liii ction pumps&

1, N~o flow in high, head injection
bender (foue flowr monitors,* one
in each injection li.ne and one
pronsure monitor),

N4OTE: As showni on Figure 6.2-1, there are valveA ait nU 1acatlons where alternative 16loaw patho are provided.

f If 3 out of 4 motors read > 300 8p=, the
In the event of a low hand spilinsg line

supply of racirciudated vater vill. waintaiu the t~ore flooded *ven
and on* fAiled f1~w uater. '1

*7tjnval Start
N-1i



TABLE 6.2-7(b) (Cont nus.)

Flow VLth Indication of Loss of Flew Psth Alternative 1'lov t-th

b. If flow Is not eststUshW• a
b1shed ibe" ection hewdr - as (a)
except path is f•tS dicharite of
the residua hbeat removal pVOS toe
the hi8h head bj•ectln Pump via
the middle safety Injectloa pUmp
(by-pasuln the midual heat
exchangersA).

a. a& 1(b) excwpt that flow froo the
idddl* snfety injectioa puwv Is
only supplied to the uabrok*a
brznch header.

2. Flow 'n only one of the
tuo V gh head Injection
bran, ma headers (two flvo monitors
per branch header).

rot

HOTE: As shown on Flgure 4.2-l, there are valvio a-1 all locations where alternative flow paths are provided.

* In this recirculation mode, water In returned to the core without being cooled by the residual beat excbhegrrs.
H2at is removed from rhe core by boll-off of .'1e ;,ter to the containment; heat is then removwd ft X2 the
conitaient by either the contai•uent fan coolers or/lavd the containment spray system (using cooled water from
the recirculation swap via the recircuuarlon pumps and one residual hant exchanger),

N-12
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TAM~E 6.2-8

SUAXED 1NCTIOINS MV/LUMXOtI

CcuOOMt
KOrI Operating
&9~clion

None

Ref ueling Water
Storaeg Tack

AccumuZ*tor's (4)

safety InJection
?mwpg (1)

Residual Mosat
Rao'val Puaps (2)

Storage
tank for
refuallng
operations

Mor.a!. Operatlmg
Arrwanjmant

Lka'd up to suc-Ion
of safety injection
puma

Lined up to maltion
of safety injection,
residual heat reaoval,
and spray pmfpe

Lined up to cold legs
of reactor coolant
piping

Lined up to hot and
cold leps of reactor
coolant pplpng

LUned up to cold
Imp of Teactor coolant
piping

LUnmd up to cold leop
of reactor coolant pIpIn8,
spray bueders and suction
of safety inrectloa pvwps

Source of high
conctntratea
borated water
for core

Source of borated
vater for core
and sprAy
uo:zlts

Supply borated
vater to core
prOUptly

Supply borated
water to Cora

Suppl7 borated
vater to cort

kecident
7tMCUfon

Accidant

Liuad up to smrctin
of safety $njection

Lined up to suction
of safety Injection,
,vaidual host revovalv
Wz spray pumps

Lned tip to cold legs
of reactor coolAnt

Liod up to hot and
cold legs of reactor
coolant pip ,ag

Lined up to cold
legs of reactor coolat
piping

"cma

Supply water to
core to m"ZVe
residual heat
during shutdo"ne

iscirculation
Pumpa (2)

Conve1tloton
Service Water
Pmps (3)

Hong Supply borated Lined up to co1A logs
water to core and of reActor cool)At ppiyg$
spray notxles from sprsy beaders, nad suction
reciculatiOa Ousp. of safety injection PmPs

Supply rm*tr
cooling Vstat to
coeponent coolimg
host exchangers

Two pumps inGra ic Supply river
cooling water to
compooemt cooling
beAt Vuhcan~ers

*oni* p's." in service



CosOaeut

Couporzent cooling

70"p (Z)

Rsimsal es(t)Izhogers (.)

aormaL Op*rating
WVmnetioI-

Stwp,l cooling
water to SWa~UM
nucleaIOU Coupamts

Remove residual
heat froa tore
during shutdvmn

TANLX 6.2-3 (Cqui~tnued)

Norso4 O"ieatlas

Two pt~qS In SeP~vIcc

Lined up for rea.dual
heat reoval p
operation

Accide

Supply cc•Ifns
Vitota 10 residu~al
hbet exrcjwxeurs
$., pum, besrings
s~* recirculatIol
pump motor coolers

tool. wacer in
cooattrwt sump
for core cooling
Add coral a tn
spray

MICdCI&t

i;6n* pump In 0*%VJ

1:

CI

Lee"

J J ___ .1._. .1.1 L4zIU a tp W axaZ.5aZ~5

of (redrcuula tim@ q).

CroMpmont Cooling
Seat Zzckingsrz (2)

Remove heat
from cowoCmwft
Cool=aWt wter

One heat eichanger
in service

L•ned up for pump
operation

Cool wter for
residual heat
OXchaMpro

mo~th heat exLes~KS
Uservice

LMned up for ?VV
operation

Azuxiliary cow-
ponent tAollng
poWs (2)

Provide caqormt
cooling water to
Ticirculatiot puM
motor coolen

0



flue PorLod 3etwoan

Iee MWtntA

3 mouths

6 amoths

9 onthe

3.You

10 Years

TA3LR 6.2-n9

Observed Leok Rats

1955

665

333

221

167

16.7

(Obaterved Leak Rate)
-Cjaz. Allwoyd-Deulxn)

99.8

33.3

16.7

11.1

8.

0.8

* .~total Of 83-. MAIC feati A.-!d*4 W the InItWa amuntst can, be accepted
In each accuwavaltor befou im alarma is smouded.

N-15
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TABLE 6.2-ID

KAXlM01 P07TEWrM MU Er~AL OIRCULATIO1N U)OP LZAJCM~

No. of Type of Leakage Control and Unit
Units Leakage Rate Used In the AnalolasXteWA

Lfta&Age to
Atuaaphere

retbr

Lem". 0 to
Drafta T#A~k

cc/hr

leItdual Heat Removal Pumps
(Low Head Safety Injection)

Mah Read Safety
Injection Pumps

a. Pump
b. Valves Bonnet to Body

(larger thin 24)
'I

Valves - Stem Lcakoffs

MaLec. Small Valves

2 M1echancal seal vith leakoff - drop/min

3 Same as residual beast removal 0

6

i5
16

Casket - adjusted to zero leakage following
any twat - 10 drops/nin/flange used in analysim 45G

480
0
0

6

0

6 Backseatri, double packing vith leakoff -
1 cc/hr/ln. atez diameter

23 Flanged body packed stow - I drop/min used

TOTALS

0

69

999 21

.1

0
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TAKE 6.2-11

RESI•.IAL am R.DOBVAL SYSTED

_____J Exchangers,

ftpes
=nd

Valves Fitting~

Design Conditions
Pressur•, PSIG
TaVperatute, *7

Operating Conditions (Man)*
Pressures PSC
Temperature, *P

Test Preusure, PSIG

Allowable Pressure at
Operating Temp. PSIG

During recirculation.

** Located inside contaiunent.

600
400

150
213

1200

>600

600
400

150
213

900

> 600

665
400

150
213

1100

> 690

700
400

150
213

900

> 850

H-17



TA3"T 6.2"17

nUTOMMTATIW RlADOUTS OY MM CONTW)L 30AZ
1olq= ~R-4 TOIG DVa l= RIC11CLAT2IO

AVale
39. tam Valve Nutiber

SW -

SiS
SIB
815
Sis
SIS

* SIS
SIB

S'S

SIB

sis

ACS
ICS

ACS
ACS

M.qV
MV

HOV

882
AOV
AOV
'ov

MOV
HOV

1802 A, B
885 A, B
889 A, B
888 A, B
866 A, B, Cs D
851 A, B
856 A, B, C, D

842
843
744
745, A, B
746
747

Channel Number

Sis
U1S
SIB
sis
S's
$is
sis
S'S
U's
$sISOs
SI.
SIS

ACS
ACS
AMS
ACS
ACS
AcS
acs
ES
Rcs

wcS

PI 945 As
?1 946 A,
l1 924

Pi 923
PI 926
Pl 927
LI 938
LI 939
LIA 940
LIA 941
Pl 922
PI 923
PI 947
P1 635
P1 640
LIT 628
HLV 638
ECV 640
TR 639
LICA 459
LICA 406
LICA 461
LI 462

B
B

Acs
LS

ACS

Safety Injectton
Service Wrater
Copotriot Coo~iux
Contaimmt Spray
Rescrcuulation
Reoldual Beat Lisoval

M-1B



TABLE 6.2-13

•-... ~qvATm= smum•D OF sam't i•Gmmox sysm cmom

A. Tests and Inspections

1. Hydrostatic Teet

2. Usdiograph of longitudinal and fitth welds (tube elde omly)

3. UT of tubing or eddy current tests

4. Dye penetrant test of welds

5. Dye penetrant test of tube to tmba sheet velds

6. Gas leak teat of tube to tube sheet welds before hydro

anz expandlmg of tubes

B. Special Xanufactuxing Process Ccntrol

1. Tube to tube shoat veld qualifications procedure

2. Welding and NDT and procttde review

3. Surveillance of supplier quality control and product

C0WONT COOLIND HEAT IMCHMN E

A. Tests and Inspections

1. Hydrostatic Test

2. Dye penetrant test of welds

B. S-pecial Knufacturing Process Control

1. Welding and NDT and procedure review

2. S=reillance of supplier quality control and produat

SkPEIM INJECTION. RECIRCULATION AhD RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL

A. Tests and Inspectiona

1. Periormnca Test

2. Dye penetrant of paossure retaining parts*

3. Hydrostatic lesz

E Except Internal Recirculation uump
'Suplezent 8

•.-l9 4/70
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TABLE 6.2-13(Cozt'd)

B. Special Mcnufacturing Process Control

1. Weld. NDT and inspection procedures for reviev

2. Surveillance of suppliers qality control oyates wnd product

A•CTHULATOIM

A, Tests and Inspections

1. Hydrostatic test

2, Rliography of longitudinal and gizth welds

3. Dye penetrant/magnetic particle of weld

B. Special Mirufactiring Procesm Control

1. Weld, Uabrication, DNT and inspection prccedure review

2. Surveillance of suppliers quality control and product

VALVES

A. Tests and Inpiectious

(a) 200 psi and 200FP or telow (cast or bar stock)

1. Dya Pen~trant Test

2. Hydrostatic Test

3. Seat Leakage Test

(b) Above 200 pes and 200FP

(1) Forged Valves (2 1/2" inch and larger)

1. UT of billet priov to forging

2. Dye penetrant 1OOZ of accessible areas after forging

3. Hydrostatic Test

4. Seat Leakage Ta•t

(it) Cast Valves

1. adieoraph lOO%*

2. Dye Penetrant all accessible areas*

3. Hydrostatic Test

4. Seat Leakage

X-20 Supplement 8

4/70



TABLE 6.2-13 (Coat Id)

(c) Fu=ctlonal Tests Required for:

1. Motor Operated Valves

2. Auxliary Relief Valves
t

B. Special Manufacturing Vrocess Control

1. Weld, NDT, performance testing, assembly and inspection

prr-cedure review

2. Surveillance of suppliers quality control and product
3. Spacial Weld process procedura qualIfication (e.%. hard faciag)

For valves with radioactive service only

L-AL Supptement 7
3/70
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TALI 6.2*13 (Conted)

PIPING JI

I

A * Tets and Inspections
Clasis 1501 aMn below,

Sesluums or welded. If weldod 1002 radiography is required, "3iop

Fabricated and field fabricated pipe weld Joints are inspected as

follows:

2501R - 601R - 100% radiographic Inspection and penetrant examination

301R - 302R - 20% razdom radiographic inspection

151R - 152R'- 100% liquid penetrant examination

3. Special Hnufacturing Process Control

Surveillance of suppliers quality control and product.

N-22Supplesent
_-22 4170

P-- -9 M
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Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 6.2-2, Titled "Primary Auxiliary Building Safety Injection System Piping Plans"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.



Indian Point
Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report

Dated: October 15, 1968

Figure 6.2-3, Titled "Primary Auxiliary. Building Safety Injection System Piping
Elevations"

The above was redacted by NRC staff as sensitive information to allow release of this
document to the public.



[7T7T 7~K~ *~-' - - -

I.
I'

TAB]

CONTD"INET I

Valve
No. Or
Closed
Systf=

LVoslt.
Indic.
la
Cont.
Room

Penetration
aad System

51. Recirculation
Pump DischArge
Sample Line

52. Pressurizer Steam
Sample Line

Dla-
gram

Valve Oper.
Type Type

5.2-20 A
B

Globe Mantafl No
Globe Manual No

15 5 . 2-21 A
B

Globe AUr
Globe Air

Yes
Yes

Yea
Yes

Normal.
Positi

Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed

Closei
Closeý

Open

15
C

53. Presr.'rizer Liquid 5.2-21
Space Sample

A
B

Globe Air
Globe Ai

15
54- Containment
56. Pressure

Instrumentation

5.2-21 A Glohn ManuLl No

57. Post Accident 5.2-22 A
Containment Sampling B
System Supply and
Return Lines*

Dia.
Dia.

Manual No
Hanual No

Cioset
Closet

58. Oxygen Supply to 5.2-23
Containment AtomsphereA

A
B

A
B

Gate Manual No
Globe Manual Yes

Gate Manual No
Globe Solenoid Yes

Closed
Closed

Closed
CTosed

59. H2 Supply to H2Recombiner*

*Isolation valves are opened intermittently post accident for samplings.

.



$5AND VALVINcG
I

Posit.
Zhiring
Shutdown

Open
Open

Closed
Closed

Closed
Clossd

Open

Posit.
After
Accident

Posit.
on
Power
Fail

Cont.
Isolation
Trip

Sealing
Hethod

Used
After
Aceid.

Fluid
Gas
Or
Water

Temp.
Hot >200OF
Cold <200OF

Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed

Closed

Open

Asis -

As is -

Water (A) No
Water (A) No

FC
FC

FC

T
T

Water (A)
Water (A)

No
No

w
14

W
14

w
W

G

Hot
Hot

Hot
Hot

Hot

Hot

Cold

T
T

Water (A) No
Water (A) No

Asis Yen

Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed

Both
Both

Both
Both

Both
Both

As is
As is

Yes
Yes

C

p

C

C

C

Cold
Cold

Cold
Cold

Cold
Cold

As i -
FC

AsIs -

FC

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Suppi'%nLt 15
11/70 I
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Containmert Building Safety Injection System
Piping Plan Figure 6.2-4
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Containment Building SLfety Injection System
Piping Elevation Figure 6.2-5
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.~1

213 ST - TWO OF THREE S$V•-l? -3ECTION PUMPS

1/2 RH - ONE OF TWO RESIDUA. HEAT REMOVAL PUMPS CORE PRCTETOR

Solid bar indicates capacity to meet core

cooling criterion vf no clad melting.

Daished 3ines Indicat-. expected performance

not specifically anlyzL4.

r•

I
Co

t 'll

BAR A

BAR B

BAR C

BAR D

BAR E

2/3 SI

2/3 SI + 1/2 RH + 2A ACCMTcRS"j

512 RHR + ACCUMULATORS t

2/3 SI + ACCUKcLATORS + 1ý 37

B2/3 S1 + 1/2 RH + ACCUMULATORS t

I I I I I I I- " -- : , •• . I If.

0 2 4 6 10 14 18 29 (DOBLE-END70
REACTOR OOLANT
PIPE)EQUIVALENT BREAK DIAMETER - INCHES

NOTE: FOR ALL CASES ONE OF TWO RECIRCULATION PUMPS REQUIRED FOR RECIRCULATION

NO CREDIT IS VI FOR TE AC1mIaTm WHICH IS ATTACtED TO ME RMPTRED LW
IN TE CASE OF A COLD LEGEWA1
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SAFETY INJECTION PUMP DERFOT'dMNCE
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6.3 CONTAINYAM SPRAY SY'STEM

6.3.1 DESI(G BASES

Cogitainaent Beat Removal S§stees

Crlterion: Where an active heat removal syster is needed under accident
conditions to prevent excceding co. :aftaent design pressure,
this system shall perform its requl e functsion, assuming failure
of any single active component. (CDC 52)

Adequate containment heat removal capability for the Containr.=nt is provided

by two separate, full capacity, engineered safety feature system. The

Containment Spray System, whose components operate in the sequential modes

described in 6,3.2, and the Contairment Air Recirculat..on Cooling and Filtration

System which is discussed in Section 6.4.

The primary purpose of the Containnent Spray System is to spray cool water

into the containtant atmosphere when appropriate in the event of a loss-

of-coolant accident and thereby ensure thAt -ontainment pressure does not

exceed its design value which is 47 poig at 271*7. (100Z R.H.) This p,-otection

is afforded for all pipe break sizes up to and including the Iny- chetical

instantsneous circumferential rupture of a reactor coolant .:oop, Pressure

and temperature transients for a loss-of-coolant accident are presanted in

Section 3.4. Although the water in the core after a loss-3f-coolant accident

is quickly ubtcooled by the Safety Injection System, the Containment Spray

System design is based on the conservative assumption that the core residual

heat is released to the containment as 'am.

Any of the following combinatioos of equipment wiii provide asfficient beat

removal capability to maintain the post-accident containment pressure below

the design value, assuming that the core residual heat is released to the

containment as steam.
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1) Both cantairnet spray pumps (and one of the two spray valves in

the recirculation path).

2) MI five containaent ct•oling fEs (to be discussed in Section 6.4).

3) One contain=nt spray pwV aud three of the five containment coolima

fans.

Inal•ection of ContainUent Presoture Reducina Svstew

Criterion: Design provisions shall be made to the extent practical to
facilitate the periodic physical inspection of all important
ccmponents of the containment pressure reducing system*.
such as punpa, valves, spray nozzles and su--?s. (GDC 53)

'Where practicable, al active components and passive zo-pouents of the

Containment Spray System are inspected periodically to demonstrate s"atn

readiness. The pressure containIt companento are inspected for leaks

fro= pup= seals, valve packing, flanged joints and safety valves. During

operational testing of the containtent spray pun-ps, the portions of the

system subjected to pump pressure are inspected for leaks. Dusign. provisions

for inspection of the Safety Injection System, vhich also function as

part of the Containment Spray System, are described in SectiM. 6.2.5.

Testing of the Containment Pressure Reducini Systems C2oSents

Criterion: The containment pressure reducing syste= shall be designed.
to the extent practicAl so that active co.-ponents, such as
pu-pa and valves, can be tested periodically for cper-bility
and required functional performance. (GDC S9)

Al active components in the Containment Spray System are adequ3tely

tested both in pre-operational performance tests in the r.=ufacturer's

shop and In-placa testing after insulLation. Thereafter, periodic tests

a&--: also per-forneJ after any component naintenancc. Testing of the component.s

of the Safety Injection Systm which rae used for contain.nent spray purposes

are described in Section 6.2.5.
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*A* tvspocmet tColina u4ter pumps and the eoovcatlonai service vater
pumt •ehLc2h supply te cooling vater to tne residual heat exchapras

4f in Opermtiot o* & relatively continuous schodule durin plant operation.

1hose p•"e got wtLzng during r.*xzml operation no• be tested by changiur,

the oqaraýlng pUM(s).

Tes ting of c~ntalOunt S§RTA' Srstas~

Criterion: A c•(pibility shall be provided to the exte=t practical to
teast py.i-odcally the operabLity of the contaliment spray
syste' St a position as close to the spray Ac-arles as ts
puctica.1 (CDC 60)

Perament test lUca for the containexat spray lootia are loacaed so that

all coac*ents up to the isolation valves at the spr.iy notzles nay be

tested. Theme Isolation %ý*ves are theekad separately.

The air test lines, for ckbeidog that spray woz-les are not obstructed,

connect dow=sream of the IvolaLton valves. Ar lowa thrcu•h the n•zolez

viii be monitored by nesms of the helium filled balloon method.

Teatip. of Opiratiomal Sequece of Conttalmnent Pressure Redue"'z SXytrs

Criterion: A capability shall be provided to test initially under cauditions
as ei!ose as prctical to the design and the iull operationAl
tequencm that would brin& the cutaiz=nt prevsira-eedu=Ing
system into actlen, inclading the transfer to alternate
pover sources (GC 61)

Cxpabillty is pv•-idad to test Initially to the extent practical the

operatioal start-up seqxemce of the Contatl=nt Spray System Including

the transfer to alternate pwar sources.

?erfaruance Ub ectiwsz

The Cont-aiment Spray Systa= 1z designed to spray at least 5M go of

borated ianter, to which aod l% hydroxide has bee= added, into the contafts.itat

Aehener tho coincidence of two sets of two out of three (Ri H) containment

pressure (approxiuately 50Z of design value) signals or:curs at a menual

ainal is givan. tither of two stbsyastew containing a pu=p and assocriated

val•'ng and spray header axe inpendently capable of deliering one-

half of this flowt or 2500 a. 6.3-3 Supplent 7
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The •e*S btols is to pr-ovi•e sufficieft heat rtoovd CapabIlity to
saintaixt the post-accititea Cmounant. pressure below 47 pal&, assutng

t~t thit core reAidual heat is released to the con~tiSUn t as Ste•-,

A sacmd purposa served by the Contairent Spray Syster is to remove

eleewtal iodin*e from the containment at hpber-• should It be released

in the ev*vt of a leas-cf-coalant accident. The analysst shcolug the

systo abLiUty to linit off-site thyroid dose to within 10 CiR 100 Ulsits

after a k-ypotbetical loos-of-coolant accident in presented in Section

14. If all enStneered safety features operate at design capacity, off-site

dates wll be Limited to vithin the limits of 10 CiFR 20.

The spr'iv syste= in dealpe4d to operate over an extended tine period,

following a Reactor Coolszt Systez failure, as required to revaore and

waincain contain-mnt conditions at or near atucapheric pressure. It

haw the capability of reduiLng the containment post-accident pressure

=ad consequent contalaneu- ieakap.

Port.ons of other systca uwhich Mhare functioDs and becone part of the

Contalaient Spray System when rebutzed, are designed to aect the criteria

of this section. Neither a single active component failure in such system

during t•2e injection phase nor an active/passive failure during the re-

circulation phaxe vill degrade ,he design heat removal capability of con-

rainwrne cooling.

System piping located vithin the contain.nL Is redundant and separable

in arrangement -mlies fully protected from dagoe which ry follow any

Reactor Coolant System loop 'aitre.

Systen isolation valves relied upon to operate for cootaionent cooling

are redundant, ridh auto-matic actuation.

Service Life

M1 po.--Ions of the system located vithin conteiunent are designed to

vith-stand, without loss of funwtional performance, the post-accident

contsalwnt enviror*ent and operato without benefit of -- intenanca for

the duration of time to restore and maintain containrmnt conditions at

near astuo•!pesic pressure.
6.3-4 Supplement 7
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Codea =4 Ctassificstioog

Table 6.3-1 tabulates the codes and standards to which the Containent Spray

System componen~ts =* designed.

6.3.2 SYSTT4 MICH ak " OPWEVlO9

sy* tern Description

Adquate containseot cooling and Iodine removal are provided by the Contanoent

Spray System shorn In Fitue 6.2-1 whose components operate in seqtuential

wdes- Thssa modes are:

a) Spray a portion of the contents of the refueling water storage tank

into the entLre containment atcoapherc uing the contain•ment spray

pumps. During thIs mode, the contents of the spray additive tank

(sodiua hydoxide) are mi.xed into the spray strean to provide adequate

iodine r•oval from the containment atwosphere by a washing action.

b) ftarculation of wate from the containment sump by the diversion

of a portion of the recirculation flov from the Safety Injection

System to the spray headers Inside the containment s±..er injection

-rou the refueling water storage :nnk has been terminated.

The bases for the selection of the various conditions requiring systen

actuation is presunted in Section 14.

The priu,-.rpal comp-nents of the Containment Spray System which provides

containment cooling and Iodine removal following a ls3-of -coolant accLaent

consists of two p=,s, one spray additive tank, spray ring headers and

nozzles, and the necessary piping and valves. The containment spray puwv

and the spray adaitive tank are located in the priaary auxiliary building

and the spray pumps take suction directly from the tefueling water storaSe

tank,

0
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Th* Contaitnuant Spray Syste a &o utilzes the two 100% capacity recir-

cgl&'on pumps, two residual heat exchangers and associsted valves and

piping of the Safety Injection Systea for the long term recirculation

phase of contairnmet coollng and iodine removal after the refueling water

storau tank has been ,exhausted.

The spray water is inject&d into the containment t!rouSh spray nozzles

connected to four 360' ring headers located in the containment dome area.

Each of the spray pumps suppli•v two of the ring headers.

Injection Phase

The spray system will be actuated by the coincidence of two aeto of two

out of three high containment pressure signals. This startiag signal

viii start tih pumps and open the discharge valves to the spray header.

The valves associated uLth the spray additive tank will be opened on the

sama signal.

After the containment spray signal is actuated the operator has the capability

to stop the timer if he deternines that actuation of th4 sodium h'ydrwxide

addition is not warranted. The operator also has the capability to rein-

ItiLte the sadium hydroxide Addition, if required. EmerGency procedures viL1

set forth guidelines for the action perio&. If required, the operator

can manually actuate the entit - system from the control room, and periodically,

the operator vrill actuate system components to demo.trate operability.

During injection, &-proximately 100 gpm of pump discharge flow Is diverted

fror the spray pump discharge line through the spray eductors. The liquid

from :he tank tton nmxea with the liquid entering the suctiQn of the pumps

via the eductors. The result is a solution suitable for the removal at

iodine from the containment atmosphere.

During the injection phase, thr sarety injection and residual heat removal

pumps inject borated water int, the reactor and containment. Since :hose

flow paths do not inject NaOR! solution, the ratio of the total volte

of fluid injected via the spray pumps to the total volume injected via 4
the safety injection &ad residual heat removal rmps dtermines the sump

pR after the injection phase.

Supplement 7
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To *et the contaiaant surmp pH conditions, the injectiov phase vill be

tktnrnatsd after the iection of approximately 250,000 gallons of the

refueling .water storage tank cwpacity. Vdcirculation will colnce after

250,000 Sallona of injection and the remaining 8U,000 gallonw will be injected

into the containment via one containment tpray pump. By this procedure

It can be assimed that even in the event o£ a failure to one spray pump

train a sum pH1 which assures continued iodine removal aud retention eafectivenesa

Vill be obtained.

1,ecircul-taon Phase

When the refueling water storage tank is ,xhaused recirculation spray flow

will be initiated. The operator can remotely upen the stop valves on either

of the two spray recirculation lines. Throttle valves xn the injection

lines to the core split the recirculation flow so that at least 600 gpa

is delivered to the core and the remainder to the sprey headers. With

this split flow, decay heat can be removed by boiloff and the containment

pressure maintained below design. This mode of operation uU2. be continued

for a period of at least two hours following the accident in order to complete

iodine removal from the containment atmosphere.

After the two hour containment scrubbing operatl 2n it is expected that

spray flow could be discontinued while maintaining containment pressure

with the containment fan cooler units, and zeturning all. of the recirculated

water to the core. In this mode the bulk of the core residual heat is

transferred directly to the sump by the spilled coolant to be eventually

dissipated through the residual heat exchanger once the sump water becomes

heateC, The heat removal capacity of three of the five fan coolers is

sufficient to remove the corresponding energy addition to the vapor spaoc

resulting from steam boiloff from the cote assuming flow into the core from

one. recirculation pump at the beginning of recirculation without exceeding

containamnt design pressure; hence "r Is not expected that continued spray

operation for contairvent heat removal would be required. If, however, the

containment presiure was obserwd to increase, then recirculation to the

spray header may be resumed by operator action as described above.

Supplement 7
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Coolln& Water

The cooling water for the residual heat exchaiAgers has been described in

Section 6.2.

Change-Over

The seguence for the change-over fror, injection to recfrculat.ion has been

describia- in Section 6.2.

Remote operated valves of the Cantainuent Spray System which are under

manual contrdl (that is, valves which norually are in their ready position

and do not receive a containmeit spray signal) have their positions indicated

on a comon portion of the control board. At any time during operation

when one of these vrlves In not in the ready position for injection, it

in shown visually on the board In addition, an audible annunciation alerts

the op.rator to the condition.

Charcoal Filter Dousint

A dousing systea im provided for the charcoal filter -bank of each fan cooler

unit of the Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System.

Each dousing system can be supplted with water from the containment spray

headers as shown in Figure 6.2-1. The dousing system is d.signed to be

started manually by the operator following high temperature indication

in a charcoal filter bank if high temperature conditions were to occur

as a reault of a failure of a fan. Further details of the dousing system

are given in Section 6.4.

Cowonents

All associSated comp•,•ets, pip-Ang, structures, and power supplies of the

Containwat Spray System are designed to Class I seismic criteria.

6.3-8 Supplement 7
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All cospouiants Inside containment are capable of withstanding or are protected
from differential pressures uhich may occur during the rapid pressure rise

to 47 psIX in tan (10) seconds. The lines of the systom are protected

from missile damage by the concrete crane PaLL and operating floor.

Parts of the system In contact with borated water, the soditm hydroxide

spray additive, or mixtures of the two are stainless steel or an equivalent

corrosion reistant mate•ial.

The Contin••ant Spray System shares the refueling water storage tank capacity

vith the Safaet Injection System. For a detailed description of this tank

see Sect.±mn 6.2.

The two containment spray pumps are of the horizontal centrifugal type

driven by electric motors.

The desiV. head'of the punp is sufficient to continue at rated capacity,

with a ininutm level in the refueling water storage tank, against a head

equiv~lent to the sun of the design pressure of the containment, the head

to the uppermost nozzles. and the line and nozzle pressure l.osses. Pump

vioters are direct-covpled and large enough for maximu' pover requirement

of the pump. The meterisls of construction are suitable for use in sodium

hydroxide and dld boric acid solutions, such as stainless steel or equivalent

corrosion reuistanc material. Deni~n parameters are presented in Table

6.3-1 and the containaent spray pump characteristics are shown on Figure 6.3-1.

The containment spray punpa aru designed in accordance to the specifications

discusaed for the pumps In the Saftty injection Systent Section 6.2.

The recircuaation pumps of the Safety Injection System, which provide flow

tc tho Containueut Spray System during the reci•sca1tion phase, are described

in Section 6.2.

6. 3.-9 Supplement 7
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Ntails of the couponent cooling pumps and service water pumps , which serve

the Safety Injection Systems are prhsented in Section 9,

Asat EExhsnaers

The two residual heat exchangers of the Safety Injection System which are

used during the recirculation phase are described in Section 6.2.

sp ay Nojsles

I The spray nozzles, which are of thd hollow cone. ramp bottom design (Spray
Engineering Company - Model 1713-A), are not subject to clogging by particled

1/4 inch in maximum dimension, and are capable of producing a surface area
averaged drop diameter of approximately 1000 microns at 15 Spa and 40 psi
differential pressure. With the spray pump operating at design conditions

and the containment at design praesure the pressure drop across the nozzles

will exceed 40 psi.

During spray recirculation opercion, the water is acreened through a 1/4 0
inch aush before leaving the containmont saump. The spray nozzles are stainless

steel and have a 3/8 inch diamter orifice. The nozzles are connected to
four 360' ring headers (alternating headers connected) of radii 8*2" (El.

228.5')% 25'4" (El. 223.5), 42'3" (9l. 218.5) and 59'6" (El. 213.5). There
are 315 nozzles distributed on tne four headers. ThIs nozzle and header

arrangeant rerults in maximum area coverage with eittar branch of the system
operating alone, while assuring iainimum overlap of spray trajectories in
the minimum flov case (Section (Section 14).

S~rgX Additiv.1Tank~

The capacity of the stainless steal tant is sufficient to contain enough
sodium hydroxide solution which, upon mixing with the refueling water from
the retuoling water atorage tank, the boric acid from the boron injection

S
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tank, the borated WStWr contaired within the accumulators and reactor coolant,

will brins ;he concentration in the final mixture in the containment sump

ansures the :ontinued Iodine removal and retention effectiver-,ps of the

contai•amnt sump vater during the recirculation phase of operation after

the supply of borated water in the refueling water storage tank has been

exhausted.

A level indicating alarm is provided in the control room if, vt any time,

the solution tank contains less than the required amount of sodium hydroxide

solution. Periodic sampling confirms that proper sodium hydroxiae concentration

eiasts in the tank. The design parameters are presented in Table 6.3-2.

Spray Additive Eductors

The means of adding, aOH to the spra, liquid is provided by a liqui, jet

eductor, a device which uses the kinetic energy of a pressure liquid to

-entrain another liquid, mix the two, and discharge the mixture against a

counter pressure. The presoure liquid in this case is the spray pump

discharge which is used to entrain the NaOH solution and discharge the

mixture into the suction of the spray pumps. The two eductors are designed

,to provide enough NaOR in the vixtuce so as not to exceed pH 10 during the

injection phase.

Valves

The valves for the Containment Spray System are designed in accordance

to tle specificati..s discussed for the valves in the Safety Injection

System (Section 6.2).

Piping

The piping for the Containment Spray System is designed iU accordance to

the spceifications discuesed for the. piping in the Safety 4njection System

(Section 6.2).
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The system is designed for 150 psig at 300"F on the suction slde and 300

psig at S007F on the discharge side of the spray pumps.

Motors for Pumps and Valves

The motors inside and outside containment for the Containment Spray System

are designed in accordence to the specifications discussed for motors in

the SaXety Injection System. (Section 6.2)

Electrical Supwly

Detaila of the normal and emergency power sources are presentel in the

discussion of the Electrical System, Sectlon 8.

Environmental Procection

The spray headers are located outside and above the reactor and steam generator

concrete shield. A shield which is removable for refueling also provides

mLssile protection for the area immediately above the reactor vessel. The

spray headers are thezefore protected from missilies orginating within the

Reactor Coolant System.

Material Compatihility

Parts of the system in contact with borated water, the sodium hydroxide

spray additive, or cixtures of the two are staialess steel or an equivalent

corrosion resistant material.

All exposed surface3 within the containment have coatings wU.ch are not

subject to interaction under exposure to the containment spray solution

with tha exception of small mo•nU of aluminum associated with the nuclear

flux instrumaentation.
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6.3.3 DESIGN EVALUATION

Ronai of Contairment Protection

Yor the first 15 to 22 minutes following the maxisma loss-of-coolant accid'ts

(i.e., durin& the tim that the containment spray pumps take their suction

from the refueling water storage tank) this system providei- the design heat

remeval capacity for the coatai~ent. After the injection phase, one spray

pump continues to spray into the containment for. appro'xitateiy an additional

thirty minutes. The single pump operation is continued primarily to guarantee

tLat even under failure conditions sufficieat sodium hydroxida will be present

in the containvent sung water. This continued sprej injecti.on is also

a .. ficient to maintain the canainenmt pressure beloe the design value even

if %ý, containment faus were operating.

With the completion of containment spray injection the operator sets up

recirculation to one spray header and to the core; flows are adjusted so

that sufficient cooled recirculated water is delivered to keep the core

flooded as well as providing flow to one spray header. Flow is maintained

to the spray header at this stage ptlmarily t2 complete the iodine scrubbing

operation, i.e. for at least tvo hours after the accident; the flow, however,

is also sufficient to maint!n• the containment pressure below the design

value.

Any of the folloving combinations of equipment will provide sufficient

heat removal capability to maimtain the post-accident containment pressure

below the design value- assudng that the core residual heat is released to

the containment as steam.

1) Both coutain,%Ant spray pumps (and one of the tM-o spray valves in

the recirculatLon path).

2) Jill five containment cooling fans (To be discussed in Section 6.4).

W 3) (Oe contansent spray pump and three of the five containment cooling

fans.
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During the itjecion a&W recirculatian phases cah 9,pray water Is raised

to the te•erature of tine contahtivent in 'ailing through tha steau-aLr

uixturi, Tho mintirsa fall path of the droplets Is approximately 118 ft,

from the loest spray ring headers to the operating deck. Tie actual fall

path Us longer due to the trajectory of the droplets spr.jed out from the

ring heada. Bieat transfer calculations, based upon 1000 arcron dreplets,

show that thermal equilibzium is reached in a distance of apprtoimately

five feet. Thus the spray water reaches essentially the saturation temperature.

At containment decign pressura, 47 psig, 2500 gM of sodium hydroxide solution

is injected into thv co ansannt atmeophere by one spray pump. At containment

design to•earaturs, 271'F, the total beat abaorp.lon capability of one

spray punp is 215 x 106 Btulhr based on addition of 100'F refueling vantr.

When recirculation is initlatcd, &pproximately 80,000 gallons of refueling

wator have bean left in the refueling water storage tank for spiay pump

usage, The supply is reserved to ;.nvure operation of a spray pump to com-

plete sodium hydroxide addition. When the refueling water storage tank is

op-.t, the racirculatin pungs supp'y the flow to the spray headers. UprayLng

2400 Spo of water frcm the sump into the -ontainment atmosphere with one

racireularfon purp, after cooling to 134.7?Y with a residual heat exchanger,

regalts In a heat removal rjte of 1.63 x 10 8 Itu/hr at design teapertture.

This heat rmoval balancest decay heat after 5000 second&. Performancil

ot the Containment Spray System in containmnt pressure reduction is discussed

In Section 14.

In addition to ;I9aL removal, the spray system is affe di-e in scrubbing

fission products from t.j containmeLt atmosphere. liotever, quatitztive

credit is taken only for absorption of reactiv-s and/or solubli formt of

inorganic iodine in the nnalysus of the hypothetical accident (Section

14,3). EZpcrimantal work dane to data i1 not considered extensLve •nough

to aseiss accurately the affect of the spray on particula,.es and no-te-ecive

iodine wudar the condit.ons which would exist in the •-ntainment after

such an accident. A discunsion of the effectiveness of :ontainent spray

as fission product trapping process is contained in Appendix 6A.
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Any of the combinations of equipment (spray pumps and fans) requir ." for

contain•ent heat remsva .I£1 provide aufficient iodine trapping capability

to ensure post-accift- L fission product leakage (based on TID - 14844 release

fractions) which vr.,. not result in exceeding the dose liudta of 10 CPR

100. This is evaluated in Section 14.3.

Systea, Response

The starting sequence of the containimnt spray pumps and their eelated

emeg-cency power equipment is designed so that delivery of the minimum required

flow is reached in 43 seconds.

The stvrting sequence iso Seconds

a) lnirisitum of sigln&, including instrument lag I

b) Starting of dtesel-generator 19

c) Starting of tvo containment spray puas 23

Total 43

Motor control centers are energized and valves are opened at the same time

as the pumps are started. As described in Section 14.3 a delay of 60 seconds

is assumed for the starting of the containment cooling.

Stanle Failure Analysis

A failure =alysis bas been made on all active cozonents of the systea

to show that the failure of any single active component will not pxevent

fulfilling the design function. This analy&,, is umiarized in Table 6.3-4.

In addition, each spray header is supplied from the discharge frow. one

of the two rec.4u4l heat removal heat exchangers. As described in Section

6.2.3, these two hea." exchangers are redundant and can be supplied with
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recirculated water via separate and redundant flow paths. The analysis

of the loss-of-roolant accident presented in Section 14 reflects the single

failure ancly.is.

Reliance on Interconnected Systems

?or the injection phase the Containment Spray System operates independently

of other engineered safety features following a loss-of-coolant accident

except that it shares the source of water in the refueling vator storage

tank with the Safety Injection System. The system acts as s backup to

the Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System for both

the cooling and iodine removal functions. For extended operation in the

recirculation mode. water ict supplied through recirculation pumps.

During the recirculation phase some of the flow leaving Lhe residual heat

exchangers uay be diverted to the containment spray headers or the high

head safety injection pumps. Minimum flow requirements are set for the

flow being sent to the core and for the flow being sent to the containment

spray headers such that at least 600 gim is sent :o the core. Suffirient

flow instrumentation is provided so that .he operator can perform appropriate

flow adjustments with the remote thrcttle 'alves in the flow path as shown

in Figure 6.2-1.

Normal and &=rgeucy power supply requ remants #-- discussed in Section 8

Sared Function Evaluation

Table 6.3-4 is an evaluation of the main componerts which have bein discussed

previously and a brief description of hou each compenent functions during

normal operation and during the accident.

Containment Spray Pump NbSl Requirements

The hPSH for the containment spray pumps is evaluated for injection operation.

ThM end of the injection phase gives the limiting MPSH requirement. The
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?NPSH available is determined from the evaluation head and vapor pressure

of the water in the RIST and the pressure drop in the piping to the pump.

At the end of the injection phase dn 80% margin is available.

6.3.4 MINIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS

The Technical Specificationo, Section 15, establish limiting conditions

regarding the operability of the system when the reactor is critical.

6.3.5 INSPECTIONS AND TESTS

Inspections

All components of the Containment Spray System are Inspected periodically

to demonstrate system readiness.

The pressure centaining systems are inspected for leaks from pumps seals,

valves packing, flanged joints and safety valves during system testing.

During the rperational testing of the containment spray pumps, the portions

of the syatem subjected to pump pressure are inspected for leaks.

Pre-Operational Testing

Component Tcsting

All active components in the Containment Spray System are tested both in

pre-operational performance tests in the manufacturer' s shop and in-place

testing after installation.

A representative sample of the spray nozzles are tested in the manufacturer's

shop to demonstrate consistencv of nozzle performance. Aftex installation,

the containment spray nozzles are tested by blotri-g air through the nozzles.

The air test lines for checking the spray nozzles connect downstream of the

isolation valves.
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During the initial pre-operation tests of the spray system the performance

of the eductor and spray additive system is checked b; running the pumps

near shut-off with the spray additive tank filled with water.

Systam Testing

The functional test of the Safety Injectica System described in Section

6.2-5 demonstrates proper transfer to the emergency diesel generator power

source in the event of a loss of power. A test signal simulating the

containment spray signal is used to demonstrate the operation of the spray

system up to the isolation valves on the pump discharge using the test

pumps. The isolation valves are blocked closed for the test. These isola-

tion valves are checked separately.

Post Operational Testing

Cooronent Testing

Routine periodic testing of the Containment Spray System components and all

necessary support syatems at paver is planned. If such testing indicates

a need for corrective maintenance, the redundancy of equipment in these

systems permito such maintenance to be rerformed without shutting down or

reducing load under conditions defined in the Technical Specifications.

These conditions would include such matters as the period within which the

component should be restored to ser-ice and the capability of the remaining

equipmeuc to meet safety Limits within such a period.

The conttinment spray pumps are tested singly by opening the valves in the

miniflow line. Each puwv in turn is atarted by operator action and checked

for flow establishment. The spray injection valves are tested with the

pumps shutdown.

TI., spray eductors are tested singly by opening the valves in the pump siuiflow

lines, the valve in the edtictor bed line from the RWST and running the respect-

ivQ pump. The operator observes the eductor suction flow.
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Iz The spray additive tank. isolation valves c-u be opened periodically for

tasting. The contents of the tdnk are periodically sampled to determine

that tha required solution is present.

The valves in the dousing lines to the charcoal filter units may be ex-

arched during a shutdown after the spray header drains are opened to ensure

that the header is empty.

During theme tests the equipment is visually inspected for leaks. Leaking

seals, packing or flanges are tightened to eliminate the leak. Valves and

pumps are operated and inspected after any maintenance to ensure proper

op'leation.

§yatem Testing

The post-operational testing of the safety injection system described in

6.2-5 demonstrates proper transfer to the emergency diesel generator power

source in the event of a loss of power.
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TABI 3 6.3-1

COIW7AINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM-CODB 1REQUIREM4M1TS

Component

Spray Additize Tank

Valves

Piping (including headers and
spray nozzles)

Code

ASHE Section III Class C

USAS B16-5

USAS B31.1

9
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TABLE 6.3-2

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS

PUMUS

Quantity 2

Des..tn pressure, discharge, psig

Design pressure, suction, psig 1

Design temperature, OV 3

Design flow rate, gpm 24

Design head, ft. 4

Maximum flow rate, gpm 3:

Shu,'off heat, ft. 4'

Motor HP 4

Type H,

0o

50

00
600

50

120

90

00
orizontal-Centri fugal

EDUCIORS

Quantity

Eductor Inlet (motive)

Operating Fluid

Operating Pressure, psig

Operating Temperature

Flow Rate, gpm, (operating conditions)

Discharge Head (including

static pressure, friction

loss, and discharge

elavation), psig

!Lductor Suction

Fluid

Specific Gravity

Viscosity (design), cp

Suction Pressure, psia

Operating Temperature

Suction Capacity (required), gpm

2

Injection Phase

Water (with 2000 ppm boron)

195

Ambient

112

0.4 to 16.5

30% NaOH (solution)

1.3

10

9.3 to 11.0

Ambient

29.5

0
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TABLE 6.3-3

SPRAY ADDITIVE TANK DESIGN PARAMETERS

Number

Total volume (empty), gal*

Minimum volume at operating conditions
(solution), gal.
NaOH concentration, w/u

Design temperature, °F

Design pressure, psig

Operating temperature, *F

Operating pressure, psig

Material

1

5100

4000

30

300

300

110
. 1*

Carbon steel with stainless
steel cladding

* During normal conditions there is a 1 to 2 psig N gas blanket. During
the accident the tank pressure will fall below atiospheric pressure;
vacuum breakers are provided for this purpose.
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TABLE 6.3-4

RMTOn.M P•AT~lUR AMAT.VNTS - CfY)A"PAflhffl1 -QDAV -QVQPrni~

Component: Malfunction

A# Spray Nozzles Clogged

Comments and Conseguences

Large number of nozzles
(315) renders clogging of
a significant number of
nozzles as izucrediblt.

B. Pumps

1) Containment
Spray Pump

2) Recirculation
Pump

3) Conventional
Service Water

4) Component
Cooling

5) Auxiliary
Component Cooling
Pump

Fails to start

Fa~lE, to start

Fails to start

Fails to start

Two provik4ed. Evaluation
baaed on operation of or~e
pump in addition to three
out of five containment
cooling fans operating
during injection phase.

Two provided. Evaluation
based o. operation of one
pump and no containment
cooling fans operating during
recirculation phase.

Three provided. Operation of
one pump during recirculation
required.

Three provided. Operation
of one pump during recirculation
required.

Fails ti start Two provided.
to operate.

One required

C. Automatically Operatud Valves:
(Open on coincidence of two - 2/3 high
contaitiment pressure signals)

1) Containment
spray pump
discharge
isolation valve

Fails to open Two provided.
one required.

Operation of

Supplement 7.
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TABLE 6.3-4 (Continued)

Component

2) Spray additive
tank outlet
isolation valve

3) Isolation valve
on component
cooling water
lines from
residual heat
exchangers

Malfunction

Fails to open

Fails to open

Comments and Consequences

Two provided.
one required.

Operation of

Tqo parallel lines, one valve
in eirher line is required
to open

D. Valves Opexated From
Control Room for Recirculation

1) Containment
sump
recirculation
Isolation

2) ConLainment
spray header
isolation
valve from
residual heat
exchangers

3) Residual
heat removal
pump reLirculat-
ion line

4) Residual heat
removal pump
discharge line

Fails to open Two lines in parallel, onw•
valve in either line is
required to open

Fails to open Two valves provided.
of one required.

Operation

Fails to cYoose

Fails to close

Two valves in series, one
required to close.

Two valves in series, one
required to close (one
valve is a check valve)

E. Automaticaily Operated Valves
(Close from control room on
injection to recirculation
changeover)

1) Isolation valves
at spray pump
discharge

Fails to close Check valve in series Vith
two parallel valves provided.
Oporation of one of the two
valve arrangements in series
reqnired.
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TABLB 6.3-4 (Continued)

Co~ionent Malfunction Co~nzents and Conseqtuences

P. Valves Operated
fr'm Control
Room for Charcoal
Filter Dousing

1) Isolation
valves at
filter unit

Fails to open Two valves provided for each
of the five units. Operation
of one valve per unit required.

Supplement 7
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TABLE 6.3-5

SHAPED FUNCTIONS EVALUATION

Compouent
Normal Operating
Function

Spray Additive
Tank

Containment Spray
Pumps (2)

None

None

Normal Operating
Arrangement

Lined up for spray
water diversia

Lined up to spray
headers

Source of sodium
hydroxide for spray
water

Supply spray water
to cont&1nment
atmosphere

Lined up for
spray water
diversion

Lined up to spray
headers

Accident
Function

Accident
Arranmaent

NOTE: Refer to Section 6.2 Zor a brief description of the refueling water storage tank, recirculation
pumps, conventional service water pumps, component cooling pump, residual heat exchangers, component
cooling heat exchangers and the auxiliary component cooling pumps which are also associated either
dir.ctl7 or indirectly with the Containment Spray System.
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6.4 CONThUr P! AIRt RECIRCUL"10N ()OLfING MID ?ILTRAnrOM SYSTEK

6&.44 DESIGN BaZSS

Containmuet Heat 3emoval Systems

Crterion: Where an active heat raeoval system is needed under accident
couditicas to prwftot exceeding containmeat design pressure,
this Oyste= shall perfdra Its required function, assuming
failure of any single active component. (GDC 52)

Adequate Veac rem•oval ca•abliAty for the Containment Is provided by two

r-parate, full capacity, engineered safety fatuxes zyste,. These are

the Containment Sp.'Ay System, whose components are aescribed in Section

6.3 and the Containment Mr Recirculation Cooling and Filtration Systea,

ihose components operate as described in Section 6.4.2. These systems

are of different engineering principles 3id serve as Independent backups

for each other.

The Conteainent Air Recirculation Cooling and F12trai•on tystem Is designed

to recirculate and cont1 zhe containment atosphere in the 4avent of a loss-

of-coolant accident and thereby ensu:a that the conta.inment pressure will not

excemA ts deaign v.,alus of 47 psig at 271*F (100l relative hvidfty).

Although the water in the core after a loss-cf-coolant accident is quickly

subcooled by the Safety Injection Systen, the Containf*at AMr Retrculaction

Cooling -nd Filtration System is deisuad on hLh conservative a&saptioU

that the core residual heat is released to the couta-lumet as steat.

Any of thw following combinations of equipment •ill provide sufficient

heat remcval capability to =aLntain the post-accident contanlienz. pressure

below the desiSn value, assiminu that tho core residual heat Is relssued

to the contalnz.tat as *to=.

1) All five containment cooling fans

2) Zoth containment spray puzp3 (and one of the two spray vatvea in

the recirculation path).

SuppleMnr 7
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3) Three of the five cntsinmaent cooling fans .ud x'a ccjainu=tn

spray PU.MP

IT~s~actioe of Cocktainaeut ftessure-Reducing Syamte=~

Criterion: Design provislonw shall be ede .- extent practical to -aci.ltate
the ariodic physical inspection of all icportant components
of a& cowtaiumant prassure-reducing systesm, such as pumps,
valves, spray nozzles, torus, and sumps. (CDC 58)

Design provislonw are dade to the extent practical to facilitate access

for periodic visual inspection of all iportant components of tha Zontaingent.

Air Recirculation Cooling aud Filtration Systen.

Testing of Containoent Prcssur,-fteducIng Systers Co-•nents

Criterion: The containment pressure-reduting aystea shall be designed
to the extent practical so that co=ponents, such as pumps
and valves, can be tested periodically for operability and
required functlonal perf.ormince, (GDC 591

The Containme•t Air Recirculacin CoolUng sd Filtr..tioa System is designed

to tho extent practical so that &.e components can be tested periodica•ly,

and after any comp-onet uaintenance, for operability &ad funct.cual performance.

The air recirculation and cooling unitcs, and the service water pU=•sP

uhich supply the coollog units, are In operation on an essentially continuoms

schedule during plant operation, ar4 no additional periodic tests are

required.

TestinS of Operatloasl Sequence of Containnent Pressure-Reducin• System

Criterion: A capability shall be provided to test inltial'y under conditit4a
as close as practical to r.ie desig- and the full opcratiocal
sequence that would bring the containment pressure-reducing
systems Into actim, including the transfer to alternate
power sources, (CIC 61)

Means are provided to test Initially to the extent practIcal the full

operatiool sequence of the Air Recirculatlen System Lamcluding transfer to

alternate pcver sources.

S6pl.m-e23 7
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lnspatettn of Air Cleanup En team

criteric:01 Design provisionA shall be node to the exteut practical to
faellitata physical ispectiim of all critIcal parts nf containsent
aisr cleanup systems, such as, ducts, filters, fans. and daspers.
(GC 62)

AectesIs ia vailable Zor periodic visual inspection of the Coutainiwnt
Air R&*~Irclalticm Co'oling and Filtration Sys tem ccupenents.

TextinS of Air CIMranc Systems Cagpooents

Criterion: Dc•gmn peo'isivas shall be made to the extent practical so
that activ companants of the air aleanup systes, such as
fans and cda = , can be tested peri.•.dically for operability

ýAmd req-arad funcrioml. ,perfo-:znce. (GDC 63)

The charcoal filters of the Filtration Systev are bypassed du••n nornml
operatic= by closed butterfly valves ,h valves in a non-operatiug

unit csn be -tarlodically O.ested by a aating the controls and verifying
deflection by instruntnts in the Control Room. Since the fans are normally

in operation, no addit~ts.l periodic f.r tests are necessary.

Testing Air Cleanup Systeas

Criterion: A capability shaal be provided to the extent practical for
In site periodic testing and surveilance of the a*r cleaaup
syactea to ensure (a) filter bypass paths have not developed
and (b) fIlter and trapping materials have not deteriorated
bayczd acceptable Units. (CDC 64)

Ra-reeentative &maple elesazts In each of the activated charcoal filter

plea o vwill be reeoved periodically durint shurdowns as d teated on the

site to ve-ify their continued efficiency. Aftoz reinstallatlon the filter

units vill be tLsted in plce by =orozol Injection to daternine intearitt

of the flw path.

Suppleeant 7
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,o f C~. r~atn Al.e, e Of Air ,, .anuv Ss.eas

Ctita/rlo: A vp&bt1ity ahaLl be provided to toet Lnitially under condit£.na
&a close to desip Am ptacticals the full operational sequeince
that l-l-.Ud brln the 21r cleanup ;ystems into actiou. including
the transfer to alternat poimr sources and the design air
flM dellvery capablUty. (GC 63)

IfAns are provided to test Initially uder conditions as close to design

an Is practical the ful operat•onal sequence that vould bcin& the Contafe.I nt

AIr RacircuiatLon Cooling and Filtratlon Syst-u into action, Including

trsasfer to the emergancy diesel-generator poser s•arce.

Narfoirnzce- Oblecti%-&z

The Cntainmat Ventilatlon System, Section 5, vihich all oE the couponents

of the Coat-aftment Ar Recirculation Cooling and F1ltration Systq= (with

the exceptirn of the charcoal filters) are a part of, Is defsXted to razove

the normal heat lo3s from equipmnt mad piping in the reactor conttainment

during plant operation and to rammm sufficlent beat fr= the reactor

con•ain~nt , fol.ewing the Initial loss-of-coolont accident coatair.ant

prcasure transiant, to keep the cantainl~et pressure from exc.edi•ug the

design pressure. The fans nd cooling units continue to rem•ve heat

af to the loss-of-coolant accident and reduce the contalrmnt pressure
cloze to atmospheric vithin the first 24 hours.

A second functioa of the Containrent Mir Recircultloia Cooling and Mtltration

System is to remove fseiloa products from the contaisnnet atmosphere

should they be released In the event of en accident.

The tiltratioc capacity of the system is sufficient to reduce the concentration

of fission products in the contairuint amomphere folloving a loss of ractor

coolimt to levels =surL"n that the 2 hour and 30 day thy.oi4 &at* wnll be
be lialted to within the Videlines of 10 CIh 100 liits. Derails of

the mite bondary. do*e calculation are given in Section 14.

I3
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The *U recartulatton filtarrixg capacity used to satisfy the design basis

II OIs derairmed for the following conditions:

a) Contain nt leas rate of 0.1Z per-day.

b) Conservative meteorology corrected for building vaka effects.

c) 5X efficiency for fIltratiom of organic iodine. This assumes credit

for the dtmonstrated ability to filter organic forms of iodine at
hig relative u ity wt~h ipentdcharcoal*(1)r ) .(• 3)

d) Fisaion product release to the contatn=ent per TID 14844 at a power

level of 3216 Wt. Thia assumes no credit for safety injection

in limitinlg fisuico product rc104se.

a) Partial effctiv'eness of tl-a filtration equipment. This assumes

vo ,of the fi-e installed cbarcoal filter units are unavailable

at the tie ot the loss of coolant.

In addleion to the design bases specified above., the iollovinp objectives

art aet to provide the erngineered safety features functions:

a) IFch of tLe five fan-cooler uniit is capable of transferring heat

at the rite of 21,200 Btu/sec. (76.32 x 106 ftu/hr) from the eontainment

Atmosphere at the post-accident design conditions, i.e., a saturated

air-stean mixture at 47 psig 271*F. This heat transfer rate is

that a"igtned to the fan-cooler units In the analysis of containment

and relsted heat removal systen capability in Section 14.
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The establishment of basic heat transfer design parr%-ter• for the

cooling coils of the fan-cooler units, and the calculation by
computer of the overall hsat transfer capacity are discussed in

Section 14. Aaong the topica covered are selection of the tube
side fouling factor, effect oif air side pressure drop, elfect of

=olature entrainmet in the air steam mixture entering the fan-coolers,

and calculation of the various air side to water side heat transfer

resistance$.

b) In reamoving heat at the design basis rate, the coils are capable of

discharging the resulting condensate without impairing the flow

capacity of the unit and without raising the exit temperature of the

service water to the boillng point. Sa.nce condensation. of water from

the air-steam mixture is the principal mechanism for re.oval of heat

from the pcot-accident containment atmosphere by the cooling coils, 0%

the coll fins will operate as vetted surfaces under these conditions. 4
Entrained water droplets added to the air-steam mixture, such as

by operation of the containment spray system, will therefore have

essentially no ef fect n the beat removal capability of the coils.

c) Each of the five air handllng units is equipped with moisture separators

and high efficiency particulate air (REPA) filters rated for full unit

flov. The latter are capabi% of 99.97Z rewval efficiency for 0.3V

particle& at the post-accident conditions.

I6
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d) lach of the five air handling units is capable of supply4ng air

to s*parate carbon-bed filter units following an accident for fission

product iodine removal. The design flow rate through each carbon

filter unit is 8,000 cfu, at a face velocity of approximately 50

fps. The remainder of the flow by-passes the carbon filters via

baffle plates having the same pressure drop as the carbon filters.

The carbon filter units are designed to remove at least 5%

of the Incident radioactive iodine in the form of methyl Iodide

(CH 3) (1), (2), (3) These are the iodine removal efficiencies

azsumed in the analysis of containment capability to retain fission

product iodine under the post-accident design conditions In Section 14.

In ad4ition to the above design bases, the equipment is designed to operate

at the post-accident conditions of 47 psig and 271F for three hours,

followed by operation in an air-steam atmosphere at 20 patg, 219*F for

an additional 21 hours. The equipment design will permit subsequent

operation in an air-steam atmosphere at 5 psig, 152'F for an indefinite

period.

All components are capable of withstanding or are protectec from differential

pressures which may occur during the rapid pressure rise to 47 psig in

ten (10) seconds.

Portions of other systems which share functions and bocome part of this

con-tainmant cooling system when required are designed to meet the criteria

of this section. Neither a single active component failure in such systems

during the Injection phase nor an active/passive failure during the recirculation

phase vill degrade the heat removal capability of containment cooling.

Where portions of these systes are located outside of containment, the

following features are incorporated in the design for operation under

post-accident conditions:
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a) means for isolation of any section

b) Mt&:as to detect and control redioactivity leakage into the eavirons,

to thx limits consistent with guidelines net forth In 10 CdR 100,

6.4.2 SYSTkX DESIGN AND OPSATION

7he Flow Diagram of tite Containmtent Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration

System in shown in Figure 6.4-1.

Individual system components and their supports meet the requirement
for Class I (Seismic) structures and each componant is counted to Isolate

it fron fan vibration.

Containment Cooling System Ch*.tacteria tics

The air recirculation system consists of five 201 capacity air handling
Unitot, each including motor, fan, cooling coils, moisture separators,
roughing filters and USPA filters, duct distribution system, instrumentation

and controls. The units are located on the intermediate floor between
the containment vall and the primary compartment shield walls. In adliition
each of the five air-handling units is equipped with an activated charcoal
filter "mit, normally isolated from the main air recirculation stream.
The air flow (air-steam mixture) is bypassed through the charcoal filter
units to rewve volatile iodine following an accident.

2•ach fan Is designed to supply 65,000 cfa at approximately 22.8" s.p.,
27?zF, 0.175 lb/ft 3 density. Tho fans are direct driven, centrifugal
type, .nd the coils are _plate fin-tube type. Each air handling unit is
capable of rsmov~',g 76.32 x 106 Btu/hr from the containment atmosphere
under accident conditions. 2000 gpm of service (cooling) water is supplied
to eoch unit during accident conditions. The design maximtu river water
inlet temperature is 85"F which results in a maximum outlet temperature 1"
of 161"F. i
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Air operated- tigbt closing, 125 lb USAS butterfly valves isolate any inactive

air handling unit from he duct distribution system. Duct work distributes

the cooled air to the variums containment compartments and areas. During

tormal operation, the flow sequence through each air handling unit is as

follows: cooling coi'., moisture separatore, HEPA filters, fan, discharge

header. Rouging filters are installel up-streat of the cooling coils during

p1,•nt clean-up and any time the reactor is down.

In an avant of an accident, the flow sequence would be the same except that

the fan di -barge would be automatically diverted by air operated butterfly

va3vas - compa-Mment containing the charcoal filters before entering

the discharge header for distribution. Figure 6.4-2 is an arrangement drawing

showinS the details of the charcoal filter unit.

Figure 6.4-3 is an euglnecuing layout drawing of an air handling unit, showin&

the arrangement of the above components in the unit. Yigure 6.4-4 shows

the locatieu of the five units on the intermediate floor (elevation 68'-0").

Actuation Provisions

The butterfly valves used to route ait flow through the charcoal filters

have only two positions, full oren and full closed. These vVlves are air

cperated and spring loaded. Upon loss of control signal or control air,

the spring actuates the valve to the a,cident position (fail-safe cperation).

Upon either manual or automatic actuation of the safety Injection safe uards

sequence, the butterfly valves are tripped to the accident position. Accident

position is aiso the "fail-safe position."

Redundant electrically operated three-way solenoid valves are used with

each butterfly valve zo control the Instrument air supply (control air).

These valves are arranged so that failure of a single solenoid valve to

respond to the accident signal will not prevent actuation of the but erfly

valve to the accident position (fail-safe operation).

The contaimment pressure is sensed by six separate pressure transaitters

located outside thi contairment. Contqinment pressure is comunicated co

the transmitters through three 1" stat -, steel lines penetrating the

contairment vessel. A high containment pressure signal automatically actuates

the safety injection safeguard sequence (Reference x. made to Section 6.2.2)

which trips the valves to the accident position.
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The fans are part of the engineered safety features and either all five,

or at least three of five fans will be staTted after an accident, depending

on the availability of emergency power. Reference ie made to Section

Overload protection for the fan motors is provided a3t the switchgsar

by ovfrcurreut trip devices in the motor feeder breakers. The breakers

can be operated from the control room and can be reclosed frm the control

room following a motor overload trip..

Redumndant flow switches In the system, operatJng both notually and post-

accident, indicate whether air Is circulating ia accordan,'e with the

design arrangement. Abnormal flow alarms are provided in the control

room,

Fir Distribution and Flow Characteristics

The location of the distribution ductwork outlets, with reference to

the location of the air handling unit return inlets, ensures that the

air will be directed to all areas requiring ventilation before returning

Lo the units. The arrangement Is showa in Figure 6.4-1.

In addition to ventilating areas inside the periphery of the shield wall,

the distribution system also includes two branch ducts located at opposite

extremes of the containment wall for ventilating the upper portion of

the containment. These ducts are provided with nozzles and extend upward

along the containment wall as required to perm.t the throw of air fron

nozzles to reach the dome area and assure that the discharge air will

mix with tho atmosphere.

The air discharge inside the periphery of the shield wall will circulate

and rise above the operating flo^r through openints around the steam

generators where it will mix with air displaced from the dome area. This

mixture will return to the air handling units through floor grating located

at the operating floor divectly above each air handling unit inlet. The

tesperoturs of this air will be essentially the ambient existing in the

containment vessel.
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The steam-air ixtire from the containment entering the cooling coils during

the accident vill be at approximately 271"F and have a density of 0.175

pounds per cubic foot. Part of the water vapor will condense on the cooling

coil, and the air leaving the unit will be saturated at a temperature

s•ightly below 271¶T. The fluid will leave the cooling coils and enter the

moisture separators at approximately 271OF and saturated (100Z R.H.)
condition. The purpose of the moisture separators Is to remove the entrained

ois ture.

The fluid will remain in this condition as it flows through the HEPA filter

and into the fan, but will pick up some sensible heat from the fan and

fan motor before flowing through the charctal filters and into the distribution

header. This sensible heat will increase the dry-bulb temperature slightly
above 271OF and will decrease the relative humidity slightly below 10OZ.

With a flow rate of 65,000 efm from each fan under accident conditions

and the containment free volume of 2,610,000 ft 3 the tec-rculation rate
with five fans operating is approximately 7.5 containment volumes per

hour.

Charcoal Filter High TeMerature Detection and Dousing System

The five charcoal filter units are provided with high-temperature detectors,
and associated alarms in the control room. Each charcoal filter unit

is also provided with a spray system for water dousing, upon a signal

of high temperature.

Capability for detecting and alarming the presence of fires and localized

hot spots in the charcoal filters is provided by a system of temperature
avitches. Each charcoal filter plenum (containing one bank of 12 adsorber
units in an 62" wide by 49 1/2" high array) is provided with 6 temperature

switches. These switches are uniformly distributed for good coverage.

The temperature switches are set to close at 400F, (which is significantly
below the charooal ignition temperature of 680*F) and are wired in parallel

to a common alarn in the controlrroom. Thus closing of a single switch

wilt actuate the alarm to indicate a h! temperature conditiem in the

filter plenum.
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The water dousing system provided with each charcoal filter plenum 1.3 designed

to dre,nch the absorbers thoroughly in the extremely unlikely event of a

charcoal fire during the post-accident recovery. Water for this system

is obtained from the main headers of the containment spray system through

a saparate 2 inch stainless steel line to each filter plenum. There are

two normally closed motor operated valves in parallel in each 2 inch line.

The Containment Spray System is automatically aLtuated and will be running

in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (injection phase). In the event

of a high temperature alarm in a filter unit, the operator manually initiates

filter 4.ousing by actuating the parallel-connected 13olation valves for

each filter assembly. Because of the piping arrangement either of the two

spray pumps can be used to feod the dousing lines. The dousing .11ow (approximately

12 Spm per fan cooler uniL) is sized to completely wet LLt. charcoal and

remove the decay heat of the adsorbed iodine thereby preventing heating

to the ignition temperature. The systei is designed so containment spray

at slightly reduced flow can continue simultaneously with filter dousing.

During the recirculation phase of core cooling, operation of the dousing

system is the same as above txcept that water to tha spray headers is supplied

fron the discharge of the resldual heat removal heat exchangers.

CoolinR Water for the Fan Cooler Units

The cooling water requirements for all five fan cooling units dziring a major

loes of primary coolant accident and recovery are supplied by two of the three

nuclear service water pumps. The Service Water System is described in Section 9.

The cooling water discharges from the cooling coils to the discharge canal and

is monitored for radioactivity by routing a small bypass flow from each through

a common radiation monitor. Upon indication of radioactivity in the effluent,

"ch cooler discharge lina is monitored individually to locate the defective

cooling coil, which when identified would remain isolated, and operation

would continue with the remn tning units. The service water system pressure

at locations inside the contaInment is 15 to 20 psi&, which is below the

containment design prassure of 47 psig. However, since the cooling coils

and service water lines are completely closed inside the containment, no
contmainated leakage is expected into these units.
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W Local flow and teRpraturat indication is provided outside containment,

for service water flow to each cooling unit. Abnormal flow alarms are

provided in the control room.

During normal plant operation, f'.oi through the cooling units is throttled

for contsinment temperature control purposes by a valve on the common

dischaega haader from the cooling units. Two independent, full flow,

isolation valves open automatically in the event of a high containment

pressure signal or safety injection sipal to bypAss the control valve.

Both valvai fail in the open position upon loss of air pressure and either

valve is caaable o* passing the full flow required for all five fan cooling

units.

Environmental ftotection

All systftm contr~l and instrumentation devices rejuired for contdinment

accident conditions are located to minimize the danger of control loss

duo to mdssile damage. Flo switches in the duetwmork system, operating

both normally and post-accident, indicate whether Ptr ins circulating in

accordance with the aasign arrangement. Abnormal flow alaras are provided

in the control rcom.

All fan parts. valve shalt and disc seuting surfaces and ducts in contact

with the containment fluiI are protected against corrosion. The fan motor

enclosures, electrical insAlation and bea.ings are designed for operation

during accident conditions.

All of the air handling units are located on the internediate floor between

the Containment Vessel and the priuiar, compartment shield wall. The distribution

header and service water cooling piping are also located outside the shield

wall. This arrangement provides miasile protection for all coaponents.
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Moisture Separators
The noisture separators are designed to remove a rmnaimm of 99.9Z of tha
entrained water In the air-steam entering the air handling units following

a loss-of-coolant accident. With an air entrained moisture content of

0.35 lb U20/1000 ft3 the water flow rat* entering the moisture separator

section is approximately 23 iblmin, and the moisture neparator effluent

bas essentially zero moisture content*

Each bank is designed for horizontal air flow and is composed of forty

(40) eoleuntm. Each element or separator Is 24 in. x 25 in. x 2 in. (minuium)

thick &ad is mouurted in a steel support frame.

A steel drain trough is incorporated for each horizontal tier of separators

to collect and remove the water that is recovered from the air stream.

Further, the design enablev the separators to be removed from the upstream

side of the support frame.

In order to prevent th* bypass of air arouwd the bank, air-tight seals

are provided between the floor, vwals, plenum, &,nd around the perimeter of

each moisture separator. The tight saeal is a.complished by gaskets,. adhesive,

and pressure-sealing tape, all of which can withstand a temperature of

300"F, The thickness of the gaskets is 1/4 in. for the separator elements

and 318 in. for the perimeter sealing of the supp*rt frame; and they do

not extend into the madia area %ten Installed.

The moisture separator elements are of fitr resistant construction, and

consist of vats of fiberglass pads reinforced with stainless steel wire

mesh. Non-stainless steel parts used in the construction are protected

against corrosion by painting with one (1) three-=1l shop coat of Carbo

Zinc No. 11 or equal. The separator frames are fabricated of Type 304L

stainless steel, with welded Joints.
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Rauabin• Filters

Th* :xhugig filters remve the large particles from the air stream before

it contacts the tooling coils. The roughing filters are in operation during

plant clean up and any tim the ceactor is down. These ate efficient for

removing large particles. Under normal air flow, they offer a resistancZe

to air flm cf 0.2 inches of water.

As in the case for all components of the aOr handling recirculating system,

the bdnk will be designed for horizontal air flow. The bank contains forty

(40) filters, each of which has dimensions of 24 in. x 24 in. x 2 in. thick.

All other details of the mounting frame, sea-ling and materials of construcLion,

other than the filters themselves, are the same as described for the moisture

separators.

The filter is of fire resistant construction with the media composed of a

glass fiber mat reinforced with stainles3 steel wire cloth.

HEPA (absolute) Filters

The high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters are capable of 99.97Z

removal afficiency for 0. 3 u particles at the post accident design conditions.

All materials of construction of these filters are compatible with the sodium

hydroxide/boric acid solution in the pout accident environment.

The filter tedia is =ade of glass fiber with asbestos and csn withstand

tha incident ambient steam/air temperature conditions and 100% relative

hu•idity. Filter frames are made of stainless steel, and asbestos separators

resistant to moisture and high temperature are used.

Fan-Motor Units

The five contaifent cooli.ng fans are of the centrifugal, non-overloading,

direct drive type.

Each fan can provida a miniium flow rate of 65,000 cfek when operating against

the system resistanca of approximately 22.8" SP existing during the accident

condition (0.175 lb/ft3 density. a containment pressure of 47 psig, and

temperature of 2714P). Supplement 7
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The reactor containuent fan cooler motors are West!nghouse, totally enclosed

watrT cooledb 350 horse power, induction type, 3 phase, 60 cycle 1200 RPm,

440 volt with ample insulation margin. Sir 'ficant -otor details are as

follows:

a. Insulation - Class F (MMEA rated total temperature 1550C) Westinghouse

Thermalastic. It is impregnated and coated to give a homogeneous

insulation system which is highly impervious to moisture. Internal

leads and the terminal box-motor interconnection are given special

design consideration to assure that the level of insulation matches

or exceods that oi the basic motor system. At incident' ambient and

load con.itious, (270*F and 350 HP) the motor insulation hot spot

temperature is not expected to exceed 127'C.

b. Reat Exchanger

An air to water, heat exchanger is connected to the motor to form

an entirely enclosed cooling system. Air movement is through the

heat exchanger and is returned to the motor. A vent valve permits

incident ambienl (increasiL_3 containment pressure) to enter the motor

air system so the bearings will not be subjected to differential

pressure. The cooling coil condensate drain line will enable pressure

equalization as the containment pressure is reduced by the motor

heat exchanger. Water connections are welded throughout and supply

and discharge are co- on with the containment cooler water system,

i.e., supplied from the nuclear sLrvice water header. The drain

will be piped to the cotai•nent cooler drain system.

c. Bearinas

The motors are equipped with high temperature grease lubricated ball

bearings as would be required if the bearings were subjected to inci-

dent ambient temperatures. Continuous bearing monitoring is provided

which will alarm in the control room.
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Conduit (Connection) Box

The motor leads ake brought out of the frame through a seal and into a sealed

conduit box.

Factory Tests

In addition to the usual quality control tests which are performed to give

assurance that the votors meet design specifications, special tests have

been performed to demonstrate that insulation margins ere built in as ex-

pected. The completely wound stators have been given a special high poten-

tial test to ground. The stators were iiWersed in water, meggered and given

a high potential test while immersed. After passing the water tests, the

mttor was baked and given a final coating dip. The stator and rotor were

then again baked.

Charcoal Filters

0The charcoal filters are fabricated with stainless &.teel frames filled with

impregnated, activated charcoal. The cell construction insures compacted

carbon beds of uniform density and thickness.

The design flow rate through each carbon filter unit is 8,000 cfm, at a face

velocity of approximately 50 fpm. These units are designed to remove ac

least 5Z of the incident radioactive iodine in the form of methyl iodide

(cH3 1). (1), (2)

Each of the five charcoal filter units consists of an airtight plenum containing

a single bank of charcoal filter cells. Air flow enters the plenum through

one end, passes through ductwork into the main dietritu:ion header. Only

8,000 cfm of tht total 659,0.9 cfm actually enters the 12 carbon cells. The

remainder is by-passed through perforate plates having the same pressure

drop as the carbon cells. An open flow area In the plenum of u16Z will

balance the pressure droo between the perforated plate and the carbon

cells used. The perforated plate will be 13 gage with a 15-1/2% open

atea formed by 5/16 in. holes on 0.756 in, staggered centers. The plates
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will be cut to the size of the carbon cel

by the fasteners used to hold the carbon

plates arj used to block off flow area to

I1 seal flange and held in place
cell. (See Figure 6.4-2.) Seal

achieve the proper flow areas. 4
The individual filter cells are of the "flat-bed" type of construction,
with two 2-inch thick horizontal charcoal elements separated by a 2-inch
air gap. The aidei and back of the cell are enclosed by solid (unperforated)
stainless steel sheet mpt-l; the larger (horizontal) surfaces are enclosed
by perforated stain3ess steel sheets. An unperforated stainless steel sheet
seals nhe front e.ge; this sheet Is slightly larger than the basic filter
dimensions to provide flanges for clamping in the mounting frame. Several
rectangular slots are cut in the front face to per--it air flow. Each filter
cell provides approximately 11.2 sq. ft. of active surface area for air
flow. The charcoal used is HSA type 85851. The volume of impregnated
charcoal pnr cell is 2.05 cubic feet consqibting of a minimum charcoal weight of
44.7 lbs. and 2.0 lbs (4.5% by weight) of impregnated iodine per cell. 112
During opet ition, air flows vertically downward througL- f he top suz face
of the filte' aad upward through the bottom surface, enters the air space
between the two charcoal elements , and is discharged thiough the slots in
the front face.

Each filter bank consists of 12 cells in a 2 ft. wide by f ft. high array.
The downstream mounting racks arrangement permits removal of individual
cells from the side of the plenum. Perforate and seal plates fill the remainder
of the flow area.

The duct connections are flexible to prevent transmissions of duct vibration
to the lilter units.

The filter units are designed to withstand the maximum differential pressure
developed by the fans under accident conditions without d nveloping internal
leaks or being dislodged from their frame seals.

Charcoal Filter Dousing System

4

The spray water dousing system inside the charcoal filter plenums is of
stainless steel and copper construction. This system provides three
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Individual injection lines, terminating in 3/8 inch brass nozzles, which

spray into the air space between each pair of vertically adjacent adsorber

units. The nozzles discharge horizontally, to assure complete wetting of

both upper and lower adsorber surfaces. The design flow of approximately

1/3 gpm per nozzle results in a design pressure drop of 60 psi, The nozzlU

orifice is not subject to clogging with particle size less than 0.045 Liches,

Cooling Coils

The coils are fabricated of copper plate fins vertically oriented on copper

tubes. The heat removal capability of the cooling coils is 76.32 x 106

Btu/hr per air handling unit at saturation conditions (2710F, 47 psig).

The design internal preipsure of the coil is 150 psig at 300*F and the

coils can withstand an external pressure of 70.5 psig at a temperature

of 30012 without damage.

Each recirculating unit will consist of ten (10) coil units mounted in two
banks cf five (5) coils high. These banks will be located one behind the

other for ho-lzontal series air flow, and the tubes of the coil will be

horizontal.

Each coil assembly consists of one bank of four row deep coils, and one

bank of six raw deep col'-. Each bank contains four Westinghouse Sturtevant

designation WC-36108 (36 .igh by 108" long) coils, and one Westinghouse

Sturtevant WC-30108 (30" high by 108" long) coil. The coils are stacked

five high to a bank. The total coil assembly (two banks of coils) is 42"
wide. There are 10 rows of tubes in the horizontal flow di ction and a

total of 116 rows of tubes in the vertical direction. Cooling water flow

will be 1/3 velocity through the first coil bank (6 rows of tubes in the

borizontal) and half velocity through the second coil bank (4 rows of tubes

1-a the horizontal). Tube oupports will be provided on 15 in. center lines

to permit free expansion and contraction of the ulbes.
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For normal operation, 8 fins/inch are required to remove 2,000,000 Btu/hr

using 108 tubes.

Local flow and temperature indication of service water are provided at each

air handling unit. Alarms indicating abnormal service water flow, and

radioactivity are provided in the control room.

The coils are provided with drain pans and drain piping to prevent flooding

during accident conditions. This condensate is drained to the Containment

Sump. Reference 's made to Section 6.7.

Ducting

The ducts are designed to withstand the sudden release of reactor coolant

system energy and energy from associated chemical reactions without failure

due to shock or pressure waves by incorporation of dampers along the ducts

whIch open at slight overpressure, 1.0 psi. The ducts are designed and

supported to withstand thermal expansion during an accident. 0
Where flanged joints are used, joints are provided with gaskets suitable

for temperatures to 3000F.

Ducts are constructed of corrosion resistant matrial.

Butterfly Valves

The spring loaded air operated valves are tight sealing when closed. This

prevents leakage of air into the charcoal filter compartment during normal

operation thereby preventing ch -coal deterioration. These valves fail

to the open position to assure fiow through the charcoal filters during

the accident condition.

Electical Supply

Details of the normal and emergency power sources are presented in Section 8.
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WFurther information on the Components of the Containment Air Recirculation

Cooling and Filtration System If giver. in Section 5.

6.4.3 DESIGN EVALUATION

Range of Containment Protection

The Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System provides

the design heat removal capacity and the design icdine removal capability

for the containment following a loss-of-coolant accident assuming that

the core residual heat is released to the containment as steam. The system

accomplishes this by continuously recirculating the air-steam mixture:

1) through coiling coils to transfer heat from containment to service

wate-, and 2) through activated charcoal filters to transfer methyl iodide

to the filters from the air-steam mixture.

The performance of the Containment Recirculation Cooling and Filtration

System in pressure reduction and iodine removal is discussed in Section

14..

Any of the following combinations of equipment will provide sufficient

heat removal capability to maintain the post-accident containment pressure
below the design value assuming that the core residual heat is released

to the containment as steam.

1) All five containment cooling fans

2) Both containment spray pumps (and one of the two spray valves in the

recirculation path).

3) Three of the five containment cooling fans and one containment spray

pump.
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System Rjeponse

The st.arting sequence of the last of the five containment cooling fans

(at dosign conditions five of the fans and two of the nuclear service

water pumps operate during normal power operations for containment ventilation)

and the related emergency power equipment are designed so that delivery

of the minimum required air flow to the charcoal filte:s and cooling

water flow is reached in 58 seconds. In the analysis of the containment

pressure transient, Section 14.3, a delay time of 60 seconds was assumed.

The starting sequence io: Seconds

a) Initiation of safety injection signal, including 1

instrument lag.

b) Starting of diesel generators 19

c) Starting of last containment cooling fan 38

Total 58

The vaJves are actuated to safeguards position by the safety injection signal.

Single Failure Analysis

A failure analysis has been made on all active components of the system

to show that the failure of any single active component will not prevent
fulfilling the design function. This analysis is summarized in Table

6.4-1.

The analysis of the loss-of-coolant accident presented in Section 14 is

consistent with the single failure analysis.

Loss of a fan motor in c unit should not result in ignition of the charcoal.
Ignition should be prevented by back~low induced by the operating fans. if

an increase in the charcoal filter t'ýxperature were to occur, the high tempera-

ture detectors would initiate an alarm and the operator would cause the

affected bank to ;e sprayed.
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Reliance on Interconnected Systems

The Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System is dependent

on the operation of the electrical and service water systems. Cooling water

to the coils is supplied from the service water system. Three nuclear

3arvice water pumps are provided, only two of which are requ~.red to operate

during the post-accident period.

Shared Function Evaluation

Table 6.4-2 is an evaluation of the main components which have been discussed

previously and a brief description of how each component functions during

normal operation and during the accident.

Iceliability Evaluation of the Fan Cooler Motor

The basic design of the motor and heat exchanger as described herein is such

that the incident environment is prevented, in any major sense, from entering

the motor winding or when entering in a very limited amount (equalizing motor

interior pressure) the inco...g atmosphere is directed to the heat exchanger

coils where moisture is condensed out. If some quantity of moisture should

pass through the coil, the changed motor interior environment would "clean up"

in that interior air continually recirculates through the heat exchanger.

It will be noted that the motor insulation hot spot temperature is not

expected to exceed 1270 C even under Incident conditions. Rated life could

be expected with a continuous hot spot of 155*C.

During the lifetime of the plant, these motors perform the normal hea.

removal service and as such are only loaded to approximately 120-150 HP.

The bearings are designed to perform in the incident ambient temperature
conditions. However, it will be noted that the interior bearing housing
details are cooled by the heat exchanger. It is expected that bearing

temperatures would be 1250 C to 1400C, under incident conditions.
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The lniulatioa has high resistance to moisture and tists performed indicate

the inpulation system would survive the :ncident ambient moisture .-ondition

without failure. The heat exchanger system of preventing moisture from

reaching the winding ;.sops he winaing in much more favorable conditions.

In addition, it will be P-ted that at thi time of the postulated incident,

the load on the fan motor would increase, internal motor temperature

would increase, and would, therefore, tend to drive any moisture if present,

out of the winding. Additionally, the motors are furnished with insulation

voltage margin beyond the operating voltage of 440 V.

Following the in'cidont rise in pressure, J. is not expected that there %ill

be significant mixing of the motor (closed system) environment and the

containment ambient.

The heat exchanger has been designed using a very conservative fouling

factor.

To prove the effectiveness of the heat exchanger in inhibitintA largo

quantities of the steam air mixture from impinging on the wir.dir.$; and

bearings, a full scale motor of the exact same type as descTiba-d, des

subjected to prolonged exposure of accident conA;tions. The toot exposed

the motor to a steam air mixture as well as boric acid and alkaline spray

at 80 psig and saturated temperature conditions. Insulation resistance,

winding and bearing temperature, relative humidity, voltage and currant as

wall as heat exchanger wat6r renporature and flow were recorded periodically

during the test.

Following the test the motor was disassembled and inspected to further assure

that the unit performed as dosigned. The post-testing inspection shiwed

no degradation of the motor components (DotailN are found in WCAP 9003,

Westinghouse proprietary document).

6.4.4 MINIMUM OPERATNQ CONDITIONS

The Technical Spo~ifications establish limiting conditions regarding the

operability of the air recirculation units when tie reactor is critical.
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6.4.5 INSPECTION AND TESTING

Inspection

Acessa is available for visual inspection of the containment fan-cooler and

recirculation filtration components including fays, cooling coils, butterfly

valves, filter units and ductwork. Provision has been made for ready removal

of a section of the filter banks for inspection and testing.

Teasting

Component Testiiga

The IEPA filters used in the containment fan cooler system are specified

to operate in the post-accident containment environment. Each filter is

subjected to standard manufacturer's efficiency and production teats prior

to shipment.

These include flow resistance tests and the standard Efficiency Penetration

test r -hat penetration does not exceed 0.03 percent for 0.3
micr•, 'amogeneous dioctylphthalate (DOP) particles.

Evaluati. *., are performed on sample filters constructed from tho

filter medium to demonstrate retention of strength under wet conditions

as follows :

(1) The filtor is exposed to a flow of wet steam and water spray in

test facility which will simulate the actual fil*er installation.

The water is injected ahead of the filter with a nozzle designod

to produce a fine spray. Free (unentra.nad) moisture will be removed

by means of a moisture separator upstream of the filter but no provision

will be made for removal of entrained moisture entering the filter.

6.4-25, Supplement 7
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t2) Following the wet flow test in (1) above, the filter will be dried

and tested to demonstrate that its resistance to flow has not significantly

increased.

(3) Following test (2) above, the filter will be subjected to the NBS

Dust Loading Test followed by an Ultimate Strength Test with the

deposited dust still on thki filter.

Inly filters of a type which have been certified to have passed these

.,ita are accepted for initial use or replacement in the fan coolers application.

Any of the activated charcoal filter absorbers in the air handling units

can be removed and tested periodically for effectiveness in removing methyl

iodine forms. In addition, periodic, inplace testing of the filtration

assem•olies will be made by injection of a freon aerosol in the air stream

at the filter inlet to verify the leak-tightness of individual filter

elements and their frame seals.

The butterfly valves on each air handling unit can be operated periodically

to assure continued operability. The degree of leak tightness of the

valves will be established by test at the time of installation.

System Testing

TLach fan cooling unit will be tested after installation for proper flow

and distribution through the duct disrrib .tion system. Four ý6f the fan

coultng units are used during normal operation. (Five will c•.ly be required

Zox normal operation at design conditions i.e., when the service water

I'ls.t tesperature is 85OF and this condition is expected to exist only

for xelitively short periods, if at all). The fma not in use can be started

from the control room to verify readiness. The butterfly valves directing

flow through the charcoal filter banks will be tested only w.en the fan

is not running.
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Af~ t% mnstallati.on, fpllowing testing, the f iltez charcoal unite will

be: tooted in place by aerosol injecticm to determine inta~grity of the

flow path.

Operxtional Seqmence Testipt

The test described in 6.2.5 vill de•onstrate proper t -ansfer and uequencing

of the fan *otor suppliez from the diesel generators in tVe event of loss

of power. A test signal will be used to demionatrate proper valve notion

and fat starting prior to installation of the charcoal filters. This

LEst will verify proper functioning of the vane-witch flow inditators.
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(1) Connez.=cut:-Yankee Charcoal r'i~lter T•ts", CYAP; 101,

(Decaber, 1966).

(2) Ackley, R. D. =4A R. E. Adaas, 'Tiapplg of Radioactive kethyl
Iodide from Flo•rmug Steam-Air Wevsctinghouse Test Series",
O'IL-TH-2728, (December, 1969).

(3) Nuclear Safety Q•urterly Report - August, Septeabetr,
Enagtaered Safety System StAdies, B•VWL-.k266.
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OIL TABLE 6.4-1

SMM~ YAXINME AMAYSIS - 0M MAfIMUM A33L REMCULAMI0
CO~OL=N MD~ YnITRATM0 SYSTEK(

Com!ý6-*t

A. cont*±U~ent
;Uc3In Pan

B. N~uclear Service
Water Pumps

MHaltunction.

Fails to start

panls to 6tart

Connents and consequences

Five provided. E'atlutiofl
based cc three fans In
operation &nd out contain-
sent spray pump operating
during the injectionl pbaze.

Tahree provided. Tvo
Zenmdxed for operation.

C. Automatically Operated
VIVes:
(open. cc iutomaic
&a8asuuLds sequ~ence)

1) Charcoal filter
czapartmueit
butterfly valves

2) Nuclear service
water di 3charge
Lime isolation

?a&;s to open

Fails to open

Five filtlers provided.
Evaluation based onthre
filtors in operation *ad
one contafn~mt spray punp
in operation during the
inj ection phaze.

Wo providedi. Operation
of oze required.
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TV' 1 6.4.2 - Shand Ymetion 9valuxtion

NoremlOperating
FunctiLon- Arran4tunt.

up to five fan

servic.e

.4cciftot

CooUU•B Fas
Ualt's (5)

Circulate and
cool contaln-
"noat ,Jxmoopher'e

Supply river
cooliLng waterx
t~o fa,,n mlits~

Nuclear ServiceVater Puwp, (;3) Two pumsin aervce

Circulate And
cool conatiln-.
want stmophere

Supply river

Rmove Iodine
from watainwm

FAre wnt

•uservice

Charcoal 1•.11te€r Isolated! from
norml fan
discharge flok,

Lined V. t:orecAC~Ve f=
dischalsa f;lw
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a 6.5 ISOLATION VALVE SEAL WATER SYSTEM

6.5.1 DESIGN BASES

The Isolation Valve Seal Water System assures the effectivaness of thosl

containment Isolation valves that are located in lines connected to the

R~actor Coolant System, or that could be exposed to the containment

atuosphere during any condition which requires containment isolation, by

providing a water seal (and in a few cases a gas seal) at the valves. The

system provides a simple and reliable aeans for injecting seal water between

the seats and stem packing of the globe and double disc types oZ isolation

valves, and into the piping between closed diaphragm type isolation valves. 1 j5
This system operates to limit the fission product release from the

containment.

Although no credit is taken for operation of this systam in the calculation

of off-sire accident doses, it does provide assurance that the containment

leak rate is lower than that assumed in the accident analysis should an

accident occur.

Design provisions for inspection and testing of the Isolation Vaive Seal

Water System are discu "ed in Section 6.5.5.

See Section 5.2, Containment Isolation System for containment isoldtion I ls

diagrams (Figures 5.2-1 through 5.2-25), tabulation of isolation valve
partaeters (Table 5.2-1) and a description of the derivation of "Phase A"

and "Phase B" containment isolation signals. Section 5.2.2 discusses the
containment isolation valves that are sealed, post-accidenL, by air from the

Penetration and Weld Channel Pressurization System.

6.5.2 SYSTM DESIGN AND OPERATION

System Description

The Isolation Valve Seal Water System flow diagram Is shown in Figure 6.5-1.

Supplement 15
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System operation is initiated either manually or by any automatic safety

Injection signal. When actuated, the Isolation Valve Seal Water System interposeec

water inside the pwxnetrating line between two isolation points located outside

the containment. The resulting water seal blocks leakage of the containment

through valve seats and stem packing. The water is introduced at a pressure

slightly higher (approximately 52 psig) then the containment desigu pressure

of 47 pasig. The high pressure nitrogen supply used to maintain pressure in

the seal water tank does not require any external power source to maintair-

the required driving pressure. The possibility of leakage from the containment

or Reactor Coolant System past the first isolation point is thus prevented

by assuring that if leakage does exist, it will be from the seal water system

into the containment.

The following lines would be subjected to pressure in excess of the Isolation

Valve Seal Water System design piessure (150 psig) in the evetht of an accident,

due to operation of the recirculation pumps:

1. Residual heat removal loop inlet line

2. Residual heat removal loop outlet line

3. Bypass line from residual heat exchanger outlet to safety injection
pumps suction

4. Residual heat removal pumps miniflow line

15
5. Residual heat removal loop sample line

6. Recirculation pump discharge sample line

Lines 1, 2 and 3 are isolated by double disL gate valves, while 5 and 6 are each

isolated by two globe valves in series. Line 4 is isolated by a globe and a

gate valve in series. These valves can be sealed by nitrogen gas from the high

pressure nitrosen supply of the Isolation Valve. Seal Water System. A self

contained pressure regulator operates to maintrain the nitrogen injection

pressure slightly higher than the maximum expected line pressure. All of these

valves, except those in line 4, are closed during power operation, and the

nitrogen gas injection is manually initiated.

Supplement 15
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The wsytea includes one seal uat4dr tank capable of supplying the total

requir-e•ats of the system. The tank is pressurized from the system's own

supply of high pressure nitrogen cylinders through pressure control valves.

Design pressure of the tank and injection piping* is 150 pasig, and relief

valves are provided to prevent overpressurization of the system if a pressure

control valve fails, or if 5L seal water injection line communicates with

a high pressure line due to a valve failure in the seal water line.

In lines approximately three inches and larger, double disc gate valves are

used for isolation. A drawing of this valve Is presented in Figure 6.5-2. Redundant

isolation barriers are provided when the valve is closed. The upstream and

downstream discs are forced a3ainst their respective seats by the closing action

of the valve. Seal water is injected through the valve bonnet and ptessurizes

the space -Petween the two valve discs. The seal water pressure in excess

of the potential accident pressure eliminates any outleakage past the first

isolation point.

For smaller lines, isolation is provided by two globe %alves in series Uith

the seal water injected into the pipe between the valves. The valves are

oriented such that the seal water wets the stem packing. When the valves

are c•osed for containment isolation, the first isolation point is the valve

plug in the valve closest to containment, and the water seal is applied between

the valve plug and stem packing. In a number of the smaller lines. isolation

is provided by two diaphragm (Saunders Patent) valves in series, with the

seal water injected into the pipe between the valves.

The mýai•mu acceptable Leakage across both the seat and stem packing of any

gate or globe valve is 10 cc/hr/inch of nominal pipe diameter. Tests on these

valves have indicated that auch lower leakage rates can be expected. However,

design of the Isolation Valve Seal Water System is based on the conservative

assumption that all isolation valves are leaking at five times the acceptable

value, or 50 cc/hr/inch of nominal pipe diameter. In addition, should one

of the isolation valves fail to scat, flow through the failed valve Aill

be limited to approximately 100 times the maximum acceptable leakage value,

The injection piping runs and nitrogen supply piping are fabricated using

3/8 inch O.D. tubing, which is capable of 2500 psig service.

6.5-3 Supplement 15
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o! 1000 efhr/inch of nominal pipe diaveter, by the resistance of the seal

water Injection path. A water seal at the failed valve is assured by proper

elope of ihe potential line, or a loop seal, or by additional val.ves on the

sita of the isolation valves away from the containment.

The seal voter tank is sized to provide at least a 24 hour supply of seal

triter under the moat adverse circumatances, i.e. isolation valves leaking

5j at the design rate of 50 cc/hr/inch, plus the failure of the largest contain-Ii
ment isolation valve to seat and leaking at the maximum rate of 1000 cc/hr/inch.

The seal Vater vclume requited to satisfy those conditions is approximately

5 144 gallons. A 176 gallon anal water tank Is provided. If all of the isolation

valves *eat properly, an expected, the tank volume Is sufficient for approximately

2 1/2 days of operation at design seal water flow rates before makeup is require:.

Two separate sources of nmakeup water are provided to ensure that an adequate

supply of seal water is available for long term operation.

Seal Water Actuation Criteria

Containment Iuolation (Section 5.2 and seal water injection are accomplished

automatically for certain penetrating lines cequiring early Isolation, and

manually for others, depending on ;he status of the system being isolated

and the potential for leakage in each case. Generally, the following criteria

determine -.%sther the isolation and Real water injection are automatic or

manual.

Automatic containment isolation and automtatic seal water injection are required

for lines that could coamunicate wvth the containment atmosphere and be void

of water follooing a loss of coolant accident. These lines Include:

Reactor coolant pump cooling water supply and return lines (phase 3 Isolation*)

Reactor coolant pump seal wator return line (phase B isolation)

Excess letdown heat exchanger cooling water supply and return lines

Letdown line

Reactor CoolAnt System sample lines

Containment vent header

Containment air sample inlet and outlet lines (atr pressurization)

Raactor coolant drain tank gas analyzer line

6,5-4 Supplement 15
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AoXlliary stueam upply mid rd-'deuLe uLtxrn I ln

Service air and wervice wuter Uines

Stea= jet ejector return .Ine to containment (air pressurization)

Automatic containment isolation and automatic seal water injection are also

provided for the following lines, which are not connected directly to the

Reactor Coolant System, but terminate inside the containment at certain components.

These components can be exposed to the reactor coolant or containment atmosphere

as the result of leakage or failure of a related line or component. The isolated

lines are not required for post-accident service. These lines include:

Pressurizer relief tank gas analyzer line

Pressurizer relief tank makeup line

Safety Injection System test line

Reactor coolant drain tank pump discharge line

Steam generator blowdown lines

Steam generator blowdown sample lines

Accumulator sample line

Containment sump pump discharge

115
KAnual containment isolation asd manual seal water inject.on a: e )rovided

for lines that ate normally filled with water and will remaiz -. oed fol-

loving the loss-of-coolant accident, and for lines that mist %in in service

for a t[me followIng the accident. The manual seal water injection assures

a long term seal. These lines include:

Reactor coolant pump seal water supply lines

Charging Idne

Safety injection headers

Containment spray headers

HManual containment inolation and manual seal gas injection are provided for

lines that are filled with water duribg the accident but which are at a pressure

6.5-5 Supplement 15
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higher than that provided by the Isolation Valve Seal Water System. These

lines must remain in jervice for a period of time following the accident, or

may be planced in service on an intermitter.t basis following the accident.

These lines are as follows:

Residual heat removal loop Inlet line
Bypass line from residual heat exchanger outlet to safety injection
pumps suction

Residual heat removal loop sample line

Recirculation pump discharge sample line

leal water injection is not necessary to insure the integrity of isolated

lines in the following categories:

Lines that are connected to non-radioactive systums outside the containmeat

and in whIrch a p".ssure gradient exists wh-tch opposes leakage from
the containmwent. These include nitrogen supply lines to the pressurizer

relief tank, accumulators, and reactor coolant drain. tank, the instrument

air header, the weld channel pressurization air lines, and the pressurizers

deadweight tester line.

Lines that do not communicate with the containment or Reactor Coolant

System &ad are missile protected throughout their length inside containment.

These lines are not postulated to be severed or otherwise opened to
the containment atmosphere as a result 2f a loss of coola.it accident.

These Include the at, am and feedwater headers and the containment ventilation

system cooling water supply and return lines.

Lines that are designed for post-accident service as part of the engi-

neered rafety features. The only line in this category is the contain-

ment sump recirculation line. This line is connectel to a closse system

outside containment.

Special lines such as the fuel transfer tube, containment purge ducts,

and the containment prtssure relief line. The zone between the two

6.5-6 SupplementiS
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3staket aealing the blind flange to the inner end of the fuel transfer
tube is pressurized to prevent leakage from the containment In the event

of an accident. The zone between the two butterfly valves in each con-
tainment purge duct is pressurized above incident pressure while the

valves are closed during power operation, as are the two spaces between
the three butterfly valves in the containment pressure relief line.

CoMonents

All associated components, piping, and structures of the Isolation Valve Seal
Water System are designed to Class I seismic criterion.

There are no components of this uystemr located inu.ide containment.

The piping and valves for the system Including the air-operated valves, are
designed in accordance with the USAS Code for Pressure Piping (Power ?iping
Systems), B31.1.0
6.5.3 DESIGN EVALUATION

The Isolation Valve Seal Water System provides an extremely prompt and
reliable method of limiting the fission product release from the contain-
ment isolation valves in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident.

The employment of the system during a loss-of-coolant accident, while
not considered for analysis of the consequences of the accident, provides
an additional means of conservatism in ensuring that leakage is minimized.
No detrimental effect on any other safeguards system will occur should the.
seal water system fail to operate.

Systzm Response

Automatic containment isolation will be completed within approximately two
seconds following generation of the phase A containment isolation signal.0
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This Is the estimated closing time of the air operawed containment isolation

valves (Section 5.2). Since the Isolation Valve Seal Water System is actuated

by this signal, automatic seal wate: injection will be in effect within this

time period.

Subsequent generation of the phase B isolation signal on containment high pressure

(spray actuation signal) will close a number of motor oparated Isolation

valves with an estimated closing time of 10 seconds. Automatic seal water

injection flow will have been initiated in advance of this signal by the phase

A signal.

Single Failure Analysis

A single failure analysis is presented in Table 6.5-2. The analysis shows that

the failure of any single active component will not prevent fulfilling the
design function of the system.

Reliance ox, Interconnnected Systems

The Isolation Valve Seal Water System can operate and meet its design function

without reliavce on any other system. Electric power is not required for syetam

operation, although instrument power is req,,Ired to provide indication In the

control room of seal water tank pressure and level.

Shared Function Evaluation

Table 6.5-3 is an evaluation of the main components discussed previously and

a brief description of how each component functions during normal operation

and during an accident.

6.5.4 MINIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS

The Technical Specifications, Section 15, establish limiting conditions regarding

the operability of the system when the reactor is critical. 0
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6.5.5 INSPECTIONS AND TvSTS

Inspections

The system components are all located outside the containment and can be

visually inspected at any time.

C-mponerat Testint

Each automatic isolation valve can be tested for operability at times
when the penetrating line is not required for normal service. Lines
supplying automatic seal water injection can be similarly tested.

System Tea tin

Containment isolation valv',s ana the Isolation Valve S- al Water System can
be tested periodically to verify capability for reliable operation. The
seal water tank pressure and water level can be observed locally, and these
parameters are also displayed continuously An the control room.

Th- system will not be in service during thj containment leak rate test.

Operational Sequence Testing

The capacity of the system to deliver water at the required rate will be
verified initially during the pre-operational test period of plant construction

and startup. Prior to plant operation a containment isolation test signal
will be used to ensure proper sequence of isolation valve closure and seal

water addition. 115
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TABLE 6.5-1

ISOLATION VALVE SEAL WATER TANK

Number

Total Volume, ft 3

Minimum Volume, gal.

Material

Design Pressure, psig

Design temperature, 'F

Operating pressure, psig
OperatinS temperature, *F

Code

1

23.6
120

ASTM A-240

150

200

50-100

Ambient

ASHE UPV (Sect. VIII)

1 15
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TABLE 6.5-2

SINGLE FAILURE ANALYSIS - ISOLATION

VALVE SEAL WATER SYSTEM

Co.nonent Malfunction Comments

A. Automatically Operated Valves
(Open on Phase A Containment
Isolation Signal)

1) Isolation valve for
automatic injection
headers

Fails to open Two provided.
Operation of
one required.

B. Instrumentation

1) Level transmitter

2) Pressure transmitter

Fails

Fails

Local level indicator
at tank also provided

Local pressure indicator
at tank also provided
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TABLE 6.5-3

SHARED FUNCTIONS EVALUATION

Normal
Operating

Component Function

Isolation Valve Seal
Water Storage Tank (1)

NONE

.Normal Operating
Arranement

Lined up to
seal water
injection piping

Lined up to
seal water tank

Accident
Function

Accident
Arrangement

Source of water
for sealing
isolation valves

Source of N2
to maintain
seal water

N Supply
attlen (3)

NONE

Lined up to
seal water
Injection piping

Lined up to
seal water tank

ama 1
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6.6 C•,NTAINMENT PENETRATION AND WELD CHANNEL PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

- , DESIGN BASES

Th. Contanment Penetration and Weld Channel Pressurization System provides

means for continuously pressurizing the positive pressure zones incorporated

into the containment penetrations and the channels over the welds in Zhe

steel inner liner in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident. AMthougia

no credit is taken for system operation in calculation of off-site accident

doses, it is designed as an engineered safety feature and does provide

assurance that the containment leak rate in the event of an accident is

lower thaL that assumed in the accident analysis.

The system is designed to provide a means for determining the leak-I tightness of the containment during power operation, thereby redu .ing

the frequency for performing postoperational integrated leakage rate tests.

6.6.2 SYS2EH DESIGN AND OPERATION

System Description

The Containment Penetration and W"ld Channrel Pressurzzation System is

shown in Figure 6.6-1. A regulated supply of clean and dry compressed air

from either of the plant's 100 psig compressed air systems located outside

the containment is supplied to all containment penetrations and inner liner

weld channels. The system maintains a pressure in excess of contliniment

design pressure continuously during all reactor operations thereby ensuring

that there will be no out-leakage of the containment atmosphere through the

penetrations and liner welds during an accident. Typical piping and

electrical penetrations are described in Section 5.

Supplement 13
8/70
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The primary source of air for this system is the instrusnt air system

(Se.-zon 9), lwo instrument and control air compressors are used, although

oniy one is required to maintain pressurization at the maximum allowable

leakage rate of the pressurization system.

The plant air compressors act as a backup to the instrument and control

air compressors (Section 9) for added rellabliLty. One plant air compressor

is available.

A standby source of Srs pressure for the Lystem is provided by a bank

of nitrogen cylin4ers. The assi.•lated nitrogen system will automatically deliver

nicrc~erz at a . lightly lover pressure (app-r'-.o.'v 50 psi) than the normal

regulated air supply p-essure of approximately - psi&. Thus, in the event of

failure of the normal and backup air supply systems during periods vhen

the syatsm is in operation, the penetration and weld channel pressure

requirements will be automatically maintained by the nitrogen supply.

This assures reliable pressurization under both normal and accident 4
conditions.

Containment penetrations and liner weld channels are grouped into four

Independent zones to simplify the process of locating leaks during operation.

Each such zone is served by its own air receiver. In the event that

al1 normal and backup air supplies are lost, each of the four pressurization

syF.zm zonf6 continues to be suppl-'ed with air frcm its respective air

receiver. Each of the air ru':eivers, Table 6.6-I, is sized to supply

air to its pressurized zone for a period of at least four hours, based

on a leakage rate of 0.2% of the contai'mwnt free volum per day (0.1%

leakage into the containment and 0.1% Lakage to the environment).

If the receivers become exhausted before normal eid jackup air supplies

can be restored, nitrogen from the bank of pressurized cylinders will

be supplied to the affected zones. The nitrogen bank is sized to provide
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a 24 bour supply of ps to the system, again based on a total leakage

rate firan the pressu ieation system of 0.2Z of the containment free

vollue in 24 hours. T are are three nitrogen cylinders in the bank,

each 24" OD by 2 41-0" long. The nitrogen supply Will also auto=Lca1ly

assume the pressurization gas load in the event an sir receiver fails.

A preseure relief valve set at 150 psi& (sized for 167 scf- at 10% accumulation)

protec:s the svstem f- failure of the pressure reducing valve in the

line to each "me from .. ,e bArXk of nitrogen cylinders. Each zone of

piping im s•lsa irotected by a rupture disc, designed to zpen at 175

p.ig. Pressure control valves, Isolation valves and check valves are

locatee, outside of the containment for ease of inspection -d naintanance.

Failurc of any of these com-ponents does not lead to lons of pressur6 in

the systen since backup systems automatically augmnt the norwa aftr supply.

The line to each of the four pressurized zones is equipped with a cri tcal pressure

d:op orifice (installed in the ýressure control valve body) to assure khat air con-

sumption waill be within the capacity of the system. High air consumption in one

zone cannit affect the operation of the -ther zones under any circumstances.

Means for assurtng that all the weld channCls and pe=-ttrations Are pressurized

is provided by flow-through cest lines, connected to the pressurixed weld

channel zones and pe.etr•s•ons at points far away from the supply points

as possible. Pressurization of the zone is verified by closing off the

air supply line and opening the flov-zbxough test line valve to observe the

escape of the pressurizing zedium.

Pres._.-•= !ndication

In order to ensure that the aiSttion operators are aware at all timee that

all penetraticas and l~nax weld eeam channels are pressurized, the foloving

instrumeutation is provided as described below.

6.6-3



The foLUm~%in proosu ;i~d so~s *so aquppe4 with loral pressure &%Its,
vat4 ut~s~dA tha contaltsmt for ready acceuaib~ltty and availlabis

for ysgua~r r~ae~ig. TIA atcuracy, Z thee an.Mt is within 0.5% of tha

4) Iach Piping Penetration

b) Kach oloct .1a penotration

c) The "tooe batimen the two isolatlon (butterfly) v~v~ve in the
purg supply *aid exhaust dtuct*

* d) The tvc spat** between the three Isolation (butterfly) valvne in
th* contaimaent presuatre relief line

e) The doub1*-.%a*1mt*A space on the outaid, hatch of each of the two

personnel air locks

The prsa~urire*d roese loeated en~tirely inside the contaicant3, cund those

so~aa located ini inaccessible arena, are equLpp*4 tt. actuate pressure

ewitChas to ProVL4e rawtot low presture alarms In the central control
roone Exasuplas of the zones *o equippd :3rei

a) Rath liner 4Sea V91d caannel
b) The double-geakettd space on each Inside hatch of the pvraolmei &It locks
C) The double-W&ketad spac* on the equ~Ipment door flmange
ii) The ee.swurized zones in the spent fuel transfer tube

0) Shr,,nA rings over pan* tration-to-ccentainmnt linar %iuld-pipixag a-ud

electrical pentretions

Tha actuatiog pressure for each pressure switch Is met just above iLd~ent
pressuro aaM just bellow the nitrogan supply regulator settitg. Should
prussure in any of th*aet %one* fall babyw the pressure rlettch set "Intl,
a llg'-1, anen &Uarn in the co~ntrol room viii be activated. Each ponetrat.Lon
P-T each socton of Liner weld joint c..Annal oo alarsied wili be represented
by a *oerarte light and identified. 48



Versoinnl Air Locki Interlock

Contl..ous pressurization of air lock door double-Zasketed barriaers and the

protection of the presurization header against air loss are assured by a

set of Intarlocks. ODe interlock on each air-lock door prevents opening of

the do:r *2ntil the pressurization line is isolated and pressure In the double-

Sasketed closure Is re.--zved to atumophere. This prev•nts excessim '.&kase

frm the prossurizstion systeu. The pressurization line to this zona is

also eqipped with a restrictin orifice to. isurs that air cosunpti.on,

even upon fallura of the Inter.ock, will be vithin the capacity of the

pressuri-aeion i ystem, and will not result in loss of pressure in other

zones coneectaer to the same pressurization header. Another set of interlocks

prevents opening of one air lock door untLl the double gask-eted x-ac on tha

otler door is re-pressurized.

Contairnent Purse Lime luterlockpeeatobttrlvlesa lo

The tontain=nt ventilation purge penetration butterfly valves ar also

Interlocked to preventhe o either valve

lUne to the space between the valves has been isolcted. Isolation of the

pressurization liLe to each purge duct pressurized zone cam be acco-plished

rmotely from the central control --oon. Alarn lights, proinently displayed

on a paxnel indicating the isolation status of the contain-nt, rem.in lit

Identifying an open purge duct isolation valve or a lo pressurization zone

pressure. Ps-tricting orifices are instanled in each pressurization line

to the ventilation purge ducts to aszure that air cunsu-=ition, even on failure

of an int:erlock, viUl not result in lose of pressur- to the other zones

connected to the sa-s pressurization header.

The containunt pressure relief line isolation valves (three butterfly valves

in series), and the two pressVrized apices forced between these valves, ar•

provded with sianlar Interlocking to prevent the opening of any of the butterf.Ly

valves until the adjacent inter-valve spa.ce has been depressurized. The

pressurization lines to these spaces are also equipped with f low estricting

orifices. and &lam lishts in the contaiment identify open valves er low

Inter-valve spe'ce pressure.

6.6-5



With a -toptinuous in&Otkage to the ccxitainnt, froet the penetration and
liner Vol~d Joint chsnvil pressurizat~oo systan of 0.12 of the cooa.Lwat
valo per day, the calcuglated timu for the conaz*Uwent prtsoure, to visa
by' I pst Is approximately 14 day* sad therefore Is not considarod to
he* sa aopratlpUn *-a wifety proble. 1rxvm OA stanidpoint of allovabla
prussura, a wach Venter Inleakage would be parmItted. VAth th.1 A1~lty
to Unmit the activity of the air in, the coait~i~nsant during cor..1 operation
th~rough the use of tte two eontaitzent. ausdciiry charcoal filter units.
each complete with rougIing filters, WAZA filters$ =nd Charcoal 0S tars
(S~ttion 5), coo tainwvant ovierpressure can. be rel.ieved as required throughi
the pressure relief duct and exhaust fean passing up the discharge WIlct#
along vith the exhaust -air from the Auxiliary Buildinig.

All associated couponents, pip~nS, and structures, of the Contaiment
Penetration sacd Weld Channel Pressuiizatioa~ Systaum are designed to Class
I Seismic Criteria.

'Thus piping and valves for the system are designed in accordance with the
USAS Coda for Prassure Piping (Pover P-ipir4 Systzsa),, B31.1.

?,or * descripttoo. of th* instrwent 4=4 conitrol. air co~prasors and the
plant air compratzar., refer to Service Air Systvm, Section 9.

Tho three nitro~gen cy11nrd~r& used are designed In accordance with Section
VIZ! (Unfired Pressure Vessels) of the ASM koiler and rressura V'assa2l Cedes,
for 2200 psIX mimumia~ jpresaure, mod contaiLn a toca3. of 22,OCO sac of



The .2mplorazIt of this sy-ate= folloinai a los-of-coola~L accident, wh~ile
Me considered in the auillysis of the co-asequeancos of the a CIdent, providws
w= Wdtionlos saxna for *ansurin that leak~aje Isa ainiisied St w t sltc~gathat

e)Wnakted. No detrimnatal affect on say other saftty featurtee Osr~1a will

be felt alhou1d tha pewssrixatioa systan fal to operate.

SLi~e the Coutairmsiut Penatr~atioii and Weld Ch="nl 2resaurizat~ion Systen

is aotmul r~iiie bove the cmza.Anzant 4 asiga pressure duriug

all reactor operat ios, therm is no respo "~ tiue required for the v'scex

to operate.

Single - ailuxe Analynis

A single failure analysis is preseatred in Table 6.6-2. The =ya~iLySs *hows
that tho failuro of any single activa co&aKmcnct vii nor. prs'vwnt fulful~ln,%

the desIp xDct~on of ithe aysteu.

Reliance ami Interconnected ftystems

The Conteinment Penatrution end Weld Chmannel satjrIzation, Systez can

operate and met its desian function without reliance on any other system,
except as limited by air compressor avadlablity following 4!eplation of
all reemrwes in the systems* air receivers and backup nitrogen cylinders.

Eletatic; pove~r is nxot neceAsary far. optratim of the system, although

instrument poter Is rej'aired In order to provide Indications In the coatrol

room of systeA "pration.

6.6-7



Talm 6.6-3 is 4a evaluation of cbe salu c~owieuts discussed previously
wWa brief descript±oci of how each costponeziL foactions during nor*&l

opvrxa'm~ and during an accident.

6.MINIM OP~IRAMW COWMIUws

VflA Teaboical Spec-4fications, Setetion 15. establish Uniting econditions
regard~iig the oparability of the syste= when the reactor Is critical.

6.6.5 ThPEC?1(ZS AN- ThSTS

The system con;Kmcnts located attside the coantinnt. can be visw*Uly
Inspacted at any tive. Co~pm~ents inside the cmtr~imrent. caa ba Inspected
during shutdown. All pressurized zones have pravaiscas for eithez local
pr*e,4ure LndO~tcxtio outside the cont&4 .cnnt or remote low pressure &lanms
In the cautrol ro'=.

Testi-n*

Sizce the system Is in operation continuously durling all reactor opexations
to aLntain the penetrationse and linet smid channels pressurized above
coaS.~tnt design pressura, no special 'Castliag of system operation or

compOents, Is necessary

Should octe zone -4ndicate a leakc during operation, thet specific panxatraica
or veld chaa~nal containing the leak~ can be ldentlfiod by Isolating the
indi' LRvu i r a-.ply line to e-ach ecmponat in the zane and injecting
leak test gas cbraungh a capped tube cooctectica installed in each line.

6.6-8



STtali laskat from penetrations and weld channels is masurad by iupung

tha recot-ded f1mm in each of the four pressurizaticn zones. A leak would
be expected to build up slowly and wiuld therefore be neted before design

lsakage limits are exxcedcdo Therefore, remedial action can be teken

before the limit is rse.hed.

ru erder to provide facility for testInS the larger penetrations, branch

pressurizing lines are provided from one of the zones to:

a) The double-sasket-d space on each hatch of the personnel air lock.

b) The dauble-gasketed space at the equipment hatch flange.

c) The pressurized zones in the spent Cuel transfer tube,

d) The spaces between the two butterfly valves in the pzrge supply

and @-haust ducts.

e) The two spaces between the three butterfly valves in the containment

pressure relief line.

f) The spaces between double containment isolation valves in the steam
jet air ejector retun lnae to contairmnt and in the containment rad-

iatiop xolior inlet and outlet linem.

The sake up air £flw to the penetrations and liner weld joint channels

during oiornal operationi is recognized to be coly an Indication of the

potential leskgte fron the containent. Hovevrr, it does indicate cte
lzak~ae from the pressurization syste=, snd the degree of accuracy wiii

be increased when correlated vith the results of the 62ll scale contain-

w-un leak race tests. The criteria for selection of operating limits

for air consuqtaon of the pressurization system are based upon the integrated

contataniut leak rate teat acceptance criteriu and upon the maintenance

of suitt.ble reserve air supplies in the static rtseems consisting of the

air receivers and nitrogen cylinders. A sauwy of these operating liaits

Is as follgrz:

6.6-9
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1. A base-lina air consuuprtion ratse shall be established for each of
the four pressurizstion headers at the time of successful cotpletion
of the preýpe ational Integrated containment leakage rate tests,
Uno.plained incrsrueau fro this consumption rate shall be conaidered
as reason for concern a=d normal practice vdl require routine inves-
tigation and 2-catiou of the point of leakage.

2. The upper lUit for lose-term uncorrected air consumption for the
pressurization system shall be 0.2% of the coat-wroment volume per
day (sum of four headers) st the system operating pressure, contingent
on the follo•ing:

A) Pressure In all pressurization zones is maintaiied above Incident
pressure.

b) Air supply is mIntained from the compeased air system with
compressors rumning.

c) The full coxplement of standby nitrogen cylinders (3) Is charged.
This is emsistent •ith maintenance of a 24 hours' supply.

0
141
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A variable area flow sensIng device Is located in each of the headers
supplying nake up air to the four pres~surization zones. Sigal output
f=o each of te four flow seasorm is applied to in integrating recorder
located in the control room. Output f~o* all sensoors is also applied to
a s=mwna saplfier which dr:Eves a tots] flow recoruar. High Rlow alarms 1 14
ar' also derived in the recordling channel, to alert the operator in the
wantrol roon. Vith this instrumentntions the flow weasurement accuracy Is
within + 1X and the reproducibility of 0.3%. Since a flow of 0.2Z of this
containment volume per dsy at 47 psig is approxi=Ltely 3.6 ft 3/nnuta, the
sueitSivity of the flowmaters is wsell withIn the mximu leakage of the
prissurizatior system.

6.6-11
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4TABLE 6.6-1

CCR.ALQSVt fl1TATIhON AND W=El CHAh

PAESSUMIATIOtI AIR UECElVU

Volwm, ("ch) ft 3

Fatarial

bezftn pxasUure, psi&
Deaigta genpera~ure, °

Ope•zav4x pressure, psis

Operatig tmperature, OF

Code

4
360

ASTH A-28.-C

140

200

100

100

ASM UPV (Sect. V1I1)

6

6mmwwmmw-a'--ý
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0 TALI 6.6-2

SDIGLE T•ILURLE AALTSIS - OKrAL~rWM
21EIMTRATION AND KL-% CRANNEL PR0ESSURIZATIO SYSTEH

Halfunction Comments

Tmstruimnt and Ccotrol

Ar Compressor

Pressure Reducing

Valve for each

zone

Fl•is to Saiutain

pressure

Fails to iLtantaiu

pressure

We of two nstrument

and control air
compressors required to

"e"atm.

On valve fAilure, flow

is itmited to acceptable

value (75 scfn) by the

critical pressure drop
orifice. Under low f1ob

conditions, over-

pressurization of systet

do,'nstrea, of valve is

prevented by a rupture

disc.

0
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TABLE 6.6-3

SHRAED FWCrIO~S EVALUATIOU

Normal
Opeorating

Cgpoawýat runctioll

Normal
Operating
Arrangement

2 air comp-
ressors in
operation

Accident
Function

Accident
Arrangement

1 air comp-
ressor i.n
operstion

Inutriaent =nd Control
AIr Compressors (2)

Plant Air
Compressors (1)

N2 Cylinders (3)

Air Reccivers (1)
and Dryers (3)

Supply air to
plants' inatru-
meants and
controls and to
penetrations and
weld channels

Supply air to
statiou air
headers

Backup source of N2
to maintain
penetration And weld

channel pressure

Primary source of
air for penetrations
and weld channels

1 air comp-
ressor in
operation

If I air coai-
resson in
operation

Supply air to
penetrations and
weld channels

Uined up to
Ponetratlon and
Weld Channel
7ressurization
Syscem

Lined up to
Penetrations and
Weld Channel Pressur-
ization System

Backup source of N2 to
maintain penetration
and weld channel
pressure

Primary source of
air for penetrations
and weld channels

Lined up to
Penetration
an& Weld Channel
Pressurization
System

Lbwe up to
penetration and
Weld CIannel Preo-
ourization System

isa a
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6.7 LEMAGE DHTECTVON AND PROVISIONS FOA TiE PRIMARY AND AUXILIARY

COOLANT LO'WS

6.7.1 ZAKACGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

The leakage detection systems reveal the presence of significant leakage

from the primry and auxiliary coolant loops.

6.7.1.1 DESIGH BASES

Honitori'o Reactor Coolant Leakawg

Criterion: Heans shall be provided to dete..t significant uncontrolled leakage
from the reactor coc.lant pressure boundary. (GDC 16)

'Positive indications in the control room o hlak-age of coolant from the

Reactor Coolant Systen to the containnment are provided by equipoeunt which

permits continuous monitoring of containment air activity and humidity, and

of runoff from the condensaLe collecting pans under the cooling coils of

the containment air recirculation units. This equipment provides indication

of normal background which is indicative of a hasic level of leakage from

primary systems and components. AMv increase in the observed parametera

is an indication of change within the cantain.iont, and the equipment provided

Is capable of monitoring thin chanRc. The basic design criterion is the

detection of deviations from nnrmal containm•n.nt environmental conditions

including air particulate activity, radiogas activity, humidity, condensate

runoff and in addition, in the case of gross leakage, the liquid inventory

in the process systems and containment sump.

Honitoring RadioactLvity Releases

Criterion: Means shall be provided for monitoring the containment atmosphere
and the facility efluent discharge paths for radioactivity
released from nnrmal operations, from, anticipated transients,
and from accident conditions. An environmental monitoring
program shall be maintained to confirm that radioactivity
releases to the environs of the plant have not been excessive.
(GDC 17)

6.7-1
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The contaiment atzosphere, the ventilation exhausts from the residual

heat removal pumps compartmente, the contaiment fan-coolers service

water discharge, the component cooling loop liquid, the liquid phase

of the secondary side of the stem generator aij-i th. zd-taer air

ejector exhaust are monitored for radioactivity concentration during

normal operation, antici.ated transients and accident conditions.

Principles of Design

The principles for Aesign of the leakage detection systems can be summarized

as follows$

1. Increased letkage could occur as the result of failure of pump

seals, valve packing glands, flange gaskets or instrument connections.

The maximum leakage rate calculated for these type of failures is

50 Spm which would be the anticipated flow rate of water through the

pump aeal if the entire seal were wiped out and the area between the

shaft and housing were completely open.
4

2. The leakage detection systems shall not produce

annunciation from normal expected leakage rates

annunciate increasing leakag 4 .

3. Increasing leakage rate shall be annunciated in

Operator action will be required to isolate the

offending system.

spurious

but shall reliably

the control room.

leak in the

I
6.7-2



6.7.1.2 SYSTEMS DESIGN AWD OPERATION

Various methods are used to detect leakage from either the primary loop

or the awdliary loops. Although described to some extent under each system

description, all vethods are included here for completeness.

Reactor Coolant SXstem

During normal operation and anticipated reactor transients the follouing

methods ce employed Co detect leakage from the Reactor Coolant System.

Contai•ment Air Particulate Monitor

This channel takes continuous air samples from the containment atmosphere

and measures the aLr partiulate gata radioactivity. The samples, drawn

outsida the containment, are in a closed, sealed system and are monitored

by a scintillation counter - filter paper detector assembly. The filter

paper collects all particulate matter greater than I micron in size

on its constantly moving surface, which Is viewed by a hermetically sealed

scintillation crystal (Nal) - photomultiplier combination. After passing

through the gas monitor, the samples are returned to the containment.

The filter paper has a 25-day miLimum supply at normal speed. The filter

paper mechanism, an electromagnetic assembly which controls the filter

paper movement, is provided as an integral part of the detector unit.

The detector assembly is in a completely closed housing. The detector output

is amplified by a preamplifier and transmitted to the Radiation Monitoring

System cabinet in the control room. Lead thielding is provided to reduce

the background radiation level to where it does not interfere with the

detectorts sensitivity.

0
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The activity is indicated on meters and recorded by a multipolnt recorder.

High-activity alarm indications are displayed on the control board annunciator

in addition to the Radiation Monitoring cabinets. Locdl alarms provide

operational status of supporting equipment such as pumps, motors and flow

and pressure controllers.

The containment air particulate monitor is the most sensitive instrument

of those available for detection of reactor coolant leakage into the

containment. This instruuc;t is capably of detecting particulate

radioactivity in concentrations ac low as 10-9 tc/cc of containment air.

The measuring range is 10-9 to 10-6 Pclcc.

The sensitivity of the air particulate monitor to an increase in reactor

coolant leak rate is dependent upon the magnitude of the normal base-line

leakage into the containment. The sensitivity is greatest where base-line

leakage is low as has been demonstrated by the experience of Indian ?oint

Unit No. 1 (See Appendix 6B), Yankee Rowe and Dredsen Unit 1. Where

containment air particulate activity is below the threshold of detectibility,

operation of the monitor with stationary filter paper would increase leak

sensitivity to a few cubic centimeters per minute. Assuming a loa background

of containment air particulate radioactivity, a reactor coolant corrosion

product radioactivity (Fe, Hn, Co, Cr) of approximately 0.4 pc/cc (a

value consistent with little or no fuel cladding leakage), and complete

dispersion of the leaking raidioactive solids into the containment zr,

the air particulate monitor ia capable of detecting an increase in coolant

leakage rate as small as approximately 0.025 gpm (100 cc/minutes -ithir

twenty minutes after it occurs. If only ten per cant of the particulate

activity is actually dispersed in the air, leakage rate increases of the

order of 0.25 gpm (1000 cc/minute) are detectable within the same time

period.

For cases where base-line reactor ooolant leakage falls withi a the detectable

limits of the air particulate monitor, the Instrument can be adjusted to

nlnrm on Il.ukahe 1ncreati,, or from two tit flve time t'Vie base-line volume.

The contair.ment air particulate monitor together with the other radiation

monitors mentioned in this section are further described in Section 11.2.
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Containment Radioactive Gas Monitor

This channel measures the gaseous gamma radioactivity in the containment by

taking the continuous air samples frcm the containment atmosphere, after they

pass through the air particulate monitor, and drawing the samples through

a closed, sealed system to a gas monitor assembly.

Each sample is constantly mixed in the fixed, shielded volumes, where it is

viw.wed by Geiger-Hjeller tubes. The samples are then returned to the containment.

The detector is in a completely enclosed houst.ng containing a gamma sensitive

Gaiger-Hueller tube mounted in a constant gas volume container. Leas shielding

is provided to reduce the background radiation level to a point where it does not

interfere with the detector's sensitivity. A preamplifier and impedance

matching circuit is mounted at the detector.

The detector outputs are transmiLted to the Radiation Honitoring System

cabinets in the controe room. The activity is indicated by meters and

recorded by a nultipoint recorder. High-activity alarm indications are

d1splayed on the control board annunciator in addition to the Radiation

Monitoring System cabinets. Local alarms annunciate the supporting

equipment's operational status.

The containment radioactive gas monitor is inherentiy less sensitive

(threshold at 10-6 Pc/cc) than the containment air particulate monitor, and

would function in the event that significant reactor coolant gaseous

activity exists from fuel cladding defects. The measuring range is 10-6 to

10-3 Vc/cc. Assuming the design valve of reactor coolant gaseous activity

(1% fuel cladding defects), the tccurence of a coolant leak of one gpm would

double the background in about two hours. For coolant gaseous activity

consistent with urimal cladding defects, a one gpm coolant leak would double

the background iu approximately two iainutes. la these circumstanc-s this
instr•nent Is a useful backup to the air particulate monitor.

6.7-5 
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The contairsent air particulate and radioactive gas morttors have assemblies

that are common to both channels. They are described as follows:

L) The flow assembly includes a pump unit and selector valvec that provide

a representative sample (or a "clean" sample) to the detector.

U) The puwp unit consists of:

1. A pump to obtain the air sample.

2. A flowreter to indicate the flo• rate.

3. A flow control valve to provide flow adjustment.

4. A flow alarm assembly to provide low and high flow alarm

signals.

Lii) Selector valves are usad to direct rhe desired sample to the detector

for monitoring and to blow flow then the channel is in maintenance

or "purging" condition.

iv) A pressure sensor is used to protect the system from high pressure.

Thim unit automatically closes an inlet and outlet valve upon a

high pressure condition.

v) Purging is accomplished with a valve control arrangement wheraby the

normal sample flow is blocked and the detector purged with a "clean"

sample. This facilitates detector calibration by establishing the

background level and aids in verifyinb sampie activity level.

vi) The flow control panel in the control room Radiatio . Monitoring System

racks permits remote operation of the flow controe assembly. By operating

a sample selector switch on the control panel the containment sample

may be monitored.

6
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vii) A smple flow rate indicator is claibrated linearly (from 0 to 14)

cubic feet per minute.

Alarm lights are actuated by the following:
I,

1. Flow *arm assembly (low or high flow)

2. The pressure sensor assembly (high pressure)

3. The filter paper sensor (paper drive malfunction)

4. The pqpp power control switch (pump motor on)

Humidity Detector

The humidity detection iru trumentation offers another means of detection
zf leakage into the containment. Although this instrumentation has not

nearly the sensitivity of the air particulate monitor, it has the characteristics
of being sensitive to vapor originating from all sources within the

containment, including the reactor coolant and steam and feedwater systems.

Plots of containment air dew point temperature variations above a base-line

maximum established by the coolinb water temperature to the air coolers

should be sensitive to increm.ntal increases of water leakage to the
containment atmosphere on the order of .25 gpm pir F degree of dewpoint
.nperature increase.

The sensitivity of this method depends on cooling water temperature,

'ontainment air temperature vatiation and containment air recirculation rate.

Condensate Measuring System

This method of leak detection is based on the principle that, under

equilibriLm conditions, the condensate flow draining from the cooling

coils of the containment air handling units will equal the amount of

water (and/or steam) evaporated from the leakage system. Reasonably

accurate measurement of leakage from the Reactor Coola,.. System by this

method is possible, because containment air temperature and humidity
promote complete evaporat 4 on of any leakage from hot systems. The

ventilation system is desibned to promote good mixing within the containment.

During normal operatioa the containment air conditions will be maintained near
120*F DB and 92*F W13 (approximately 36% Relative Humidity) by the fan-coolers.
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When the water frvm a leaking system evaporates into this atonosphere,

the humidity of the fan-cooler intake air will begin to rise. The

resulting increase in the condensate drainage rate is given by the

equation

D a L (1-exp (--Q t) ]

Where

D - Condensate drainage rate (gpm)

. - Evaporated leakage (gpm)

Q - Containment ventilation rate (CR4)

V w Containment free volume (ft3 )

t - Time after start of leak (mn.)

Thierefore, if four fan cooler units are operating (Q - 280,000 CFFM), the

condensation rate would be within 5% of a new equilibrium value in approxi-

I mately 200 tindtes after the start of the leak. Detection of the increasing

condensation rate, however, would be possible within 5 to 10 minutes.

The condensate measuring device consists essentially of a vertical 6 inch

diameter standpipe with a triargular weir cut into the upper portion of the

pipe, to serve as an overflow, Each fan cooler is provided with a standpipe

which is initalled in the drain line from the fan-cooler unit. A differential

pressure transmitter near the bottom of the standpipe is used to measure the

water level. Each unit can be drained by a remote onp--ted valve.

A wide range of flow rates can be measured with this device. Flows less

than 1 gpm arc measured by drainlng tie standpipe and observing the water

level rise as a function of time. Condensate flows from I gpm to 30 gpm

may be measured by observing the height of the water level above the crest

notch of the weir. This water head can be converted to a proportional flow

rate by means of a calibration curve. A high level alarm, set above the

established normal (base-line) flow Is provided for each unit, to warn

the operator when operating limits are approached.

All indicators, alanrq, and controls are located in the control room.

Supplement 13
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Component Cc.. ing Liquid Monitor

Thic channel continuously monitors the component cooling loop of the

Auxiliary Coolant System for activity indicative of a leak of reactor

coolant from either the Reactor Coolant System, the recirculation loop,

or the residual heat removal loop of the Auxiliary Coolant System. A

scintillation counter is located in an in-line well at the component

cooling pump suction header. The detector assembly output is amplified

by a preamplifier and transmitted to the Radiation Monitoring System cabinets

in the control room. The activity is indicated on a meter and recorded by

a multipoint recorder. High-activtcy alarm indications are displayed on

the control board annunciator Ir. add'tion to the Radiation Monitoring System

cabinets.

The measuring range of thia monitor is 10-5 to 10- 2 tlc/cc.

Condenser Air Ejector Gas Monitor

This channel monitors the discharge from the air ejector exhaust header

of the condensers for gaseous radiation which is indicative of a primary

to secondary system leak. The gas discharge is routed to the turbine

roof vent.
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The detector output is transmitted to the Radiation Monitoring System cabinets
in the control room. The activity is indicated by a meter &A recorded
by a multipoint recorder. High-activity alarm indications are displayed

on the control board annunciator in addition to the Radiation Honitoring
cabinets.

A gamma sensitive Geiger-Mueller tube used to monitor the gaseous
radiation level. The detector is ink., ý.d into an in-line fixed volume
container which includes adequate shirld" g to reduce the background
radiation to where it does not inteefere vth the detectors maximum
sensitivity. This monitor has a mat'mum Pensitivity of 10-6 microcuries

per cubic centimeter.

Steam Generator Liquid Sample Monitor I
This channel monitors the liquid phase of the secondary side of the steam
generator for radiation, which would indicate a primary-to-secondary system
leak, providing bhckup •' ý-)rmation to that of the condenser air ejector gas
monitor. Samples from the bottom of iach of the four steam generators are
mixed to a common header an-. the common sample is continuously monitored
by a scintillation counter and holdup tank assembly. Upon indication
of - high-radiation level, each steam generator is individually sampled in
order to determine the source. This sampling sequence is -chieved by
manually selecting the desired uvit to be monitored and allotting sufficient
time for sample equili.brium to be astablished (approximately 1 minute).

A remote Indicator panel s, mounted at the detector location, indicates
the radiation level and high-radiation alarm,

The measuring range of this monitor is 10-5 to 10-2 microcuries per cubic
centinater.

6.7-10
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w A photomultiplier tube - scintillation Lrystal (NaI) combination, mounted in

a hermetically sealed unit, is used :o monitor liquid effluent activity. Lead

shielaing is provided to reduce the mackground level so it doas not interfere

with the detector's maximum sensitivity. The in-line, fixed-volume container

is an integral part of the detector unit.

During cold shutdown personnel can enter the containns-nt and make a visual

inspection for leaks. The location of any "leak in the Reactor Coolant System

woun' ',? determined by the presence of boric acid crystals near the leak.

The leaking fluid transfers the boric acid crystals outside the Reactor

Coolant System and the process og eyqorqtion leayN thei'lbebhund,

If an accident involving gross leak ,ge from the Reactor Coolant System occurred

it could be detected by the following methods.

Pump Activity

During normal operation only one charging pump is operating. If a gross

loss of reactor coolant to another closed system occurred which was not

detected by the methods previously described, the speed of the chargtng

pump would indicate the leakage.

The leakage from the reactor coolant will cause a decrease in the pressurizer

liquid level that is within the sensitivity range of the pressurizer level
indicator. The speed of the charging pump will automatically increase to
try to maintain the equivalence between the letdown flow and the combined

charging line flow and flow across the reactor coolant pump seals. If the

pump reaches a high speed limit, an alarm is actuated.

A break in the primary system would result in reactor coolaet flowing into the

containment and/or recirculation sumps. Gross leakage to these eumps would

be indicated by the frequency of operation of the containment or recirculation

pumps. Since the building floor drains perferentially to the containment

sump, the activity of the containment sump pumps would be more likely to

indicate the leak than the activity of the recirculation sump pump.
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Li~qud Inyvntory

Grosa leaks might be detected by unscheduled increases in the amount of reactor

coolaut makeup water which is required to maintain the mormal level In the

pressutizer,

A large tube side to shell side .task in the non-regenerative (letdowo) heat

exchanger would result in reactor coolant flowing into the component cooling

water and a rise in the liquid level in the component cooling water surge

tank. The operator would be alerted by a high water alarm for the sarge tank

and high radiation and temperature alarms actuated by monitors ext the

component cooling water pump auction header, In addition a low flow alerm

would be actuated by a monitor or the outlet line of the Chemical and Volume

*. Control System ftom the non-regenerative heat exchanger.

A high level alarm for the component cooling water surge tank and high

radiation and temperature alarms actuated by monitors at the component cooling

pump suction header could also indicate a thermal barrier cooling coil rupture

in a reactor coolant pump. However, in addition to these alarms, high temperature

and high flow on the component cooling outlet line from the puxp would

Activate alarms.

Grons leakage might also be indicated by a rise in the normal containment

tmd/or recirculation sump levels. High level in either of these sumps will.

actimte an alarm. Since the building floor drains preferentially to the

containment sump, the containment sump level transmitter would most likely
actuate alarm priar to iabe level transmitter in the recirculation sump.

Residual Heat Removal Loop

The residual heat removal loop removes residual and sensible heat from the

core and reduces the temperature of the Reactor Coolant System durt.ng the second

phase of plant shutdown. 6I
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Durirg normal operation *he containment air particulate and radioactive gas

monitors, the humidity detector and the ,ondensate measuring system provide

means for detecting leakage from the section of the residual heat removal

loop inside the reactor containment. These systems have been described

previously in this section (see description of leak detection from the

Reactor Coolant System). Leakage from the residual heat removal loop into

the component cooling water loo, .uring normal operation would be detected 113

outside the containment by the component cooling loop radiation monitor

(see analysis of detection of leakage from the Reactor Coolant System in

this aection).

The physical layout of the two residual heat removal pumps is within

separate shielded and isolated rooms outside of the containment. This will

permit the detection of a leaking residual heat removal pump by means of

radiation monttors located in the ventilation exha-.7,t ducts from each

compartment. Supplemental radiation monitoring will be provided by a plant

vent gas monitoring system. Alarms iti the control room will alert the .

operator when the activity exceeds a preset level. Small leaks to the

environment could be detected with these systems within a short time

after they occurred.

When the plant is shutdown personnel :an enter the containment to check

visually for leaks. Detection of the location of significant leaks would

be aided by the presence of boric acid crystals near the leak.

In case of an accident which involves gross leakage from the part of the

residual heat removal loop inside the containment, this leakage would be

indicated by a rise in the containment and/or recirculation sump levels.

Both of these sumps have level transmitters whilh activate an alarm if the level

exceeds 4 preset level. As the building floor drains preferentailly to ths

containment sump, the level transmitter in this sump would most likely actuate

an alarm first.

0
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Should a large tube aWde to shell side leak develop in a residual heat
exchanger or the seal of a residual heat removal purp break, the water level

in the component cooling surge tank would rise, and the operator would be

aleted by a high water alarm. RadiatLon and temperature monitors

at the component cooling water pump suction header will also signal an alarm.

In addition, in the case of a residual heat removal pu=n seal failure, a flow

monitor on the component cooling outlet line from the pump will actuate an

alar•.

Leakage from both of the residual heat reaoval pumps is drained to a

common sump equipped with a sump pump. The operation of the sump pump

vwil be indicated in the control room as a means of detection of gross
leakage (i.e.. a seal failure) from a residual heat removal pump.

Recirt-lation Leoa

If a break occu=s in the Reactor Coolant System, the recirculation loop provides

long-term protcction by recirculating spilled reactor coolant and injected

refueling water.

The containnent air particulate and radioactive gas monitors, the humidity

detector and the condensate measuring system (see section discussing leak

detection foi the Reactor Coolant System) provide means of detecting small
!e'aks in the part of the recirculation loop inside the reactor containment.

Leakage from the residual heat exchanger would be detected by a

radiation mwnitor (discussed in the section on leak detection
from the Reactor Coolant System) at the component cooling water pump

suction header.

Entry to the containment Is permissible during cold shutdown, and personnel

could check for leaks at this tive by looking for the presence of
boric acid crystals.

4
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Gross leakage from the reia.•culation loop inside the containmenv t ught, be
Indicated by a rise In the level of the 'ntAi=eent aSXIo0T rpc-rculation
isuyps. Both oC these sumps have a level trorttter vhikh -ill actuate
an alarm i- 'e lvel go"s above a pros .. 1,

j, rise in the liquid level in the component cooling surge t Ank would result
if a laze tbe side to s ill side leak developed In a residual heat
exchanger. The optrator would be alerted by a 'ig1h level alarm in the
component cooling water surge tank and a high radiation and temperaturo alarm
actuated by monitors at the component cooling water pump auction hesder.

Xf the exteraal recirculation loop is used, leakage from the sectiou
ovtside the containment would be directed by floor drains to the auxiliary
building si-p. From here it is transferred by simp pu=ps to the waste holdup
tank. The operation of these auxiliary building s3p pVps Is Indicated
In the control room and would alert the operator to the leakage.

Component Cooling Loop

Leakage froo the component cooling loop Inside the reactor contai=cent could
be detected by the htraidity detector and/or the condeviate nessuring system
(see section on Reactor Coolant System le.Ak detection for a description

of these systerts).

Visual inspection iznide the containsent is possible durila cold chutdown.

Gross leakage -&%a the compaonent cooling loop would be Indicated Inside

the containmect by a rise in the l-uid level of the coutaietent andlor

recirculation sunps. Both of these sumps 1'ave a high level alarm. Since

the building floor drains preferentially to the containzent sump the level

transmitter in the sump would be note likely to stual an alarm.

If the leakag. is from a part of the component cooling loop outside the

contair ont, it would be directed by floor drains to the auxiliary building

strp. The auiliary building sxp pumps then transfer the leakage to tha waste

ho'.dup tank. Operation of the sup pumps in indicated in the control roa

and would thus serve as a means of leak detection for this patt of the sy•t-'-
I.
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Sarviet gater Svv tea

D~ $At 1o42-Of-COOIsnL acU'rnt tbO -.=tAiVnMmt fan coolers service water

softtors check the ccnWtamsat. fau t. .i Ac water discharge line for radiation

InL4CtiY3 of a lea from the cintaimmut ataosphere into the service water.

A #=Ual bjz flow from each1 4f the heý,t. exchanrers Ls mixed in & coa~n beAder

=4 a Mntored by reduodent, scintilulation detectors zotmmted In se,'arate

boldups tank asst#itbis. Upom Indicatioa of a high rsdiationi l@,t I. each

twat ie.mdh=Vm is individually wsa~ald to determine which tnit '-A Ieaking.

Thirs saspUaS sequ**ce a Is chitved by =maually selecting~ t ;desired unit to

bo Waitored amd Allottinag sufZicient time for ssacple equafibriun to be
establish~d (approuit~arsly I =Saute).

T-he measuring range of this monitor is 1075 to lO7 zzurles per cubic

cent teter.

Gross lasksg. Into the vervice water due to a faulty cooling coil in the

Containnut Air Rucirculattocm Cooling and Filt 1ation Sysre-- can be detected

by stopping the fans and u.outinuing the cooling water flow. Any sipOific*Zt

cooling water leakage would be xeen as f low into a collectinag pan.

Leakage Eros a coq~ment, In the service vater syste= will be dirccted by

floor drains to the auxiliary building aunp. Pumpa will thei& transfer this:

leakage to the wuaste holdup tank. Operation of the auxiliary building su~p

purp is fr~icated In the control race and would serve a~s a memas of leak

detection.
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6.7.2 LMACA P*AWLSIOINS

?ovisicas s sade for the isolation and coecasinmat of any 1eakage.

6.7.2.1 DESIG BASIS

The provisions sade for leskaste are designed to. prazent uncQltrolled leaklna

of reacto?- coolant or -turliaz7 cooliug vater. This Is accopliahed by

(1) ivolatiom of the leak by valves, (2) ,t.,•:ing relief valves to accept

the viwin flow rate of vater from the worst possible leak, (3) supplynug

redundant equipmut which uilown a standby cowponent to be p.. I in oparatat.A

uhbie the leaklug component is repaired ana (4) rout-ng the leakage to various

supa ind holdup tanks.

6.•. 2.2 DES•.SI ViDl 0ERATUICt

Various provisions for leaksge avert uncontrolled leahage from the p•imary

and •au•liary coolant loops.

Reactor Coolsmt SyStem

Mien si•gaficant leakage from the Reactor Coolant System is detected, action

is taken to prevent the release of radioactivity to the amosphere outside the

plant.

If elther the coatalrient air particulated ga=a activity or the radioactive

gas activity exceed pre-set levels o the cootasioent air pacticulate

=4 radioactive $as tonitos, respectively, the contaiument, purge supply

and exhaust dcct valves and pressure relief line valves are cosed.

On high radiation alara signaled by the condenser air ejector monitor, the

condenser a'xhaust Wases are diverted from the turbine roof vent to the contain-

vent throujh a blower.

0
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A high fa4UIon alarn actunted by the ates• enerator liquid sample monitor

Initiates closure of the isolltic' valves in the blowdown lines and sazp•l
Lin"s.

If the cmpmeat cooling loop radLation uonitor signals a high radiation

alarn, the valve in the cOcponeng coollng surge tank vent 2ine automatically

closes to prevent Sasaous a~ttvity rtleae.

If a leak frtn the Raactor Coolant Syst• to tbe ccwponent cooling

loop was a gross leak or If the leak culd not be isolated froc the o-eponent

cooling loop before the inflow completely filled the surge tank, the reliel

valve on the asure tank vould rise. The discharge from this valve is routed

to the axste holdup tank in the auxilary building.

A lar&e leak in the Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary, which des

"ot flow into another closed loop, vould result In reactor coolant fOing

into the containzent susp and/or the recirculation sum=p.

Zxperience with the detection of Primary System learstge into -the containnent

ves*el of Indian Point Unit I is discussed in Appezdix 6B.

keda Reat Removal Logo

High containment air particulated ga=a activity of high radioactive ras

activity will result in an slam being activated by either the containment

air particulate or radioactive gas monitors, -espectively. The contaifment

purge supply and exhaust duct valves and pressure relief line valves are

closed. This prevents the releas of ra4ioactivity to the atmosphere outside

the nuclear plant.

If leakage from the residual bea4t rezoval loop into the component cooling

loop occurs, the componont cooling radiation scnator wrill actuate an alarm

and the valve in the component cooling surge tank vent tine is automatically

closoed to prevent gaseous radt.oactivity release. if the leaking Component

(i.e., a residual h"t exchanger) could aot ba isolated from the component

cooling loop before the Inflog completely filled the surge tank, the relief

valve on the surSe tank would lift and th* effluent would ie discharged to



tht atmilitry buildIng wast* holdup tank.

G-ross leakaze from the section of the residual heat removal loop

Inside the cantak, ot, which does cot flw Into another closed loop, would
resalt in reactor coolauL flowing Into the conta •te sump and/or the

recirculation au•p.

Other leakae pravisdons for the the tea dual heat removal loop a". discussed

is Section 9.3.

Recirculation Looi,

The co•i•tamm•t pur&e supply snd ezhaust duct valves and preasure relief line

valvts ars closed when either the coutainmet air par.ticulate or the radioactive

Sax monitors read above a pre-set level. This prevents radioactivity frcu

escaping to the outside atosphe4re

Leakage from the recirculation loop into the component cooling loop results in a

radiation alarm and the autoatic c1loing of the c•cponat cooing surge tank vent

line to prevent gaseous radioactivity release. If the leak was gross and

illed the surge tank before the leaking coaponent could act be isolatcd from

the component cooling loop, the relief valve an the surge tank would

lift and the effluent would be discharge to the uaste holdup tank In the

auxiliary .uNldlNu.

Cross leakage frog the internal recirculatica loop which does not flow into

another closed 1:p will flow Into the containneneat. p au.djor the rtcir*ulatJon

sump. Gross leaksVe from the external recirculation loop which does not flov

into another closed L$o r vri be drained to the auxiliary building as-3p. From

hare it in pu=prd to the waste holdup tank.
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4=811s 1sasC fton the *action of th. cooeent. oowal loop inside the

cet~InWet VMCh does not flow Into a~otle closed loop will flow into the

Coots±,Wc up en4d/or the racirculatica surp. Outsida the conanment 0aJor
lemk**e would be dralued to the pr.lmy auxiliary building smmp. Fcm here

It is V=pe to the wsti holdup tank,

Other provisonb made for lask&Se £•ro the cosonent coal ing loop are discussed
in Section 9.3.

service Water Sys1tr

Groso leakage frm the service water systm vIll be dire-ted by floor drains
to the prL!-sry auxiliary sump. Pumps wM then transfer thS4 leakage q the
vait* holdup tank.

4



APPlETX 6A

IMMh =~OVAL X1F"T7E=C=TIV S EVALUATIG(ý
07 MhE CCWTAI1QMEHT SPRAY SYSTD(

3.0 MOOS&S F CM41CAL MODIfnCATION

Tha contalmet spray syste In this pressurized water reactor facility

is one of the nginieerod safety features systems employed follork"6 a

loes-of-coolant inside the containent to reduce the pressure and to-

perature of the cont&txUent atmosphere. The flow rate and inlet subcooling

of the spray are sufficient to provide thermal capacity for condensing

steam produced by dissipation of heat in the reactor and its associated

syttmaa. Xintim operability of these systems with on-site power and

under a single-coponent failure contingency will prevent pressurization

of contai.ment above the design pressure with a substantial capacity

margin.

The spray syste, by virtue of the large surface area provided between

tha liquid droplats and the containent atnoaphere, affords an excellent

means of absorbing soluble components from the gas phase. If the solu-

bility of the component io sufficiently high, the rate of absorption

is limited only by the nas transfer rate of the absorbing species through

the gas film. In the case of 12 vapor, elimination of all but the gas

fima. resistance would pernit the abaorpt! =n by sprays to proceed with

a removal balf-life of less than two ainutes, as will be shown later.

Hwever the solubility ot 12 in the refueling water used as spray is

limited, as indicated by the partition co4fficient (i)

X- 0.0125 :ol/liter gas-C mol/liter liquid

in acidic solution. While this coefficient corresponds to an equili-

brium favoring solution of 60-80% of the iodine by the liquid (consider-

IM the gas/liquid volvea ratios o. conventional FWR contaimnents) it is
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eWpectad tht :e luquid phase mass cran.-fer reasistence would severely
limit the rsoval rate. Assuming a liquid fil coeffictieut of 0.01
csaisc a=d a gas film coefficient (to be derived later) of the order
of 10 C•s/ac, the overall anas transfnr coefficient, VTI is obtained

as follows

1 ._ + 1 +O0.1.25 0.1+1.25 (1)
Vr VC V, - 0 0.01

VT. 0.74 caIsec

if the 12 waere Infinitely soluble (K 0)# the value of VT would approach
10 cm/see in this example.

To obtain the advantages of an order-of--magnitude improven"nt of absorption

rate and nearly complete re4oval of 12 at equilibrium, the cheat try of

the spray solution is modified by adding RaOU, raisivg the pU to 9.5. I
According to the knorwn behavior of elemental iodine in btghly dilute solutions

the hydroxysis reaction

12 + o- 1O +1

proceed* nearly to ccmpletion(2) at pH >8. M.a iodide form is highly

soluble, and H10 readily xoidIxes to 10 3 in the oxygenated medium, this

form being likewise soluble:

RIO + 0o2 -->o03 + 1+ (2)

Griffith(1) suggested that the use of chmical additives which undergo

ionic reactions with av-eous 12 would improve the absorptioQn rate to the

point where the gas fIlm mass transfer resistance became Limiting. Implying

that 9 /VL 4u< 10-&. H paper called attention to sodium thiosulfate
(Na 2 S2 0 3 ) as a likely reagent for this purpose and memtioned NaOH as another

candidate. Subsequent experlment. In a spray Pedius have shown that both 4
aeditivee bring about absorption rates indicative of gas fIla control,

varlfying the desired rate capability.

6A-2
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W- •P The salectlon *1 raOV instead of & for thi application foll a
evaluation progra which revealed the followlin disadvantages far Ra 2S2 0 3 :

The tesults *f this evaluation progrsm are detailed in the Proprietary

Westinghouse report, WC&P-7153.

By contrast, the sa& , ttting progxax revtaled no =ustability of the solution

fo~rA. by adding N&OR alone to the borated spray. Corrosion rates of

copper and copper-alloy heat exchanget tubing waer reduced by *ore than

an order of u'.nitude compar"d with high pR N*2 S10 3 and were acceptably

low (e0.01 mils! sonth at 200F') for the application. These tests

sbowsd that pitting or local corrosion did not occur.

For engineering reasons, therefore, further testing waz centered on the

us of NeOH as the spray additive leading to the developeont of a technical

basis for its inclusion in the plant engineerad safety faturet as a means

of "fixing absorbed iodine, enhancing the natural rate of deposition

of 12. and thus lowering the calcula-ed off-site thyroid dose resulting

from a postulated release of fission products to the contaement atsx;mphere.

In .e_-ary, thip work supports the folloaing conclusions comprisng the

technical basis for Gpray absorption Vrecess for iodine reoval:

1) The conversion of absorbed 12 to I- and O02- in pH 9.5 borate solution

is quite rapid, such that the ataorptlon process is gas film diffusion

controlled.

2) Mass transfer follows the Ranz-Harshal rate equation (3) for soluble

gases, as demonstrated by cor.tainmant sinulation testa performed

with a nozzle design atmnospheric conditions, iodine concentrato,1

and spray chmical corpoaition in dome approxisatiot to the design

basis accident.

3) I.ner a range of conditions bracketing the possible accident nodes,

<he spray wdificatlon show irreversible and ef'.ctiva iodine

removal. (,e.,1v in not reduced •ith time If pR Is maintained)

Wcompatibility with the vital saterlals and processes of the coe•tainment

system and high v*Jcmnical reliability.
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2.0

2.1

'I1NtCMUL UASI TOR 1iMrn I!XOVL PAC=O~

AMA'TrICAL MOORL AND ASSUXP1'ONS

The rexaval of a soluble ccaponent by a reactive spray under conditions

of a constant saas transfer rut* coefficient Is exponential:

C - (3)

The removal constant Xs can be expressed as the product of a mass transfer

coefficitlt, vG and the effective absorbing surface areal A.

In addition to the basic assiptioon that the absorption Is gas-film resistance

controlled. the following idealizations are made to simplify the physical

modeL:

1) All droplets behave an spberes of diameter equal to that of the

surface-nean diameter droplet, d.

2) Droplets fan at ther rt)rnlal velocity, u., from the spray nozzle

to the oper&ting deck, a distance h.

3) Iodine concentration in the gas in uniform.

The effective absorbing are& Is th•a

4

6 Ph

SVd
tc

where A w absorbing rea per unit volue

P - volu-setric spray fl~v rate

V -- cotaiment fret volume

(4)

*F~ Ao a iVI droPlet SiZZ8, thek teminal velocitY and the mass tranafer
Coefficient or* temp,-Ature arA prtsavire dependent, in the expretsion
forA j tbet fhese variatlen can be treated as a dimensionless ratio:

_4



X a- V 70 6 IPh

;t C

%4n the romining parameters ae expressed In engineering units, s in
reciprocal bours in given by

Sd47 (6)
-C,

hbere P a spray flow galltin

h - fall height, ft.

re= volume, cu. ft.
d - droplet diameter, cu.

For Lhe various classes of Westinghouse NaR comt.Lnmnts, the following

values of tha physical parametrs are conservativZ17 approximated as

follows:

Fh

7 h Vc d V____

Two Loop 1250 70 970,000 0.1 0.90

Three Loop 880 77 2,100*000 0.1 0.32

Four Loop 2340 104 2,600,000 0.1 0.94

The value of v,/ ; for 0.1 cu droplets in a saturated air-steam atmosphere

o2 pressure P is plotted in Figure 6U-i. These data are obtained from

OML--TH.-1911( 4). It i.s apparent that as pressure cr*easea during the post-

accideut period, the value of Y /3t end hence the rmoval cefficient X.

will inereaxe, The ramoval rate is =dw~sarzLcated, therea-'.e, by acaunlan

for purposes of analysis the value at this ratio at the design conditIon of

the contalrwat. The results, calculated gron equation (6), are then:

'ie i.d as the mixture of air and ete. produced by addUng steam to the

dty air an. Intit:la temperature of 309C and one atoephere presaurej
At costat Volume.



"G/It EIh-

'N, loop (60 psug, 286 *F) 0,0224 29.6

Three loop (42 psi-g
264 *7) 0,0235 11.1

Your loop (47 psi&. 270 *F) 0.0231 32.0

Thes "half-life" for removal of elemental Iodine Is obtained frau the

following expression for exponential decay:

0.693 x 3600 (in seconds) (7)THm Xa

The "'done reduction facto " applicable to elemental iodine Is the ratio of

the average tu-o-hour inventory of 1vithout renoval to tho average with

removal. It is given by the falloving expression:

DRY2 U 2

The calculated values of A for tha three plant types yield the following

value- of 12 half-liEe and 12 dose reduttion factor:

TH see DR? 2

Two Loop 84. 59.

Thrae Loop 225. 22.

Four Loop 78. 64.

Concerning other airborne fore of iodine, the removal twchanism can be

charac'ar•zed in the following way:

HX - Hydrogen iodide maru coastituta an Important fraction of the liberated

iodine if oxygen is *xcluded from the reactor during the teit.

The higher d-ffueivity of H1, compared with l2* sad the fact that

favorable partition betwesn vapor and liquid does not require that

the asorbad 41 nolecuta undergo chautcal :raction, would lead to

remov of 9l1 by aprays no lees rapid than " V
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C

CH31 - A small fraction (probably less than 5% of the available iodine)
will exist as organic Iodides of which methyl iodide Is the a At

Important. There is preliminary evidence that absorption and

chmnical decomposition of %:1 occurs in the reference spray solution.

The rate of absorption, which is expected to be liquid-film diffusion

or liquid-phase reaction rate controlled, is so slow that the reduc-

tion of the two-hour average inventory of C2 3 1 vapor is less than

the probable error in predicting that inventory. No credit for

removal is taken in calculating the two-hour dose due to organic

iodide leakage.

Particle& - Spray may have an important effect on particle removal by

increasing the rate of steam condensation. When the bulk

flow of steam to the condensing surface in great enough to

mask the diffusive motion of particles (as would be the case

vben cold droplets contact the containment atmosphere during

the high-steam pexiod), sub-micron particles are efficiently

captured by the spray. (5) Larger particles would be removed

by high f ficieney particulate air (HEPA) filtera cr would

agglomerate and settle out by gravity, reducing their Impor-

tance an a potential leakage source, if indeed they could

penetrate the leakage path at all. In evaluating the potential

benefIt of sprays in reducing post-accident iodine leakage,

no quantitative consideration is given here to particle

removal by condensation, because the phenomenon is independent

of the chemical modificaticu of the spray solution.

.
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2,2 RUNX1ItAL VRIiCAT10w C.

The droplet size assumed in the spray calculations summ.rized above was

0,10 ca or 1000 u. The spray ?atcern produced by a 3/8 in. aperture ramp

bottom nouzle of the type used in these facilities was mesured photographically

at various operating nozzle pressures. A remp bottom nozzle with a 3/8-inch

orifice diameter was selected because it is capable of producing the smallest

mean droplet size without eaploying Impingement baffles, swirl vane*, or

other features hiich might trap particles of debris. Note that a l/4-iuch

mesh screen is used to trap debris which might otherwise enter the recircu-

lation pump suction from the containment sump.

Should some of the upray nozzles become plugged, considerable .performanc.%

margin is available. For example, at the time recirculation from the sump

would be employed, the condensuin capacity of one spray above exceeds the

residual heat rate of 25%. Similarly, at the same point in time, there

is AL greatly reduced dependence on sprays for continued iodine reoval
because most of the absorbable iodine has been removed prior to recirculation.

Theory predicts that over half-lives for removal of elemental iodine have
elapsed during the period when clean spray water. is being delivelsd.from the

atoraga tanks. One may conclude, therefore, that plugging of about one fifth

of the nozzles in one spray system, complete outage of the other spray
aystem, and disability of all five fan coolers could be tolerated at the

time of recirculation without losing the ability to transfer residual heat

from the contanment atmosphere. A statistic&l analysis of the droplet

images produced the following reaults:

Nozle Pressure, flow Rat,%, Nunbsr-av& Surfaco-avn
ps .- n diameter u diameter ui

20 1019 960 1340

30 12,9 830 U26

40 15,2 735 1012

50 16.9 685 961

- •6A-8



In this table, the lunmber average diameter" is defined as
,:',i lnSG

I'M 0 eCcp 2

where DG a 50% undersize dtU.meter

SG a standard deviation, or ratio of 84% to

50% unA.ersize diameter,

The "surface average diameter" is the diameter at which a uniformly sized

array of drops would present the same surface to volume ratio as the observed

array of drops. It is this parameter which is significant to the absorption

rate model.

The spray system is designed to deliver rated flow with a minimum available

nozzle pressure of 40 psi above the containment design pressure. Generally,

the nozzle pressure will be more -han 40 psi above the actual containment

pIressure, making the assumption 1000 u a realistic one.

A more meaningful demonstxation of effective droplet size and verification

of the overall Maus transfer model is obta3Lned from the spray test program

at Nuclear Safety Pilot Plant (NSPP). Data from these tests are published

through the regular ORNL reporting channels. (6,7) The data treatment in

this program uses the same basic analytical model as has been presented

here, and the results ire entirely consistent with the premise that 129

absorption by Na-OH - H3 BO3 spray is gas-film controlled.

Applying the raneval expression (Eq. 8) to the NSPP eyotem for a typical

test condition of 44 psig, 266*F the values corresponding ro our plant

parameters are

F h V d Vd

K SPP 15 17 1330 0.100 1.92

[6&-9



The ratio vG/Gt for 0.100 cm droplets in a 44 psi& eteam-air atmosphere,

(Figure 1) is 0.0234, giving As a 66 hr -1 and a half-line of 38 sec.

As reported by the NSPP investigators (7,8) a run made at thece conditions
(run No. 30) with NaOH-H 3 B03 spray resulted in an iodine removal half life

of 24 to 44 seconds dependin.; on the method of sampling. Generally speaking,

NSPP results at a variety of conditions have shown that analytical models

based on the gas-film controlled drop-vise absorption theory (Ranz-Harshall

equation) tend to underpredict the wxerimental absorption rate.

Further spray testing is being conducted at the Containment Systcos Experiment

(CS0). Preliminary results of tests at room temperature but with fall heights

(35-50 feet) more comparable to full scale than those in NSPP have been

published.(9) These tests have shown that substantial decontamination of

the contaminant atmosphere with respect to 12 occurs with a half-life in
good agreement with those calculated by the Ranz-Harshall equation.

4
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.. • "•PE•DIX 6B

Prlnary System Le'.k Detection into Containment Vessel

Indian Point Unit I

Sa -1 leaks developed In the primary system pressure boundary can be

detected by several continuously recording instruments available to the

plant operators. The most sensitive of these detectors is the radioactive

air particulate monitor which continuously samples the air in the containment

cooling sy..tem. The purpose of the containment cooling system is to maintain

proper ambient temperatures for equipment in the containment vessel. This

system takes air from the upper elevations of the vessel and recirculates it

through cooling coils on the suction side of the supply fan. This air is then

discharged at a rate of 40,,000 CmH through steam coils. The turnover rate af

the contamlment vessel an a result of this system is approximately once every

hour. By wampling air from the discharge of the containment cooling system
S supply fan, leak rates as small as 0.3 GPE (20 cc/minute) can be detected.

Another detector, the radiogas monitor, sampling air from the same position

as the air particulate monitor continuously analyzes air from the containment

cooling system for gaseous radioactivity. This monitor is capable of

detectimg a leak rate of about 100 GPR (6,500 cc/minute).

In addition to measuring changes in the radioactivity of the containment

vessel, dew point sensors continuously sample the air from the suction side

of the containment cooling system supply fans. These instruments can detect

a pr1mary coolant leak rate of approximately 4 GPH. (250 cc/minute) by

measuring changes in the moisture content of the containment vessel.

By the use of the above instruments, plant operators can continuously

monitor the conLainment vessel for primary system leakage and take any steps

rncessary to safely operate the facility. Measurements made by the New York

University Medical Center, Institute of Environmantal Medicine, have shown

that the samples analyzed by thesc. instruments are representative of the



contairment vessel and that mantal samples taken to back up these detectors

are accurate to within a factor of 2.

Other methods for detecting and locating primary system leakage include

visual inspection for escaping steam or watev, Boric acid crystal formatien,

component and primary relief tank levels, hydrogen concentration and radio-

activity, containment sump le92l, and manual samples for tritium radio-

activity in condensed moisture from the containment vessel.

Although primary system leaktage in Unit No. 1 has been minimal, a combination

of all the above mentioned instrumentation has been used to detect several

leaks ranging in size from 0.1 to 3 GPH. However, due to the magnitude of

these leaks, positive identification has only resulted from visual inspection

during containment entries made after the plant has been shut down.

ASSUMPTIONS:

1. Uniform mixing in containment occurs within one hour after a leak,

based upon one containment cooling fan in service at 40,COO cfm.

2. The smallest significant changes in plant instrumentation are:

a - Radlogas monitor on the containment cooling system:
1 cps is equivalent to 3 x 10-7 pc/cc

b - Particulate monitor -

8 cps is equi'alent to 8 x 10- pc/cc

c - Dewpoint

4F

An eight hour period is used to evaluate these changes which provides time

for ;hecking instrumentation and determining the cause of the changes. The

eight hour evaluation period is predicted on determination of the magnitude

of small leaks. Large leaks would of course be evaluated much sooner.

*,1
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Basic Data Used for Calculations

1 - Sphere Volume.

1.8 x 106 ft 3 (5.05 x 10 cc)

2 - Sphere Environment

a - average teperature - 120*F

b - dewpoint - 70*F

3 - Normal Containment Cooling Radioactivity

a - radiogas 2.5 cps (7.5 x 10 -7 Wccc)

b - particulate 16 cps (1.6 x 10-3 pc/cc)

4 - Normal Primary Coolant Radicactivity after one hour

a - radiogas activity 5 x 10-3 Uc/ml 112 0

b - particulate 5 x 10-2 uc/ml 1120

Sample Calculations

1 - Dewpoint in Containment Cooling System

a - At 1201F and 70OF dewpoint - the water content of the sphere would

be 0.016 lbs of water per lb of dry "r

b - At a dewpoint of 740F the water content of the sphere would be
0.018 lbs of water per lb of dry air
let X - the leak rate into the sphere in gallons per hour

0.018 - 0.016) lbs H )/lb dry air x 1.8 x 10 6ft3 x 0.081 x 1 bs/ft3

8 hra % 8.3 lbs/gal

3.95 GPIT or 100 gallons per day
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2 - Radioactivity in Containment CooiAg System

a - Radlogas activity
-.

1 - Increase in adtivity 1 CPS on installed monitor

The radiogas activity incroase - 3 x 10 pc/cc

2 2- Let Y - leak rate into a sphere in gal per hour

Y 3,0 x io c/cc air x 5.05 x 10" cc air

18 ra x5 x16-3 Uc/m H 20x 3.8 x10 3mi/gal

- 99.8 GPH or 2,400 gallons per day

b- Particulate activity in containment cooling system

8 CPS on the installed monitor

2tadioactivity increase -- 8 x 10.9 tc/cc air

Let Z - leak rate Into the sphere in gallons per hour

Z 8 x 10 PC/cc air x-5.05 x 1 0  cc airE ra x 5x1c0 tocilH20 lox 3.8 x 11? mi/gal

- 0.265 GPH or 6 gallons per day

6B-
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